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APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR COMPUTER: • Structured Design in Basic
• Calculating Need for College Financial Aid • AWACS: A Simulation Game

IN-DEPTH EVALUATIONS: • Omniterm • VisiTerm • Four Arcade Games
• Axlon RAMdisk for Atari
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nsmnnti
Ballistic niissle

TM

Ihe Whole East Coast

Is Being Bombarded Had
Only Vou Can Saue It.

You're at the controls of ABM, the pulse-

pounding anti-ballistic missile game from

MUSE.

It takes a cool head, a hot hand and reflexes

so lightning fast you can zap those babies

right in their tracks. Pulverize em. Atomize

'em. Vaporize 'em.

Oh my God . . . those warheads . . . they're

mirving. There are hundreds of them . .

.

thousands. They're everywhere. No one can
save us now.

Except you .

Only $24.95

Audiovideo licensed from Atari.

TM

•••

fheUoke

Pardon hie, But
Did Vour duple
Just-Speak ?
Muse gives your computer the power of

speech with The Voice. Use the vocabulary

provided to create thousands of phrases; or

put your own words in the Apple's—ah

—

mouth.

Add sound effects to your own computer

games. Greet visitors. Leave messages. Use

your imagination. The possibilities are

actually endless.

Each disk stores up to 80 words and phrases,

which can be sorted for quick reference.

And, The Voice allows your Apple to speak

from any Basic Program through your Print

Commands.
Only $39.95

MUSE
SOFTWARE™

347 N. Charles Street- Baltimore. Maryland 21201 -(301) 659-7212

The Leader In Quality Softuiare
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Hline Software
Adds H Hew Dimension
To Vour Apple Computer

TM

Software by Muse is designed to

take your computer to the limit,

so there's no limit to what it can
do for you.

Think of all you could do with

just these four Muse business

programs.

Super Teh-t
You'll learn the basics of text

editing in mere minutes, then turn

your computer into a word proc-

essor with features so advanced
it will continue growing with you
year after year.

What kind of advanced features?

40 or 80 column display, page
headers and footers, split screen
for editing large documents,
math mode for operating

statistical reports, optional file

linking for global search and
print operations, preview mode
for reviewing line endings and

page breaks before printing, form

letter generation and mailing list

management add-on modules
plus much more. Only $175.00

form letter™
No matter how many form letters

and documents you generate,

each can carry an individual

name and address, refer to your

correspondent by name within

the text, and include a special

paragraph for that person alone.

The program will also format

and print an envelope at the end
of the letter. An add-on module
to Super Text. Only $100.00

The Address
Book

TM

No more dog-eared
address files filled with scratch-

outs and erasures. Our Address
Book is an add-on module to

Super Text that lets you add,

or change addresses; list phone
numbers; print labels, sort

addresses; access state and your

category codes. Or use the

Address Book alone as a simple

mailing list. Only $44.95

Data-Plot
Data Plot converts hard-to-

understand figures into clear-at-

a-glance graphics. And you can
choose the format that works
best: bar chart, line graph, scat-

ter diagram or pie chart—all in

color, of course Only $59.95

lor
Business..
For Apple II" or Apple II Plus" with 4BK
Apple II is o trademark of Apple Computer Corp

TA-Pior



TM

lustle OJolfenstein

Vour First Duty
Is To Escape.
You are a prisoner in Castle Wolfenstein.

A dying fellow prisoner has given you his

long-hoarded revolver—and the information
that somewhere here are the Nazi's secret

war plans. You race through the rooms and
hallways, avoiding—silencing—the guards
on patrol, searching chests for the plans;

finding extra ammo, grenades. The plans!

Hurry, you're almost out! The guards are on
your trail—you turn, fire—you're out. The
plans are in the hands of the Allies! And
you—a hero, naturally; promoted—but wait!

You are a prisoner in Castle Wolfenstein.

And this time escape will be more difficult.

Only $29.95

RobotUlar
TM

So...Vou Think
Voo're Inuinrible ?
You've programmed your war robot. Tested

it. De-bugged. Re-programmed. Tested...

and you're sure. You have the ultimate

robot. Are you ready to hurl your war-cry
across the nation? There are hundreds of

robot-lords awaiting your challenge.

RobotWar—an action logic game designed
to sharpen your programming, skills. Comes
with five pre-programmed robot opponents.
And, when you've developed a machine
none of the five can destroy, there's a
national network of people like you—each
with an indestructible robot.

Only $39.95

lor Pleasure

: Plus " with 481 Write or cal '



Your
computer,

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Your
printer

a 11 ci

New Microbuffer II lets you use your printer
without tying up your computer.

Time. As an important resource

it shouldn't be wasted. One
such waste is in printing, where
your computer must wait for

your printer. Now there's a way
to eliminate this waste.

Introducing the

Microbuffer K™, a buffered

parallel printer interface for the

Apple 11' computer with 16K
characters of memory (user ex-

pandable to 32K). It accepts
data as fast as your computer
can send it, allowing you to use
your computer while the

Microbuffer ]| is in control of

your printing.

The Microbuffer |(. compatible

with Applesoft, CP/M - and
Pascal, comes with complete
print formatting features as well

as advanced graphics dump
routines for most popular

graphics printers.

The Snapshot™ option per-

mits you to dump the text

screen or graphics picture to

the printer while any program is

AIICROBUFFERH

running — without interuption.

The 16K Microbuffer I is

available for $259. And the 32K
version, for $299. The Snapshot
option is $69.

So why waste time while your

computer waits for your printer?

Ask your computer dealer for

the Microbuffer]! or call us for

the name of a dealer near you.

Microbuffer 1 and Snapshot are trademarks of Practical

Peripherals tnc

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc

Apple I is a registered trademark of Apple Computer

Inc

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS. Inc.
31245 La Baya Drive
Westlake Village. California 91362

(213) 991-8200
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by Jeff Zinn

Now Available: the Futuristic

l-UWIii

Model 1 AND Model 3 owners may now purchase
the new, exciting, and versatile TRISSTICK The
TRISSSTICK is compatible with all of our games and
comes packaged with complete instructions for use
with your own programs It features the famous
Atari joystick with a molded plastic interface
module that simply plugs in" to your computer no
modification or wiring is required

CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CZ)

isPHIiraraiia
PO. Box 9078-185 Van Nuys. CA 91409 (213) 782 6861

Prices per game TRS-8CM6KI.
TRS-80 3.'- SI 9 95 -

Joy 11 or Mod • S39 95
:scount for 2 items orderf-

Please add S 1 75 per order for slip;

SI 9 95 Programs ,
S39 95
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INTRODUCING PERFECT WRITER.
NOW, GET THE FINEST

WORD PROCESSOR AT ANY PRICE
FOR JUST $289.00

AND OR OUR INCREDIBLE, MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
That's right. It you own an Apple II, Heath/Zenith, TRS-80 model II, North Star,

Osborne 1, Superbrain, Micropols/Vector, or CP/M 8" you can now attord the

most advanced, yet easy-to-use, word processor on the market today

But don't take our word tor It. See tor yourself

We're so sure you'll be amazed by Perfect Writer's easy-to-use features and

capabilities, that we'll let you try it tor thirty days and give you your money bock if

you're not completely satisfied!

FEATURES AND FLEXIBILITY YOU
HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE
Looking for the

advanced features

you'd expect to find in

the most expensive

word processors?

Perfect Writer has them.

Like automatic format-

ting of letters, out-lines,

reports, memoranda, articles,

books, or other types of

documents

What makes Perfect Writer

unique, are the features you

won't find in word processors

costing many times its price

Like the incredible sophistication

of Virtual Memory Architecture, that

lets you edit a full-length novel as easily

as you'd edit a letter

Or a remarkable breakthrough colled

Split Screen Editing™ that lets you divide

the screen Into two parts, each showing a

different document, and transfer sections of

text between the two!

And that's just the beginning Perfect Writer

otters much, much more
• Automatic numbering of pages, chapters, sections, footnotes, internal poge

references, ond automatic generation of table of contents and indexes

• Mail merging capability allows generation of form letters and more
• Automatic carriage return, auto-centering, tab setting, and automatic

placement ot footnotes.

Quick and easy cursor commands
• Easy deleting and inserting procedures.

• Safe and convenient storage of materials

• Searches for and replaces words and phrases in a document, including

near misses
• Full range of printing options, including right margin justifcaton, micro-

spacing, super and subscripts, italics, and bold face

• And lots more

Perfect Writer

The remarkable word processor

combining sophslcation and
simplicity

lujuii^m^ju'uiv^m
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Try Perfect Writer for 30 days at our risk. If you're not completely

satisfied, return it for a prompt, complete refund.

^\t*t^wi^wJNJ^i\^iwtvi/l%i, , » , » ,kn twrntfrfisiz

PERFECT WRITER IS EASY TO USE.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

When we say that Perfect Writer is easy to use, we mean it That's why we're

not afraid to offer a money bock guarantee.

You see. Perfect Writer was designed to be simple In foct, you don't even have

to read our crystal-clear manual m order to use Perfect Writer. The pictures,

diagrams and illustrations tell you all you need to know, so you're off and running

in no time.

There are no difficult and awkward procedures and commands to learn

We guarantee it

ORDER NOW. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
If you'd like to own the most sophisticated word processor on the market

today at the current, Introductory price of just $289 00, we invite you

to order now
Perfect Writer is completely guaranteed, so there's no risk of any

kind Why not see for yourself what this incredible new software

breakthrough can do for you?

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800-221 -2486

IN NEW YORK CALL 1 212-619-4000

/ WRITE COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION OF AMERICA
71 MURRAY STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10007

Yes I want to see for myself If Perfect Writer is as great as you say it

/ s So please send it to me, subject to the guarantee printed on this page

'
Perfect Writer ond Manual $289.00

I also want to order, subject to the same guarantee

Perfect Speller $189.00 Perfect Sort $18900

Perfect Mailer $189 00

Name

Address.

City, State, Zip.

MasterCard

DViso

Number

Amerean Express

-Expires.

.-J

TRY THESE OTHER PERFECT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
(THI SAME MONEY BACK GUARANTEE APPLIES).

Perfect Speller 1*": The best automatic proofreader

available! Perfect Speller uses its 20,000 word

dictionary to proofread your document and cotch all

your spelling mistakes (Dictionary size limited only

by your system's storage capacity) You can add

words to the dictionary build separate dictionaries,

change the dictionary, and more. $18900 guaranteed

Perfect Mailer"": It's more than a mail merging or

form maintenance system! Perfect Mailer can

organize and sort your correspondence, develop

sophisticated mailing systems, and keep track of

your correspondence Don't miss this remarkable

new software innovation! $ 189 00 guaranteed

CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Perfect Sort'": Here's a sort/merge/extroct program

that operates on all kinds of data! Records can be

fixed or variable, with a variety of variable length

fields. Files can be examined using comparison and

logical operators Want speed and efteiency? You've

got to have Perfect Sort! $ 189 00 guaranteed.

1982 Computer Services Corporation ol America
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First You Line the Walls with
Aluminum Foil-

Dear Editor:

I saw a letter in Creative Computing in which the writer

complained of "random reboot" and freeze-up in the TRS-80
Model I.

Please let me tell you what I have done to cure my system of

freeze-ups and random reboots.

First, to eliminate the freeze-ups, you must eliminate static

electricity. My Model I is so sensitive that it would freeze up if

I even came near it and did not touch it. I use a stainless steel

automobile radiator clamp, snug on my wrist, with a long wire

attached to ground. Since I started to use it I have had no
freeze-ups at all. I have a simple connector on the wire so I can
get unhooked in a hurry to go to the next room or whatever,

and I make sure I re-connect before I touch the equipment.

Second. I have installed gold-plated edge connectors. They

have totally eliminated the re-boot problem: no more oxidized

connectors. They are called Goldplug-80 and are sold by the

EAP Co., Box 14, Keller, TX. You must dismantle your keyboard
and interface to solder them on, but it is a simple job and takes

about an hour.

This may sound drastic, but it beats replacing your equipment
to solve a frustrating problem. As an alternative, you could try

to brush-plate your contacts, but you would still have to take

everything apart, and risk corrosion and/or electrical damage
as well.

Richard A. Press, M.D.
493 American Drive

Yardley, PA 19067

Spraying for Keeps

Dear Editor:

Robin Ault's letter in Input/Output concerning reinking

printer ribbons is the reason for this letter. If you don't want to

go to the hassle of making up a reinking device you can just

apply a little WD-40 (sold in most auto supply and hardware
stores) to an old ribbon. The stuff gets the old ink mobile and
redistributes it. Ribbons last about three times normal life with

the WD-40 treatment.

Here's the technique I use. First I get the ribbon in motion.

To do this I use the program:
10PRINT"";:GOTO10

I then apply the WD-40 with a small paint brush or section of

stamp pad. Get the ribbon wet but not soaking wet. OK, now
let it dry for about half an hour.

Mr. Ault's system is much better than the WD-40 system but

requires more time and effort. By the way, WD-40 also works
on typewriter ribbons. Just give the ribbon spools a good shot

of the stuff. The ribbon I'm using is in its third life now and is

getting ready for its fourth. I suspect that any penetrating oil

would work as well as WD-40.
George Trepal

1709 Kings Wood Drive

Augusta, GA 30904

May 1982 c Creative Computing



The IBM Personal Computer
Personal, Professional, Technical — or somewhere in between .,

PC-MATE™ makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

P( -MATI " from I I ( M AH is the first and only complete

expansion series available for the IBM Personal
Computer. There arc current!) more than twenty l'( -

MATE™ expansion options available, and new products

arc continuously added to the list.

When you want more from your IBM Personal

( omputer, look to PC-MATl \

You can create a SI PER PERSONAI ( OMPl II R
with household lights and appliance control, voice

output, and give it more memory than any ordinary

Or make it a I'KOIII \HI I PROFESSIONAI
SA S I I- M with expansion space and a \\ inchester disk to

handle more business accounts. Increase memory up to

Hln

i i

V

the system limit and process those accounts faster. \dd

flexible I () interfaces and put yourself on line to outside

information sources.

\s an INIIIIIC.INI I ABORAIOKA I (MM with

interfaces to II I 1 4SX instrumentation, analog signals,

stepper motors and video signals, your IBM Personal

( omputer becomes the perfect workbench assistant.

Hardware. Software. Accessories — P( -MATE*" provides

the highest quality and the greatest possible range of

functionality for the IBM user.

\sk your local computer store for more information on

the P< -MATI * series from II ( MAR, or call for the

name of Minr nearest authorized PC-MATE'" dealer.

I \l' \\s|(>\ OP1 l()\s

Personal < omputer I \pansion ( hassis (see photo)

l
l»2k and 25(>K Dynamic Memory with Parity

Winchester Disk I)ri>e and ( ontroller

Parallel Medium Speed Input Output Interface

Serial Medium Speed Input Output Interface

Parallel High Speed Input Output Interface

Serial llich Speed Input Output Interface

Analog to Digital ( onverter -8, 12. 14, 16 Bit

Dust ( over Set for IBM P< and Peripherals

High Speed Static Memory (RAM ROM)
Digital to Analog ( onverter - X and 12 Bit

Multi-System Printer Sharing I acility

( MOs Memory with Battery Backup

System ( lock with Battery Backup

I lectrically Erasable I PROM
BSR X-10 Device ( ontroller

Stepping Motor ( ontroller

\ ideo Image I digitizer

II I I 4XS Interface

Prototyping Board

Music Synthesizer

\ nice S\ nthesi/er

I xtender Hoard

One ^ ear W arrant)

Additional products

are already undei

development, so if

we don t have what

\ nu need, chances

are good that we
sunn » ill.

Tecmar Inc.
CIRCLE 259 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
23600 Mercantile Rd., Cleveland, OH 44122 (216)464 7410
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Bar Sinister

Dear Editor:

Undoubtedly the editorial staff of Creative Computing has
considered the following question, but many of us readers
would appreciate your response to. "Could Creative Computing
print its programs in bar code as well as typed form?"
The obvious reason for my question is my poor typing speed

and accuracy. (I don't think that I'm your only reader with this

problem!) Bar code readers that would pick up bar code and
transmit it to one's micro are now available for about $150.
Programs in code would not only save typing hours—and
searching-for-typing-errors hours— but also make it possible
for more of us to attempt those long programs that now just

look plain discouraging: not because the programs aren't
tantalizing but because typing hundreds of error-free lines is so
tedious. We could be up and running them in minutes instead
of many hours if we had bar coded programs.

If some of the problems associated with this suggestion
involve cost to you in terms of capital equipment and personnel
as well as more pages per magazine issue, perhaps this added
expense could be handled as some scientific journals do it.

They charge an extra fee for pages of lengthy data and you
have to pay for each article you want. Alternately, an outside

repository or "clearing house" has the data and you send a
check to them for the data pages. Creative Computing bar
coded programs could be handled the same way as an extra

cost feature by you or a "translation clearing house."

Frank L. Lambert

As a technology, bar code is suitable only for small discrete

units ofinformation, such as the universalproduct code on the

cover of this magazine, or short programsfora programmable
calculator. It takes up too much space to justify its use as a
mediumforpublishingprograms. The majorelement in software
publishing is not direct media cost (15 cents each for a few
hundred bar code listings, 50 cents for a cassette, 52 for a
diskette). At least half of the cost of any published piece of
software is the marketing cost, finding a customer. Usually

about one third of the cost pays for creating the product and
preparing it for publication. Publishing on bar code would
decrease the media cost, but increase the marketing cost

significantly, as few people have bar code readers, and most
are eager to have the convenience of other media. Should we
save SI.85putting a program on paper instead ofa diskette so
that a customer can use a S150 device to put it on a diskette
that probably cost him S5P—GB

Allenbach Industries is putting tomorrow on disks.

The future of the world is written in software. And Allenbach disk duplication is making
sure that the future is faithfully reproduced. We use our own Allenbach diskettes and
state of the art equipment, with electronic surface evaluation of each diskette before

use. Copies are 100% verified, track by track, and checked for readability on the

appropriate computer.

For information and prices, please call (800) 854-1515.

In California, call (714) 438-2258 collect.
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SAVE 6 INCHES.10 POUNDS, AND s
800.

On the new. slicked-up.

trimmed-down Starwriter F-10.

It's C Itoh's latest genera-

tion of letter-quality printers.

It cranks out flawless copy
at 40 cps: and its full 15'

carriage lets it double in brass

for both letter processing and
business applications. You
can plug it into almost any
micro on the market Iserial or

parallel) simply by plugging it

in. And then make it keep on
trucking with inexpensive,

easily available Diablo com-

patible daisy wheels and
ribbons.

In its serial mode, it can

print just about anything

(including boldface, under-

lines, subscripts and super-

scripts!, and snap the carriage

back to start the next line

in less than a second. In its

line mode, it prints in both

directions, for even faster

throughput.

IWhile making about as

much noise as a cat walking

on Kleenex.)

It's a nice, portable 30
pounds-about 10 pounds

lighter than the Starwriters

before it And it stands

exactly as tall lor precisely as

small) as a dollar bill.

Speaking of which:

Incredibly, the Starwriter F-10

sells for about the same
preposterously low price as

its predecessors. Which is to

say. about $800 less than a lot

of other printers that don't

even come close to measur-

ing up. Or even better. .

.

Measuring down.

Distributed Exclu-

sively by Leading
Edge Products. Inc..

225 Turnpike Street.

Canton. Massachu-
setts 02021. Call toll-

free 1-800-343^833:
or in Massachusetts
call collect f617/

828-8150. Telex

951-624.

LEADING
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TurnyourApple into theworld's
most versatile personal computer.

The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
A Z-80 and a 6502. By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into

a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist-

ence. Two computers in one. And. the
advantages of both.

Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.
Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of
your Apple. No modifications required.

SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, in 6502-mode, your
Apple is still your Apple.

CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's

a powerful and simple-to-use operating
system. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat-
ing system. And that's the key to the
versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

CIRCLE 1 77 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC included. A powerful tool,

BASIC-80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/M, ANSI
Standard BASIC-80 is the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O
statements, error trapping, integer
variables, 16-digit precision, exten-
sive EDIT commands and string func-
tions, high and low-res Apple graphics.
PRINT USING, CHAIN and COM-
MON, plus many additional com-
mands. And, it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Lan-
guage Development System. All, more
powerful tools for your Apple.

Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the
SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.

Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or, we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call

us. Or, circle the reader service card
number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog.

Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. Inc

/HJCROSOfT
V CONSUMER^ PRODUCTS^

Microsoft Consumer Products. 1 00700 Northup Way.
Bellevue. WA 98004. (206) 828-8080
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Where's Ralph Nader When We
Need Him?
Dear Editor:

Isn't it time that our industry grew up? I just resisted purchasing

an expensive piece of computer software for which the warranty

reads in part:

"All...computer programs are distributed on an "as is" basis

without warranty of any kind. The entire risk as to the quality

and performance of such programs is with the purchaser.

Should the programs prove defective. ..the purchaser and not

the manufacturer...assumes the entire cost of all necessary

servicing or repair. (The company) shall have no liability or

responsibility to a purchaser...."

This is not mere legal jargon. It's the embodiment of a

business philosophy which seriously harms all of us. It encourages

sloppy work and inadequate testing: it even increases the

potential for dishonesty. Whatever justification there might

have been in our infancy of freely exchanged software, it

certainly does not apply to today's expensive copy-protected

or ROMed software, for which the source code is generally

unavailable. It is any wonder that so many businessmen are

"turned off" by computers?
To software companies I say: Accept responsibility for your

products. Get the bugs out before you sell them. Don't try to

sell a program debugged by your customers as a "revised" or

"improved" product at additional cost.

To software consumers I say: If possible, avoid products for

which there is no warranty. Don't buy on faith. Complain

loudly to software companies which provide no warranty.

Of Creative Computing I ask: Speak out on the importance

of hardware and software warranties. Help your readers by

reporting on the warranty provided in all product reviews.

Praise the responsible firms that produce quality products and

help to expose the ones with a reputation for bugs.

John Navas II

490 Mariners Island Blvd., #108
San Mateo. CA 94404

Unfortunately, the bettera product is. the more likely it is to

have a warranty disclaimer. The reason is that the companies
which can afford to do a thorough job ofpreparing software

formarket are large enough to havefound that legal assistance

is essential to survival in a world of constant litigation. Very

few companies can afford to guarantee programs against con-

sequential damages. If IBM were to go broke because they

werefoolish enough to use afloppy disk based microcomputer

for corporate accounting, it is not the fault of a programmer
who designed an accounting system for a lemonade stand.

(They probably should, however, sue the salesman who told

them it wasjust what they needed.) The lawyer is not interested

in the customer: he is paid to protect the company. While

warranties do tell you what you can expect in court, there is

often a significant difference between what a company guamntees
and their actual service. I am annoyed by disclaimers myself,

but generally try to discover whether the company stands

behind the product or hides behind the disclaimer before I

make up my mind. —GB

Don't Log It In

Dear Editor:

In the February 1982 I/O column Robert Lehrburger posed
a problem he was having in testing a floating point number for

equality.

Most computers, including the Apple, will perform exact
arithmetic for small integers and simple arithmetic functions.

However, when squaring a number, Mr. Lehrburger used the
exponent function. Exponentiation is performed by taking the

log of the number, multiplying it by the exponent, and taking
the antilog of the answer.

Because of the computation error in the log function the
answer will generally not be an integer even if the original

number and the exponent were integers.

I suggest that if Line 67, P=Q2
, is replaced by P=Q*Q. the

program will give the expected result.

Herb Hope
19804 Ridge Manor Way
Yorba Linda. CA 92686

Catalog Command
Dear Editor:

I was shocked at your article "IBM + Sears Doesn't Compute"
in the February 1982 issue. I recently purchased a new IBM
Personal Computer from the Preston Court Sears Business

Systems Center in Dallas, TX.
I walked in Saturday afternoon, filled out a credit request

form and picked up my system about a week later. Some of this

time was due to the unusual weather that had things shut

down. The people at the center were most helpful and checked
out the system fully before delivery.

R. Diddle
5930 Arapaho #1138

Dallas. TX 75248

We 're gladyour experience was better than ours. Oursystem
finally did arrive, and has been working very nicely. —EBS
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Software Prize
for Best Question

Starting in July, Creative Computing will

run a series of in-depth articles covering
hi-res graphics and animation on the Apple
II Plus computer.
The series will begin with elementary

concepts such as Applesoft graphics com-
mands, but will also cover a full range of

machine-language techniques including

integration of animation with sound and
methods for developing complete pro-

grams.

To insure that the articles meet your
needs we are interested in receiving ques-

tions on any area of graphics. Whether
your question is on basic concepts or

advanced areas, please let us hear from
you.

While we can't respond to each individual

letter, as many questions as possible will

be answered in the articles.

As an added incentive, the person who
sends in the best question covered in each
month's article will receive a copy of Shape
Master from Creative Computing Soft-

ware.

Address all letters to The Graph Paper.

Creative Computing. 39 E. Hanover Ave..

Morris Plains, NJ 07950. Please specify

whether or not you wish to have your
name appear in print with your question.

NECC-82
The 1982 National Educational Com-

puting Conference (NECC-82) will be held

in Kansas City. MO. June 28-30. 1982. The
purpose of the conference is to provide a

forum for discussion among individuals

interested in educational computing.
For additional information, please con-

tact: E. Michael Staman, NECC-82 General
Chairman, Campus Computing Services.

University of Missouri-Columbia. 305 Jesse

Hall. Columbia. MO 65211.

COPIES WITHOUT PROBLEMS:
FAST: Turnaround time in hours and days, not
weeks. You get your disks when you need them.
ACCURATE: Each copied track is checked bit
by bit. If it doesn't match your original, it isn't
shipped.

FLEXIBLE: Standard, double-boot, and copy-
resistant formats. 50 copies minimum, no
maximum.
REASONABLE: Set-up as low as $10 per disk.
Copying only from 30<t, copying and 3M disk
from $2.00. Other disks and services also
available.

RELIABLE: Years of disk duplication experience
insures a problem-free shipment on time — time
after time.

For all your Apple' compatible copying needs.

THE ALF COPY SERVICE.

ALF 1448E8CBS Denver. CO BQ21 5 [303)234-0871

Summer Computer
Simulation Conference

The I982 Summer Computer Simulation

Conference will be held July 19-21. 1 982 at

the Marriott City Center Hotel in Denver.
Colorado.

The SCSC covers all aspects of simulation

methodology and applications. Technical
Sessions include presentations on mathe-
matical methods, model design, simulation

languages, validation techniques and the

use of a variety of equipment and processor

configurations.

For more information, contact: Lawrence
Sashkin. The Aerospace Corporation. P.O.

Box 92957. Los Angeles. CA 90009.

Corrections

The following line was omitted from the

program for "Player/Missile Design Aid."
(February 1982, page 168.)

1070 POSITION K27.K10:? CS;AS;:
POSITION K27. I l:?CS;LS;POSITION
K27,Kl2:?C$;"Column";:LX=0:LY=0:
X=0:Y=0

Due to a production error, the Book
Reviews Section of our April 1982 issue

(page 252) omitted the name of the book
to which Glenn Kleiman gave such an
excellent review. For the curious, that book
isThe Electronic Cottage by Joseph Deken.
It is available from William Morrow and
Company. Inc.. of New York for $14.95.
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SEATTLE COMPUTERS NEW RAM+ GIVES YOU
NEED ATA PRICE YOU CANT FORGET.

A great new machine, the IBM personal computer, just got

better. With RAM+, the new expansion memory from

Seattle Computer.™
RAM+ can change your personal IBM from a

pony to a workhorse by adding up to 256 K of memory.
RAM + is expandable, reliable and is made by Seattle

Computer, the people who created the operating system

for the IBM personal computer.
To make your IBM work even better, each RAM +

card has a RS-232 serial port which uses IBM supplied

software. And RAM+ comes fully assembled, tested and

with a 90 day guarantee* The RAM + is available in 64 K,

1 28 K, 1 92 K or 256 K, with affordable prices ranging from

$475. to $1,075. Expansion kits are also available.

How to order: Call Anna Ford at (206) 575-1830 for the

location of the nearest RAM+ dealer.

The RAM + —a great addition to your IBM
personal computer. At a great price.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

68KHTER
1 1 14 Industry Drive, Seattle, Washington 98188

•Extended warranty available.
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Reviewers Wanted

Few people would consider it a problem,

but the Creative Computing editorial staff

is about to sink beneath an ocean of new
software and peripherals.

You see, manufacturers know that

Creative Computing publishes fair, in-depth

evaluations of new products. They know
that we want to be first with reviews of

state-of-the-art hardware and software. So
they send us games, educational packages,

investment programs, computers, printers,

terminals, music synthesizers, electronic

toys— every kind of computer-related
product you can think of.

Of course, we appreciate their enthu-

siasm, and we want to keep you up-to-date

on the newest products, but we can't do it

all in-house. We need your help.

If you have a computer system, writing

ability, an open mind, and few spare hours,

you could become a reviewer for Creative

Computing. You won't make a fortune

(we pay about $50 per printed page), but

you may make a name for yourself.

An Embarrassment of Riches

If you would like to share in our riches,

please write and answer the following

questions (If you have more than one
computer, list the information for each
one separately.):

1. What type of computer do you have
and how much memory does it have?

2. Do you have a disk drive? (Most
software sent for review is on disk.)

3. Do you have a printer? What kind?

4. What other peripheralsdo you have?
5. What peripherals would you like to

have?
6. Do you use any kind of network (The

Source, CompuServe, Prestel, etc.)?

7. What do you use your computer for

(business, education, word processing,

adventure games, recipe conversion,

etc.)?

8. Do you have any other areas of interest

in the personal computing field?

9. Would you prefer to evaluate hardware

or software?

10. What else should we know about

you and/or your computer?
Please don't forget to include your name

and address and a telephone number at

which we can contact you during the day.

We have quite a few new products on
hand at the moment and will begin to

distribute them to appropriate reviewers

as soon as we find out who you are. In

general, products must be returned to us

or to the manufacturer, however, when
possible, we will let you keep the item.

Write to: Editor, Creative Computing,
39 E. Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, NJ
07950.

nATARI, VIC, and Pet Users
get your Zircon Video
Command Joystick

Controller today.

Command Paddle
Controls

Video Stiks ^BB B^^ta^

Electronic Hardware Specialties
20 Chestnut Avenue PO Box 127
Los Gatos. CA 95031

D A handheld joystick built to take a beating

Plugs into Atari (#J3021), VIC (»J3021) or

PET («J3001 & dual -J3002).

High quality 7 digital switch mechanism.

D Compatible with most existing software.

Application notes included.

Move down, right, left, forward, back, forward &
back at 45° angles. Rotates right and left.

D Direct replacement for ATARI Joystick.

TRS80 andApple Users. Alpha
Command Paddle Controls and
Video Stiks from Zircon.

Apple users will love these high quality, computer grade linear pots and
switches that are ready to plug into their Apple (#J1002).

TRS80 and Apple users like the durability of these Zircon Video Stiks

which combine paddle and XY functions. Featuring dual fire buttons,
these joysticks are ready to plug into Apple Computer («J2001 & dual
*J2002) or the TRS80 color basic (#J2011).

Order these beautifully designed high reliability controllers today.

CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Video Stiks S49.95 $

. Alpha Command Controls « S19.95 $

Video Command Controllers $14.95 $

Handling Charge $ 2 50

COD. ($1.40) $
CA 6 or 6' ?% Sales Tax $
TOTAL $

Check enclosed C.O.D. VISA D MasterCard

14

Acct. # .

Expiration

Call Toll Free Order Desk -A

800-227-1617 x355
In Calif call

800-772-3545 x355
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This finger-pounding orcode gome Fast cars and fast trains make this gold.

ASK YOUR DEALER OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Grpderbund Software • 2 vista wood wnv, srn rafaci. ca 94901 • (415) 456-6424
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Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the

time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the

most powerful, yet easy-to-use

computer ever offered for anywhere
near -the price: only $149.95* completely
assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough
In personal computers

The ZX81 is a major advance over

the original Sinclair ZX80—the world's

largest selling personal computer and

the first for under $200.

In fact the ZX81's new 8K Extended

BASIC offers features found only on com-
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

Continuous display, including moving
graphics

Multi-dimensional string and numerical
arrays
* Plus shipping and handling Price includes connectors
for TV and cassette. AC adaptor, and FREE manual

Mathematical and scientific functions

accurate to 8 decimal places

Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT, RUN and LIST

Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing

Randomize function useful for both

games and serious applications

Built-in interface for ZX Printer

1K of memory expandable to 16K
The ZX81 is also very convenient

to use. It hooks up to any television set

to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line

display. And you can use a regular

cassette recorder to store and recall

programs by name.

If you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available

as a plug-in replacement for your

ZX80 for only $39.95, plus shipping

and handling—complete with new key-

board overlay and the ZX81 manual.

So in just a few minutes, with no
special skills or tools required, you can
upgrade your ZX80 to have all the

powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll

have everything except continuous dis-

play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your

ZX80 will also be equipped to use the

ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Order at no risk**

We'll give you 10 days to try out

the ZX81. If you're not completely satis-

fied, just return it to Sinclair Research
and we'll give you a full refund.

And if you have a problem with

your ZX81, send it to Sinclair Research
within 90 days and we'll repair or replace

it at no charge.
"Does not apply to ZXB1 kits

NEW SOFTWARE:Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro-
grams on cassettes for your
ZX81. or ZX80 with 8K BASIC.
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll

send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX
Printer will work with your ZX81.
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC It will

be available in the near future

and will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE:
Like any powerful, full fledged
computer, the ZX81 is expand-
able. Sinclair's 16K memory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or ZX80.
with or without 8K BASIC).
Cost is $99.95, plus shipping
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164 -page programming guide
and operating manual de-
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users.

A $10.95 value, it's yours free

with the ZX81



Introducing
theZX81kit

If you really want to

save money, and you enjoy

building electronic kits, you
can order the ZX81 in kit form

for the incredible price of just

$99 95* It's the same, full-featured

computer, only you put it together

yourself. We'll send complete, easy

to-follow instructions on how you can

assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours

All you have to supply is the soldering iron

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's larg-

est manufacturer of personal computers.

The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it

picks up right where the ZX80 left off.

Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order

for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you

order, the sooner you can start enjoying

your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free

number, and use your MasterCard or VISA

^-\ To order by mail, please use the

Jlr V>upon And send your check or money
\ order. We regret that we cannot accept

» purchase orders or C.O.DIs.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op-

erator 509 In Ohio call 800-582-1364

In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for

operator 509. Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Have your Master-

Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders

only. For information, you must write to

Sinclair Research Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza,

Nashua, NH 03061.
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"trademark of Apple Computer, tnc.

"trademark of International
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The TRS-80 as Smart Terminal

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Omniterm

Type: Communications

System: 32K TRS-80. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Turns the TRS-80 into a smart

terminal.

Price: $95

Manufacturer:

Lindbergh Systems

41 Fairhill Road
Holden, MA 01520

Omniterm is a program that converts

Model I and III TRS-80 computers into

"smart" terminals; or to be more precise,

into "super smart" terminals. Requiring

only 32K of RAM and one disk drive.

Omniterm gives the personal computer
user many of the advantages and features

available on giant mainframe computers.

Just as a start, consider this. You have a

TRS-80 and your friend has a Zenith/

Heathkit H89. Your chances of swapping

programs other than by typing in a listing

are nil. Yet with Omniterm and a modem
at each computer, you can swap programs

over the telephone line, actually feeding

the electrical signals of one computer into

the other.

Herb Friedman. Tridac Electronic! Corp.. 588

Hewlett Street. Franklin Square. NY 11010.

Herb Friedman

What's that? You say there are differences

in Basic that prevent a direct swap? Not

so. Omniterm has an in/out editor, and a

translator that straightens out standard

ASCII, which really isn't all that standard.

In fact, only one location needs Omniterm
because Omniterm can make the transla-

tions both ways. You can use the editor on

incoming and outgoing signals to ensure

A smart terminal allows
you to use your

computeras a computer
even when it is working

as a terminal.

that they match the computer(s).

For those of you completely lost in all

these new terms and phrases, let's go back

to the beginning and explain "smart" and
"dumb" terminals.

The common form of terminal with which

most computer users are familiar is the

TTY (teletypewriter) arrangement con-

sisting of a keyboard— called the "trans-

mitter" or "sender,"— and a display— the

receiver— that provides either a hard copy
printout or a CRT display. The keyboard
and display are two separate entities. They
are rarely connected in normal use although

some form of interconnect is provided to

check out the complete terminal.

Typing on the keyboard produces a local

display. Normally, the terminal connects
to a local computer or to a remote computer
via a modem and telephone line. The remote

can be a time-share or a personal

computer.

The information typed on the keyboard
is fed to the computer. What is seen on the

display is actually an echo provided by the

computer, which is fed back to the display

so the user can check the information he

has entered on the keyboard.

Smart and Dumb Terminals
All the terminal can do is send and receive

characters. It's not very bright; so it's called

a "dumb" terminal.

When you purchase the Radio Shack
serial interface you also get a program
that allows your TRS-80—complete with

all its memory and disk drives— to function

as a dumb terminal. You can use it to

converse with other terminals over the

telephone lines (through modems), or even
to talk to a time sharing system or com-
munity bulletin board. But that's all it can
do. Your personal computer remains a

dumb terminal, with all its memory and
data storage going to waste. All you can

do is read what is sent out from the other

end.
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Omniterm, continued...

On the other hand, a smart terminal

allows you to use your computer as a

computer even when it is working as a
terminal. It will store information coming
down the line, can transmit directly from
memory, and it should be able to do some
of the things your computer normally can
do in conjunction with the terminal mode.
At its best it should also throw in every
feature you think you might ever need,
and a few you haven't even thought of.

Most of the smart terminal software
available for the TRS-80 falls in the first

category—you get a few computer func-

tions. Then there is Omniterm, which
doesn't just make your computer smart, it

makes it 'a genius'—an expanded computer
terminal system capable of just about
anything.

Omniterm is a package consisting of 15

disk programs including Basic, standard
Backup (for single drive systems) and the

TRSDOS 2.3 operating system. In addition

to Omniterm itself, there are special
operating modes for MicroNet and The
Source, ASCII to binary conversion (and
vice versa) and translation, which we'll get

to later.

Using the Program
When Omniterm is loaded, it converts

the TRS-80 into a smart terminal. A
complete menu is displayed when the "@"

key is pressed twice. The menu shows all

the operating modes, the terminal condi-
tions, total available buffer RAM and the

amount used. Pressing a key directly enters

the command without a Return. It is also

easy to change the terminal conditions as

shown in Figures 1-3.

Figure I.

OMNITERM Command Mode - Hi t <BREAK> to ouit

P PRINTER is: OFF X SYSTEM COMMANDS
R SCREEN REFORMATING is: 54 T CHANGE/EXAMINE TABLES
C CR SUPPRESSION is: OFF U CHANGE UART SETTINGS
L LF SUPPRESSION is: ON A SEND CONTROL-A & QUIT

DUPLEX is: FULL SEND "AT" SYMBOL * OUIT
E ECHO is: OFF B SCROLL BACK DISPLAY
G CR/LF GROUPING is: OFF Z ZERO REAL TIME CLOCK
I INPUT TO BUFFER is: OFF F FILL BUFFER FROM DISK

OUTPUT FROM BUFFER is! OFF S SAVE BUFFER TO DISK

Baud Rate 300 Parity Errors :

Data Bits - 7 FramiriG Errors:
Stop Bits = 1 Overrun Errors:
Parita =• EVEN Buffer: of 9358 used

Figure 2.

OMNITERM Command Mode - Hi t <BREAK> to ouit

P PRINTER is: OFF X SYSTEM COMMANDS
R SCREEN REFORMATING is: 5* T CHANGE/EXAMINE TABLES
C CR SUPPRESSION is: OFF U CHANGE UART SETTINGS
L LF SUPPRESSION is: ON A SEND CONTROL-A S QUIT
D DUPLEX is: FU.-L I SEND 'AT' SYMBOL I QUIT
E ECHO is: OFF e SCROLL BACK DISPLAY
C CR/LF GROUPING is: OFF z ZERO REAL TIME CLOCK
I INPUT TO BUFFER is: OFF F FILL BUFFER FROM DISK

OUTPUT FROM BUFFER is

:

OFF S SAVE BUFFER TO DISK

Baud Rate 300 Baud Rate 110
Data Bits - 7 Da ta Bits
Stop Bits = 1 Stop Bits = 2
Paritw = EVEN Parity (EtO.N) - Of

Figure 3.

OMNITERM Command Mode - Hi t <BREAK> to ouit

P PRINTER is: OFF X SYSTEM COMMANDS
K SCREEN REFORMATING is: 51 T CHANGE/EXAMINE TABLES
C CR SUPPRESSION is: OFF U CHANCE UART SETTINGS
L LF SUPPRESSION is: ON A SEND CONTROL-A « QUIT
D DUPLEX is: FULL SEND 'AT' SYMBOL 8 QUIT
E ECHO is: OFF B SCROLL BACK DISPLAY
G CR/LF GROUPING is: OFF Z ZERO REAL TIME CLOCK
I INPUT TO BUFFER is: OFF F FILL BUFFER FROM DISK

OUTPUT FROM BUFFER is: OFF S SAVE BUFFER TO DISK

Baud Rate - 110 Parity Errors :

Data Bits - 7 Framina Errors:
Stop Bits = 2 Overrun Errors:
Parity NONE Buffer! of 9358 used

For example, our version comes up at

300 baud, with 7 data bits, 1 stop bit, and
even parity. The personal computer user

we are talking to has a teletype terminal so
we must configure for him. First, we press

the U (change UART), then we enter the

new parameters— which are displayed at

the bottom right of the screen. Press Return,

and the screen clears and displays our new
terminal parameters, which are 1 10 baud,

2 stop bits, and no parity (parity off). (It is

possible to save these terminal parameters
until the next time a change is needed.)

Pressing a key while in the command
mode (menu displayed) instantly changes
the mode to the opposite of what is displayed

on the screen. Pressing the P will cause
the screen to indicate that the printer is

on. The next time the P is pressed the

printer turns off.

You can edit your
programs into the Basic

(or protocols) of the
receiving computer
before they are
transmitted.

The command functions are virtually

self-explanatory. CR SUPPRESSION,
CR/LFGROUPING. etc., simply turn the

auto line feeds and carriage returns on
and off to accommodate different printers

and operating modes.
For example, Radio Shack printers don't

use a linefeed: it's automatically provided
by the printer. Try to use a different printer,

however and everything will overprint on
the same line. The LF and CR commands
simply straighten out the mess Radio Shack
has designed into their system.

ECHO is very convenient for the person
with whom you are communicating. If your
computer is talking to a timesharing system,

you have no problems. But what if you are

hooked up to another small computer?
There is no way your friend can tell if his

signals are getting into your computer.
But if the ECHO Ls turned on, yourcomputer
transmits back down the line whatever it

has received, just as if it were the time
sharing host computer.
SCREEN REFORMATTING does just

what it says; it configures your screen line

length to match your printer.

The input and output buffer commands
allow you to exchange programs or data

through a modem or a direct connection
to another computer.

It works this way: Assume you want to
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feed a program to another computer. You
load a disk file into the buffer through the

input mode using command "F" (FILL
BUFFER FROM DISK*. Then you set the
buffer for output. The instant you press

the O key. the buffer is transmitted from
the terminal. If you want to receive a
program, you set the buffer for input, which
loads whatever is received. Then you use

the S (SAVE BUFFER TO DISK) com-
mand, which will ask for a standard TRS
DOS filespec and then save to disk.

If you are connected to another TRS-80
computer you can exchange programs using

the direct binary information from the

TRS-KOdisk or memory. But if the computer
at the other end isn"t a TRS-80 it will not

be able to read data. In this case, the data
or information exchange must be in ASCII.
Omniterm provides the conversion
programs— from ASC 1 1 to binary and vice

versa— in the software package.
A built-in editor. TEXTED/BAS. allows

you to edit input and output data. Assume
you are swapping programs with a Zenith
computer. Your Basics are similar, but

not exactly the same. A wrong command
here or there can cause the program to

bomb. With Omniterm you can receive

the Zenith program, edit it to remove or
change unfamiliar Basic statements or
commands, and then save a usable

version.

Similarly, you can edit your programs
into the Basic (or protocols) of the receiving

computer before they are transmitted. (We
have even connected a Zenith/Heathkit
H89 computer directly to our TRS-80 in

order to swap programs, which normally
can*t be done because, among other things,

the disks are not compatible.)

Omniterm s translation feature is really

what makes the terminal "super intelligent."

One of the problems in using terminals is

there is really no such thing as standard
ASCII.
Worse, still, are the unmodified IBM

terminal/printers which use IBM EBCDIC
code rather than ASCII, which causes the
IBM printer to create garbage from straight

ASCII input.

Omniterm solves this problem by pro-

viding user programmable translation tables

for every individual operating mode. For
example, you can translate only the printer

output to convert ASCII to EBCDIC for

an IBM printer.

In Conclusion

We have only touched the highlights of
Omniterm. Suffice it to say that we consider

Omniterm among the very finest, if not
the finest smart terminal program for the
TRS-80.

Lindbergh Systems, 41 Fairhill Rd.,
Holden, MA 01520.
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Software

THE WORD HANDLER
BY SILICON VALLEY

THE ONLY WORD PROCESSOR IN THE WORLD
FOR THE APPLE THAT:

• Gives you full Mne capability on the screen, no boards nee.

• Two character formats to choose from at ail times!

RUNS WITHOUTANY HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS!

HIGH POWER
Simplicity of

Operation)

LARGE SCALE
Direct to disk!

All functions seen on the screen!

• Lower and uppper case
underlining

• Superscript, bold, and
unlimited tabs

• Proportional spacing

• Even and normal justification

• Other functions seen on
turnkey systems in the
$13-820,000 range

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

1625 EL CAMINO REAL, SUITE 4
BELMONT.CA 94002
(415) 593-4344

NEW!

A GUIDE TU
PfiQGfidiMllNG

lf\l iffPLHQFT
By Bruce Presley

Now everyone can
master Applesoft

'

—the computer lan-

guage that uses stan-

dard English words
and phrases as com-
mands.

An effective tool for I

'

putting Applesoft ' in-

to practice, this innovative handbook
from Lawrenceville Press will be es-

pecially useful whether you're a begin-

ning or intermediate computerist.

Thought-provoking word problems
together with clever drawings guide
you directly to higher levels of

achievement.

All topics are arranged so you can
concentrate on the sequence of study

that particularly interests you. This far-

reaching learning experience covers

everything from the fundamentals of

programming to decisions and loops

. . . nested loops and subscripted vari-

ables . . . mathematical functions . .

.

and data types.

Motivating discussions on graphics,

flowcharts, disk operating systems,

and even computer games expand
your range of computer applications.

You'll become expert at starting pro-

grams . . . saving, recalling, and storing

programs and data . . . using a tape

recorder with the computer... using

PEEK and POKE—methods of re-

trieving contents and inserting data

into the Apple's memory... and per-

forming other programming functions.

123 pages, 8'/? x 11, $12.95 paper

MAIL COUPON BELOW
FOR 15-DAY FREE-EXAMINATION COPY

Van Nostrand Reinhold
Mail Order Service
7625 Empire Drive, Florence. KY 41042

Send me A Guide to Programming in

Applesoft' for 15 days FREE examina-
tion After 15 days, I'll send $12 95 plus

local sales tax and a small delivery and han-
dling charge—or return the book and
OWE NOTHING.

_ Stale- -Zip.City

Otter good in US only and subject to credit depart-

ment approval. Payment must accompany orders
with PO. box addresses. Price subject to change.
25890-9 C 7212
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,nster;

RUSH
GU^M

l^OV«

cot*

CH
G/\N^

guess wno stars as

movie monster. You! As any of six

different monsters. More if you
have the disk version

You can terrorize and destroy

four of the world's largest and
most densely populated cities in

over 100 possible scenarios

From Tokyo to the Golden Gate,

you are the deadliest creature in

the air, on the land, or in the sea.

You can be the deadly am-
phibian who simultaneously

hes street cars, lunches on
helpless humans and radiates a

ray of death.

If you were a giant winged
think of the aerial

attacks you could make on the

terrified but tasty tidbits beneath

you.

But as in all the best monster
movies, you're up against every-

thing the human race can throw
at you—even nuclear warh<
and a strange concoction devel-

oped byateamofmadscient
For only $29.95 you get 6 stu-

pendous monsters, each with its

own monstrous summary card,

4 teeming metropoli displayed in

hie detail on your computer
display and mapped in the

accompanying 48-page illustrat-

ed book, the awesome sounds of

monsterly mayhem, and spine-

tingling. real-time, edge-of-your-

excitement.

GET CRUSH, CRUMBLE & CHOMP
now at your local dealer for your APPLE, ATARI,

or TRS-80 . before it's too late.
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Green phosphor screen
High resolution (720h \ 350v)

Combination monochrome adapter
and parallel printer Interface

Upper lower case
no characters \ 2S lines

2 1 >" integrated speaker

Id colors
2S0 characters in texl

1 graphics moths
Simultaneous graphics
and text capability

RS232C Interface
l'p to 9600 bits per second

JSEjS

(> eonl to s\ Stem linil
Microprocessor-
controlled keyboari

Y-\9
-

I

J

V,

r_:

o function keys
10-key numeric pad
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System expansion slots

1 optional internal
diskrtu- drives

SOKS mieroprcx Parity checking

UiKli in HUM

160KB
per S 1 i" diskette

expandable
up to 256KB

Becausewe putwhat
youwant into it,you get
whatyouwantout erf it.

We unwrapped our package for you, bit by bit.

It's all here. And you're looking at it.

From the 8088 microprocessor and the Macro
Assembler that give you speed and capacity to the

RS232C interface that gives you the world.

All told, no other personal computer offers as

many advanced capabilities. Read all about them in

the Technical Reference Manual available at your

IBM Personal Computer dealer.

Software? IBM Personal Computer DOS. The
UCSD p-System. Plus a documented set of our

device driver routines. For high level languages,

exactly what you want. Enhanced BASIC in ROM.
Pascal. FORTRAN. But our software story

is still being written.

Maybe by you.

If you're interested,

start by writing to:

IBM Personal Computer
Software, Dept.765,

IBM Corporation,

Armonk, New \brk

10504.=== =•

The IBM PersonalComputer
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TM

THE SECOND SCENARIO
I of detail is Ian ta

Neil Shapiro, Popular Mechanics

arti

lylgamyn is doomed,

>ple said about the first scenario?

/ has the potential to become a classic.

David Lubar, Creative Computing

xiited adventure

Knight of Diamonds, a challenging scenario for experi

enced Wizardry players (13th level characters will

barely survive!).

Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord (shown at

right) and Knight oj Diamonds operate on any Apple

Computer* with at least 48K. DOS 3.3, and 1 disk

drive.

Proving Grounds of the Mad OveHord $49.95

Computer Merchandising Knight o/ r^^^ $34.95
1st advanced adventure program , , ,

Join over ten thousand adventurers exploring

( on

Forest Johnson, The Space Gamer the ultimate fantasy experience. Shipping M 00 in I ' S
. K 00 ..m-..

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER AND HOBBY STORE
APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER INC

SOFTWARE. INC.

5il*-tech I > MAIN STREET OGDENSBURG N Y 13669
' <93-6633

-. in Ant n st rvi< f



VisiTerm from Personal Software

Terminal Communications for
the Apple

Ken R. Hancock

As this issue went to press, we received

word that Personal Software Inc., "as

part ofa series of marketing actions to

increase its corporate visibility " has

changed its name to VisiCorp. VisiCorp

was chosen as the new name "because

it clearly identified the company with

its VisiCalc program.

"

In future articles we shall call them
by theirnew name; in this one we 'II rely

on you to substitute VisiCorpfor each
mention of Personal Software. —EBS

VisiTerm is a terminal communications

program that was written by Tom Keith of

Personal Software. It is a member of a
popular series of Apple programs which

includes VisiCalc, as well as VisiDex,

VisiTrend/VisiPlot, Desk Top Plan and
CCA Data Base Management.

All of these programs can save their data

in a standardized form which Personal

Software calls the Data Interchange
Format. Thus, data developed using one
program can be shared by the others. This

feature greatly increases the usefulness of

the series.

Documentation
The documentation consists of three

separate pieces; the manual, the VisiTerm

Pocket Reference card and the Personal

Software User Assurance Plan card.

The manual is a professionally prepared

document which comes in a three-ring

binder. It is written by Jeffrey Emmet
Levinger.

The manual, which is 100 pages long and

features numerous photographs and
drawings, is divided into the following

parts: Table of contents. Preface, Intro-

duction, VisiTerm Tutorial (three separate

lessons). Reference, Appendices (eight in

total). Glossary, and Index

.

Most of the manual is written for the

first time user and as a result may seem too

Ken R. Hancock. 1544 Lakcwood Road West.
Edmonton, Albena. Canada. T6K 314).

wordy for the seasoned communications
veteran. However, this is preferable to a
manual that is lacking in critical expla-

nation.

The VisiTerm Pocket Reference card is,

when folded out, about four square feet of
tables, photographs and abbreviated defi-

nitions of the numerous VisiTerm com-
mands. It is divided into the four separate

modes of VisiTerm operation: terminal

mode, macro definition mode, options

mode and file transfer mode. If you are

considering the purchase of this program I

would recommend that you take a look at

the card first, it certainly is the best capsule

of VisiTerm information.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: VisiTerm

Type: Communications

System: Apple II or II + ,8K Memory,
1 Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Superb

Price: $100

Manufacturer:

VisiCorp

2895 Zanker Rd.
San Jose. CA 95134

The Personal Software User Assurance
Plan is a card containing the warranty reg-

istration, backup diskette order card and a

replacement disk order card. VisiTerm is a

copy-protected disk and only one copy of

the program is supplied with the package.

The backup disk costs $30.

Although VisiTerm is copy-protected,

the method of protection is not as re-

strictive as some of the techniques used in

the industry. A VisiTerm diskette will

CATALOG normally and display each file

like a standard 3.3 disk. It will also allow

changes to the programs on the disk
without causing abnormal behavior.

Screen Display

Figure 1 shows an actual screen dump of
a VisiTerm display. I created all the text on
this screen with the exception of the

bottom line. This line is reserved by Visi-

Term as a status line.

The "COL- 1 " is a column counter indi-

cating that the next character will be typed
into column one. The "HALF DUPL" in-

dicator tells us whether we are in half or

full duplex communications.
The "SET A" informs us that character

set A is in use. This line also indicates when
an escape key has been pressed and when
the CAPS LOCK is activated.

The screen display of VisiTerm dynami-
cally proportions characters as they are

written to the screen, courtesy of high-

resolution graphics. In this way, a larger

number of characters can be displayed on a

single line. The actual number depends
upon the number of upper and lower case

characters, but, given typical lines of text,

75 columns or more can usually be dis-

played. All of this is accomplished using

only the VisiTerm software. No 80-column
card or lower case adapter is required.

This display technique has several ad-

vantages as well as disadvantages. First, it

permits several different character sets to

be supported. Second, it allows smooth
scrolling, which is much better than the

line by line scroll of a typical Apple screen.

Third, this technique also permits the

spacing between lines to be altered by the

user. Invoking or changing any of these

features can be done while on-line.

While, on one hand, it is best to have the

maximum number of characters on one
line; on the other, there are times when
rigidly fixed columns are desired, such as

when you are displaying a column of
numbers. With VisiTerm, if you want to

display such a column of numbers a dif-

ferent character set must be loaded.

This character set is not much different

from the standard Apple set and,
therefore, does not allow a great number
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PISITERM
This is a standard line of text exactly js it would appear on an APPLE screen

This is .j standard line of text exactly as it would appear on an APPLE screen

This is a standard line of text exactly -a it would appear on an APPLE screen

The line above took a total of 80 columns to display. It required no special

har dware whatsoever. Ho 30 column card, no lower case adapter

!

Additional character sets are provided including APU

a T L _ * a 'D[
c d n u x t | , /

Smooth scroll is also provided. You can even change the width of the

cursor and the spacing between lines!

HSITERM

COL- 1 HALF OUPL SET ft

Figure 1.

of characters on a line (70.MONO-
SPACE). But, it is still true, that for most
text transmissions VisiTerm is as good as

an 80-column card.

File Handling
VisiTerm itself will work with only two

types of files: a 16-sector binary configu-

ration file or a text file format used to store

data transmissions.

Figure 2 shows a CATALOG of a Visi-

Term disk. All the files shown are supplied

with every VisiTerm package.

Six of the first file type, the 16-sector

binary file, are supplied with VisiTerm.

These are the files that are followed by
" < VT-CONFIG > ." They not only save

the character sets but all the current Visi-

Term settings as well. They could be
likened to a snapshot of the VisiTerm op-
erating mode.
Of the second file type, only one short

example is supplied. This is the text file

called SAMPLE. It is a short Applesoft
Basic program that has been converted to a

text file.

Thus, VisiTerm will transmit only text

files. But, it supplies four conversion pro-
grams that allow you to send and receive

the four file types—Applesoft, Integer,

binary and text. To transmit an Applesoft
Basic program, for example, you would
run the Applesoft program called FP to

TEXT, which would then prompt you for

the program you wish to convert.

You may have noticed that two con-
version steps seem to be missing. It appears
that Personal Software neglected to supply
a TEXT TO FP or TEXT TO INT

program. In fact, neither of these pro-

grams is necessary. This is because any

standard Apple will automatically convert

from text to Basic by means of the EXEC
command.

That is, if you have just received a text

file that you wish to convert to Basic,

simply type "EXEC filename" and the

text file will be converted to a Basic

program residing in memory. Remember
to type NEW prior to executing this

command or you will end up with an un-

fortunate merge of two programs.
The BIN TO TEXT program works in

an unexpected way; it converts all binary

characters to their equivalent hexadecimal
representation. Thus, a control-m char-

acter, equivalent to a carriage return,

would be transmitted as an ASCII "O"
followed by an ASCII "D." A conversion

like this is necessary because of the diffi-

culties involved in transmitting an unal-

tered binary file.

For example, suppose we had a short

binary program in memory that we wished

to transmit. Also suppose that this short

program contained an absolute ORA in-

struction. Well, as it happens, the hex code
for an absoluteORA is OD, which is a car-

riage return, as previously mentioned. As
you can see, there would be no way to dis-

criminate between carriage return and an
absolute ORA instruction.

This conversion method has the unfor-

tunate drawback of creating a text file that

is about twice the length of its binary coun-
terpart. This characteristic degrades the

capacity of VisiTerm in certain cases.

Since the maximum number of characters

DISK VOLUME 254

A 000 SERIAL-NUMBER: 286 7 40 36

2

A1000
A 000 BY TOM KEITH
A 000 COPYRICHT 19B1

•A 002 INIT
*I 002 APPLESOFT
*B 067 VISITERM
B 016 MONO-SPACE <VT-CONFIC>
B 016 CURSIVE & SHORT <VT-C0NFIC>
B 016 UPPER CASE <VT-CONFIC>
B 016 VISIBLE CTRL <VT-C0NFIC>
B 016 REC 6 BOLD <VT-C0NFIC>
B 016 DEFAULT <VT-CONFIC>

•A 00* FP TO TEXT
•I 004 INT TO TEXT
*B 002 CRUNCHER
*A 005 BIN TO TEXT
•A 004 TEXT TO BIN
•A Oil CHECKSUM
*A 045 PRINT
T 002
T 002

SAMPLE
DEFAULT. PRINTER

Figure 2. Typical VisiTerm 'catalog.

'

that VisiTerm can receive in one block is

18,384, the maximum length of a binary

reception is only about 9000 characters.

Also, this conversion method does not

allow binary files that are being used as

text files to be properly transmitted. The
conversion will not work with an Apple-

writer file for instance.

File Transfer mode allows data to be

transmitted or received in a block. This is

the mode that would be used to transmit a

text file.

All conventional transmission protocols

are supported including EOB-ACK (End
Of Block-Acknowledge) as well as STP-
STR (Stop-Start). Auto acknowledge is

also allowed as are combinations of the

above. Further, VisiTerm gives you the

ability to change the EOB or the ACK
characters to any ASCII value. Similarly,

both the STP and STR characters can be

changed to accommodate nearly any con-

vention.

Let me give you an example of a block

data transmission to illustrate how these

characters would be used. Suppose we
wished to transmit a Basic program, line-

by-line, into a timesharing editor such as

the MTS (Michigan Timesharing System)

editor. This editor prompts line-by-line

with a question mark and accepts data in

conventional ASCII.
First, we would convert our Basic

program to a text file using the FP TO
TEXT program. Then we would go to the

VisiTerm Options mode (Escape shift I

from the Terminal mode) and change our

EOB character to a OD (since the ends of

our Basic lines are marked with carriage
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returns). We would then change the ACK
character to a 3F which is the ASCII value

for a question mark.
Next, we would go to the File Transfer

mode by pressing F. We would then type in

the name of the file we wish to transmit by
typing "Escape filename." VisiTerm must
now be told what communications pro-

tocol we wish, so we would select EOB-
ACK by pressing either of the arrow keys.

Provided the MTS editor is invoked, the

file will be successfully transmitted by
merely typing an "S" for "Send."

This is one way that data could be trans-

mitted to the MTS system. A better way,
which works very well using different EOB
and ACK characters, is the MTS COPY
•SINK* or COPY 'SOURCE* com-
mands.

Convenience Features

One of VisiTerm's most useful modes of
operation is the Macro Definition mode.
In this mode, a character on your key-

board can be made to represent a whole
string of characters or commands in-

cluding embedded carriage returns. If you
are using a timesharing system such as The
Source, this will greatly simplify your sign-

on procedure.

All macro definitions are saved with all

the other VisiTerm options in a <VT-
CONFIO file.

VisiTerm allows you to use your DC
Hayes modem with your Apple at either

1 10 or 300 Baud. Unfortunately though,
you cannot save a dial up number in a
<VT-CONFIG> file and you must dial

each time by typing the appropriate
number on the Apple keyboard.
Whether you are using a DC Hayes, an

Apple communications card or a 1200
baud CCS 7710 card, VisiTerm automati-
cally locates the card and sets itself accord

-

VisiTerm allows you to
create or modify your
own character sets.

ingly. However, you can change the slot

number it suggests if you desire.

VisiTerm allows you to set the Data
Format to almost any combination of 7 or
8 bits per character, odd, even, or no
parity, as well as 1 or 2 stop bits. Further,

you can change the length of a break char-

acter from 0.00 seconds to 2.SO seconds in

hundredths of a second increments.

VisiTerm also gives you control over
such elegant things as setting the volume of

the ticks which are heard when you press a
key. You can also change the column
number at which VisiTerm is instructed to
beep automatically—72 being the standard
value. Also, you can change the length of
the Tab set.

You may remember from Figure 2, the
VisiTerm CATALOG, that a fairly

lengthy Applesoft program called PRINT
was present. This is another Basic program
which allows you to print a text file that is

resident on your disk. VisiTerm does not
allow for simultaneous printing and ter-

minal communications. This feature
would be a welcome addition.

Certainly well beyond a convenience
feature, VisiTerm also allows you to create
or modify your own character sets. This
feature gives VisiTerm a nearly worldwide
appeal—an intelligent choice for a com-
munications program.

Conclusion

I am impressed. Personal Software re-

ceived, and still receives, a shower of com-
pliments and commendations for its Visi-

Calc program. VisiTerm follows in the

same tradition of superb documentation
and effective, stable software.

It will be no surprise to see a flurry of
VisiTerm related products following in its

wake. VisiTerm, like VisiCalc, will be with
us for many years.

Its time Your Computer
stopped just playing games
and started doing some work around the house!

Let Creative Software's home programs turn your ATARI® or VIC® into

a really useful household appliance—the results may well amaze you!

TITLE ATARI 400/800

VIC

(cassette onlyl

• Household

Finance

34 95 cassette

3995 disk

34 95

• Home
Inventory

19 95 cassette

2495 disk

1495

• Car Costs 19.96 cassette

24 95 disk

1495

CREATIVE
SOFTWARE

201 San Antonio Circle. #270

Mountain View. CA 94040

(415) 948-9595

Ask about our many other recreational and home applications!

TO ORDER: VISA MasterCard, check or money order accepted. It

charge, please include expiration date ol card. Add SI-50 for shipping and

handling. C'alil. residents add sales ta\

CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Axlon RAMDisk computing

equipment

evaluation

1 28K Memory System for Atari
David Small

A while ago a group of employees left

Atari and formed Axlon Co. to manu-
facture add-on products for the Atari com-
puter. They produce a 32K RAMCram
card, and a 256K RAM system, complete
with expansion interface.

So when ads began to appear for their

RAMDisk, I was intrigued. I couldn't

resist calling them for more details.

They turned out to be most friendly and
mailed me a loaner RAMDisk for evalu-

ation. This review is based on my use of the

product for a month.
The RAMDisk arrives in a 9" x 1

1" x l"
blue box which contains a manual, a
diskette, and a memory cartridge. The
manual is housed in an attractive notebook
with the diskette in a side pocket.

The memory board looks like an Atari

16K cartridge except that it has no top or

sides. (It does have front and back covers,

though.) This is probably to help the

RAMDisk get rid of heat.

The manual is well written, and very,

very clear. I decided to trust it immedi-
ately, and began following the setup direc-

tions.

Getting Started

First, one boots up the system with a
normal Atari 2.0S DOS disk. The Axlon
disk is fast formatted and uses Atari di-

rectory formats and such, but does not

contain DOS.SYS or DUP.SYS, so you
can't boot up with it. Next, I ran a Basic
program called CREATE to create a boot
disk (a disk used whenever the system is

David Small. I I3U Yucca Dr., Austin. TX 78750.

powered up or re-booted). Following the

instructions, I put in the Axlon disk, then a

blank disk, and created a boot disk. No
problem—very easy to do.

Next, I turned the computer off, re-

moved my middle 16K board, and put in

the RAMDisk. Two memory boards are

required, for some reason, on either side of
the RAMDisk. Perhaps they keep it from
getting the electrical equivalent of lonely.

Then, I booted up using the new boot
disk. A most foreboding message flashed

onscreen for about five seconds, just long

enough for a speed reader to comprehend
it. It pointed out that the Axlon MMS
(Memory Management System) was an
end-user initiated change to Atari DOS
and that Axlon doesn't condone making
copies and distributing them.
Here is my first complaint with the

MMS, Axlon's DOS 2.0S: you have to sit

through this silly legal message every time

you boot up with the MMS disk. The first

time, it's fun, and even witty. The second
time, half witty, and after that, not funny
at all. I was ready to disassemble the boot
file and "short out" the message after a
month of seeing it.

Once you're through the message, you
get to Basic or whatever you're running.

The RAMDisk hardware operates just like

a normal 16K cartridge unless you specifi-

cally tell it not to. There's just about the

same amount of free memory as before. So
I typed DOS.

Next surprise. No click, whirr of the

disk. The DOS menu popped up right

away, just like the old DOS l , but appar-

ently without the memory sacrifice, ac-

cording to FRE(O). And my, how the DOS
menu has changed.

The Menu
First, the top line is not Atari 2.OS

anymore. It is the Axlon RAMDisk MMS
System VI .0. Most of the options look the

same, but two are disabled: writing DOS
files and creating MEM.SAV.
Second complaint. I don't care about

MEM.SAV; I never use it. But I want to be

able to write the DOS files after formatting

a disk. The DOS and DUP files are on
nearly every disk I have, making for few

bootup problems. But Axlon doesn't want
complaints about folks copying DOS, so

they disabled it. Aside from these two
changes the menu is a duplicate of the

Atari 2.0S menu.
How do you use the RAMDisk? The

RAMDisk contains 128K bytes of

memory. A diskette contains around 90K.

So the Axlon MMS makes "disk #4" the

RAMDisk memory area. You literally use

the 90K of the memory board as disk

number 4.

You can copy to it, open files on it, close

them, NOTE/POINT them, and so forth.

You can copy an entire disk to RAM. You
can run directories, lock files—everything

you can do to a normal disk—to the

RAMDisk (disk 4). In short, the RAMDisk
replaces disk 4.

Here's an example. Let's say I have one
disk drive and I need to duplicate a disk. I

load the Axlon MMS, go to DOS, and J

(duplicate disk) from I to 4. This copies the

whole diskette into RAM. Next, I put in

my destination disk, and copy from 4 to l

.

All done. (No more swapping diskettes

back and forth.) This is very nice and very

easy. It is also fast. I could load 220-sector

binary files in less than a second from the

RAMDisk. This compares to more than 30

seconds for a disk drive.

Software houses should take note here.

The RAMDisk is a very good thing for
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The first affordable high performance desktop computer.

Standard Features:
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Take the Helm and Venture into

a World of Finance and Fortune.
Lead your company into battle against large Multi-National
Corporations to become "Chairman of the Board". The
struggle begins as you manuever to acquire growth
companies, handle bankers and deal in world markets
seeking to build the value of your company. From
Decision Central, you are on-line to 5 corporate data
banks for ready access to information vital to

company-wide operations.
High technology breakthroughs, tariffs and contract

awards are just a few of the Global News Events that will

be reported to World Headquarters.
RockRoy's exclusive color line graphs
(illustrated) and dynamic Hi -Res
graphics add a new dimension to
strategy play. Easy to learn rules
and 3 different game play options:
solitaire, 2-4 players or multiple
computer opponents. For high
scoring "Chairmen of the Board"
each game disk comes with 3
entries to the RockRoy
Competition.

CONGLOMERATES COLLIDE 1" is educational game-
ware designed to remain a classic in your software
library for years to come.

For your Apple" (48K, Disk with Applesoft in ROM)

Visit your local dealer today. To order by mail send your
check to RockRoy. VISA and M/C holders call Toil-Free

800-528-2361. In AZ 998-1577 • $39.95 includes

shipping and handling • 15 day money back guarantee.

7721 E. Gray Road, Suite 103
Scottsdale. Arizona 85260
Toll-Free 800-528-2361

¥'

The progress ofup tofour

competitors is instantly charted by

RockRoy 's exclusive color line graphs.
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RAMDisk, continued.

you. Let's say you need to make 100 copies
of a given diskette. Without the
RAMDisk, you can either use two drives

—

one to read the master and one to write the

destination disk (wearing the master and
its drive out)—or use one drive and swap
disks like mad. With the RAMDisk, you
copy the master into RAM, then proceed
to make your copies from RAM. This
product would well pay for itself in saved
time and disk drive wear—heavy use is

hard on Atari drives. (By the way, I found
that DOS and DUP did copy if I used the

DUP DISK option; you just can't create

them originally).

From Basic Assembler, and so forth, the

RAMDisk is just disk 4. SAVE or LOAD;
the operations run very fast. Anyone with

a program that is running slowly due to

disk I/O should look into the RAMDisk.
A speedup factor of 20 would be easily

achieved, and that's conservative. In ad-

dition, you needn't put up with disk errors

and the like.

This is a solidly built,

well documented
product.

How It Works
By now you're probably curious how

this thing works, so here's what I found (in

the manual, all clearly laid out). In the

Atari, the address space from 4000 to

7FFF is normally the second 16K board in-

stalled in the machine. The RAMDisk
allows 4000-7FFF to be any of eight indi-

vidual 16K boards, one at a time. Due to

many arcane hardware considerations you
can't access all 128K at once, only a 16K
chunk of it. But which 16K is instantly se-

lectable. This is called "bank selection."

For example, Axlon apparently puts

their MMS DOS Menu on one of the 16K
banks. Then, to switch to DOS, they just

select that particular 16K, and run (that's

why DOS comes up so fast). But also note

that DOS does not take up normal 16K
programming space this way; the contents

of the 16K you were working in before you
typed DOS are on another of the 16K
boards, ready for use as soon as it is rese-

lected. (The MMS handles the swapping
back and forth to use the 90K disk area).

If you're confused, just imagine you
have a pile of eight 16K memory boards

and you could plug or unplug them at will

into the middle slot. This is how the Axlon
board works.

This product could well
pay for itself In

saved time and
disk drive wear.

Physically it uses Motorola 64K x 1

chips. The raw cost of the chips on the

board I calculated to be around S2S0, so
the price of the board is quite reasonable.

The construction of the board is very high

quality.

Uses
Extremely high speed animation is pos-

sible using bank selection. You don't have
to use the Axlon board as a RAMDisk.
You can select which 16K you want di-

rectly. So several images (display lists and
memories) can be stored, and switching be-

tween them determines which image is

being displayed. Some impressive effects

could be obtained (only) this way. Alas, I

didn't have time to do much of this.

One thing I did use the system for was
holding temporary files during develop-

mental work. By having the RAMDisk
hold various versions of a Basic program I

was developing (with SAVE), I greatly

speeded up the development time.

However, there is a problem with this:

turning the Atari off causes the contents of

the board to be lost. And I have locked up
the Atari past RESET working many,
many times.

The diskette that comes with the

RAMDisk also has several options to

check the board out and fiddle with

MEM.SAV. It even has a complete copy of

the manual (over 300 sectors) as files.

Disadvantages

And now I come to the parts I don't like

about the RAMDisk.
I have already mentioned a few points,

but my main problem with this unit is that

it is a limited function device. It is like a
plotter; some people can use it, others

can't. Software houses and people with

heavily disk-bound programs could make
great use of this product. People who need
incredible animation memory also could.

But I can't for the life of me think of an-

other use for it. It was a nice convenience
when copying disks, but it just wasn't that

great a help. It would take a volume oper-

ation for it to make a difference. For your
average Atari user, another disk unit,

which costs the same (or even a bit less) is

probably a better buy. You can just do
more with it.

Technical Aides

The bank selection is done in the C000
area, currently unused by Atari. My Atari

sources tell me this will change in a year or
so, as the operating system acquires more
capabilities. The Axlon people will have to
modify their board at that time.

Sector copying programs do not work
with this board.

Microsoft Basic has real problems with
this board. I tried the whole month to get
them to work together and couldn't. As
the new Basic is just plain wonderful and
everyone will be buying it, the Axlon
people had better get some new software
out fast.

The board throws only minimal RF in-

terference, and if you run your Atari
without the top cover on for heat dissi-

pation, you will notice minor wavy lines on
your TV.
Axlon plans a RAMDisk for Apple II

and Apple II Plus computers in the near
future.

Conclusion

This is a solidly built, well documented
product. It has several very useful applica-

tions. People who can use it in those appli-

cations will be most pleased with it. But
those who want high speed disk I/O or
temporary storage will not find it of much
use. It certainly expands the capabilities of
the Atari, but you may not need your capa-
bilities expanded in that direction. Con-
sider it as you would a piece of other
special purpose peripheral equipment,
such as a digitizer or modem. Will you use

it? If so, it is a good product.

RAMDisk, Axlon Co., 170 N. Wolfe
Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $699.

S,

"When you're through Dad, I want to writ* a
program to experiment with the effect ofa different

coefficient on a plot of a polynomial of the form
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TRS-80 Plug 'n Power Controller computing

equipment

itian

Polly, Put The Kettle On
Richard A. Zatarga

I have owned a BSR X-10 control system
for several years and have been intrigued

with the possibility of somehow controlling

the modules with my TRS-80 Model I

computer. Recently, several hardware
interfaces have been introduced to perform
this function. These interfaces range in

price from less then $40 to over $200.

The cheaper units usually provide a sonic

link from the computer to the BSR Com-
mand Console. The more expensive units

operate without the console, i.e., they send
the signal directly from the interface,

through the house wiring, and on to the

control modules. Some controllers come
complete with the necessary software for

them to function. Others offer software as

an optional extra.

In my search for the right computer-to-
X- 10 controller, I made a list of attributes

I felt the unit should possess. It had to be
relatively inexpensive. It had to be compact.
(I don't have too much room left on my
desk.) I didn't want a sonic link type
controller. My command console is centrally

located in my house, and quite some
distance from the computer. I had no desire

to move the console every time I wanted
the computer to control the modules.

It also had to be permanently installed

without affecting the operation of other
peripherals; I didn't want to remove and
attach cables to use the controller. Lastly,

it had to be easy to use and program so

other members of the family could readily

operate it.

My quest came to an end when I received

a TRS-80 Plug n Power Controller. The
price is only $39.95. It is only 4.5" x 4.25" x
1.5" in size, and the command console is

not required— no sonic link. It attaches to
the cassette DIN jack on the TRS-80 and
the cassette recorder plugs into the
controller.

Richard A. Zatarga, 800 Towner Swamp Rd.,
Guilford. CT 064.17.

A single rocker switch on top of the unit

selects either cassette or controller opera-
tion. Finally, the Plug 'n Power Controller
came complete with the software to satisfy

all computer configurations for which the
unit was designed -TRS-80 Models I and
II, and the Color computer.

Documentation
The TRS-80 Plug n Power Controller

comes with two cassette tapes and an
instruction booklet. The 36-page instruction

booklet exceeds Radio Shack's high stan-

dards for documentation. It is clear, concise,

and complete concerning the installation,

operation, and programming of the con-
troller.

Set-Up
It only takes five minutes to attach the

controller to the computer permanently.
You simply unplug the cassette cable from
the computer and plug in the cable from
the controller. Plug the cassette cable into

the DIN jack on the controller and the line

cord of the controller into an AC outlet.

In order for the computer to activate

the X-10 modules through the Plug 'n Power
Controller, a software link or operating
program must be loaded into memory.
This is a machine language program for

the Level II machines and a Basic program
for the Color and Level I computers. To
load a Level II version of the operating
program, you set the rocker switch on the

controller to CASSette and enter the fol-

lowing:

SYSTEM ENTER
•? L ENTER

Set the rocker switch to conTRoL and
enter a slash (/) after the second question
mark (?) to execute the program.

Operation

The controller may be operated in either

a direct command or a programming mode.
I really can't see any purpose for the direct

command mode. It is faster and easier to
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turn a single appliance or lamp on and off

directly than it is to power up the computer,
load the operating program, enter the time,

and finally, issue a command to a module
via the computer keyboard.

In the programming mode, however,
the Plug 'n Power Controller is a very

useful tool. In this mode you can program
a sequence of commands to turn lights

and applicances on and off at different

times over a period of hours, days or even
weeks. Your only limitation is a maximum
program length of 45 lines, i.e.. 45 separate

commands.
Once a program sequence is entered

and executed, it will continue to function
even after the last line of the program has
executed. The sequence of commands will

repeat again and again, starting with the

first program line. For example, if you
program a three-day sequence ofcommands
and are away for five days, the first day's
command sequence will begin to repeat
on the fourth day. In fact, the whole three-

day sequence will repeat indefinitely, unless

there is a loss of power and the operating
program is lost.

Both operating modes use the following

six control commands:

ON: Turns on the selected module.
OFF: Turns off the selected module.
CLR : Turns off all modules for a selected

house code.

ALL: Turns on all modules for a selected

house code.
The following two commands only work

with the lamp and wall control modules.
They will not work with the appliance
modules.

DIM1-DIM9: Decreases or dims the level

of light intensity for a selected module.
The number after the command determines
the level of intensity.

BR 1-BR9: Increases or brightens the level

of intensity for a selected module.
Programming mode commands allow

you to 1 1 Insert. (R)eplace, (E)dit, (D)elete
and (L)ist program lines. One command.
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Table I.

controlling one module, is allowed per
program line. However, up to eighteen
commands can be executed at the same
time by using the same execution time in

two or more program lines.

A program line must contain the following

five items of information:

• A line or sequence number.
• The time the command will execute.

• The house code of the module being

commanded. (A thru P)

• The unit code of the module being

commanded. ( I thru 16)

• The command (on, off, etc.)

Line numbers are automatically displayed

by the operating program and do not have

to be entered. The other items are keyed
into the program line individually, with

each item followed by a carriage return

(Enter). After the four items have been
keyed into a program line, the next line

number is displayed, ready for a new
command. Table 1 shows an example of a

two day sequence of commands to give

you an idea of the format.

Conclusion

I have nothing but praise for the unit. It

has performed flawlessly since the day I

hooked it up. Its only limitation is the 45

program line maximum of the operating

program. This limit precludes a multi-week

Line Time House Unit Command
Number Code Code
01 07:00 A 03 OFF
02 07:00 B 14 ON
03 07:25 B 14 OFF
04 19:30 A 03 ON
05 07:00 A 03 OFF
06 09:30 B 14 ON
07 09:55 B 14 OFF
08 19:30 A 03 ON

A scenario for the above commands might be:

Dayl
01 7:00 a.m. —Turn off outside security light.

02 7:00 a.m. —Turn on coffee pot.

03 7:25 a.m. —Turn off coffee pot.

04 7:30p.m —Turn on outside security light.

Day 2

05 7:00 a.m. —Turn off outside security light.

06 9:30 a.m. —Turn on coffee pot. (Must be Sunday)
07 9:55 a.m. —Turn off coffee pot.

08 7:30 p.m. —Turn on outside security light.

program of commands that contains any

degree of time and sequence sophistication.

However, I considered this to be a minor
flaw in the design of the controller. Since

it is the software that is at fault, a little

programming and experimentation should

overcome the flaw completely.

So, if you want to foil burglars by giving

your home that lived-in appearance while

you are away, or just want the luxury of

having your coffee ready when you get

out of bed in the morning, you can't go
wrong with this cost effective remote control

computer interface from Radio Shack.

LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars By obtaining your own parts at the lowest

possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry - the LNWBO. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4 Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with

5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80 CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-

through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are lust

some of the outstanding features you will have when your LLNW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
e 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video e 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O -$89.95

B. SYSTEM EXPANSION-ExpandtheLNW80computer board. TRS-80and PMC-BO computer
with the following features: • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port e Real time clock •

Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion buslscreen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend- 969.95 (tin plated contacts) -

984.95 (gold plated contacts)

C KEYBOARD - 74 key expanded professional keyboard - includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully

assembled and tested. - 999.95
D. COMPUTER CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNWBO that professional factory-built appearance. - 984.BS Add $12.00 tor shipping.

E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit

gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance. - 959.95
Add $10.00 for shipping

F. LNWBO CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - 982.00
G. LNWBO VIDEO- HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- 931 .00

H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - 927.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set (6 chip set) - 91 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted. Add $3.00 lor shipping plus $1.00 for each additional item All

shipments via UPS surface. Add $2 00 tor U.S Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be Included with payment.

ORDERS • INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE - (714) 841-8850

LNW ResearchCorp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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Adventures in Adventureland

Dale Archibald

For all of you who love Conan the

Cimmerian, who drool at Frazetta's muscle-

men and scantily-clad ladies, who won't

buy any book unless it has a lurid cover a
la Kilgore Trout, who would play Dungeons
and Dragons the entire weekend— here is

a collection of games made to order.

I don't even pretend to understand why
there are so many renditions of dank
clammy caverns to be played on these

glossy little machines of ours, but there

are. It sometimes seems we're caught
between the pit and the place without

atmosphere.
I imagine it is simply because the majority

of these games are interesting. Who wants
to sit and stare at the boob tube when he
can be involved in derring-do, battling

dragons, ores and other slithy toves? Let

the "booboisie" of H.L. Mencken stare,

we'll interact.

Dale Archibald. 1817 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis.
MN 55405.

creative comparting
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Ultima

Type: Graphic adventure

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft

in ROM. or II + . 3.2 or 3.3

Disk Drive(s)

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft and machine
language

Summary: An engrossing adventure,

from the depths of dungeons

to outer space.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
California Pacific Computer Co.
1623 Fifth St.

Davis. CA 95616

Ultima

One of the most recent entries in the

parade of adventures is Ultima. I was
familiar with this company's Akalabeth,

having played it some time back. Akalabeth

wasn't an overly impressive game, although

it had some good features.

Ultima far surpasses that earlier effort.

The major author of Ultima, recently

revealed in So/talk as Richard Garriott of

Austin, TX, works under the nom de chip

of Lord British, with the help of several

other people.

This game is like an onion; it has layer

after layer after layer of intrigue. I have

been told that there are over 16,000 squares

of land —4096 per continent on four conti-

nents. You will use two disks, one for the

program, the other for your character (and

the towns, castles, and continents).

There are roughly eight dungeons and
eight towns per continent and two castles.

All told, there are four kinds of kings.

Each of the kings will enlist you in a different
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Software for APPLE II
®

CLEARANCE SPECIAL-50% OFF
ON THE FOLLOWING APPLE PROGRAMS

APEX—The assembly language operat-

ing system for the Apple II—Total control

of your Apple—fast program loading and

execution—Fexibility— Efficiency.

Now only $50.00

XPLO—A Block Structured— Pascal type

high level language operating under

APEX
Now only $40.00

HANDY DISK— Utility programs and de-

vice handlers for the APEX operating

system—A powerful alternative to Apple

DOS.
Now Only $20.00

MORE APPLE SPECIALS
PASCAL GENERAL LEDGER—Menu
driven general ledger program based on

the Osborne System. Customized utility

for a true turn-key general ledger system.

Reg $149.00

NOW SALE
PRICED AT

$79.00

PROM BLASTER—Programs all 1K to

4K PROMS of 25XX & 27XX single or

multi-voltage types—With all personality

modules and read/write software.

$149.00

THE EXTENDER by Scott Knaster With Apparafs new Apple

software package. The Extender, you can use the lull power ot

PRINT USING from Applesoft, determine the amount of free

space remaining on a diskette from within your programs,

generate automatic line numbers, and much more

The Extender provides 1 5 powerful statements and functions

to make Applesoft programming easier These commands add

to your capability in business applications, graphics, debug-

ging, disk management, and advanced programming.

Here is a brief description of some of the commands provided:

• PRINT USNG • Easily formats output in columns, with

automatic rounding, floating dollar sign, asterisk fill, preced-

ing or trailing sign, and more features than any other similar

system.
• AUT - Provides computer-generated automatic line numbers.

• DEC and HEX - Provide built-in conversion between hex and

decimal. These functions can be used with POKE. PEEK,

and CALL statements for easy programming.

• DISKFR - Instantly computes the amount of disk space free

on any standard DOS 3.2 or 3.3 diskette.

• EDIT - Allows easier editing of Applesoft program lines by

providing full-widths listing Eliminates typing POKE 33.33

to eliminate spaces.

The Extender works with your Applesoft programs by using the
•&' command. Just boot with the Extender disk, then run, edit, or

change your programs as usual, with all the power of these 1

5

additions at your fingertips

The Extender comes on a 3.2 diskette and is fully compatible

with both DOS versions 3.2 and 3.3 The Extender requires an

Apple II or Apple II Plus with at least 32K. Applesoft in ROM or

Language System, and a minimum of one disk drive

Complete documentation is included with examples ot usage

for clarity and ease of implementation.

NOW HALF PRICE! only $25.00

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES
DISKETTES

Double density, sott sectored, replacement guaranteed. Spindle/Hub

protected (5'V only)

Verbatim Oatalite S'V 40 track $24 95

PAPER
SVxl 1 blank while, tractor feed paper, full box $24 95

8'V'x 1 1 ' blank white, tractor feed paper, half box $ 1 4 95

14'> x1 1" green bar. tractor feed paper, full box $34 95

3V'x15/16" tractor feed mailing labels $19.95

OTHER
S'V plastic library case * ' 95
5V Flip-sort $2' 95
1 6K memory kits $19 95

Apparatlnc

SPECIAL - FREE GRAFTRAX
(Adds dot addressable graphics)

with EPSON MX-80 Printers

MX-80 $49900

MX-80 F/T 57500

MX 100 77500

v^^ ^^^B

Apple Interface Card
w/Cable *99 klliii^W^'^l

On-going Support for Microcomputers'

4401 S Tamarac Pkwv .Denver CO 80237 . (303) 741 1 778 . (800) 525 7674

APPLE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER
. ... .„, c n u n.nwai , jii Ini sh.Doma i hai « Foreign O'de-s sn.pped A.r FreigM

, 'it F O B D<
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Adventures, continued.

type of quest, and as you succeed at each,
will give you a gift on your return to his
castle.

By the way, why couldn't the program
have one queen in place of a king? This
insistence on mild sexism is one of the
worst oversights in the program, and for
that matter the whole genre. Must adventure
game publishers always picture women as
either "tavern wench-with-no-clothes" or
"warrior maiden-with-no-clothes"?

In the instruction books, the men are
usually shown dressed as if they're ready
for a day in the gladiatorial mines, while
the women are portrayed mini-skirted and
sleeveless, albeit carrying a sword. The
only two women in this scenario are an
imprisoned princess and a tavern wench.

But, to continue: Ultima has various
levels of adventure, whether you tour the
ten-level dungeons, travel around the land
or ocean, or go into outer space.
As you create your character, you are

allotted 90 points to assign to strength,
agility, stamina, charisma, wisdom, and
intelligence. None can be above 20 to begin,
or 99 with further play. You can become
human, elf, hobbit, or dwarf , and a fighter,
thief, cleric, or wizard.

You receive 100 hit points, 99 days of
food, two daggers and leather armor. That
isn't a whole lot on this planet.

First you must ready your armor and
weapons (and later any spells you want to
cast). As you travel, you run into assorted
enemies, such as necromancers, thieves
and evil knights. You can either flee or
attack with your readied weapon. Each
time you overcome an adversary, you
receive his gold and experience points.

If you should decide to enter a dungeon,
the scene changes. From the hi-res graphic
above ground, you plummet into a simple
three-dimensional line drawing of the
dungeon. This changes as you walk along,
controlling movement with the return-right

arrow-left arrow and slash keys. Return
moves you forward, slash turns you around,
and the arrow keys send you in the matching
direction.

These are tough dungeons, but fair: they
don't change each time you enter them, so
they're mappable. You can go back to the
surface to resupply or purchase better arms.
The graphics la transfer from Akalabeth)
are very simple, but they work. You can
inspect for secret doors and pits.

You can be surprised, however; your
attacker or attackers can be swinging at
you while you are trying to decide where
they are. You must face a monster before
you can hit it.

With a distance weapon such as a bow
and arrow (or, later in the game, a blaster),

you can attack a distant monster. If you
have purchased magic spells, you can cast
one you have readied, such as a magic
missile (good one square in front of you).

As you travel,

you run into assorted
enemies, such as

necromancers, thieves,
and evil knights.

You have to ready the weapon or spell,
then wait until the next turn to use it.

(Turns can be adjusted for lag-times of 0-

9.)

There is a constant annoying flicker on
the screen as you walk through the dungeon.
This may be because this part of the program
was written in Applesoft. I wish the sound
of battle could be turned off: the "boink-
zap" is very tiring after a few repetitions.

If the attacker is a thief, he can steal
from you, but even if you defeat him, you
can't retrieve the lost items.

Return to the surface, and you will have
hit points added to your remaining ones.
This is how you build hit points, although
you can also buy them from the kings.

Enter the town, and the graphic changes.
There are stores selling food, arms, armor,
transportation and magic, and a pub. Among
the townsfolk are large guards and a bard.
The bard is one of two moving characters
(the bar wench is the other) on the screen.
If the bard touches you, he may rob you.
Kill him, and you'll be sorry.

Among the types of transportation you
can purchase are a horse, a frigate, and
later an aircar and a space shuttle. The
aircar can go over water or land ; the space
shuttle takes you into space. Once in space,
you can take on enemy ships.

There are still some bugs in the program
the company hasn't been able to exter-
minate. Normally, you can save your
character at different points. However,

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Wizardry

Type: Graphic adventure
System: 48K Apple II or II+ , 3.3 Disk

Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Run-time Pascal
Summary: A sure winner.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Sir-Tech Software, Inc.

6 Main St.

Ogdensburg. NY 13669
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when you reboot, you may have lost your
transportation. So don't quit the game if

.
you are on an island. Also, when my wife's
character was killed, she was reincarnated
in the middle of the ocean. So save the
game regularly.

Garriot is working on the sequel to Ultima
now. California Pacific promises it will be
even better. That will be awfully hard to
accomplish, because this is an adventure
of truly epic proportion.

Wizardry

David Lubar reviewed an early copy of
Wizardry in the May, 1981 issue of Creative,
and I decided to look at it.

The program was written by Andrew
Greenberg, Inc. and Robert Woodhead,
Inc. The two Incs have wrought wondrously
well.

This multi-player or solitaire game has
to be ranked at the top for payability. It is

an entrancer.

There are some 14,000 lines of code in

this program in run-time Pascal. Since it is

so long, and because of the language, your
disk drive must be set exactly right. I

discovered mine was quite fast; I could
load any Basic, machine or assembly
language program— but not this one.
My wife is a fanatic about this game.

Since we first received an early copy, she
has uncovered many of the bugs by virtue
of raising some of her characters to sixteenth
level and acquiring 1.3 million experience
points. (I said she was a fanatic.) The
program, by the way, is fairly nonsexist.

Unlike Ultima, there is only one quest
here: to recover a valuable item stolen
from the mad overlord Trebor by the evil

mage Werdna. It has been hidden in the

depths of the overlord's dungeon, perhaps
the tenth level down. However, when a
priest tried to find the body of a missing
warrior, the spell told the party the body
was on the eleventh level. To date, no one
has lived long enough on the tenth level to
discover any deeper ones!
The player can have as many as 20 named

characters in training at any one time, and
you can see how they all have unique
personalities. The difference in point
distributions— strength. 10. piety, vitality,

agility, luck— makes a great deal of dif-

ference in handling them.
In a melee you would have the most

effective fighter go after the magic user in

the opposing party for example. There
can be as many as four different types of
attackers in a melee.
Each of your characters can be directed

at a specific attacking group.
This nurturing and development of the

characters is one of the most entertaining
and engrossing aspects of Wizardry. You
can learn their qualities, and their abilities.

You can mix experienced hands with
beginners.
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Rocket Rtiders

Our High Quality Software Is More ThanA
Stroke Off Genius... It's AWork Of Art.

a PM EDITOR: by tennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Create your own fast action graphics game for the

Atari 400 or 800 using its player missile graphics tea

tures By using player data stored as strings, players can
be moved or changed (tor animation) at machine Ian

guage speed All this is done with string variables
(P0$(Y)2§HIP4) This program is designed to permit
creation of up to 4 players on the screen, store them as
string data and then immediately try them out m the
demo game included in the program Instructions for

use in your own game are included PM EDITOR was
used to create the animated characters m ARTWORX
RINGSOF THE EMPIRE andENCOUNTER AT OUESTAR IV.

PRICE $29 95 cassette $33.95 diskette

u ROCKET RAIOERS by Richard Petersen (Atari 24K)
Defend your asteroid base against pulsar bombs, roc

kets lasers and the dreaded stealth saucer as aliens

attempt to penetrate your protective force field Precise
target sighting allows you to fire at the enemy using mag
netic impulse missiles to help protect your colony and
its vital structures
PRICE $1995cassette $23.95 diskette

O INTRUDER ALERT! by tennis Zander (Atari 16K)
This is a fast paced action game in which you must

escape from the Dreadstar with the secret plans

The droids are after you and you must find and enter

your ship in order to escape If you fail, the rebellion

is doomed PRICE $16.95 cassette $20.95d,skette

n THE RINGS OF THE EMPIRE: by Dennis Zander
(Atari 16K

The Empire has developed a series of battle stations

protected by one or more rings of energy You must des
troy these weapons by attacking them in your Y wing
fighter armed with Zydon torpedoes Each time you
blast through the rings and destroy the station the

Empire develops a new station with more protective rings

PRICE $16.95 cassette $20 95diskette

D FOREST FIRE!: by Richard Petersen (Atar, 24K)
Using excellent color graphics, your Atari is turned in

to a fire scanner to help vou direct operations to contain
a forest fire You must compensate tor changes in wind,
weather and terrain Not protecting valuable property
can result m startling penalties Life like variables make
FOREST FIRE a very suspenseful and challenging simu
lation PRICE $16 95cassette$20.95diskette

GIGA TREK by John Shepard
i Atar ii. 4K)Apple. North Star and CP/M(M BASIC)
Giga Trek has features not found in other "Star Trek

games including movement and a trigonometric coordi
nate system tor navigation It is your task during play
to destroy the combined fleet of Klmgons and Romulons
that are menacing the Federation throughout the galaxy
PRICE $14.95 cassette $18.95diskette

u KALEIDOSCOPE by Clinton Parker (Atari 16K)
Turn your computer into a color kaleidoscope of

ever changing patterns This assembly level program
will generate sequences of patterns which will not

repeat for days A graphic spectacular'
PRICE $14.95 cassette $18.95 diskette

o GIANT SLALOM: by Dennis Zander (Atari. 16K)
Bring the Winter Olympics to your computer anytime of

the year" Use the toystick to guide your skier's path
down a giant slalom course consisting of open and
closed gates Choose from three levels of difficulty

Take practice runs or compete against from two to

eight additional skiers

PRICE $15.95 cassette $19.95diskette

o HODGE PODGE: by Marsha Meredith
(Appte48K, Applesoft or Integer BASIC)

This captivating program is a marvelous learning device
tor children from 18 months to 6 years HODGE PODGE
consists of many cartoons, animations and songs which
appear when any key on the computer is depressed A
must for any family containing young children and an

PR?CE $19.95 diskette

THE PREDICTOR by I nomas Barker
(Apple Atari TRS 80 North Star and CP' M(M BASIC)
This is a complete package that covers least squares

titling of parameters tor two or more variables THE
PREDICTOR can be used tor predicting sales and pro
cess behavior, trend analysis, model building and many
other uses calling tor multilinear regression techniques
Each option m the program is prompted with simple
YES/NO commands making it very easy to use
PRICE $29 95 diskette

-TYPE-
-N-TALK*

ARTWORX is offering the fantastic TYPE- N-TALK"
from Votrax* This easy to use unit connects to your
computer's serial port Text is automatically translated
into electronic speech enabling the TYPE- 'N-TALK'"
hobbyist to use and enioy it immediately
PRICE $32900

The following ARTWORX programs are available for

TYPE N-TALK
STUD POKER I Atari 24K) $16.95cassette

$20.95diskette
TEACHER'S PET (Atar, 24K North Star) $16.95/ $20.95
BRIDGE 2.0 I Atari. 24K, North Star) $1995 / $23.95
NOMINOES JIGSAW (Atari 24K) $17.95 / $21.95
Please specify TNT" version when ordering programs

CRANSTON MANOR ADVENTURE: by Larry Ledden
(Atari. North Star and CP/M)

You must enter mysterious Cranston Manor and attempt
to collect its many treasures This extemely challenging
program will provide you with many hours (days') of

adventure The program may be interrupted at will and
your status saved onto the diskette

PRICE $24 95!
a PILOT: by Michael Piro (Atari. 16K)

Pilot your small airplane to a successful landing using
both joysticks to control throttle and attack angle PILOT
produces a true perspective rendition of the runway,
which is constantly changing Select from two levels of

pilot proficiency

PRICE $16.95cassette $20.95 diskette

I TEACHER'S PET: by Arthur Walsh (Atari. Apple
TRS80PET. North Star and CPM(MBASIC) systems)

This is an introduction to computers as well as a learn

mg tool tor the young computenst (ages 3 7) The pro
gram provides counting practice, letter word recognition

and three levels of math skills

PRICE $14.95 cassette $U.9Sdiskette

FORM LETTER SYSTEM: (Atari North Star and Apple)
This is the ideal program for creating personalized form

letters* FLS employs a simple to use text editor tor pro
ducmg fully lustified letters Addresses are stored in a
separate hie and are automatically inserted into your
form letter along with a personalized salutation Both
letter files and address tiles are compatible with ART-
WORX MAIl lis! tOandTEXTEDITORprograms
PRICE $39.95diskette

D TEXT EDITOR: (Atari and North Star)

This program is very "user friendly" yet employs an
essential features needed tor serious text editing with

minimal memory requirements Features include com
mon sense operation, two different justification techni

ques. automatic line centering and straightforward

text merging and manipulation TEXT EDITOR tiles are

compatible with ARTWORX FORMLETTERSYSTEM
PRICE $39.95diskette

a MAIl LIST 3 0: (Atari. Apple and North Star)
The very popular MAIL LIST 2 2 has now been up

graded Version 3 offers enhanced editing capabilities
to complement the manv other features which have made
this program so popular MAIL LIST is unique in its
ability to store a maximum number of addresses on one
diskette (typically between 1200 and 2500 names')
Entries can be retrieved by name, keyword(s) or by zip
codes They can be written to a printer or to another
file tor complete tile management The program pro
duces 1 . 2 or 3 up address labels and will sort by zip
code (5 or 9 digits) or alphabetically (by last name) Files
are easily merged and MAIL LIST will even find and
delete duplicate entries' The address files created with
MAIL LIST are completely compatible with ARTWORX
FORM LETTER SYSTEM
W»ICE $49 95 diskette

THE VAULTS OF ZURICH: by Felix and Greg Herlihy

(Atari. 24K. PET)
Zurich is the banking capital of the world The rich and

powerful deposit their wealth in its famed impregnable
vaults But you. as a master thief, have dared to under
take the boldest heist of the century You will journey
down a maze of corridors and vaults, eluding the most
sophisticated security system in the world Your goal is

to reach the Chairman's Chamber to steal the most trea
sured possession of all THE OPEC OIL DEEDS!
PRICE $21 95cassette $25.95 diskette

: 1 BRIDGE 2.0 by Arthur Walsh (Atari (24K). Apple
TRS 80 PET. North Star and CP/M(MBASIC)systems)
Rated 01 by Creative Computing. BRIDGE 2 is the

only program that allows you to both bid for the contract
and play out the hand (on defense or offense') Interest
mg hands may be replayed using the "duplicate" bridge
feature This is certainly an ideal way to finally learn to
play bridge or to get m*o a game when no other (human)
players are available

PRICE $17 95c assette $21.95d,skette

ENCOUNTER AT OUESTAR IV: by Douglas McFariand
(Atari. 24K)

As helmsman of Rikar starship. you must defend
Questar Sector IV from the dreaded Zentanans Using
your plasma beam, hyperspace engines and wits to avoid
Zentanan mines and death phasers. you struggle to stay
alive This BASIC /Assembly level program has super
sound, full player missile graphics and real time action

PRICE $21 95 cassette $25 95 diskette

D THE NOMINOES JIGSAW PUZZLE:
bvC Minns/B Brownlee (Atari. 24K. TRS 80. and Apple)
We quote "A bramteaser supreme the concept

ot NOMINOES JIGSAW is bnllant this video ngsaw
game is so clever and completely original that only

the most hardhearted puzzle hater could tail to be charm
ed "-ELECTRONIC GAMESMAGAZINE
PRICE $17 95 cassette (also available for TRS 80 color

computer) $21 95diskette

Highest Quality

Software*.
Guaranteed.

ARTWORX SOFTWARE COMPANY
150 North Main Street Fairport. NY 14450 (716) 425-2833

Call ARTWORX toll-free number to order direct:—
800-828-6573 In New York. Alaska. Hawaii call (716) 425 2833

All orders are processed and shipped within 48 hours.

Shipping and handling charges:

Within North America Add$2 00
Outside North America Add 10% (Air Mail)

New York State residents add 796 sales tax
yyri,e «or FREEUatalogue

Quantity Discounts: |j st jnR more information
Deduct 10 when ordering 3 or more programs about these and other

Ask for ARTWORX at your local computer store. quality ARTWORX programs.
•ATARI. APPLE TRS 80 PET NORTH STAR CP/M.and TYPE N TALK are registed tradenames and'or trademarks



Adventures, continued.

The nurturing and
development of

the characters is one of
the most entertaining
and engrossing aspects

of Wizardry.

The display gives you all information at

a glance. If you see a group of monsters,

you know you are being attacked: you
don't need a message from the computer
intruding on your consciousness. The view
of the dungeon is three-dimensional, so

you can map it.

Having a group to draw on during
dungeon forays allows a matchup of talents

between fighters and magic users. For
instance, priests have healing and hurting

abilities, while mages have only hurting

ones. A few types of characters have both
fighting and magic-using capabilities.

You assemble your group of six in the

tavern, arm them at Boltac's if necessary,

then head for the edge of town and the

maze. Once down, you line them up in the

order you want (since the dungeons only

allow three abreast, put fighters in front).

In addition to the three types of characters

mentioned already, there are evil ninjas,

good lords, thieves, bishops and samurai.

With the wittily-illustrated instruction

book and the utilities to change names, or
transfer characters from adventure to

adventure (Woodhead reports he is working

on a two-disk adventure that includes
outdoor travel), this is a great program.
My wife, by the way. refuses to complete

the quest until she is sure there is another
adventure for her to move on to.

Acheron and Upper Apshai
For those of you who liked Apshai. the

Upper Reaches may be enjoyable. It adds
1 50 new rooms, treasures, traps and hazards
to the list of fun things for Apshai owners.
That is, you must have Temple ofApshai
to play this expansion unit, and Hell/ire

Warrior to play Keys ofAcheron.
(For newcomers: your character will have

strength, constitution, dexterity, intelligence,

intuition, and ego. You can buy weapons,
armor, magic items and more to visit the
levels. You will see your character onscreen,
and can control motion by typing R or L
plus a number to signal the distance of the

move. There are many fine details to these

exciting games.)

Upper Reaches is about the adventures
of those who arrived in Apshai too late to

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name:
The Keys of Acheron (Expansion kit

for Hellfire Warrior) and The Upper
Reaches of Apshai (Expansion kit

for Temple of Apshai)

Type: Graphic adventure

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft

in ROM. or II + , 3.2 Disk

Drive ; also available for TRS-
80 Level II on cassette. 32K
Level III on disk

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Son (or daughter) of Hellfire

meets the Temple chickens.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:

Automated Simulations

P.O. Box 4247

Mountain View. CA 94040

mine the mother lode. It offers the inn-

keeper's backyard, the magician Merlis's

cottage, the dwarf Olias's cellar, and Benedic
the priest's monastery.

While cleaning up the backyard, you
are attacked by dogs, giant tomatoes, a
farmer's wife, lots of mice, chickens, and
other domestic critters.

Merlis has a covey of cats to deal with,

bees, spiders, and other beasties.

Olias is often troubled by bats in his

cellar, but that is where he stores the loot

taken from the adventurers who died in

the Temple. Arrows, armor, swords, elixir...

all are here to be found.

The monastery offers the most challenge:

the dead are walking here, and a vampire
prowls the night.

These Automated Simulations games
are very popular, and I note that the expan-
sion kits are numbered "I." Apparently
others are on the way.

I found an error on the loading instruc-

tions to Keys of Acheron for the Apple.
After booting the DOS 3.2 Hellfire disk,

you must enter your character's attributes,

arms and armor, etc. When it asks what
level you wish to enter, insert the Acheron
disk and hit the level choice. BREAK IN
20050 will appear at this point, so type
RUN DM.

This is a much deeper game than Upper
Reaches, and much more dangerous for

your character. No chickens or geese here;
you are faced with four levels of everything
from dragons to astral skulls.

Your quest is to find the four gems-
emerald, amethyst, ruby and sapphire—
known as the Keys of Acheron. Each gem
is protected by dire beings, led by the

demon lord Kronus.
You will be transported to the different

While cleaning up the

backyard, you are
attacked by dogs,
giant tomatoes, a

farmer's wife, lots of
mice, chickens, and

other domestic critters.

levels by the wizard Abosandrus, but you
must find the portals to make your way
back.

First is the Abode of the Dragon, which
you must face after obtaining an enchanted
necklace from a unicorn. Next you visit

the Temple in the Jungle, a primeval place

populated by beasts and reptiles from before

time. In the temple of the reptile Sserpa.

protected by the Sserpa shaman, is the

second key.

The Crystal Caves, in the heart of a

dead volcano, contain the third key. You
will meet piranhas, giant scorpions, and
other strange cavern beings. Finally you
reach the Shadowland of Kronus, a world
shrouded in perpetual darkness. Here, in

his citadel, you will find the last key. ..if

you survive the kraken, wraiths, automatons,

traps and hazards of this strange land, not

the least hazardous of which is the unkillable

Kronus himself.

These are some of the most popular
adventure games around, and the expansion

kits will add to their play value for quite

some time to come. They are topnotch in

concept and execution.

n^
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C ALSOFT
Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount ott List Price

Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection ot Software / Call or Write tor our FREE Catalog 1

We have all the latest

software-ASK US!

r
Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

All products below are on Disk unless otherwise noted

TRS-80, PET, ATARI:

send for

FREE catalog!

*• Alto available on cassette

AUTOMATED "pT SZ
Introductory 3-Peck 49.95 42.45

Dragon's Eye 24.95 21 .20

Temple ol Apshai 3995 33.95

* Hellf Ire Warrior 39.95 29.95

Star Warrior 39.95 33.95

Rescue at Rkjel 29.95 25.45

Crush. Crumble 6 Chomp 29.95 25.45

The Upper Reaches ot Apehai 19.95 16.95

The Keys ot Acheron 19.95 16.95

Jabbertalky 29.95 25.46

Ricochet 19.95 16.95

* Sorcerer ot Siva 29.95 22.46

BRODERBUND
* Space Warrior 24.98 16.70

Apple Panic 29.95 26.46

Space Quarks 29.95 25.46

Genetic Drill 29.95 28.46

* RedAl.rt 29.96 22.48

David's Midnight Magic 3495 29.70

The Arcade Machine 44 95 38.20

Track Attack 29.95 25.45

CAL PACIFIC
Bill Budge's 3D Graphics 39.95 33.95

Apple ends 29.95 25.45

* Akalabeth 34.95 26.20

Ultima 39.95 33.95

CAVALIER
* The Asteroid Field 24.98 16.70

StarThiel 29.95 25.45

Bug Attack 2995 28.48

EDUWARE
The Prisoner 29.95 25.48

Empire I World Builders 32.95 28.00

Empire II Interstellar Sharke 32 95 28.O0

Empire III Armageddon 32 95 28.00

HAYDEN
eSargonll • 34.95 26.20

Reversal • 34.95 29.70

Aaaembly Lang. Dev Sys. 39 95 33.95

Applesoft Compiler 3.3 17500 146.78

HOWARD
Tax Preparer (1982) 150.00 127.50

* Real Estate An.lyr.r 150.00 112.50

Creative Financing 15000 127.50

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
PooM.5 34.95 29.70

Shutlleboard 29.95 25.48

* Trick Shot 39.98 29.98

MICRO LAB
* Dog Fight 30.00 22.50

Data Factory 15000 127.50

Mini Factory 75 00 63.78

The Asset Manager 200 00 170.00

MICROSOFT ££'
Typing Tutor II 24.95

Olympic Oecathalon 29.95

Soflcard 399 00
RAMcard 1 95.00

TASC Compiler 1 75.00

MUSE
ABM 24 95

Super Text II 150.00

* Three Mile Island 39.95

Robot War 39 95

Castle Wotlenateln 29 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HIRES Adv-0 Mission Asteroid 19.95

HIRES Adv-1 Mystery House 24 95

HIRES Adv-2 Wizard 8 Princess 32.95

* HIRES Adv-3 Cranston Manor 34.95

HIRES Adv-4 Ulysses 34 95

HIRES Adv-S Time Zone 99.95

HI RES Football 39 95

* HI-RES Soccer 29.95

Croaa Fire 29.95

LISA Educational System 1 19.95

* The Dictionary 99.95

General Manager 9995
Pegasus II 29 95

Threshold 39 95

Superscribe II Word Processor 1 29 95

* Expediter II (4.0) 99.98

LISA Assam. Lang. Dev System 79 95

Jawbreaker 2995
Mouskattack 3495
Marauder 34.95

PERSONAL
Monty Plays Monopoly • 34.95

Bridge Partner </. 24 95

Desktop Plan III

.

30000
Visiplot 18000
Visitrend/Visiplot 260.00

Visidex 200.00

Visiterm 1 50.00

Visicalc3.3 20000
Vlsltlle 250.00

Checker King • 24.96

Gammon Gambler 24.95

Monty Plays Scrabble 34.95

STONEWARE
DB Master 229.00

DB Master Utility Psk el ... 99 00
* DB Master Utility Psk «2 99.00

DB Master Stat Pak. 99 00

Our
Price

21.20
26.48

339.15
168.78
148.78

21.20
127.80
29.98
33.98
25.45

16.98

21.20

28.00
26.20
29.70
84.98
33.96
22.46
25.48

101.99
74.96
84.98

28.45
33.95

110.45

74.99
87.98

28.45
29.70
29.70

29.70
21.20

255.00
153.00
221.00
170.00
127.60
170.00
212.50
21.20

21.20
29.70

194.65
84.15
74.28
84.18

SIRUS SOFTWARE Retail

Price

* E-Z Draw 3.3 49.98
Space Eggs. 29.95

Autobahn 29.95

Gamma Gobbline 29.95

Gorgon 39.95

Sneakers 29.95

Epoch 34.95

Copts 8 Robbers 34 95
* Outpost 29.98
Beer Run 34.95

Hadron 34.95

* Dark Forest 29.95

Borg .

.

29.95

The Joyport 74.95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Ambush— 59.95

Computer Air Combet 59.95

* Operation Apocalypse 59.95

Computer Conflict 39 95

The Warp Factor 39 95

Cartels 6 Cutthroats 39.95

Computer Quarterback (2nd Ed) 39 95
The Shattered Alliance 59.95

Computer Baseball 39.95

* Presld.nl Elect 39.99

The Battle ol Shiloh 39.95

Tigers in the Snow 39.95

Southern Command 39.95

Napoleon's Campaigns 59.95

DATAMOST
* Snack Attack 29.95

Thief 29.95

County Fair 29.95

Our
Price

37.48
28.48
28.46
28.48
33.95
28.48
29.70
29.70
22.49
29.70
29.70
22.48

28.48
63.70

50.95

50.98
44.99
33.96
33.98
33.98

33.99
50.96
33.99

29.99
33.93
33.95

33.95
50.95

22.45
25.45

25.49

SENTIENT
* Oo-Topoa 32.95

32.95

24.70
28.00Cyborg

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddlea 39.95 33.95

Joyatlck 59.95 50.95

* Setact-a-Potl . .
»»98 44.98

We alto curry complete linos from the follow-

ing companies:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI • AVALON HILL

BUDGECO • CONTINENTAL
DAKINS • DATASOFT

GEBELLI • HIGHLANDS
INFOCOM • MICRO PRO
PHOENIX • PICCADILLY
QUALITY • RIVERBANK
SENSIBLE • SIERRA
SIR-TECH • SOFTAPE

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CO.
SUBLOGIC • SYNERGISTIC

UNITED • VERSA

II you don't sea it. Ask Usl

CALSOFT
6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (2 13)991 -964

1

We accept Mastercard & Visa (include No. and Expiration Date.) California residents add 6%

sales tax. Include $2.00 for shipping. ($3.00 for UPS Blue Label.) Checks. COD ($1.50 extra) or

Money Order.

* Smlo prices are through April only! Prices subject to change without notice.
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Adventures, continued.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Dragon's Eye

Type: Graphic adventure

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft
in ROM, or II+ . 3.2 Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Fairly interesting quest, and
good melee graphics, but
too many elements of

chance.

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

Automated Simulations

P.O. Box 4247
Mountain View. CA 94040

Dragon's Eye
Dragon s Eye is another game Automated

Simulations has picked up from an outside
company, as they did Tuesday Morning
Quarterback. This one is from Southern
Software, and was written by Robert Ley-
land.

The challenge is to find a magic amulet
used by the Evil Necromancer to control
time. Your character has 2 1 days in which
to do so. (Weather varies the number of
periods in a day. Superb weather gives
dawn, morning, noon, afternoon, dusk and
evening. Fine weather doesn't have evening.
If it should be storming, you have just

morning and afternoon. So. depending upon
the weather, 21 days may not be very
many moves.)

You begin by selecting a name and a
shield (which becomes your character's
body during melees). You can select among
four swords, from great sword to scimitar.

You are given several spells to use during
your search. These should be cast when
the time is auspicious, i.e., when the magical
wind is right. A Necromantic spell, for
example shouldn't be cast when times are
right for Divining.

You open on a map of the Seven
Provinces, with your location at Fel City,

right in the middle. Relying on your intuition

(or the Locate Eye spell, if conditions are
correct), you move up to one of the
provinces.

Along the way, you will run across
monsters from ghosts to skeletons, golems
to arachnids, sabretooth tigers to dragons.
These melees are the most interesting part
of the game, I feel.

The screen shifts to show your character
and the monster. If you are at a distance
from it. you can use either a magic bolt or
an arrow. You can see your character fire

these— missed arrows even stick in the
ground. Once you get close enough, sword
ready, you can chop horizontally, smash

You will run across
monsters from ghosts to

skeletons, golems to
arachnids, sabretooth

tigers to dragons.

downward, thrust, parry, or duck. You
can leap toward and away from your
adversary while you battle.

You must watch your character's strength

and health while you fight. The more
exhausting strokes will diminish your
strength. And if you stop to take a vial of
healthful fluid, you may get hurt.

When you are in a location (shown by
number) you can examine, rest, or move
cautiously, boldly, or normally. (The bold

attract trouble, but are a little faster; the

cautious avoid the monsters unless they

choose to do otherwise.)

This is one of the few adventures I have
come across that gives the player a score.

It is based on monsters killed, treasures

found (including the Dragon's Eye), and
arrows, magic bolts, etc., retained.

The major problem with the game is the
lack of continuity. Other games in the

genre give you a continuing adventure.
With this one. it's out and back in a certain

number of moves.

Swordthrust

Oh, I wish Donald Brown had found
some way to include graphics in these

games of his. These are excellent solitaire

text adventures, with some highly imagi-

native techniques. The master diskette.

The King s Testing Ground, even asks what
sex you are, so that it can react correctly.

Bravo.

All are very well thought out games,
although the master instruction book is a
bit thick at times for the person who doesn't

really care about the mathematics of battle.

Your character has hardiness, agility,

charisma, left hand rating, and fatigue. As
you continue, your parrying ability, armor
and weapons expertise all increase.

In the Main Hall of the Free Rogues,
you can buy weapons, learn magic spells,

bank money, examine your characteristics

The King's Testing
Ground even asks what

sex you are.

42

creative compattog
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name:
Sword Thrust: Master Diskette "The
King's Testing Grounds," "The
Vampyre Caves," "The Kidnapper's

Cove," and "The Case of the Sultan's

Pearl."

Type: Text adventure
System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft

in ROM, or II+ , 3J Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: The first text adventure I've

seen where characters can
change and learn, get

fatigued, etc. If only it had
•me graphics!

Price: $29.95 for Master Diskette,

(required for others at $24.95)

Manufacturer:

CE Software

801 73rd St.

Des Moines, IA 50312

and acquisitions, buy drinks, train to

increase expertise, go on an adventure, or
quit the game.

Shields and armor that you purchase
lose hardiness after several battles, and
may just fall off without warning.

As in regular text adventures, you are

told what is happening. You see text

descriptions of the rooms you are in, objects

there, and the various ghoulies on location.

You type in your instructions, such as

GET, DROP, LOOK, READY. ATTACK,
and FLEE.

At times, you will run across a being

who will be friendly , or can be bribed into

being friendly. The being will join you on
your adventure. Remain aware, however,
that its fondness for you can change, often

under the most embarrassing and deadly

of circumstances.

Your character can be encumbered
(carrying treasure, for example), fatigued,

or hurt. He can fumble and drop or break
a weapon— even, in some cases, hit himself.

After a short introductory game on the

Testing Ground, your character can't return

to that particular scenario. Instead, you
must advance to one of the other three
adventures, which, naturally, are much
tougher.

The Vampyre Caves is a case of love at

first bite. The adventurer is bitten by the

vampire, and turns into a vampire adven-
turer. T6 become human again, he must
travel through the caves and find the secret

doors. Don't go outside: you know what
sunshine does to a vampire.

Kidnappers Cove is your chance to rescue

the ailing son of a rich Count. You must

May 1982 c Creative Computing



Only Mitch Waite can take the baste building

blocks of microcomputer knowledge and

present them to you in such a friendly and

enjoyable way. Get down to basics with

Mitch Waite's PRIMER SERIES from Sams.

BASIC PROGRAMMING PRIMER, No.

2 1 586, $ 1 1 .95. A complete guide to BASIC,

today's most widely used microcomputer

language By Mitch Waite and Michael

Pardee.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS PRIMER, No.

2 1 650, $ 1 4.95. This masterpiece by Mitch

Waite shows you how to create graphics on

your microcomputer video screen, including

colorful drawings, plans, maps and

schematics.

CP/M® PRIMER, No. 21791, $14.95.

A non-technical discussion of the celebrated

CP/M disk operating system for 8080 and

Z-80 based systems. By Mitch Waite and

Stephan Murtha.

MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER (SECOND

EDITION), No. 21653, $14.50. This book is

indispensable to the reader who wants to

gain a solid understanding of microcomputer

systems, from basic hardware through

operating systems and user programming

techniques. By Mitch Waite and Michael

Pa rripp

PASCAL PRIMER, No. 21793, $16.95. A

complete, comprehensive introduction to

one of today's hottest computer languages

By Mitch Waite and David Fox.

Learn the basics of microcomputers with

Sams microcomputer books. With Mitch

Waite's PRIMER SERIES, it's easy as ABC.

To order these Sams books or to get

the name of your local Sams retailer, call

800-428-3696 toll-free, or 317-298-5566

and reference AD168.

SAMS BOOKS
Howard W Sams & Co ,

Inc

4300 West 62nd Street. PO Box 7092

Indianapolis. IN 46206

EASYASABC

Offer good .n US only and expires 8/31/82 Prices subject to change without notice
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Adventures, continue

deliver the ransom and a vial of the drug
that will save the youngster's life.

The Case of the Sultan s Peart pits you
against the murderer of one of the sultan's
guards, as you attempt to recover the pearl
that is the symbol of Allah's favor. Whoever
holds the pearl at the hour chosen isgranted
the power of the sultanship. That fateful
hour, needless to say , is rapidly approaching.

creative compafciRg
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Oo-topos

Type: Text adventure

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft
in ROM, or II+ . 3.3 Disk
Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: A text adventure written by
a science fiction writer.

Price: $32.95

Manufacturer:

Sentient Software
P.O. Box 4929
Aspen, CO 81612

Oo-Topos
Oo-Topos is another text adventure. It

was written by Michael Berlyn who has
published two science fiction books. Crystal
Phoenix and The Integrated Man, both
from Bantam.
The scenario is as follows: you were

selected to petition the Galactic Council
for a plague antidote, necessary to save
the population of Earth. Your petition was
granted, and you were asked to also deliver
a shipment of valuables.

In your relief, you went out and partied
until dawn, then shut off all automatic
warning devices while you took a nap once
the ship was aloft. This was the time the
aliens chose to lock onto you with a tractor
beam. They forced you to their planet,
cracked open your ship, and locked you in

a cell.

So, you must escape the cell, find your
way out of the prison building, collect all

your cargo, rebuild your ship, and soar
back to Earth's space station.

If text adventures are your bag, you will

probably enjoy this one. It is relatively
straightforward, but Berlyn's imagination
does add a few nice touches, and the descrip-
tions are good.

Fantasybuid 2041 AD
Fantasyland 2041 AD has some of the

makings of an epic adventure a la Ultima,
but it isn't my cup of chowder. It lacks

Fantasyland has much
more than the average

text adventure.

variety, the graphics are simple, and you
do not assume the role of the character.
That is, you don't arm yourself, or engage
in battle. You are simply the mastermind
who decides in which direction your party
should go, how to solve puzzles, etc. How
can you identify with your character?
The challenge is to travel through jungle,

desert, medieval England, a sea voyage
across the Mediterranean, a submarine
dip, and a visit to the Underworld to rescue
either Lancelot or Guinevere (your choice).
You will travel over 100 different terrains,
and find a myriad of objects to help you.
Some of these objects will be useful in

all terrains: food, for example. Other items
will only be useful in one place. You won't
need a plank or a shovel in a submarine,
for example. At least, I don't think so. I

haven't gotten that far.

You begin the adventure in the Hall of
Heroes, with 5000 pieces of gold. There
are various exhibits where you can buy
items you will need for your expedition.

In the African exhibit, among other
things, you can buy Zulu warriors' services,
spears and blowguns. The Arabian exhibit
has horses and samurai warriors in brass
armor. The Medieval has knights, squires,
archers and even peasant bearers. The
Magic exhibit has such things as dragons,
demons and zombies. The Nautical offers
sailors, divers and harpooners, as well as a
boat.

Once you have your group selected,
you can begin your expedition. Your food
will last a certain time depending upon the
size of the party. If you have too many
members, some will die. As you have
problems and lose members, the others
will have to carry the weapons and armor
of the departed; at times you will be forced
to drop some either temporarily or perma-
nently.

As you travel, you will meet a variety of
beings. These range from piranhas and
apes to giant squid and dragons. There are
numerous traps and pitfalls as well.

Every time you traverse a land success-
fully, you will be able to trade for new
supplies. At least, you will until you reach
the last two scenarios! Captain Nemo's
underwater adventure, and Dante's lnfemo.

I found one problem: When you are
prompted to drop something temporarily,
you are forced to drop it in front of you.
At times a strategically-placed treasure
may trap you and you must drop items
permanently.

You can nevergo back through the gate
once you have started your travels. Although
you supposedly can save the game at any
time, it seems that if you are killed at any
point in the game, you are forced to start
all over again.

I don't know what happens here, since
with this particular copy of Fantasyland, I

can't save a game. Every time I do, then
ask to play an old game, it tells me to boot
disk III, King Arthur. My figure ends up
on the wrong side of a table in Merlin's
lair.

...

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Fantasyland 2041 A.D.

Type: Graphic exploration

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft
in ROM, or II + , Disk Drive
40K Atari 800, Basic cartridge

Disk

Format: Disk

Language: Basic and machine language
!

Summary: A set of six sides on three
i

disks designed as a true epic

outdoor/indoor adventure.
I felt it was a fair game;
others may go crazy over
it.

Price: $59.95

Manufacturer:

Crystal Computer
17429 Bluejay Dr.

Morgan Hill, CA 95037

I also think they should use double-
sided disks. These look like regular single-
sided disks with a notch in them.
The Apple version of the game has 420

hires screens, plus some special ones. The
Atari version has joystick control on land
and in the ocean. Divers must be supplied
with air and diving suits. They and the
submarine are controlled by joystick.

It is indeed a supergame, with so many
disks. Forsome people, it would be a fasci-

nating way to spend a month or two.
The scenario and information-packed

instruction book admits that this is a very
difficult game. It isn't for the casual player.
Instead, it is for the most dedicated player
who enjoys the planning and thought that
go into a text adventure with extra dimen-
sions graphics can give. Fantasyland has
much more than the average text

adventure.

JBe sure to vote for
your favorite software

packages. See page 216.
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By Fred Huntington

Time for our latest new program for the

Apple". Computer Almanac. Written by

David Carman, an honest-to-goodness

weatherman. Computer Almanac is a diverse

collection of well thought-out programs. It

contains sunrise and sunset times, weather

forecasts for any year, a wind chill chart, light-

ning safety rules, a super-duper extra easy to

use loan amortization program that will print

out in 80 columns, health chapter (including a

nifty calorie counter), a vacation planner, a

biorythm chapter (needs printer) and more.

We re very proud of this program and think

that at $a«.f>3. it's one of the best bargains

in the software market today Also, dont

forget our other new program for the Apple'

,

Understand Yourself, also $M.«5. Dealer

inquiries welcome.
Speaking of good programs, wed like to

recommend for either home or school use

Crossword Magic by L&S Computerware A
super outstanding program with nothing else

even close, we thought the original price of

$79.«5 was a little steep So we were able to

convince them to lower it to $•»•••*. which is

still a little steep for a crossword program, no

matter how fantastic So. to prove a point,

we ve set the price at $3*>.**>. Now its a

bargain.

It will work with most graphic printers, inc-

luding the Epson, with or without the

Grappler
GREAT GRANDMA HUNTINGTON

Great Grandma Huntington told me when I

was a lad that I should always buy my compu-

ter media as a diskcount She also said that a

single density disk in the hand was better

than a double density disk in the bush
Great Grandma Huntington said a lot of

things, many of which I can t remember. So
we re having a contest to see who can come
up with the best Great Grandma Huntington

sayings. All entries must be postmarked no

later than June 30. 1982 and should be ad-

dressed to:

GREAT GRANDMA HUNTINGTON
CONTEST

P O Box 787
Corcoran. CA 93212

The top two entries will receive genuine

Epson LC Digital Quartz watches (yep, made
by the same people who make those great

printers) Winners will be used in future Soft-

lights columns. All entries become the prop-

erty of Huntington Computing and will not be

returned The worst ones may be used in

future advertising.
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Four Games for Four Compute

From Shovels to Lasers
Owen Linzmayer

If variety is the spice of life, then these
reviews are full of it, spice that is. There is

a review of Apple Panic for the Apple II.

Star Fighter for the TRS-80 Models I and
HI, Galactic Chase for the Atari 400/800
and Color Space Invaders for the TRS-80
Color Computer. These are a few of the
excellent software packages I have had
the pleasure to evaluate recently. I hope
you find something that strikes your fancy.
I sure did— four of them. Have fun and
good luck in the video wars.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Apple Panic

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Apple II, 11 +
Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Excellent arcade game
Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software
2 Vista Wood Way
San Rafael. CA 94901

Take Me To Your Udder
Climbing seems to be the rage in currently

popular arcade games such as Crazy
Climber. Donkey Kong and Space Panic.
Apple Panic, from Broderbund Software,
is an Apple adaption of Space Panic.
Although the game appears to be simple,
it is very challenging, not to mention nerve-
wracking.

In Apple Panic the player controls a
human equipped with only a shovel for
defense. The man starts off on the bottom
level of a six-platform maze interconnected
by ladders of various lengths. The object

is to kill the apple-monsters by digging
holes in the brick ledges for them to fall

into. To score, the player must wait for a
monster to get stuck in a hole then smash
it over the head with his shovel before it

Apple Panic.

crawls out. Finishing off a screen quickly
is rewarded with bonus points, while slow
thinking and hesitation bring death as the
monster clamps onto the human's head
and sucks its brains out—yuck! Sounds
simple enough, but as the game progresses
the monsters grow in number, speed and
strength.

At the lower levels of the game only red
apple-monsters infest the maze; at advanced
levels green butterflies and Masks of Death
appear. These must be bashed through
two and three levels, respectively, to be
killed. The trick here is todig holes directly
under one another. Luckily, the player
may glide down levels unharmed by jumping
in a hole. Normal physics don't apply here;
instead of plummeting to his death like the
evil monsters he is bent on destroying, he
floats gently down to the next level.

Apple Panic is a well written program
which uses hi-res color graphics and
sound effects in a delightful combination
to create a highly playable game. The only
fault I could find with it is that when a
monster is caught in a hole, some of the
color "bleeds" onto the surrounding bricks.

46

This doesn't affect the game itself, it just
looks a bit messy. Other than that. I can
find only good things to say about Apple
Panic.

David Lubar. our resident Game Guru,
assures me, in no way bragging, that the
program doesn't crash after 220,560 points
are achieved. Apple Panic has an intangible
addictive quality that will keep young and
old alike lined up at the keyboard waiting
for their chance to "bash those little

suckers."

creative competing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Star Fighter

Type: Arcade/simulation

System: 16K cassette 32K disk TRS-80
Model I & II

Format: Cassette/Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: The best Star Trek /arcadish
game I've seen

Price: $24.95 cassette $29.95 disk

Manufacturer:

Adventure International

Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750

Star Trek Ver. 2198.36
"The world doesn't need another version

of Star Trek." Well, maybe one more— Star
Fighter. Star Fighter is much more than
just another souped-up version of Star Trek
for the TRS-80. It lies somewhere between
Atari's Star Raiders and a high action arcade
game. Quick thinking and nimble fingers
are helpful in this game but one needs to
act intelligently and responsibly if he intends
to advance upwards in rank toward the
coveted title of Star Lord.

Star Fighter is written in machine lan-

guage by Sparky Starks and is sold by

May 1982 c Creative Computing
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Super Invasion

Apple II (requires paddles)

licensed from Astar International

48K Diskette DOS 3 3 CS-4505 $19 95
16K Cassette CS-4006 $19 95
Sorcerer 16K Cassette CS-50 11 $19 95

by Matt Hickey
This is the original arcade game, with

superb high resolution graphics, high speed

action, nail biting tension, and hilarious antics

by the moon creatures. Fifty five aliens whiz

across the screen, quickening their descent,

challenging you to come out from behind

your blockades and pick them off with your

lasers before they bomb you. destroy your

shields, or drop down right on top of you.

Super Invasion by John Varela

32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3520
$19 95
16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3020 $19 95
A low resolution, high speed arcade game

similar to our Apple and Sorcerer versions.

The aliens move back and forth across the

screen, dropping ever lower to attack you r>
i

as you attempt to destroy them with your
J,"^,

lasers.
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Blisterball and Mad Bomber
By Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 33 (requires

paddles) CS-45 11 $24 95
A frantic, fast paced romp that can be

played for hours. Blisterball is the first truly

original arcade-type game for a home com-
puter. As the bouncing balls drop from above,

the player moves his laser base and tries to

shoot them. It's easy at first— with just one
ball. Then come two. then three. It's getting

harder. Four balls come, and finally five

Surviving them, the player gets to shoot at

inelastic bonus balls If he makes it this far.

the second round starts The balls bounce
lower, the walls close in. Shades of Poeand
Newton! Making Superb use of Apple
graphics and sound. BHsterbeN can be played

byone ortwo people Mad Bomber, included

on the same disk, is another fast paced
arcade game. Racks of bombs fill up above
you. Whenever four bombs are in any rack,

they start to fall. You can shoot them either

in the rack or while they are falling, but

since there are racks all across the top of

the screen, you need to stay ahead of them
to survive.
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Tsunami
by Rodney McCauley
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3 3 (requires

paddles) CS-4526 $29 95

Wave after wave of alien attackers attempt

to overwhelm your defenses. Each wave
comes in a different formation and uses

I
different attack and defense strategies. You
get dozens of superior arcade games com-
bined into one program If you ever master
the first set of games on the diskette, where
the attackers are without shields, then you
are ready for the second set. This time the

attackers are sheltered by shields They
can drop bombs right through the shields,

but you cannot shoot through them. Suc-
cessive waves use different strategies Some
move from shield to shield, allowing you to

shoot while they are in between. Others

just come out briefly to attack, and you must
have fast reflexes to get them Bonus points

^-Xl are awarded for beating the clock, with a

countdown timer displayed on screen. This

may be our finest arcade game ever!
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Tom
by Erol Pekoz
Apple II 48K Diskette DOS 3 3 (requires

f./

x

paddles) CS-4520 $24 95
Defend your home planet against the

invading Torids! Try to protect your nuclear

fuel tanks, which the aliens are intent on

stealing The Torids drop down, steal a fuel

tank and rise up to escape They are also

armed, and will not hesitate to shoot at you.

While you whiz by the surface of your planet

at incredible speed, you must avoid enemy
fire, maneuver your ship, and try to shoot

down the Torids without hitting the fuel

ICBM
Audio visual licensed from Atari. Inc.

32K TRS-80 Model I Diskette CS-3521
$1995
16K TRS-80 Cassette CS-3021 $19.95

TRS-80 version of the popular arcade

game where you must destroy incoming

missiles with your own anti-ballistic missiles

before they destroy your cities with nuclear

warheads
rv--- EEZ -r- v. w.

Apple M is a registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack

Sorcerer is a registered trademark of E xidy Systems
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Order Today

To order software packages, send
payment* indiated plus $3 00 postage
and handling to Creative Computing. Dept.

C0522. One Park Avenue, Room 458,

New York, NX 10016. Orders may also

be charged to your Visa. MasterCard or

American Express account— by mail

include credit card name, number, and
expiration date, or if you prefer, use our

24-hour toll-free number. 800-631-81 12.

In NJ only 201-540-0445. Order today

at no risk. If you are not completely
satisfied, your money will be promptly
refunded.

'NJ. residents add 5% sales tax.
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Four Games, continued...

Adventure International. There are three
parts to this package, a training simulator
program for beginners, a main mission
program and an extremely detailed and
somewhat awkward 33-page instruction

booklet. The game itself is great— nothing
less than excellent. The player starts out
as a new recruit fighting for the Solar

Galactic Authority against the Petro
Resources Conglomerate. He flies, or rather

hyper-drives through space in search of

honor and wealth by destroying enemy
PRC craft. He must be careful though; of
the eleven different types of ships he could
encounter, only six are valid targets. The
others are friendly and will bring demotion
if destroyed.

Star Fighter.

The realistic restrictions put on the pilot

and the tense moments before battle are
just two factors which make StarFighter a
program that outclasses anything in its

field. Options available to the pilot are:
send, request or kill beacon, enable wave
or beam weapon, attempt to identify target,

use peripheral vision, lock onto target,

request tow, engage in combat or naviga-
tional mode, use extended scan, and hyper-
drive to any of the infinite sectors of space
or to one of the eight landbases. While at

certain landbases the fighter may: receive
an overhaul, refuel, buy tow tickets, collect
bounty for ships destroyed, purchase hyper-
recharge or have his performance reviewed
for possible promotion.

It is variety— of options, restrictions,

random encounters, space craft and high-
speed graphics— that make Star Fighter a
classic. It has been advertised as "The
Penultimate Space War Game"; I hope
that is because one more expanded deluxe
version is in the works. Anyone who doesn't
mind wading through the fine-printed
documentation will find StarFighter more
than worth the asking price in terms of
hours upon hours spent battling the forces
of evil in the cosmos. Every game player
should own this one; it is definitely a
winner.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Galactic Chase

Type: Arcade game

System: 16K Atari 400/800

Formal: Cassette/Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Fine Atari version of Galaxian

Price: $24.95 cassette $29.95 disk

manufacturer:

Spectrum Computers
26618 Southfield

Southfield. MI 48076

Chasin' The Blues Away
From Spectrum Computers comes proof

positive that Atari isn't the only source of
quality arcade games for their 400/800
computer systems. Galactic Chase is an
Atari home computer version of the im-

mensely popular arcade game, Galaxian.
It is Space Invanders with a twist; kamikaze
aliens break out of formation from the
convoy above and swoop down, following
wild parabolic paths as they drop lethal

bombs, intent on the player'sdestruction.

Galactic Chase is a colorful, fast-paced,
shoot 'em up game written by Tony Weber.
One or two players can compete, controlling

their ships via the joysticks. This program
has everything that the arcade game has;
four different enemy ships, a high score
function (doesn't save to disk), bonus star-

ships, hi-res color graphics, beautiful sound
effects, progressively harder levels of play
and even aliens that do "U-tums in space."

Galactic Chase.

One feature that Galactic Chase has
added to the game is a magnetic repeller

situated on the nose-cone of the ship. As a
last resort it sometimes becomes necessary

48

to collide directly with an alien in the

hopes that the repellers will destroy it.

This comes in handy, but I wouldn't use it

as an offensive weapon, I prefer the comfort

of a warm laser cannon and a little more
distance between the attackers and me.

Galactic Chase is a wonderful piece of

machine language programming— in only

16K. The speed and action of the graphics

make it a very compelling game. I highly

recommend it to all Galaxian freaks, it is

easily worth the price if you enjoy the

challenge of an addicting arcade game.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Color Space Invaders

Type: Arcade

System: 16K Extended Color Basic.

TRS-80 Color Computer

Format: Cassette

Language: Machine

Summary: Very well done Space
Invaders

Price: $21.95

Manufacturer:

Spectral Associates

141 Harvard Ave.
Tacoma, WA 98466

Annie, Get Your Laser

Color Space Invaders is just that, a Space
Invaders program written for the TRS-80
Color Computer. Rather than regurgitate

what Space Invaders is and how it is played,
let's just say it is the grand-daddy of the
arcade games.
The Spectral Associates version offers

something not even the original Midway
game has, multi-color graphics (PMODE
3). The sound effects are nice and the
action is intense with sixteen different levels

of play. The higher the level, the larger

the laser base and the faster the aliens

move. An attacking wave consists of 48
aliens in an eight-by-six arrangement that

rains bombs down on the defender. Another
novel item invented by Spectral Associates
is a movable, indestructible shield that

hovers above the blockades and absorbs
enemy shots but allows friendly fire to
pass onward and upward. The player can
move and shoot at the same time, all with
very smooth graphics.

ColorSpace Invaders is a very interesting

Color Computer rendition of the original

arcade game. The fast moving hi-res color
graphics really demonstrate what the Color
Computer can do. I look forward to seeing
new action games from Spectral Associates.

They seem to know what they are doing
and if you do, you'll buy Color Space
Invaders. It's a bargain at only $21.95. D
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Videotex for Learning?

Henry and Elizabeth Urrows

Question: Why does the U.S. lag in

teaching via videotex?

Answer: Via what"!

Videotex (no final t, please) is old stuff

in England, a hot topic in Canada, gov-
ernment policy in France and Japan. In

America it is still in the "please explain"
stage.

Part of the confusion is all those names:
videotex, teletext, viewdata, Ceefax,
Oracle, Prestel, Antiope, Intelmatique,

Captain, Viewtron, Gateway, Vista,

among many others. The system is a lot

simpler than its taxonomy.
Step one: Videotex is the catch-all name.
Step two: One-way videotex has the ge-

neric term teletext. Its brand names in-

clude Ceefax, Oracle, and Antiope.
Ceefax was developed by the BBC in the

early 1 970s and since 1 975 has continued as

a full public service over broadcast
channels BBC-1 and BBC-2. Oracle (Op-
tional Reception of Announcements by
Coded Line Electronics) began about the

same time and is a regular service of the

British Commercial Independent Broad-
casting Authority. Antiope (Acquisition

Numerique et Televisualisation d'Images
Organisees en Pages d'Ecriture) has op-
erated in France since the Paris Bourse
(stock exchange) went on the air over the

Henry and Elizabeth Urrows. Box 332. Ridxefield.
CT 06877.

national TV network and is the teletext

service in Paris and Lyon.

How one-way teletext works: a bit

stream of digital data encodes alphanu-
meric and/or graphic images at a trans-

mission rate the particular TV system can
handle. The data are inserted or multi-

plexed on unused lines in the vertical

blanking interval when scanning of the TV
picture begins. These lines are at the top of
the TV screen on part of the tube the

cabinet hides and are not seen by viewers

of regular programs. A decoder in or at-

tached to the TV set accepts the data,

stores one or more pages in buffer
memory, and displays pages on the screen

as summoned by the viewer on his keypad.

Step three: 7Vo-way videotex has the

generic term viewdata. Among brand
names are British Telecom's Prestel, the

French Titan which is compatible with

Antiope, the Canadian Telidon which also

comes in one-way teletext mode, Japan's

Captain, the West German Bilds-

chirmtext, Finnish Telset, and Dutch Vi-

ditel. The last three have built on, and are

compatible with, the British Prestel.

How two-way viewdata works: Unlike
broadcast teletext's continuous trans-

mission of magazines that comprise up to

200 pages or frames, the viewdata terminal

has a modem that converts an analog tele-

phone (or other common carrier) signal

into digital form for display.

50

Instead of pressing a keypad to get one
or more of the pages that are continually

rebroadcast, the viewdata retrieval device
can be either a keypad or typewriter-like

keyboard. It can summon from a
computer-stored database of hundreds of
thousands, or conceivably millions, of
pages.

The computer software permits virtually

instant access and screen display, rather

than having to wait the 12 seconds cus-

tomary on teletext. The software automat-
ically tallies and bills users, and credits the

electronic publishers who create and
maintain pages in the central computer da-

tabase.

It you think the teletext decoder has a
microprocessor chip congruent with one
that is in a low-cost small computer linked

to a TV set, you can be right. If you infer

that the program content offered on vi-

deotex has much in common with The
Source and CompuServe, you are ac-

curate. But those readers who remember
Tracy R. Licklider's article "Calling In-

formation: Telecomputing with Personal

Computers" reprinted in the April, 1981

issue from The Boston Computer Update
may have already decided that videotex is a
lot easier to use. Videotex does not require

the customer to learn computer language
of any kind.

Step four: What has any of this to do
with learning? Briefly, there is a hierarchy

of information obtainable through corn-
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nications media. At the simplest end of

the spectrum is casual information that has

its limited uses in coping with ordinary

needs: flight schedules, weather predic-

tions, price of goods and services, news
headlines. One step up is business infor-

mation that enables an organization to

function; when this information should

not be available to viewers outside the en-

terprise or institution, it should be shared

within a Closed User Group.
Then there is social information that

specifies what particular government de-

partments or offices, and specific

agencies, do to serve specific needs.

Last is structured learning associated

with schools, colleges, and distance or ex-

tension courses. This has defined objec-

tives and should provide for feedback so

the learner can And out what he has ac-

quired in the way of skills, knowledge, and

some understanding of what the content is

about.

Let's regard the first two kinds of

learning as the sort that people get through

newspapers, magazines, directories, news-

letters, professional and trade periodicals.

They can also get this information via vi-

deotex more promptly than through print,

more easily than by phone, and without

needing to know Basic, Cobol or other

special languages. The second two kinds of

learning are those that government, educa-

tional institutions, and nonprofit organi-

zations are in business to furnish. To show
how videotex is being used for these vari-

eties of learning, we give this quick com-

parative international report.

England

The BBC's Ceefax and ITA's Oracle are

one-way teletext systems. In 1979 their " 19

schools project" transmitted pages before

and after the showings of such TV pro-

grams as "Exploring Science." These pro-

vided notes for teachers and reminded stu-

Atcsc Ptootans IN PHYSIC*

Randoa notion of Quanta of Energy

This progra* conducts an svparlasM
concarmng tha applanation o* t saps ra-

tura in taraa 04 tr*a distribution of
quanta of snsroju In mn Clnatatn Modal
ot a solid
•u using ths prodra*. tha offset ot
using a larger lattlcs 1 aoro Quanta
par sits can ba studlsd In addition,
up to 9P0O sachangss tag Pa atudlad
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Hard copy made of Prestel introductory

frame explaining a telesoftware program

in physics and directing user to begin

retrieving unless he wishes the Index to

select another program. A code in the

upper left identifies the service provider.

In the center of the top line is the number

of the frame accessed. The upper right

corner has price— in this instance

nothing.
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or Color Computer
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(nearly as cheap as a library card).

Is your TRS-80 tired of looking at the

same ol' programs? Is software senility

setting in? CLOAD Magazine is just

what your computer needs to stimu-

late those RAM chips and keep its

memory fresh.

CLOAD Magazine is a cassette tape

with 6 to 8 programs on it, which your

computer will receive, by First Class

Mail, every month! Just CLOAD and
RUN. Games, tutorials, practical pro-

grams, and utilities to keep your TRS-

80's video bright and alive.

Put more culture and variety in your

computer's life. Get a subscription to

CLOAD Magazine.
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Trying to educate your CoCo can be a trying experience. Pounding

on the keyboard is not the positive reinforcement your computer

needs. CHROMASETTE Magazine is the civilized way to introduce

your computer to the world of good software.

With CHROMASETTE Maga-

zine, CoCo gets both quantity

and quality. Every month, 6 to

8 programs arrive by First Class

Mail. No need to type them in

— CHROMASETTE Magazine

is a cassette tape with educa-

tional, practical, utility, and
game programs on it. Just load

and run. Ah, the life of luxury!

Give your computer a cultural

lesson. Get a subscription to

CHROMASETTE Magazine

The Bottom Line

I year <IS issues) J4SO0

6 months (6 issues) J85 0O

Single copies .5 00

Calif residents sdcl 6% to single copies

Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions, and SI to

single copies Sent AO tM^

MasterCard/Visa welcome!

The Fine Print
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All issues from Julv 8 1 on available — ask for list

Programs are for the f. .tended BASIC model only
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Videotex, continued...

dents of the main points of what they ha<

seen or missed. One observer noted that

"The experiments appear to have been
successful, if unremarkable; one of the

benefits being increased classroom dis-

cussion."

The U.K. Department of Industry fur-

nished 32 schools with computer terminals
and adapters to TV sets for a broader in-

vestigation of teaching and learning uses

of British Telecom's two-way Prestel

system.

A bank of programs is being made
available so that Ceefax, Oracle, and
Prestel can download materials which
owners of small computers store to use
when and as often as they wish. W. J. G.
Overington coined the word teleso/tware
in 1977. Its original meaning was the
broadcasting of computer programs over
television to intelligent teletext terminals.
Later it came to describe software trans-

mission over the air and by cable and tele-

phone lines in real-time from a computer
system source to a computer which would
execute the software. According to Mike
Brown of the CET Prestel Educational
Umbrella Service, because Prestel

equipment and usage costs are too high for

many schools, designers decided to create

software that emulates a Prestel terminal
on the Research Machines 380Z micro-
computer that many schools and colleges

in England have bought and are buying.

licrocomputers have nearly all the

hardware needed in a Prestel terminal: a

video display, keyboard, and communica-
tions interface. A modem or acoustic

coupler is also needed to connect to the

telephone line.

Software now in use takes three forms:
cassette Prestel telesoftware for cassette-

based computers furnish Prestel reception.

Prestel International went into regular
service on July I. 1981 in seven countries

afteroneyearcfexperimentaldevelopment.
Thkpage givesaprecisofFrostandSullivan
American and European reports. At SOp
British currency (or about $1 U.S.) per
frame, the informationfalls into the second
category of learning in this article, and
amounts to a smallfraction of what Frost
and Sullivan normally charges corporations

for their research reports.

rame printouts, and retrieval of computer
programs on cassettes; disc Prestel tele-

software for disc micros able to retrieve

Prestel sub-trees and computer programs
for which copyright clearance is obtained;

and the integrated Viewdata system for

disc-based micros with these features plus

an editing terminal that creates and main-
tains local databases which absorb Prestel

frames within their programs. The CET is

designing identical software for other

makes of micros and has expressed hope
that Prestel will develop modem cards to

decrease rental costs.

The CET estimates that the capital cost

of this telesoftware system is about 1 3% of
the price of a conventional Prestel terminal

and that running costs are 17%, substan-

tially reduced because of quick retrieval at

lowest telephone and Prestel rates and be-

cause of successive re-uses at no cost at all.

A Political Task
The establishment of a national tele-

software service on Prestel is a political as

well as technical task because it often in-

volves conflicting interests of service pro-

viders, computer manufacturers, software

producers, Prestel users, and Prestel itself.

Apparently Gordian knots have been cut.

Richard Hooper, Director of Prestel, as-

sured us that current telesoftware pro-

grams on Prestel will increase in the near
future.

Make your
Apple 1 I shine
with all new
SYSTEM SAVER

LINE SURGE SUPPRESSION

QUIET COOLING FAN

DUAL AUXILIARY OUTLETS

FRONT POWER SWITCH
COLOR MATCHED SIMPLY HANGS ON APPLE

Power input through
SYSTEM SAVER. Line surge
suppression protects programs
and data by smoothing out
dangerous power surges
and spikes.

SYSTEM SAVER contains two
power outlets, one switched and
one unswitched, to organize
your system.

SYSTEM SAVER provides
correct cooling. Fresh air is

drawn across the mother board,
over the power supply and out
the ventilation slots.

Convenient front mounted heavy-
duty power switch with pilot light

Switch controls SYSTEM SAVER.
Apple II. and one rear outlet.

S8995
at your local dealer

or order direct by
phone or mail from:

Dealers inquiries invited.

Kensington Microware Ltd.

300 East 54 Street

Suite 3L
New York, NY 10022
(212) 490-7691

When ordering by mail include payment of

$89.95 plus $2.50 for handling. New York

State residents add 5V4% sales tax.

By phone payment can be charged to

VISA or MASTERCARD.
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For cynics who say videotex is a solution

in search of a problem, proponents cite

Britain's Open University, which had real

problems that the new medium is helping

meet. The OU began in late 1969. Its

45,000 graduates are one-twelfth of all

U.K. university alumni and have fully ac-

credited world-recognized degrees. Most

of its 65,000 undergraduate students are

working adults who study in their spare

time and take six to ten years to complete a

degree course.

The curriculum includes TV and radio

programs that leaven specially written

texts, limited face to face contact with in-

structors at 255 study centers, and week-

long summer schools for the more "prac-

tical" courses. TV is popular with

students, but when the number of course

options exceeded 130 in 1980 so did the

number of programs aired without repeats

and put on at inconvenient hours.

Cyclops

In 1977 a research team from OU's
Math and Technology faculties worked

with its educational technology division to

develop Cyclops, first as a low-cost A-V
teaching system using ordinary TV sets for

both display and audio outputs. It enabled

students to store and replay AV programs

from standard audio cassettes, with pic-

tures coded as a sequence of audio tones.

Audio cassettes are cheaper than videocas-

settes, which are too big to fit in most

British mail boxes, and audio cassette re-

corders are cheaper and in wider use than

VCRs.
The group devised a remote blackboard

which has modems connecting two tape

replay units by telephone. It allows teacher

and student to communicate orally while

drawing on their TV screens with a light-

pen.

Cyclops also uses a keypad to access

frames stored by the OU in the Prestel da-

tabase. Because the original Prestel display

format was designed for science and tech-

nology education, having few mathe-
matical symbols and no Greek characters

along with effective resolution of 72 x 80

for graphics, the Cyclops terminal was de-

veloped, and is now comparable to Level 2

of the British teletext standard. The Cy-

clops terminal has graphic resolution of

240 x 320 and a repertoire of symbols

which totals 256 characters.

Since mid- 1979 the OU has collaborated

with Aregon International on research and
development. A medium resolution alpha-

geometric coding model which can display

at the same time advanced alphamosaic

and alphaphotographic graphics has been

designed and put into use. There is also an

inexpensive microcomputer-based studio

system for creating, changing and re-

cording picture data which has made pro-

duction runs of the inexpensive color

graphics Cyclops terminal based on the

Motorola 6800.

The replay device has a 16K byte input

buffer. It permits storage of a complex or

slow-to-display picture sequence in ad-

vance of its commentary. Cyclops is also

capable of executing telesoftware loaded

down-line from cassette, micro or main
frame computer, viewdata system or over

the telephone network.

Social Information

In Britain on Prestel the Association of

Special Libraries and Information Bu-

reaux has conducted an experiment in

social information, supplying answers to

questions on welfare, employment, leisure

interests, and where to find counseling for

particular needs. The British Library sup-

plies reference, loan, catalog, and online

retrieval services. The national gov-

ernment Central Office of Information,

Central Statistical Office, Lord Chan-
cellor's Office, the Meteorological Office,

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, departments of the Environment,

Industry, and Trade, Overseas Trade
Board and Parliament all use Prestel to

answer questions on consumer rights,

current prices, and their particular func-

tions. These can save time otherwise spent

travelling to the offices and save toll

charges from locations throughout the

U.K. and northern Ireland.

ROCK SOLID TRAINING
SYSTEMS FROM BRITAIN'S
BRIGHTEST EXPERTS

Teach yourself BASK in 12 hours Our LITTLE GENIUS self-instruction courses

on floppy disk will teach you to master your Micro in 3 easy stages. .

Each course consists of well-structured fully interactive lessons and is available in 3 , Rush me my order for/send information on:

separate disk modules.
j 'BASIC/PASCAL for Machine

I. Beginners 2. Advanced 3. Disk operating system at $34.95 each+Tax StaCC Nov I. 2. 3 or 3-in-Onc (Ring as Required)
OR take advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER-3-in-one pack price $W.00+Tax

BE A LITTLE GENIUS YOURSELF ' N
Courses in BASIC for Apple. ITT 2020. PET and RML 380Z. ' '..

Also PASCAL for Apple.
' /\atircss
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InlhcV K wnu-lit Inthr t Swnlr l»

iink-<K-n.us SU.U-S.U
.
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Videotex, continued...

Local government bodies—Brighton
and Bournemouth for their tourist attrac-

tions; the Essex County and Glasgow Dis-
trict councils, and the London boroughs of

In mid-1981 only two
countries, Britain and
Finland, had full public

videotex services
in operation.

Bromley, Hounslow, Richmond Upon
Thames, and Waltham Forest to tell about
their community services, clubs, societies

and organizations—disseminate public in-

formation. Because small district councils
felt they could not spare money from their
budgets to pay for Prestel charges, in Hert-
fordshire ten of them joined together to
form one service providership, rented out
pages to local businesses, and cleared
enough to pay for the community service
they wanted.

In mid-1981 only two countries, Britain

and Finland, had full public videotex ser-

vices in operation. All the others are
testing. The U.K. has 1 50,000 terminals in

use for which customers pay. Once a res-

ident has a decoder, Ceefax and Oracle
come free. In April 1981 there were 10,500
subscribers to Prestel, with a ratio of eight
business users to each residence. They paid
not only for theirTV sets and adapters, but
also for the local phone calls and for those
pages on which there are access charges.

Canada
In April 1979 the Canadian federal gov-

ernment Department of Communications
began its four-year $10 million devel-
opment of Telidon. This videotex system
has been tooling up ever since, and started

its first trials in May 1981.

Starting in October 1980 TV Ontario
piggybacked Telidon teletext on the tele-

vision programs it sent by ANIK-B 12/14
GHz satellite transponder to the isolated

town of Quetico near the Manitoba
border. Since then it has transmitted a
Telidon magazine to Quetico by way of the
same satellite along with regularly
scheduled TV programs. This project, run
by the Ontario Educational Communica-
tions Authority (OECA), has been sending
teletext to 55 terminals throughout On-
tario by broadcast and telephone trans-

mission.

John H. Syrett, the Telidon and Edu-
cation project manager for TV Ontario,
has written a chapter for the "Technology
and Teaching" volume in the New Direc-
tions for Teaching and Learning series

being published by Jossey-Bass. In it he
asks us to consider a scenario in which
Mary Future, age 18, works at an assembly
plant in a small town. She left school at 17
for the sake of a steady income, but is

"confident that she did not have to give up
her further education .... Her confi-
dence arose from the certain knowledge
that part of every day could be devoted to
completing those undergraduate courses
she had not completed in school, or to pro-
ceeding with a choice of post-graduate
courses. Her employer makes available to

her a videotex terminal for eight hours a
week, and encourages the taking of ap-
plied arts courses that have a bearing on
Mary's growth as a skilled employee."

Syrett describes the terminal that plugs
into a TV set and says that "With the flick

of a switch, Mary can send messages to
similar terminals in other offices or re-

trieve information originating with her
tutor at a college 80 miles distant. At
home, Mary has access to a similar ter-

minal .... If Mary has some research to

do, she can do a free text search of any one
of several databases. If she wishes to assess

her progress in a particular course unit, she
can instruct the data base at the school to

display an objective test. When her re-

sponses are complete, she is presented with
her score and some recommendations for
further study to correct deficiencies re-

vealed in the process."

Peter G. Bowers, general manager of
OECA operations, and Dr. Maria L. Cioni
gave a paper on Telidon and Education in

Canada. Their agency's distinction, they
said, is that it "is one of very few agencies
undertaking to develop educational appli-

cations for videotex in a major
way ... we are the only agency to our
knowledge that is attempting to develop
both interactive and broadcast modes in an
integrated way."
They termed the OECA field trial a

"composite experiment" that consists of
four parts: (a) broadcast, (b) interactive,

with participation in (c) the Bell Vista and
(d) cable Telidon trials. They said 55 ter-

minals operating in both interactive and
broadcast modes will be deployed in

schools, colleges, universities, libraries,

science museums, and homes.
"The initial aim will be to expose educa-

tional information providers to the
system," Bowers and Cioni explained,
"and encourage them to create educa-
tional content." OECA considers, they
wrote, Telidon "to be an educational
medium in its own right" because of
several characteristics:

"Hypothetically, at least, Telidon could
be as ubiquitous as television sets or tele-

phones. It has, therefore, the potential of
delivering educational experiences to
anyone, regardless of location or time."
Its interactive capability allows each
learner to proceed at his own pace with pe-

riodic feedback on progress. (How is this

different from what small computers
offer? Presumably the eventual univer-

sality.) Its graphics make possible music
scores, charts and graphs, symbols, equa-
tions, cartoons, and maps.
They project using Telidon (in as-

cending order of complexity) as a com-
plement to educational TV; as an alter-

native to conventional print (on which the

OECA now spends $500,000 a year ("with
the price of newsprint going up, postal
rates going up and distribution times
getting longer, electronic publishing be-

comes more interesting"); for dissemi-
nation of educational information (partic-

ularly when Ontario weather closes
schools and stops school buses), and less

crucial but still useful facts on curriculum,
registrations, job openings, and for tests

which they translate into pedagogical
jargon as "appraisal instruments."

Telidon could be as
ubiquitous as television

sets or telephones.

Climbing to more complex uses they
foresee videotex retrieving information
from data banks and interactive learning

programs. These involve individually

paced correspondence courses with keyed-
in responses to tests, computer assisted

learning, computer managed learning
using ETV to present materials, educa-
tional quizzes and games, and (finally)

course content, exams, answers, results,

and diploma.

Grouped among applications "that
appear to be within the capability of the
technology but that are not developed" are

Telidon with audio, telesoftware, full

channel transmission, alphabetic key-
boards, hard copy printers and ad-
dressable terminals, and what is called

"common video space." They say audio
would enhance the medium, that "with
voice synthesizers we could even dispense
with the visual display of text. However,
we are not advocating this. Obviously
work would have to be done on the trade-

offs between information capacity de-
voted to audio and that devoted to
data ..."

T. Ranald Ide, chairman of the Ca-
nadian government's Communications
Research Advisory Board (CRAB) who
was CEO of the Ontario Educational
Communications Authority from 1970 to

1979 and is given credit for the growth and
success of TV Ontario, gave his view of
what the future should bring in a paper dis-

tributed at Videotex '81.
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I want to turn my microcomputer into a
powerful information and communications
system. Send me your free Information

No.
Thanks anyway, I'm already on-line

with THE SOURCE?"

If you are not one of the more than 1 1 ,000

microcomputer, data terminal or communi-
cating word processor owners who already

subscribe to The Source, send in this coupon
or call us toll-free. We
will send you our free

Information Kit that de-

scribes the over 1200
programs and services
now available fromThe
Source. You'll see how
easy it is to turn your
microcomputer into a
powerful information
and communications
system.
With TheSource.you

get hundreds of useful

services for the home
or for helping you run

For free Information Kit
call toll free 1-800-323-1718.

1 6-page color brochure
Complete listing of 1200 programs

your business more profitably. You can get

current stock prices, make airline reserva-

tions, find a good restaurant, barter goods
and services, get up-to-the-minute sports

and news from UPI. You can communicate
instantly through electronic mail with branch
offices and field representatives subscribing

to The Source; you can create your own bus-

iness programs.on either a simple or sophis-

ticated level.

In addition to all this, you also have access

to hundreds of easy-to-use data bases, elec-

tronic games, informative and educational

programs (including lessons in geometry and
spelling, foreign language drills and math
reviews), and a unique shop-at-home service

that lets you buy over 30.000 brand name
items at discount prices.

You can do all of this

easily and inexpensive-
ly with a local phone
call in more than 350
cities across the coun-
try, and at a one-time
subscription fee of only
$100.00 and usage costs
as low as $4.25/hour.

If you'd like to get the
most out of your per-

sonal computer or data
terminal, call our toll-

free number or send
for your free kit today.

You have nothing to lose and a world of infor-

mation to gain.

Mail to:

Source Telecomputing Corporation, Dept. (34M)
1 61 6 Anderson Road, McLean, VA. 22102.

Company

Addraw

City

Telephone (

Type ot Equipment

)

SOURCE
AMERICA S INFORMATION UTILITY

The Source is a servicemark ot Source Telecomputing Corporation, a subsidiary of The Reader s Digest Association. Inc
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Videotex, continued...

"Literacy," he said ought to include the
ability to think critically, not only about
what is in print but also what is heard,
what is seen on television or displayed on a
computer." (BBC has begun to telecast its

series designed to encourage computer lit-

eracy.)

Ide continued, "It is particularly im-
portant to know where organized
knowledge is stored and how to access it

and evaluate its worth. If educational
systems of the future fail to provide for
these requirements then we will inevitably

become the victims rather than the benefi-

ciaries of the emerging technologies. Both
the content of the curriculum and the form
of the educational system will have to be
re-examined in the light of the new devel-
opments in science and technology."

His conclusion has vision, identifying

videotex and other participatory media as
having an important potential. "Inter-
active devices offer unheard of opportu-
nities for life-long learning," he wrote.
"The contents of millions of books and
journals will be almost instantly accessible

at the press of a button. The great teachers
will be there, even though electronically, to
provoke and stimulate, and everyone
ought to be able to afford them. Equal op-
portunity to learn is no longer only an un-
realizable ideal."

The possibility of economic barriers is

implicit in his statement that everyone
ought to be able to afford the great
teaching. And it will be a while before it is

on-line; from what we could learn, the Ca-
nadians have not yet put their Telidon vi-

deotex system to work on reportable edu-
cational applications.

Interactive devices offer
unheard of

opportunities for
life-long learning.

Telidon's technical distinction is pri-

marily in innovative graphics that use al-

phageometric coding with Picture De-
scription Instructions that program certain

point, line, arc, rectangle, and polygon ge-
ometric primitives and their location, di-

mensional, and color characteristics.

At Videotex "81 in Toronto on May 20,
1981 the Canadians were very enthusiastic

when AT&T announced its videotex
standard, termed Program Level Pro-
tocol, and stated that it was compatible
with Telidon.

Little of this concerns using videotex for
learning. But Canada was discussing it,

and Canadian educators were voicing their

misgivings lest Telidon turn out to be a

mixed bag in terms of broad public interest

and concern.

France

In "Videotex: The Race to Plug In"
written for a special March 1981 sup-
plement to ComputerWorld, Elizabeth M.
Ferrarini told how in 1976 French Pres-
ident Valery Giscard d'Estaing authorized
Inspector General Simon Nora of the Min-
istry of Finance to report on the impacts of
computer technology on French society.

The resulting January 1978 report to d'Es-
taing, published in the book Computer-
ization ofSociety, became the basis of the

grandiose French plan to integrate into one
system teletext, viewdata, and telephone
directory assistance terminals. France has
set out aggressively to export 30% of its

telecommunications equipment by the end
of 1982, and plans to invest S27 billion

during the next five years to become the
"Charlemagne of the wired nations."

The high point of the French national

telephone system plan is the distribution of
an electronic telephone directory as-

sistance terminal to every telephone user in

the country. Instead of looking up a
number in a printed directory, the French
will use a video display terminal with a
typewriter keyboard to access phone
numbers. In May 1981 the national phone
company ordered 300,000 black-and-
white terminals from four manufacturers.
As Ferrarini puts it, "the French believe

that 30 million terminals distributed within
the next 10 years will be cheaper than
printing and distributing both the white
and yellow pages of the telephone di-

rectory for that period. At present it costs

about $230 million a year to print tele-

phone books. Although the proposed di-

rectory assistance terminals will cost less

than $100 apiece users will have to pay a
tariff on the calls they make." About 20%
of the French population has telephones
now, and the goal is 80% by 1990.

Education seems virtually absent as a
factor, except in one respect: the national

Ministry of Education plans to make using
a keyboard compulsory for all French
school pupils. The trial in 2500 households
in five communities southwest of Paris

does not plan to place any Teletel (the

name for the national viewdata service

based on Antiope, France's videotex
system) terminals in schools.

Japan
The first experimental service of

Captain (Character and Pattern Tele-
phone Access Information Network) ran
in Tokyo with 199 information providers
and 976 terminals from December 1979 to

March 1981. A second trial begins in

August.

Unlike all other viewdata systems about
which we have been able to learn thus far,

from the start Captain contained lessons
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aimed at kindergarten through junior high

users. With a database capacity of 100,000

frames, it began with 14,081 out of 98,944
frames classified as "education and
culture," renewing 12,996 of them in the

course of the first trial. Up through March
IS, 10.36% of the 9,836,000 frame ac-

cesses were education and culture.

The second pre-market trial service will

have 200,000 frames and 2000 terminals in

Tokyo. It has alphaphotographic coding
which displays as many as 4000 different

characters in Kanji (Chinese), the Ka-
takana syllabary, the cursive Hiragana,
Roman alphanumerics and special

symbols. The Ministry of Posts and Tele-

communications recently announced that

full commercial service will begin in 1983.

The French will use a
video display terminal

with a typewriter
keyboard to access
phone numbers.

In their report at Toronto, Susumu
Harashima and Tadashu Kitamura of the

NTT Engineering Bureau stated that NTT
continues investigation and development
of hybrid code and pattern transmission,

connection to digital transmission display

of a more finely detailed picture and "new
services, such as telesoftware."

Venezuela

Hector Martinez, head of the Vene-
zuelan government's office of Statistics

and Information, told Videotex '81 that it

has put into operation 22 Telidon ter-

minals in ten orientation and information
centers and five libraries in Caracas, pri-

marily to let illiterate and barely literate

citizens know what government services

are available.

He explained that "there is no intention

of mechanizing the process of questions
and answers to the public; on the contrary,
the intention is to establish a link between
the public in need of information and indi-

viduals specially trained to determine ex-

actly the need of the person who comes to
put the question . . . Videotex is a tool to
support the orienter, but it is also a source
of attraction to the public, with its colorful

display."

The government is the information pro-
vider and all data are free. It has cost less

than $1 million for start-up. A dozen
people work three four-hour shifts at six

editing terminals creating ISO pages per
day. Priorities are emergency social ser-

vices involving hospital and medical care
services, financial and employment needs.
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Videotex, continued.

The firstframe ofthe Academic American
encyclopedia article on particle accelera-
tors, taken by Polaroidfrom the face ofa
CRT screen at Arete Publishing Co.

followed by education on careers, school
and university admissions, the cultural
area, and tourist information.
By the end of 1982 there should be 70

information centers with videotex ter-

minals to furnish staff with updated facts

for citizens in various parts of Venezuela
and service should be extensive in Caracas
when the Pan American games are held
there in 1983. The fourth stage, a com-
mercial service run by the telephone
company, is planned for 1984.

The U.S.

In April 1981 Thomas D. Harnish re-

ported on the viewdata test the Online
Computer Library Center conducted
during the last three months of 1980 in 200
Columbus, OH homes by attaching de-
coders to ordinary TV sets.

The test used library catalog and ency-
clopaedia databases created automatically
(by using special OCLC software) from
machine-readable records provided by the

Columbus and Franklin County Public Li-

brary and the Arete Publishing Company
in Princeton, NJ. Users searching the li-

brary catalog by author, title, or subject
had access to 300,000 records corres-
ponding to books and other materials held
by the main library and its branches.
Arete's Academic American Encyclopedia
was accessed by its 200,000 keyword index,

32,000 article titles, or classified menu ac-
cording to discipline or subdiscipline. Ar-
ticles varied in length from a single frame
to over 300 TV screen "pages." Illustra-

tions and graphics had to be omitted.
The Ohio State University College of

Education developed two educational ser-

vices tested during the project. "Math
That Counts" provided exercises for
teaching children basic mathematics, with
problem sets grouped by grade level from
kindergarten through sixth grade. "Early
Reader," designed to help parents teach
preschool children to read and recognize
word relationships, had 14 single-screen

rhymes and instructions to parents on their

These six frames show the tree structure of the Arete Academic American
encyclopedia whose 32,000 article database was on-line during the October-December
1980 OCLC Channel 2000 trial in Dayton. OH. Our April 1981 issue reprinted Bill
Streeter's articlefrom the November 1980 ABA Bankind Journal which illustrated
rudimentary electronic banking demonstrated during the experiment with 200
households. It told how one-third of the encyclopedia articles are updated annually.
About one-tenth of the nine million words (about 82 million characters stored on
nine-track magnetic tape) is revised in any one month.

* 'VIDEOPEDIA
VIEWTEL

WELCOME TO
THE VIDEO ENCYCLOPEDIA.

THIS IS AN ELECTRONIC VERSION
OP THE ARETE ACADEMIC AMERICAN

ENCYCLOPEDIA.

CHOOSE THE INDEX YOU WANT
TO USE!

1ARTICLE HEADING
2SUBJECT
3ENCYCLOPEDIC

/. Welcome to new users, offers title,

subject, or index.

2 *VIDEOPEDIA
VIEWTEL

SUBJECT INDEX
TECHNOLOGY

1AGRICULTURE
2 ELECTRONICS
3ENERCY
^ENGINEERING
5 POOD
6 INDUSTRY
'MILITARY AND SPACE
80RGANIZATI0NS
9T00LS
^TRANSPORTATION

.?. The result ofpressing Hon screen 2.

7 'VIDEOPEDIA
V I EWTEL

1 COMMUNICATION
2C0MPILER
3C0MPUTER
4COMPUTER LANGUAGE
5COMPUTER MEMORY
6C0MPUTER REGISTER
7C0MPUTER TERMINAL

5. The result of choosing 7 on screen 4.

In the evaluation of the project, users
found the videotex services enabling them
to look up their checking account bal-

ances, pay bills, and consult the encyclo-
pedia easiest to use, and the two instruc-

tional offerings most difficult.

When asked to rank the services ac-

cording to the likelihood they would pay
money to have them in their homes, users
ranked the encyclopedia and library
catalog first and second, and the in-

struction courses last.
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II •VIDEOPEDIA
VIEWTEL

VIDEO ENCYCLOPEDIA
SUBJECT INDEX
1ARCHE0L0GY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
2AMERICAN CULTURE
3ART
4 EARTH SCIENCES
5CEOGRAPHY
6HISTORY
7LIFE SCIENCES
8PHYSICAL SCIENCES
9SPORTS
18SOCIAL SCIENCES
11TECHNOLOGY
12PHIL0S0PHY

2. Menu page of Subject files.

I 'VIDEOPEDIA
VIEWTEL

1 ADDING - ANALOG
2ANTENNA - AUTOMATA
3AYRTON - BIT
4BLACK - CABLE
5CALCULATOR - CATHODE
6CENTRAL - COLLOTYPE
7C0MMUNICATI0N - COMPUTER

4. Alphabetical headings of articles by
title.

PWD 'VIDEOPEDIA
VIEWTEL

COMPUTER TERMINAL
A COMPUTER TERMINAL (ALSO
CALLED A DATA TERMINAL OR DATA
COMMUNICATION TERMINAL) IS A
DEVICE THAT ALLOWS A USER TO
INTERACT WITH A DIGITAL
COMPUTER. TERMINALS, WHICH ARE
CENERALLY CONNECTED TO THE
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT BY
DIRECT WIRING OR TELEPHONE
LINES, ARE THE MOST COMMONLY
SEEN COMPONENTS OP A COMPUTER
SYSTEM. THE TYPEWRITERLIKE

6. The first of several frames telling

what a computer terminal does.

Harnish found that more than a few
users were bothered by the absence of the

audio signal to which they are accustomed
when watching a TV screen. The New
York Times Information Service now
makes available Arete's Academic
American database on CRT display and
paper printouts to subscribers. In England
theNew Caxton Encyclopaedia has 10,000
condensed articles on Prestel, with "en-
tries particularly suitable for children's
homework and projects."
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REAL ESTATE ANALYZER by HowardSoft:
A tool for objectively comparing alternative investments and projecting future results; professional in

both analyses of cash flow & R-O-l and client-oriented report printouts; allows what-if studies for
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Computers

in the

Classroom

Videotex, continued.

Britannica

Needs Software!
Market your original quality pro-

grams with us for wide distribution

and financial reward. As one of

the leading suppliers of educa-
tional material, Britannica is

known and respected by educa-
tors. We have an established mar-
keting network that extends
throughout the industry.

Show us your new program that

teaches a specialized skill such as

map reading, library use, or telling

time ... or one with administra-

tive uses such as grading, mailing

or record keeping. Our primary

emphasis is on courseware for

grades 5-12 in:

• Science • Language Arts

• Math • Social Science

Compatible with any of the following:

Apple II Atari Commodore PET
TRS-80-Models II and III

Write with details to:

Tom Creevy, Marketing Manager,
Computer Assisted Instruction

Encyclopaedia Britannica

Educational Corporation

425 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago, 111.60611

This could lead to future joint projects

1 'LIBRARY
VIEWTEL

WELCOME TO THE VIDEO CATALOG

PREPARED BY THE PUBLIC
LIBRARIES OF COLUMBUS AND
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEARCH?

1BY TITLE
2BY AUTHOR
3BY SUBJECT HEADING

7. Welcomeframe of the electronic library

catalog OCLC offered in its Columbus,
OH Channel 2000 trial.

GET 'LIBRARY 1/2
VIEWTEL

TITLE
1FELLINI ON FELLINI /
AUTHOR
2PELLINI, FEDERICO.
PUBLISHER

DELL PUB. CO., NEW YORK : 1977,
C1976.

DESCRIPTION
18B P. : ILL. ;

GERMAN
TRANSLATION HAS TITLE: AUFSATZE
UND NOT 1 Z EN.
INCLUDES INDEX.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: P. 176

8. The title frame of a book, with cross

reference to different title of its German
translation.

Perspective

Richard Hooper, director of Prestel,

told the Videotex '81 banquet audience

that videotex with Gateway facilities to

third party databases moves the goal posts

and changes the rules of the game.
"Gateway will be seen by future historians

as an inspired response by videotex
systems to the attack from on-line com-
puter systems moving downmarket.
Gateway permits large numbers of people

to look at large numbers of pages. Vi-

deotex can now aspire to being encyclo-

paedic."

Gateway was developed by the West
German developers of Bildschirmtext,

with the help of British consultants. It en-

ables a user to access host databases di-

rectly without having to be confined by the

storage limitations of a central computer.

Now Prestel is licensing it back from the

German Deutsche Post and planned to put

Gateway into service in early 1982, with

120 companies queued up for its use. At

Toronto the Germans announced that

Bildschirmtext will go into full public

service in 1983.

Even though AT&T has issued what it

says will be a North American standard

which will not be compatible with Eu-
ropean databases unless the latter

transcode, as far as the free flow of

scholarly as well as all other kinds of data

go it will be desirable for a worldwide
standard to emerge, taking into account

the creative ferment represented by
British, German, French, Canadian, Jap-

anese and all other contributions to the

state-of-the-art. From what we can see, use

of videotex for education has been largely

talked about rather than demonstrated,

except for the landfalls cited earlier.

Conclusion

Education tends to get the crumbs from
the table where business goes out after

paying mass and special markets. KCET, a

PBS station in Los Angeles, has an inter-

esting trial applying CBS-modified French

Antiope teletext. The able investigators, at

last report, were out hunting for the

$500,000 still needed for their trial.

While conglomerates and multinational

corporations, and entire national PTTs
backed by their governments, invest

heavily, the educators must do what they

can by stretching meager resources.

Perhaps it was always thus, but can we
continue to have learning given low pri-

ority now?

Videotex Update

Prestel was officially launched as a
commercial service in the U.S. on
January 19, 1982 from its Boston-based
computer center.

"The Boston computer center allows

U.S. users and information providers
to access Prestel's 210.000 page database
via a local telephone call over Telenet,

as well as giving U.S. corporations the

opportunity to become operators of

their own videotex service on proven
systems at very low cost," said William
Shrimpton. president of BVT, the mar-
keting organization for British Videotext
and Teletext technology.

For the Boston launch, terminals made
by Zenith and decoders made by Wolf-

data and Radofin were used. Floppy
disk software converting an Apple II to

Prestel was also on display. This hard-

ware is available to U.S. users, ranging

in price from $85 for the Apple disk to

$1,250 for the Zenith terminal.

More than 15,000 users worldwide
are currently connected to the Prestel

service, most of them business users.

Some 900 information providers.,

including American Express, Holiday
Inn Hotels, Frost & Sullivan, Merrill

Lynch, Newsweek and the Official

Airlines Guide are using Prestel as an
electronic publishing and message trans-

mission medium. Prestel also allows users

to order goods and services from their

terminals, and is being tested as a direct-

marketing tool for information pro-

viders.
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&4) 256KB IBM PERSONAL* COMPUTER MEMORY!

SINGLE BOARD 256KB IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER MEMORY

Designed Specifically for IBM's PERSONAL COMPUTER is Chrislin

Industries newest CI-PCM Memory Module.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Onboard parity generator checker

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 64K byte

increments through 1 megabyte

• Access time of 225 NSEC

• Requires only one I/O expansion slot for 256K bytes

memory
• Power requirements are +5V at 1.0A max.
• Cycle time of 400 NSEC

SEE YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE FOR DETAILS
OR CALL US.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO UTTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

e Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for*:*.

ATARI
PET/CBM
APPLE II Plus

OSBORNE-1

ALTAIR****

TRS-80 (Level II)**

NORTH STAR***

CP/M Disks/Diskettes

<m< Availability box)

DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone
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1427 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, New York 14618
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i4 /is/i i eye view of the 1982 Winter Consumer Electronics Show.

Betsy Staples

At every Consumer Electronics Show
there seems to be. if not a stated theme, at

least a common denominator that re-

appears in booths all over the show floor.

At the most recent CES in Las Vegas it

was arcade games. Some manufacturers,
like Commodore and Coleco. had full size

games in their booths to promote hand
held or computer versions. Others-Atari,
Mattel and Activision-had their own
versions running on their own machines.
All of them drew crowds.

In fact, it seems that these manufacturers
have finally found something to rival the

pornographic video tapes that have been
the crowd pleasers for the past several

years. And what better way to get a person
hooked than to offer him a few free rounds
of whatever game it is you are selling?

COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS
CES has never really caught on with

most of the computer companies-the ones
that do exhibit are there because they

have other consumer electronics products

to show. We were the only personal com-
puting magazine with a booth, and many
people stopped to ask "Where are all the

computers?"
There were, however, several introduc-

tions of significant new products of interest

to personal computing enthusiasts.

Commodore
Commodore introduced new machines

at both ends of its home computer line.

The Commodore Ultimax and the Commo-

dore-64, both promised for delivery in

"spring 1982," bracket the VIC 20 in price

and capability. Carrying a suggested retail

price of $149.95, the Ultimax is a pro-

grammable color computer designed to

compete with the Atari VCS, Mattel
Intellivision and Magnavox Odyssey. It

features a flat membrane keyboard, can
be programmed in Basic, and uses both
cartridges and cassettes for games, pro-

gramming and music synthesis.

The Commodore-64, which will be intro-

duced with a suggested retail price of $595,

will be marketed as a competitor for the

Atari 800 and Apple II Plus. It features a
CP/M option, 64K of memory, a 66-key

full-stroke keyboard with upper and lower
case capability, function keys, graphic
characters, a game cartridge slot and game
controllers. Audio capabilities include sound

The Commodore VIC 20 with an array of peripherals, including the VIC modem,
floppy disk drive, printer and cassette recorder.
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SystemsWith Spice. .

.

Everything! Nice

with California Computer Systems

Spice up your S-100 or Apple II™ with system

enhancements from ASAP From mother-

boards and mainframe cabinets to I/O boards

and RAMs. we have the California Computer

System product that will give you the added

capability you need.

FOR S-100 USERS

16K Static RAM Board — 200 ns rams.
compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco and

others. 16K memory divided into 4K blocks.

Assembled and tested.

Part Number 21 I6C Price: $290 00

32K Static RAM Board — 200 ns rams.
compatible with Alpha Micro. Cromemco and

others. 32K memory divided into 8K blocks.

Fully static 2114 RAMs. Assembled and

tested.

Part Number 2032C Price: $610 00

64K Dynamic RAM Board — For 8080 and

Z80 based S-100 systems. Provides processor-

transparent refresh. 200 nS. 4MHz. Supports

IMSAI-type front panels. Expandable.

Assembled and tested.

Part Number 2065C Price: $550.00

Z80A CPU Board — 2 or 4MHz. switch

selectable. 158 instructions, including 8080s

78 instructions for total 8080 software

compatibility. 2K monitor ROM and RS-

232-C port on-board. Assembled and tested.

Pari Number 2810A Price: $265 00

Floppy Disk Controller — Controls up to

four 5*" and 8" drives in any combination.

Double-sided and side-select signals for

double-sided drives. Compatible with IBM

3740 and System 34 standards.

Part Number 2422A Price: $365 00

CP/M™ Version 2.2 Free With Purchase

S-100 Mainframe — 12-slot motherboard

Active termination on all bus lines. Built-in

power supply, fan and circuit breaker.

"Double path" trace pattern. Solder plated

circuit area. Assembled and tested.

Part Number 2200A Price: $475 00

2201A|220VAC) $47500

asaii
computer
products, inc.

1196 E Willow St, Signal Hill. CA 90806

S-100 Motherboard — 12-siot capacity

using standard S-100 connectors. Capable of

supporting CPU's at 4MHz and above. "Double

path" trace pattern. On-board voltage

regulator, with termination.

Part Number 2501

A

Price: $150.00

4-Port Serial I/O Interface —
4 individually-controlled asynchronous ports.

Fully buffered inputs and outputs. Includes

ROM circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user

supplied). Ports meet RS-232-C interface

specs. 3 control and 3 status registers per

port.

Part Number 2710A Price: $27500

2-Serial. 2-Parallel I/O Board —Fully
buffered inputs and outputs. Includes ROM
circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user supplied).

Parallel ports have full four-line-per-port

handshaking and 8-bit data transfer. Serial

ports meet RS-232-C interface specs. Port A
transmits and receives in asynchronous

mode: Port B in either synchronous or

asynchronous.

Part Number 2719A Price: $275.00

4 Port Parallel I/O Board — 3 1/0 ports

and one output port. Seven bit status register.

Fully buffered inputs and outputs. ROM
circuitry for 2716 2K EPROM (user supplied).

Ports provide 8-bit parallel data transfer:

TTL-compatible.

Part Number 2720A Price: $195 00

FOR APPLE II™ USERS

Synchronous Serial Interface —
Compatible with RS-232-C (configurations A
thru E. 1978). Supports full -or half duplex. DTC
type interface.

Part Number 771 2A Price: $149.00

Programmable Timer — Time events in

continuous, single shot, frequency compar-
ison and pulse width comparison modes.

Interface patch area for custom interface

applications.

Part Number 7440A Price: $ 95.00

Asynchronous Serial Interface —
RS-232-C compatible (configurations A thru E.

1978). DCE type interface: supports half or full

duplex operation.

Part Number 7710A Price: $13900

Calendar/Clock Module — Accurate, real-

time counting. Software programmable for 12-

or 24-hour format. Each decimal digit of data

is separately addressed for freedom of data

format.

Part Number 7424 Price: $ 99 00

3 3A Digit BCD A-to-D Converter —
Converts DC voltages to BCD numbers for

monitoring and analysis. 400 mSec per

conversion -3 999 to *3 999 VDC full scale.

±5% non-linearity.

Part Number 7470A Price: $ 95.00

12K ROM/PROM Module — Capable of

accepting operating systems, system patches

or firmware in 2K increments of mixed ROM or

PROM Addressable 12K in any of 4 16K

blocks. 2316E ROM and 2716 PROM
compatible

Part Number 7114A Price: $ 8500

Parallel Interface — Two bidirectional 8-bit

buses for interface to peripherals. Two pro-

grammable control registers. Four individ-

ually controlled interrupt input lines, two
usable as peripheral control outputs.

Part Number 7720A Price: $125.00

Arithmetic Processor — Add. subtract,

multiply and divide: trig and inverse trig

functions: square roots, logarithms and

exponentiation. Fixed point 16 and 32-bit

operation.

Part Number 781 1

A

Price: $349 00

Centronics Printer Interface —interfaces

high-speed Centronics-type parallel printers to

Apple II™ computers. Features 8-bit parallel

data output bus. 4-bit status input. Data

Strobe and Acknowledge handshake signals

and printer reset signal

Part Number 7728A Price: $125.00

Toll free outside California:

(800)421-7701

Inside California:

(213) 595-6431

(714)891-2663

All prices subject to change without notice. Can lor beat price

ASAP offers a 30-day buyer protection policy: full money-back guarantee if not

totally satisfied

Ordering Information: name, address, phone, ship by: UPS or Mail Shipping

charge: add $2 50 up to 1 lb for UPS blue: add St SO for US Mail (US only) ($25 00

minimum order) Call for larger shipments

Terms: We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa & Master Charge (US Funds
only) Tax: 6% Calif res COD'S and terms available on approval (school POs
accepted).
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C.E.S., continued...

generation, polyphonic tones, music syn-

thesis and hi fi output.

Along with the 16K SuperVIC, an
expanded memory version of the VIC 20,

Commodore announced seven new car-

tridge games for the VIC. Jupiter Lander,
VICAvenger, Superslot, Draw Poker, Super
Alien, Midnight Drive and Magic Mouse
retail for $29.95 each.

In addition to the cartridge games.
Commodore released the Home Calculation

Program Pack, a series of six programs on
cassette.

Other additions to the VIC line are
memory expanders and a modem. The
VIC-1110, which sells for $59.95. plugs
into the memory expansion port of the
VIC 20 to increase program capacity and
add 8192 bytes of memory. The VIC-1210
is a 3K memory expander available for

$39.95.

Introduced as the "lowest-priced modem
in the personal computing industry," the
VIC Modem is a plug-in cartridge which
connects to the user port of the VIC 20
and may be used with any modular style

telephone. It operates at 300 baud with

originate/answer and half/full duplex
capabilities and retails for $109.95.

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.,

Computer Services Division, 681 Moore
Rd., King of Prussia, PA 19406. (215)377-
7100.

Texas Instruments

Don Bynum, manager of the home
computer division of TI. keeps his TI 99/4
in an old piano. A while ago he told TI
designers that the way to job security was
to ensure that all new peripherals would
fit in that piano. Space inside the piano is

now at a premium, but the designers are

said to be still employed. The reason is a
peripheral expansion system slated for

release in the second quarter of this year.

The unit, which measures 14" x 15" x
20" has eight slots for peripheral, board-

type modules and room for one disk drive

within the enclosure. Up to two additional

drives can be added externally. The expan-
sion system has a suggested retail price of

$249.95.

The peripheral modules to be released

are a memory expansion module which
adds 32K of RAM to the computer
($249.95); a p-code module, which is used
for writing Pascal programs ($249.95); a
disk controller module, which will be able
to handle double-sided 5 1/4" disks

($249.95); and an RS-232 interface module,
which provides a parallel port for interfacing

with printers ($174.95).

A UCSD p-system peripheral, which is

identical to the p-code module, allows users

of the 99/4 and 99/4A to run UCSD Pascal

Version IV.0. Price for the system is

$399.95.

Also shown for the first time at CES was
a "mini-RAM" for the TI home computer.

It plugs into the cartridge slot to provide
4K of non-volatile CPU RAM. It offers

ROM support and allows the user to write

to or read from Basic and to call assembly
language routines from Basic. The cartridge

comes with a cassette containing a line-

by-line assembler.

Of course, without software, hardware-
whether it fits into a piano or not-might as
well be a boat anchor, so TI introduced
about 30 new software packages. New
systems software includes a Pascal compiler;

an editor, filer and utilities package for

screen editing and file management; and
an assembler/linker package for developing

TMS 9900 assembly language programs,
all for use with the p-System peripheral.

Bill Cosby poses with the T199/4A and
new peripheral expansion unit.

An Editor/Assembler package, priced

at $99.95, allows users to program on the

machine level via TMS 9900 assembly
language. Programs can be run as stand-

alone programs or linked into TI Basic

programs as subroutines.

Among the applications software released

are ten games: Tombstone City: 21st
Century, TIInvaders, Car Wars, Adventure.

Pirate Adventure, Munch Man, Draw
Poker, Yahtzee. Blasto, and Hustle.

New educational packages include Speak
& Spell, Speak & Math, Spell Writer.

Addition/Subtraction I, Addition/Subtrac-
tion II, Multiplication /, and Teach Yourself

Extended Basic. Additions to the Business
Aids Library are Inventory Management,
Invoice Management and Cash Manage-
ment. Other new packages include Terminal
Emulator II, Basketball Statistician, Bridge
Bidding II, Bridge Bidding III, Structural

Engineering Library and Electrical

Engineering Library. Prices range from
$24.95 to $69.95.

Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O.
Box 53, Lubbock, TX 79408.
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Astrovfalon

Astrovision introduced the ZGrass-32
personal computer add-on to the Astro
Professional Arcade (formerly the Bally

Professional Arcade). It is Z-80 based and
features a full-stroke keyboard and 32K
ROM. The ZGrass language, combined
with a Votrax chip and Astro Arcade chips,

allows users to create 256-color animation.

The ZGrass-32 personal computer from
Astrovision.

sound effects, three-voice music, and
speech. The ZGrass-32 is expandable to

run CP/M and has interfaces for light pen,
graphics tablet, disk drives, and joysticks,

and includes two RS-232 ports for com-
munication. The add-on, which carries a
retail price of $600, should be available in

April.

The Music Maker cartridge for the Astro
Arcade was scheduled for release in March.
It allows users to adjust pitch, vibrato,

tempo, noise, volume, attack and decay to

create synthesized music or sound effects.

Multi-colored pictures can be created with

the Coloring Book with LightPen package.

The Wizard, a new gamefor the Astrovision
Arcade.

New to the game repertoire of the Arcade
are Munchie, The Wizard, Cosmic Raiders,

Solar Conqueror, Space Fortress, Quest
for the Orb and Pirate 's Chase. The car-

tridges will be priced at $24.95 to $35.95.

Astrovision, Inc., 6460 Busch Blvd., Suite

215, Columbus,OH 43229. (614)8554)130.
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From the Orient

Toshiba America previewed its first

personal computer, the Model T-100. The
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basic unit includes a Z-80A microprocessor;

a 90-key keyboard with programmable keys,

a numeric keypad and cursor controls;

and expansion ports. Up to 32K of RAM
and 32K of ROM is available in cassette-

like packs that plug into the computer.
The addition of a floppy disk system offers

up to 560K of storage.

The Toshiba T-100personal computer with

flat-panel LCD display.

The display for the T- 100 is a separate

unit for which Toshiba offers five options,

the most interesting of which is a flat-

panel LCD which displays eight lines of 40
characters. Other options include a 12",

25 x 80 green phosphor display; a 14", 24 x

36 color display ; a 1 4", 80 x 25 color display

;

and an RF modulator adapter for use with

a color TV set.

Prices will be set upon official intro-

duction of the system at the National

Computer Conference in June.

Toshiba America. Inc., Information
Processing Systems Division, 2441 Michelle

Dr., Tustin, CA 92680. (714)730-5000.
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Sharp

We were very impressed with the Sharp
PC-1500 Hand Held Personal Computer
and its tiny color graphics printer. It has

16K of ROM and 3.5K of RAM which can
be expanded to 7.5K by adding the optional

4K memory module for $75.

The machine features six programmable
keys and added Basic language terms to

provide variables that can be defined using

one or two characters, variables in two-
dimensional arrays, strings, and commands
for the 7 x 156 dot mini-graphic display.

Suggested retail price for the computer is

$300.

The little add-on printer is truly amazing.
It prints in four colors (red, blue, green
and black) in four directions (up, down,
right and left) in nine character sizes. Not
only did it do a tidy job plotting my
biorhythm for the month, but it was cor-

rect—notice the triple valley during the

week of the 25th.

Date 1382,
Name BETSY
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- BocJsi
— Emot ! on
— Inte I I i gencp

(-) ( + )

^ [

o

xSA 10

J !b

S

25

\ \

31

The Sharp PC-1500 Hand Held Personal

Computer.

Printout of the editor's biorhythm as

calculated by the PC-1500. Thecurvesare
printed in contrasting colors.

Print speed is 1 1 characters per second
on 2 9/32"-wide paper. The suggested retail

price for the printer/cassette interface is

$250.

Sharp Electronics Corporation, 10 Sharp
Plaza, Paramus, NJ 07652. (201)265-5600.
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Panasonic
Another small, if not quite pocket size,

computer is the Panasonic JR- 100 personal

computer. It has what we sometimes
describe as a "Chiclet-style" keyboard

similar to that of the TRS-80 Color Com-
puter. Each key is a small square of plastic

which can be pressed, but it is not a full-

stroke keyboard.
When it is released, it will have joystick

controllers, a printer, I/O expansion units

(each of which will add 16K up to a
maximum of 48K ), a music adapter and an
RS-232 serial interface.

The Panasonic JR-100 Personal
Computer.

The projected price for the basic 16K
unit to drive a black and white TV set is

$200. The basic unit with a color driver is

$300.

The Basic language is entered by means
of keywords, but the Panasonic spokes-
woman did not know whether it was
Microsoft Basic. The machine appears to

have an extensive graphics character set

as well as the standard alpha/numerics.
Panasonic, One Panasonic Way,

Secaucus, NJ 07094.
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Casio

The Casio FX-9000P is available for

immediate delivery at a retail price of $1 199.

The display and 67-key keyboard are built

into the compact unit which is equipped
with a fully applicable RAM file control

function and uses the RAM package as a
program and data file medium.
A unique feature is the 4K slot-in CMOS

RAMs on which programs can be stored

11
.•IIIH

Graphics produced by the Casic

FX-9000P.
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C.E.S., continued.

The Casio FX-9000P.

for up to three years. The computer can
be expanded to include up to 32K bytes of

RAM. A graphics printer is optional.

Casio, Inc., IS Gardner Rd., Fairfield,

NJ 07006. (201)575-7400.
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NEC
NEC was featuring the PC-8000 Series

Application Software for business and
professional use. The NEC General
Accounting System consists of several

independent programs which can be used

either on a stand-alone basis or integrated

to allow the tracking of up to 1000 general
ledger accounts.

The Accounts Receivable System allows

tracking of up to 600 customers per disk.

TheNEC PC-8000personal computer with

color monitor, printer and disk drives.

and provides the user with the ability to

analyze his customer base in several ways.

The system will also print mailing labels

and past due notices.

The Payroll System tracks an unlimited

number of employees with each disk

maintaining complete data for up to 100.

The system handles the requirements for

all states, plus Puerto Rico and the District

of Columbia. It prints paychecks and W-2
forms and provides an audit trail.

The NEC Job Cost System helps the

user prepare an original bid or estimate on
a particular job, and then tracks and reports

on the costs as they accrue. Up to 100 cost

accounts may be created.

Up to 1000 items can be tracked on a

single disk using the Inventory Control

System. The system prints invoices, packing

lists, coded price labels, and purchase order

forms.

Report Manager is a CP/M-based cal-

culating instrument and electronic spread

sheet. Features include editing commands,
a field which can be up to 255 cells wide,

255 cells long and 255 cells deep, the ability

to copy cells, lists, two-dimensional and
three-dimensional matrices from one region

to another, and the ability to create four

independent viewing sections.

The CP/M-based Word Processing

System includes a self-teaching instruction

disk and spelling checker containing 9700

words along with provision for an additional

2000 words chosen by the user.

The "Answer"Information Organizeris

a data base management system which

uses an information storage technique called

threading which allows any record in the

file to be attached to any other record.

The Creative Programming Series con-

sists of six hands-on, interactive guides to

the basics of computer programming for

the first time user of any age.

NEC Home Electronics USA, Personal

Computer Division, 1401 Estes Ave., Elk

Grove Village, IL 60007. (312)228-5900.
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Tatung
The Tatung Computer uses a Z80A

microprocessor running at 4 MHz, and a

floppy disk drive with one megabyte of

storage capacity. The system can run either

CP/M or MP/M and has 16K built into the

terminal while the computer unit itself has

64K built in. The terminals are separate

from the computer unit.

The computer unit contains one or two
8" disk drives and the CP/U in memory.
The basic unit has both serial I/O and

The Tatung computer with disk drive.

parallel for a Centronics printer. The Model
UT 1820 has a full keyboard with full-

stroke keys as well as two rows of 16 special

function keys. Availability is scheduled
for April or May and retail pricing should

be in the $2-3000 range.

Tatung Co. of America Inc.. 2850 El

Presidio St., Long Beach, CA 90810.
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From Germany
Olympia has added two new letter

quality printers to its line. The ESW 102

uses the Olympia Whisperdisk print wheel,

and features changeable typestyles, propor-

tional spacing, four pitches, bi-directional

printing and a print speed of 17.5 characters

per second. It is priced at $1590, about

The Olympia ESW 103 letter quality

printer.

one-half the cost of other daisywheel

printers.

The ESW 103 incorporates all the features

of the ESW 102 and may be used as an

electronic typewriter as well. It retails for

$1990.

Olympia USA Inc., Box 22, Somerville,

NJ 08876. (201)722-7000.
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VIDIO GAMES
Atari

Two large, furry Pac-Man characters, a

yellow mouth and a red energy dot, heralded

the introduction of the new advanced game
system unveiled by Atari at a reception

the night before CES opened.
The clarity and color of the graphics

and the wide range of sounds— from music

notes to explosions— produced by the new
game system lead us to suspect that a

close inspection of its innards might reveal

at least a close cousin of an Atari 400
home computer.

A universal controller (which was
snatched from our hands when we tried to

inspect it) is said to combine the operation

of the joystick, paddle and keyboard in a

single hand-held unit that looks and operates

like a pocket calculator. The control stick

moves incrementally in eight directions

and controls the speed of game characters.

The streamlined console has a single

electrical cord and built-in storage areas

for controllers as well as a built-in switchbox

that automatically switches from television

programming to game play.

Delivery of the unit is scheduled for the

second half of 1982, in time for the Christmas

season. The suggested retail price is $349.95.

The Home Computer Division of Atari

Inc. introduced three new games, a book-

keeping package and a home filing system.

Pac-Man will be available in cartridge

form for both the Atari 400 and 800 during
the second quarter of 1982. It will sell for

$44.95.

In Centipede, also a home version of a

coin-op game, the player uses a bug blaster

to defeat attacking spiders, fleas, scorpions,

centipedes and poisonous mushrooms. Also

available in cartridge form for the Atari

400 and 800, it is priced at $44.95 and will

be available during the second quarter of

1982.
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C.E.S., continued...

In Caverns of Mars, the player must
penetrate several layers of defenses to reach

the aliens' stronghold. Floating mines,
enemy ships and laser fire are among the

hazards to be overcome. The $39.95 game
is available on disk for Atari 400 and 800
computers.

The Atari Advanced Video Computer
System and controllers.

The Bookkeeper is an accounting system

designed for those who do business from
their homes and for those who maintain

their personal finances in a business-like

fashion. It will handle 1000 transactions a

month and up to 350 general ledger

accounts, vendors and customers.

The program comes on four disks and
requires an Atari 800 with Basic language

cartridge and 48K of RAM, disk drive. 80-

column printer and interface module.
The Home Filing Manager allows the

user to create, store, edit, retrieve and
print information on electronic index cards.

The user can search in alphabetical or

reverse alphabetical order or locate an
entry by its title or a phrase it contains.

The program consists of two program disks

and one formatted data disk. It can be

used on an Atari 400 or 800 with disk

drive.

Atari Incorporated, Consumer Elec-

tronics Division, 1265 Borregas Ave., P.O.

Box 427, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Actlvislon

Activision chose a more spectacular, if

somewhat chillier, way to announce its

Barnstorming cartridge. Activision

employees and a few hardy members of

the press gathered at 6:00 a.m. in sub-

freezing temperatures to travel by bus to a

landing strip near the Las Vegas Airport.

At the strip we met a small, open-cockpit

bi-plane, turned around and followed as it

taxied through the streets of Las Vegas to

the convention center.

Be sure to vote for

your favorite software
packages. See page 216.

Activision chose a
spectacular, if

somewhat chilly, way to

announce its

Barnstorming cartridge.

AcIMaoM

BARNSTORMING
VIOK)GAME CAITWOGE

^gSMSE**

In Barnstorming, the player uses a joystick

to guide his bi-plane over windmills, through

barns and around flocks of geese. Points

are amassed as these hurdles are cleared,

and speed counts.

Grand Prix features brightly-colored

formula racing cars speeding down an
asphalt road, dodging oil slicks, crossing

bridges and avoiding collisions on the tree-

lined roadway. The player uses a joystick

as throttle, brake and steering device to

race his car around one of four courses.

Both games are designed for use with

the Atari Video Computer System and the

Sears Tele-Game Video Arcade. They retail

for $31.95 each and were scheduled for

delivery in March.
Activision, Inc., 3255-2 Scott Blvd., Santa

Clara, CA 95051. (408)727-7770.
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Imagic

Imagic, the newest producer of cartridges

for the Atari VCS and Intellivision, made
its debut with three game cartridges for

the Atari system.

In Star Voyager, the player navigates a

space ship past flashing stars and galaxies.

Enemy ships fire and meteors crash into

the ship. With each hit, the energy in the

ship drops and the player must search for

refueling stations. Essentially, this is a scaled

down version of Star Raiders.

Demon Attack pits the player against

invasions of flying monsters. The attackers

appear in waves, each of which employs a
different attack strategy.

Trick Shotfrom Imagic.

Trick Shot is a billiard game which

combines three balls and a cue ball into 14

different game variations. It is a game that

requires either a great deal of practice or

considerably more information than we
had when we tried it.

Prices for Imagic games range from $25

to $35.

Imagic Corporation, 20665 Fourth St.,

Saratoga, CA 95070.
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Mattel

Mattel Electronics introduced its new
products at an interminable press con-

ference. They also announced that the

Intellivision keyboard unit is being test

marketed in New Orleans and Seattle—an
announcement that has an all-too-familiar

ring to it.

B-17 Bomber, a new voice cartridge for

the Intellivision.
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COLLEGE BOARD SAT* PREP SERIES
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-1

1

Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past exams and presents material on the
same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the SAT. Scoring is provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.
S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading Comprehension
Sentence Completion, and Mathematics Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance show a mean total increase of 70 points in students'
scofes -

Price $229.95
GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes 29 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading Comprehension,
Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams. Price $289 95

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a complete set of instructional

programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and assess achievement levels through pre and post testing.
The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a structured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.
This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer capability covering worksheet

generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.
Special editions available for California Proficiency Assesment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call for Prices.

Krell's M.I.T. Logo for Apple* $179.95
Complete 4 disk set includes Library Disk, 20 program Tutorial Disk, Alice In Logoland and 2 COPIES OF
M.I.T. LOGO FOR APPLE*

Odyssey In Time
This spectacular adventure game adds a
new dimension of excitement and complex-
ity to Time Traveler.

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal-

lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional

eras. Each game is different and may be in-

terrupted and saved at any point for later

play. S39.95

Time Traveler
The best of the adventure games. Confronts

the player with complex decision situations

and the demand for real time action. Using

the Time Machine, players face a challeng-

ing series of historical environments. To
succeed you must build alliances and
struggle with the ruling power. Each game
is unique. $24.95

Isaac Newton +
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable

educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine if new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" in question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.

F.G. Newton
Full Graphics Newton. This

version of Isaac Newton pre-

sents all data in graphic form.

Because data is graphic rather

than symbolic, this game is

suitable for very young child-

ren. Players may select diffi-

culty levels challenging to the

most skilled adults.

$49.95

•frn/fWTfr

&MICRO-DEUTSCH*
Micro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les-

sons, covering all material of an introductory

German course. Four test units also included.

Grammar lessons use substitution transformation

drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills.

Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit-

able for use with any high school or college text-

book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony

BrOOk. Available for Apple II and PET/CBM. (PET version

includes a special foreign language character chip.) Also

available soon: MICRO-FRANCAIS. MICR0-ESPAN01.
MICR0-IVRIT. MICRO-YIDDISH. MICRO-CHINESE. MICRO-

JAPANESE. $179.95

it NEW &
^Pythagoras and The Dragorrfr
Mathematics in a fantasy game context. Based

on The Sword of Zedek, Pythagoras and The
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to

the player. When called on for aid, Pythagoras

poses math questions, and depending on the

speed and accuracy of the player response, con-

fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an

ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of

Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity.

Depending on the level chosen, problems range

from arithmetic through plane geometry.

32K $39.95

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoft Tutor Series
Kretl Software Corp. has no official ties with the

College Entrance Examination Board or the

Educational Testing Service. Krrll is. however, a

supplier ofproducts to the E.T.S.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-HO. APPLE II. PET* ATARI

N.Y.S. rciidcntsaddulMlu.

Alt programs require 16K • TftS-80 programs require

LEVEL II BASIC • APPLE programs require Apple-

soft BASIC

'Trademark Apple Computer Corp.

"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139
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C.E.S., continu

While you are waiting for the keyboard
unit to be test marketed in your area, you
can jazz up your Intellivision with the

Inteilivoice Voice Synthesis Module. Syn-

thesized voices of excellent quality introduce

the games, cheer winners, warn of danger
and offer strategic assistance.

Game cartridges which will make use of

the synthesized voices are Space Spartans,

B-17 Bomber and Bomb Squad.
In Space Spartans, warlike enemies attack

the player's spaceship, and he must hold
off the alien warriors as long as possible.

In B-17 Bomber, the player must fly the

plane to a selected site, bomb the target

and return safely to his take-off point.

Bomb Squad requires the player to break
a numerical code, which has been pro-

grammed by terrorists, and defuse a time
bomb.
Other new game cartridges for the

Intellivision include Star Strike, Space
Hawks, Advanced Dungeons and Dragons,

Utopia, Reversi, Night Stalker, Sub Hunt,
and Frog Bog. One cartridge which has
yet to be named plays a selection of favorite

card games, another is a video pinball

game and two others are based on a concept

from the new Disney movie "Tron."

Mattel also announced a hand held diet

computer, the Diet Trac Personal Computer
System which stores information and tracks

nutritional intake from the six basic food
categories as well as five nutritional groups.

Dieters may follow the built-in "food
exchange" diet plan or design individual

programs.

Synsonics Drumsfrom Mattel
Electronics.

Another new Mattel product should find

itself high on the shopping lists of parents

whose children reside with an ex-spouse.

Synsonics Drums features four drum pads
(snare, torn torn 1 , torn torn 2, and cymbal)
with bass, accent and tempo control.

Settings include automatic drum roll at

varying speeds, record and playback, and
pitch control. The microprocessor con-
trolled unit connects to a home stereo or
instrument amplifier, and can be used to

compose music, practice drum skills or

"entertain friends."

Mattel Electronics, 5 1 SO Rosecrans Ave .

,

Hawthorne, CA 90250. (213)978-5150.
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Magnavox
Magnavox dramatized their slogan, "You

can feel like a million bucks playing The
Great Wall Street Fortune Hunt," with a

heavily-guarded display of one million

dollars in silver dollars and poker chips.

The latest in the Master Strategy Series

for the Odyssey 2 video game challenges

players to anticipate market fluctuations

in order to take full advantage of the buying

and selling opportunities offered in the

game.

The Great Wall Street Fortune Hunt, a

new game for the Odyssey2.

The Great Wall Street Fortune Hunt
can be played as a solitaire game, by two
people playing against each other, or by

teams of two or more people representing

investment syndicates. The game, which
features four levels of play, is priced at

$49.95.

Keyboard Creations, also for the

Odyssey 2, uses the Odyssey 49-character

keyboard to turn TV screens into message
centers or bulletin boards, and can be

used as a character generator for titling

home VCR tapes. Another mode creates

word and number games. Suggested retail

price for the cartridge is $22.95.

N.A.P. Consumer Electronics, Interstate

40 and Straw Plains Pike, Knoxville, TN
37914.
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Video Technology Ltd.

Creativision from Video Technology Ltd.,

another new entry in the videogame market,

features rectangular game controllers with

built-in joysticks and membrane keyboard
panels. The two controllers fit end-to-end

in a track on the console to create a full

qwerty keyboard. The console sells for

about $200.

Twelve game cartridges, including ver-

sions of most of the current favorites, are

listed as being available, but no price was
given.

The Creativision Home Computer System
is apparently an expanded version of the

game unit. It featuresa 6502 microprocessor,
16K of dynamic RAM expandable to 64K,
Video Tech Basic in a ROM cartridge and
cassette interface. Again, no price was
available.

Video Technology Ltd., 4th Floor, Flat

F,G,H Freder Centre, 68 Sung Wong Toi

Rd., Tokwawan, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

HANDHELD QAMIS
AND MISCELLANEOUS

General Consumer Electronics Corporation

Combining electronic fun and function,

General Consumer Electronics Corporation

introduced four additions to its line of

game calculators and watches.

The quartz wristwatches tell the time

and date, but also offer an LCD field on
which to play four different games. Arcade
Time features football, basketball and
soccer.

Space-N-Counter with Phaser Fight,

Meteorox and Star Sweep, and Chase-N-

Counter with Treasure Quest, Eat-N-Run
and Double Cross are full function calcula-

tors with built-in game fields. Both have
memory, floating point decimal, percent

key and a continuous time readout. All

four products carry suggested retail prices

under $40.

Chase-N-Counter game calculator from
General ConsumerElectronics Products.

General Consumer Electronics Corp.,

233 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica,CA 90401

.

(213)394-9667.
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Tiger Electronics

Variations on the same theme are the

LCD Watch Games from Tiger Electronics.

These, however, are pocket watches, each

of which offers two variations on a single

game: Dragon, Caveman, King Kong or

Space Fight.

Tiger has also announced four new
modules of their K-2-8 children's computer.

These include Talking Clock, Introduction

/T
QUARTZ
GAMC
CLOCK

* bo

Dragon LCD watch gamefrom Tiger

Electronics.
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Tired Of your
GENERAL LEDGER?
VERSA-
LEDGER
« mm n

• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

] , doo w »®b gSGWiniB • mm 00 • O.M.m \mmmm @« soDosiFinnias

mm • mm

HCW IT HCCB
VERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just
enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business
grows, you may add more details to your transactions .... account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-
sonal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER prints checks. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information
forever (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a
general ledger. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY
(300 checks per month on single density 5V4" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I)
(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

\^ ~ INTRODUCTORY PRICE
$99.95

VERSALEDGER HAS REEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

•CQMPJTRQNICS
*•* •+ mm *

SO N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

*\ HOUR
S3 24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY STATE)

(800) 431-2818* ADD $3 00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
« ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA • MEXICO "• ALL PRICES A SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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.S., continued

to Computer Programming, Beginning
Algebra and Grammar I.

For pre-school children, five new Picture

Book Module Packs have been added to

the Talking Picture Book for two- to six-

year old children.

Tiger Electronic Toys, Inc., 909 Orchard,
Mundelein, IL 60060. (312)949-8100.
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Western Publishing

Also aimed at pre-school children is

Connectron from Western Publishing. The
device, designed for three- to eight-year

olds, consists of a series of word and picture

books and a wand connected to a micro-

processor.

The Connectron bar code reader/story

book from Western Publishing.

The words in the books are underlined
with bar codes, and when the wand is

passed over the codes, a voice repeats the

word. Approximately 1000 words are stored

in five ROMs.
The unit is scheduled for delivery during

the second half of 1982, and will carry a

retail price in the $60 to $80 range.

Western Publishing Company, Inc.,

Racine, WI.
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SciSys

SciSys Computer introduced Travel

Sensor Chess, which measures 7.25" x 4.5"

x 1 .4". It features an Integral Sensorboard
with red LEDs running parallel to the

chessboard. The sensorboard automatically

enters all moves as the pieces are advanced,

and the LEDs indicate the coordinates of

the computer's next move.

'i :i Ij :ana
a a

i m a
i i i i

i i i i

The game otters eigh

sells for under $50.

SciSys Computer Inc., One World Trade
Center, Suite 86097, New York, NY 10048.
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Coleco
While other companies flirt with the

copyright/licensing problems associated

with arcade game copies with sound-alike

names and slightly modified screen displays.

Coleco has taken the direct approach and
formed alliances with some of the arcade

game manufacturers.

Hand held versions of Frogger, Donkey
Kong, Berzerk, Pac-Man and Galaxian are

approximately 8" x 8" x 6" and feature

hooded displays like those of their big

brothers and sisters. All play three games,
have joystick controls and record a best

score. All but Galaxian have two skill levels.

Pac-Man and Galaxian were scheduled
for delivery in the first quarter of 1982; the

others will be available during the third

quarter.

Coleco also announced a new line of

cartridges of the Atari VCS and Iniellivision.

These, too, are licensed versions of the

popular arcade games, and will be delivered

during the third quarter of 1982.

Coleco Industries, Inc., 945 Asylum Ave.,

Hartford, CT 06105. (203)2780280.
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Sony
Sony Consumer Products Company intro-

duced the SL-2500, a compact Betamax
videocassette recorder which measures IT'

x 13 3/8" x 3 1/8". It features front loading,

high-speed picture search, multi-speed bi-

directional playback, electronic indexing

for random access to as many as nine

selectable positions, and a two-week timer.

Suggested retail price is $1500.

Travel Sensor Chessfrom SciSys.

The compact Sony SL-2500Betamax video

cassette recorder.

Sony also announced the portable PCM-
Fl digital audio processor, a device that

enables a video cassette recorder to record

and play digital audio cassettes. It works
with any NTSC-standard videocassette

recorder— U-Matic, Beta orVHS— but was
designed specifically for use with the Sony
SL-2000 BetaPak. The PCM-F1 will be

available in the spring of 1982 at a suggested

retail price of $1900.

The Sony portable PCM-FI digital audio
processor.

Sony Consumer Products Company, 9
West 57th St., New York, NY 10019.

(212)371-5800.
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Toshiba
A prototype of the Toshiba XR-81 digital

audio disc player was on display for the

first time in the U.S. The device uses a

laser beam to "read" audio signals off the

surface of a 4 1/2" disc. The detected
signal is then processed through a converter

to recover the information and transform

it into music.

The Toshiba XR-81 digital audio disk

player.

Toshiba America Inc., Consumer Elec-

tronics Division, 82 Totowa Rd., Wayne.
NJ 07470.
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Right to Tape
One group which has a problem rather

than a product as its raison d'etre was the

Right to Tape Committee. It is their position

that "the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

decision of October 19, 1981, with regard

to the use of private video tape recorders

for recording TV programs off-the-air, not

only threatens serious harm to an important

growing industry, but also represents an

unjustified invasion of privacy never envi-

sioned in the Copyright Act on which the

Court decision is based."

Their primary argument is that people

who tape TV programs do so not to make
a permanent library copy of the program,

but to make a temporary copy that can be

viewed at a more convenient time and
then erased. They claim that this practice

leads to larger audiences for programs,

which enables copyright holders to "strike

a better financial deal" for their artistic

and creative product.

For more information contact Gary
Shapiro, 1201 Pennsylvania Ave., 4th Fl..

Washington, D.C. 20004, (202)626-672l.D
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER
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SOFTWARE
|
FOR TRS-80 "

OWNERS CQIYIPLITFMICSJ
MONTHLY

NEWSMAGAZINE
FOR TRS-80 •

OWNERS

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I, II & III

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS
GAMBLING • GAMES
EDUCATION

• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNERS CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

NOW IN OUR 4th YEAR
PROGRAMS AND ARTICI IS PI Til ISHI I) IN HI CI M ISSUI S
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING.

• FINCALC A COMPLETE FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE
• INFORMATION SYSTEM REVIEW
• STATISTICAL COMBINATIONS
• PASCALS TRIANOl I

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGI FOR BEGINNERS
• DISK 111

• MOD III REVIEW
• KEYBOARD ITiUNDi R AND 1 KJHT1NG EXPLAINI D
• DOS COMMANDS IN I I VI I II

• PROBABILITY CURV1 GENERATOR
• CALCUI ATOR SIMUI ALIGNS
• THE MEGABYTE GAP
• STOCKS AND BONDS
• BUDGET ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOMI i

• NEWDOS 80 REVIEW
• DUTCHING rHE HORSE SYSTEM IHATCAN'I LOSE
• A SIMll AILDOOI I GAME
• ONTINUOUS I OHM SOURCI S

• I AX SAVER REVIEW
AND MORI-

f«S*i

•»»»»»»»«**»«*»^»»^»^»»»»»»-»»a»»^

. >n^^L FIN"^^ o-TlO^ Lf>.*«V.J»^.{In:huh£J A Complete Financial Analysis Package Used

»,§C^ To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal
S^ o^ . And Effective Rates, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,

«^>N^ Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,™
Amortization Schedule and More

SEND FOR OUR NEW 64 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LIS I IN( iS ( >F HUNDREDS OF TRS 80" PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE) $2 00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE

* All programs are supplied on cassette (add S3 (or Diskette Version add $5 for modified Mod-ll Version)

iCQMRJTRQNICS
*A*TV^K4A-rcAt. <V*^

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION S24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE S 4

START MS' SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE

(=1 July 1978 •« 12 June 1979 • »24 July 1980 • =30 January 19811

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAI

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

S1GNATURE

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

NEW!!!
MOD II NEWSLETTER
$1 8/year (.or *» l««ueQ

rx* HOUR /A*24 ORDER /^p
LINE ^

% (914) 425-1535

_EXP DATE.

NAMI

ADDRESS _CITY_ _STATE _ ZIP.
*** ADD $12 YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO) - ADD $24 YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OF U.S.A.. CANADA & MEXICO •*«
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Through the Fog
+ *

Upon embarking from a jammed TWA
flight. Betsy and I were greeted by a British

Rail strike. This made getting to Birmingham
a less-than-wonderful experience. A week
of fog and drizzle did nothing for our outlook
or health, but we had come to see com-
puters, not the countryside.

Which Computer? That was the name
of the show that we were attending at the

National Exposition Centre. Principally a

trade show, it most closely resembled the

Comdex show here in the States. Although
the main focus was business applications

of small computers with exhibitors such as

DEC and Data General, it had much of

interest to personal computer enthusiasts.

The Japanese manufacturers frequently

use Britain as a test market for new products

before introducing them in the United
States. Although some of these machines
never reach our shores, it is still interesting

and informative to see what the Japanese
have in store for the English-speaking

world.

Also. Britain is considerably ahead of

the United States in implementing systems

for broadcasting material from computer-
ized data banks. Viewdata and Prestel have
been in widespread operation for some
time and now many manufacturers are

marketing low-cost terminals for utilizing

these data banks.
Furthermore, Britain has made a strong

commitment to extend computer literacy

to every person in the country. They feel,

rightly so, that computers are the wave of

the future and that every citizen ought to

be able to take advantage of their potential.

Thus, the government is supporting educa-
tional computer programs in schools by
picking up 50 percent of the cost of the
hardware as well as sponsoring a twice-

weekly program on BBC television.

The BBC Microcomputer System

The BBC system consists of two models,
both of which can use a standard TV set

or monitor as a display, a Teletext receiver,

a Prestel option, and optional disk system
and peripherals.

The standard model is based on a 2M Hz
6505 mpu with 16K of RAM and 32K of

ROM; the ROM includes a 16K Basic and
15K operating system. The system has eight

different display modes including a text

mode, 40 x 25 characters mode and a 320 x

256 high resolution graphics mode. It can
display up to eight colors.

The system has interfaces for cassette.

TV set and video monitor. Disk and
communications interfaces are optional.

The enhanced model has an enhanced
display mode giving 80 x 25 characters

and 640 x 256 high resolution graphics,

32K RAM. A-D interfaces, Centronics
printer interface, and RS423 interface.

The BBC Basic specification is fairly

standard, i.e., close to Microsoft. Extensions

include long variable names, integer variable

types and extensive string operations ( largely

using Microsoft syntax). Attention has been
paid to the emphasis on program structure

(a la Pascal), and BBC Basic supports

IF...THEN...ELSE. REPEAT...UNTIL, and
multi-line named functions and procedures

with local variable declarations. Assembly
language routines can be written into a

Basic program and high resolution color

graphics are well supported.

It is rumored that once Acorn irons out

a few manufacturing wrinkles, they plan

to offer the machine in the United States.

Don't look for this any time soon since

demand is exceptionally strong in Britain

and production has not yet caught up. It is

also rumored that other British manu-
facturers, notably Sinclair, will be bringing

out their own versions of the BBC machine
but for now these are just rumors.

There are currently ten half-hour courses

in the television series which started airing

in January 1982. In addition, the National

Extension College is providing a 30-hour

introductory course in Basic programming
for home use.
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The Most Versatile and Creative Music
Peripheral or Instrument You Can Own

PASSPORT
DESIGNS mc

COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEMS
The Soundchaser Gives

Apple Owners A Chance
To Become Musicians—
And Musicians A Reason

To Buy Apples

Your Apple Can Bo the Heart of a Sophisti-

cated Sound Studio

Would you like real music and total control?

The Soundchaser Computer Music System
coupled with an Apple computer produces
dazzling results. While a studio synthesizer
can cost as much as a small house. Sound-
chaser gives you a polyphonic synthesizer
and multibank sequencer, with features found
on most professional systems, for about the
same cost as twenty hours of studio time.

The system represents a new generation in

music, combining computer and synthesizer

hardware under the control of sophisticated

software. Add a human at the keyboard and
you've got a dynamite package.
The keyboard is exceptional. It is a pro-

fessional, four-octave, 49-note unit housed
in a handsome wood cabinet. It looks as
good as it sounds. Just as important, it feels

right. Installation is simple: the keyboard
interface plugs into peripheral slot seven in

the Apple. No special wiring or chip changes
are required. As soon as you insert the card,

the keyboard is ready to talk to the Apple.
Add a synthesizer, and you can play live,

laydown a sequence, or playovera recorded
sequence.

Outstanding Synthesizer Hardware
The Soundchaser Voice Card is a com-

puter controlled, full-feature, dynamic syn-
thesizer. Each card provides three voices.
A two-card system with a total of six voices
is recommeded, but we don't lock you into

one product line. Soundchaser can sing
just as well with other synthesizers, most
notably the Mountain Music System. This
board is highly regarded by Passport Designs
and by pairing the sixteen channels, they
allow the Soundchaser system to produce
eight full-bodied voices.

The Software Side of the Story
A system that's hard to use is less than

worthless. You want to concentrate on music,
not programming. Soundchaser helps you
out with intelligent and flexible menu-driven
software. A highlight of the software is the
Editor. With the aid of graphically displayed
envelopes, slides, and switches, you can
create a wide range of instrument sounds.
Envelopes and oscillator waveforms are
drawn right on the screen. There is no better
aid for experimentation than this.

Once you create an instrument sound,
it's onto the Sequencer. Here, you can record
a sequence of notes, storing them in memory.
Later, the sequence can be played back,
using a new instrument sound if desired.
You can sit back and listen, or play live over
the sequence. Instruments and sequences
can easily be saved to disk and retrieved,
all under program control.

Added Support
Passport Designs has already produced

a full series of support software to augment
Soundchaser. The Notewriter displays your
music in standard notation on the hi-res

screen, right as you play. It lets you easily
write your own lead sheets and fake books.
There is no simpler way to produce sheet
music, and you can obtain hard copy using
virtually any graphics printer. With the
Notewriter, you can compose, arrange.and
transcribe without having the drudge work
get in the way of your creativity.

The Musictutor transforms Soundchaser
into a challenging educational tool. The
software includes programmed courses in

ear training, music theory, and harmony. It

can be used both by teachers and by
individuals who want to sharpen their musical
skills (curriculum outline is available upon
request).

The software will continue to grow, so
Soundchaser will never grow obsolete. For
those with the interest and desire, the manual
includes instructions for accessing the
keyboard from user programs.

Soundchaser Packages

Soundchaser with Dual 3-Voice Synthesizer
Boards

(Six Voices) $1350.00

Soundchaser with Mountain Music System
Boards
(Eight Voices) $1045.00

$50.00
$150.00

Notewriter (1 Disk)

Musictutor (4 Disks)

Soundchaser Keyboard and Interface without
Synthesizers $650.00

System Requirements
Apple II or Apple II Plus. 48K. Disk Drive.

Paddles, Monitor or Television with RF
Modulator (black and white or color), and
printer (only required for making hard copy
from Notewriter).

Write for free brochure. Dealer inquires
invited. To order your system send payment*
and shipping charged indicated to Creative
Computing, Dept. C025A, One Park Avenue.
New York, NY. 10016. Orders may also be
charged to your Visa, MasterCard or Ameri-
can Express account—by mail include credit

card name, number and expiration date, or
if you prefer, use our 24 hour toll-free number.
800-631-81 1 2. In NJ only 201-540-0445.
Your system is fully backed by a 90-day

manufacturer warranty and a complete
money back guarantee of satisfaction from
Peripherals Plus (trial period is 30 days).

Package # 1 or 2 $ 1 0.00
Software (independently) $2.00
Soundchaser (independently) $6.00

N J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Peripherals Plus
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Through Fog, continued.

NcwBrain by Grundy Business Systems
The NewBrain is an amazingly compact

computer measuring just 7x10x2 inches.

It is based on a Z80A mpu and has 24k of
ROM and 32K of RAM. It has a calculator-

type keyboard, i.e., short movement keys,

but in a standard QWERTY layout. It

drives a standard TV set or monitor and
provides a display of 24 lines of either 40
or 80 characters. Text may be mixed with

high resolution graphics of up to 240 x 256
or 240 x 512 pixels.

A 1200 baud cassette interface is built

in along with a serial printer interface and
communications interface. Other interfaces

are available as options.

NewBrain software includes a screen

editor, Basic compiler, high-speed floating

point math package and, of course, an
operating system. An extension of ANSI
standard Basic, it includes unlimited length

string handling, program chaining, external

call capability, and DMA handling.

First availability is April 1982. Prices

start at about $400 although the unit is not

expected to be immediately available in

the U.S. For more information, contact

Grundy Business Systems Ltd., Science
Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4BH,
England.

Sharp Electronics

We continue to be surprised that Sharp
has not introduced the MZ80K computer
in the United States. Sharp recently
announced production of the 100,000th
unit and it is one of the most popular
computers in Britain.

The latest member of the MZ family is

the MZ80B, a high-end system with 64K
RAM, 2K video RAM to store a switchable

40- or 80-character x 25-line text display,

two 8K graphics RAMs which indepen-
dently map the screen using 320 x 200
pixels.

The unit has provision to install twin

double density, double-sided floppy disk

drives with 560K bytes per unit. Also,

Sharpsoft Ltd., the British distributor, is

offering two Winchester disk systems
offering 6M bytes and 12M bytes respec-

tively. The disk is configured as a CP/M
device to enhance compatability with

existing software.

A MZ80B system with 64K RAM, single

disk drive and printer costs about 54600.

NEC PC8000B Series

The PC8000B Series is an update of the

PC8001 {Creative Computing, Sept. 1981,

pp 65-66). The computer is based on the

NEC equivalent to the Z80A mpu and
comes with 32K of RAM and 24K ROM
containing N-Basic and a screen editor.

The full-size keyboard has a numeric pad
and four programmable function keys.

Eight-color graphics are available in 160 x

100 pixel resolution.

N-Basic is based on Microsoft Basic but

it incorporates many additional graphics

commands. A very nice feature while in

text mode is the ability to define a scroll

area less than the full screen as well as

four character per line specs (36, 40, 72
and 80).

Integrex CX80 Color Matrix Printer

At last! A low-cost, 7-color, easy-to-use

printer for small computers. Actually, seven
colors isn't quite accurate. The CX80 ribbon

has three lengthwise color stripes which
can be combined into the seven print colors

by overstriking. A microprocessor built

into the CX80 translates the color specifica-

tions from the computer into the correct

combinations for the printer.

The character ROM contains 96 ASCII
(5x7 format) and 64 PET graphics char-

acters (6x7 format); 15 characters are

user programmable. All characters may
be printed double width (elongated) and/or
reversed (white character, color back-
ground).

The printer uses a standard Centronics-
type interface. However, Apple owners
will be delighted to note that an Apple
dump card is available which will transfer

the color screen directly to the printer

with no further programming.
We are trying to track down pricing and

U.S. availability information. Keep tuned.

VIC 20 Expansion Unit from Arfon Micro
The VlC 20 Expansion Unit is an alumi-

num shell into which the Commodore VIC
20 fits. It replaces the VIC power supply

with a heavy-duty unit and provides a

motherboard with seven peripheral slots.

The cover of the unit provides a base for a

TV set.

For people who have purchased 3K
memory packs for their VICs and wonder
how they can add anything else, this unit

may be just the thing.

Arfon also offers add-on memory packs
and a speech synthesis unit for the VIC.
For more information, contact Arfon Micro,

Cibyn Industrial Estate, Caernarfon,
Gwynedd, Wales.
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The Logo Language is Here
It's the Learning Language

TO SQUIRAL rflNGLE DISTANCE
IF tDISTflNCE > 200 THEN STOP
FORWARD DISTANCE
RIGHT :flNGLE

SQUIRAL rflNGLE DISTANCE 3

END

Terrapin, the Turtle Company, brings yon
Terrapin Logo Language for the Apple II

Turtle graphics, now ready for imi

delivery.

The Terrapin Logo languag- nts

and teachers at every level. It was carefully

designed by professional educators and
:cial intelligence researchers

structured, logical thinking. It encourages
exploration and experimentation, helping

students to take an active role in the learning

process. The language is so easy to use that it

quickly overcomes fear of the computer. Simple
graphics commands make using the computer
fun and exciting for young children.

But it doesn't stop there. Children won't

outgrow the Terrapin Logo language. It grows
with them. The Logo language includes many
features common to artificial intelligence

research languages permitting programs of

great power to be written quickly and ea:

Writing comparable programs in other

languages is usually much more difficult and
time consuming.
The Terrapin Logo language was developed

by the Artificial Intelligence lab at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. T
is now authorized by MIT to distribute

results of its 12 years of research to you. To
provide quality support for the language,

SOUIRPL 123 1 \ I

Terra]

two authors

fo langu 'IT.

Dr. Wall
|

Ian.: Dr. Sylvia Woir, Dr. '.

and Dr. Paul G
involved with the Logo t

think

that they have just j< i

>nal Directors.

Lvery copy of the Terrapin Logo language
os with complete docun:

language, a 481 I with a 16K RAM card
or a language cai

red.

ipin alf

following books: Turtle Geom< ^cial

& the ( -om
ks.

Suggested retai :' 149.95

To order or :

Terrapin, Inc.

678 Massachusetts /

MA 02139
(617) 492-8816
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Peripherals Plus Extension UnitsN
Improve Your Apple II

EZ Port
E Z Port extends the game I/O port to the

outside of your Apple II so that you don t

have to open the computer when switching
from paddles to joystick. VersaWriter. etc
E Z Port goes beyond just extending the

I/O. We utilize ZIP(Zero Insertion Pressure)
sockets With ZIP sockets, you plug in a 16
pin DIP plug and throw a small switch which
engages the connections within the socket
No stress is exerted on the 1 6 pin connector
until the switch is thrown
Ordinary DIP sockets are not designed to

be used over and over— eventually they
won t make contact Also repeatedly stressing

a 16 pin connector will cause pins to snap
off So. E Z Port will not only outlast other
I/O extenders, your paddles. VersaWriter
and joysticks will last longer too!

Installation is easy Plug E Z Port s cable
into the game I/O. run the 24 cable to the
outside of the computer, then peel the
protective paper from the special adhesive
strip and attach E Z Port to the side of your
Apple II. Now making I/O changes will be
quick, easy and safe 1

Only $24 95. Ordering information
below

Select A Port
Like the EZ Port, the Select A Port extends

the game I/O port to the outside of your
Apple II. However, the Select A Port also
allows you to permanently plug in up to four
peripherals simultaneously It consists of

five switchable I/O ports The first socket
directly parallels the game socket in the
Apple It can be utilized for sensitive devices
for which diode isolation would interfere

(There is a switch provided for future ex-
pansion and this socket will override the
other four). It is mounted in a 6 x 2 3/4 x

1/2 sturdy high impact plastic case You
simply switch on the peripheral to be used
(joysticks, paddles. VersaWriter. etc ) and
you are ready— no plugging or unplugging
of delicate 16 pin connectors You save
wear and tear on your peripherals, your
Apple II. and your nerves

Dual Joysticks

With the Select A Port ydu can also use
two joysticks simultaneously The Apple II

has the capability to read more than just

two game controllers (paddles) The second
I/O potion the Select A Port is cross wired
so that it can be reversed and will read
Paddles 2 and 3 Just plug another joystick

into any of the remaining three ports and
enjoy dual joystick operation. Dual joysticks

and no more hassles with connectors. Only
$5995.
Send payment* indicated plus $2 00 per

order postage and handling to Creative
Computing. Department C0628. One Park
Avenue. Room 458. New York. NY 10016
Orders may also be charged to your Visa.

MasterCard or American Express account—
by mail include credit card name, number
and expiration date, or if you prefer, use
our 24-hour toll free number. 800-63 1-8112.
In N J only 201-540-0445

'N.J residents add 5% sales tax.

Through Fog, continued...

Arcade and Amusement Games Show
We were fortunate that the National

Exposition Centre which housed the Which
Computer? Show also was hosting the

Amusement Games Show the same week.
Hence, we were able to get a firsthand

look at the new coin-op games that will be
coming out in 1982.

One of the hits of the show was Dribbling,

a two-player soccer game from Model
Racing, an Italian design firm. Model Racing
also introduced Thunderbird. a variation

of Falcons, and Scramble, a Defenders-
type game with many extensions and varia-

tions.

New slot machines are electronically

operated. This one demonstrated how
different payoffs can be set by the

operator.

Konami. a Japanese company, introduced

three new games with rather different

concepts of play. Guttang Gottong is a
game in which you guide a train around a
maze of track trying to reverse the color

pattern as well as get the Crazy Trains to

crash into one another. Amidar calls for

good logic as you try to surround blocks
on an uneven grid while avoiding the mean
little Amidars. Tutankham is a treasure
hunt game.

Universal introduced two new games
which we predict will be big winners: Snap
Jack and Lady hug. In Snap Jack the player

uses a joystick to control a car on stilts

travelling from left to right. The car must
eat fuel dots while avoiding various hazards
such as rockets, birds, open bridges, wolves,

etc. Lady bug is a Pac-Man variation with a
major change; in particular, portions of

the maze rotate and can be used as barriers

80

MicroCasino is an electronic betting

machine which can be set up to play five

different card games.

to the predatory insects chasing the ladybug.

Both of these games use spectacular color
graphics and sound to good advantage.

Other big news at the show was the

proliferation of cartridge-type coin-op
machines. The front panel generally has a
joystick and two or four buttons. Each
game cartridge comes with overlays for

the controls and sign panels for the machine
so it can be changed in a matter of minutes
to a completely new game. Rip-offs of all

the popular coin-op games are available in

cartridge form at a fraction of the cost of a
new game.

We're in the process of editing a book.
The Creative Computing Guide to Video
Arcade Games, to be published by Pocket
Books in a month or so. Look for it on
your favorite paperback rack.
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Electronic slot machines have no pull levers

but rather have an array ofbuttons which
allegedly allow the player to "nudge the

wheels.

Be sure to vote for

your favorite software
packages. See page 216.
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THE $595
SMART TERMINAL

The Heath 19 Smart Video Terminal gives you all the
important professional features you want in a ter-

minal, all for under $600.* You get the flexibility you
need for high-speed data entry, editing, inquiry and
transaction processing. It's designed to be the back-
bone of your system with heavy-duty features that

withstand the rigors of daily use.

Standard RS-232C interfacing makes the 19 com-
patible with DEC VT-52 and most computer systems.
And with the 19, you get the friendly advice and
expert service that makes Heath/Zenith a strong

partner for you.

Sold through Heathkit Electronic Centers* nationwide
(see your white pages for locations). Stop in today
for a demonstration of the Heath 19 Smart Video Termi-
nal. If you can't get to a store, send for the latest

Heathkit® Catalog. Write Heath Co., Dept. 355-894.
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

Completely ad-

dressable blinking

cursor lets you
edit anywhere on
screen.

Reverse video by
character lets you
emphasize words,

phrases or paragraphs.

High resolution CRT
gives you sharp, easy-
to-read image, reduces
eye-strain.

Complete ASCII
character set includ

ing upper case,

lower case with

descenders, and
special graphic

symbols.

80 character by 24
line format, plus 25th

line for operator mes-
sages and prompts.

Professional

quality keyboard,

standard type-

writer layout, 72
keys, including

12 special function

keys.

Z-80 microprocessor-
control makes the 19
capable of multitude of

high-speed functions.

It's the only terminal

with ROM source code
readily available.

Insert and delete

character or line plus

erase to end of line

and end of screen
make the 19 ideal

for sophisticated

editors like WORD-
STAR.

Cursor and
special functions

are accessible

by keyboard or

computer, using

either DEC VT-52
or ANSI Standard
protocols.

Keypad in

calculator format

permits fast,

easy entry of

numeric data.

'In kit form. FOB Benton Harbor. Ml. Also available the completely assembled Zenith Z-19
at $895. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

'Heath Company and ventechnology Electronics

Corporation are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Zenith
Radio Corporation. The Heathkit Electronic Centers
are operated by ventechnology Electronics Corporation.

CP-202C



Apple Logo
* •

has arrived
• *

«• »

• •

The sophisticated yet simple to use language

you have been reading about

is now available for your Apple ll\

Contact your Apple dealer today.

222 Brunswick Blvd.

Pointe Claire, Que.

Canada

(514)694-2885

WW
computer *-<

systems inc. 989 Avenue of the Americas

New York, N.Y. *

U.S.A.

(212) 564-6020

"Registered Trademark. Apple Computer Inc
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Logo Ideas ^
Robert Lawler

Make It Your Own
A six year old was introduced to the INSPI procedure

below. When she saw it executed with these variable values.

| INSPI 100 1 1, she declared that it looked like a "seahorse" and
asked if she could have a seahorse procedure of her own. (I

coded for her the equivalent SEAHORSE procedure.) Her
"SEAHORSE" procedure was one she explored with considerable

interest and satisfaction for several days, delighting in the

pretty designs she discovered:

Seahorse 7

>
%/

Seahorse 1

TO INSPI :DISTANCE :ANGLE :CHANGE
1: FORWARD :DISTANCE
2: RIGHT :ANGLE
3: MAKE "ANGLE (:ANGLE + :CHANGE)
4: GO "1

TO SEAHORSE :CHANGE
1 : MAKE "ANGLE
2: FORWARD 10

3: RIGHT :ANGLE
4: MAKE "ANGLE (:ANGLE + :CHANGE)
5: GO "2

It was important to this child to make the procedure her own
because it put limits on how much complexity she had to cope
with. She didn't have to worry about other people's procedures

or how they related to hers. She created her own little world

where she was free to explore and develop her own ideas.

Making things your own limits the problems you face at one
time. It also serves to make you more independent. You can
use your own procedure whatever way you want. You can
become as certain as you need to be about how your procedure
behaves. You can change your procedure without doing
something unexpected to anybody else. But greater independence
has its problems. You may get frustrated when your procedure
doesn't work the way you think it should; you may have a
harder time explaining your own procedure to somebody
when you ask them for help. Even if you begin Logo by
copying others' procedures and changing them to be exactly

what you want them to be. you will soon go from changing
other people's procedures to making your own procedures
from scratch.

Robert Lawler. Ph.D.. Associate Director. Loko. P.O. Box 1551, Ansonia
Station. New York. NY 1002.1.

Can I Make Logo Commands?
Any procedure you write is a new Logo command. In this

first sense, the answer is "yes" and obviously so. On the other
hand, if you write a procedure whose only function is to print

"FOO", that would clearly be of a different stature from the
Logo primitives, such as RIGHT and FORWARD, mainly
because it won't do much for you. Do you need more "Logo
commands?" Do you have enough experience to know what
you need? Hardly anybody can answer "yes" very positively to

such difficult questions as these. The way to find out if you
need more Logo commands is to look at what you do and the

procedures you've coded. Ask yourself: are there sequences
of repeated instructions in procedure after procedure? Are
there tests of data conditions applied time after time? There
probably are. Here is an example of a command you might find

a valuable addition to Logo:
PURPOSE: when programming with lists, most frequently

iteration is terminated by testing a data condition: for example,
the list is empty so no more processing can be performed on its

members. It would be useful to have a predicate which directly

reports whether a list is empty or not. Such a one could be
encoded this way:

TO EMPTY? :LIST

IF :LIST =|| OUTPUT "TRUE
OUTPUT "FALSE
END

PURPOSE: when programming with lists, very often you
want to know if a specific item is a member of a list. The
MEMBER? predicate will answer that question.

TO MEMBER? :ITEM :LIST
IF EMPTY? :LIST OUTPUT "FALSE
IF :ITEM = FIRST :LIST OUTPUT "TRUE
OUTPUT MEMBER? :ITEM BUTFIRST :LIST

The gain in your programming from using such a new
command may appear a small one, and so it is. But small gains
add up to significant advances. Easy extensibility is a key
feature of the Logo language. Using that feature to simplify
your own coding will enable you to code more complex
procedures and understand them better.
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ELUTS
comnuTine

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
D «1 Adventureland (Cass) 19 95 NOW
D #2 Pirates Adv. (Cass) 19.95 NOW
a #3 Mission Imposs. (Cass) 19.95 NOW
a M Voodoo Castle (Cass) 19.95 NOW
D «5 The Count (Cass) 19.95 NOW
O *6 Strange Odyssey (Cass) 19.95 NOW
D »7 Mystery Fun House (Cass) 19.95 NOW
Q #8 Pyramid of Doom (Cass) 19.95 NOW
a #9 Ghost Town (Cass) 19.95 NOW
D »10 Savage Island I (Cass) 19.95 NOIV
D»ll Savage Island II (Cass) 19.95 NOIV
D*12 Golden Voyage (Cass) 19.95 NOW
D Adventures 1 12 Limited Gold Edition 100.00 NOW
O Lunar Lander (Disk) 19.95 NOIV
D Star Treck 3.5 (Disk) 24.95 NOIV
D Galactic Empire (Cass) 19.95 NOIV
D Galactic Trader (Cass) 19.95 NOW

* D Rear Guard (Cass) 19.95 NOW
O 3D Tic Tac Toe (Cass) 19.95 NOW
O Treasure Quest (Cass) 19.95 NOW

ARCADE PLUS
* D Ghost Hunter (Disk) 34.95 NOIV
* Ghost Hunter (Cass) 29.95 NOW
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

D Temple ol Apshai (Disk & Cass) 39.95 NOW
O Star Warrior (Disk & Cass) 39.95 NOIV
D Rescue at Rigel (Disk & Cass) 29.95 NOIV
D Date Stones of Ryn (Disk & Cass) 19.95 NOIV
D Crush, Crumble & Chomp (Disk & Cass) . 29 95 NOIV
D Invasion Orion (Disk & Cass) 24.95 NOIV

* D Ricochet (Disk & Cass) 19.95 NOW
* D Mouse Attack (Disk) 34.95 NOW
EDU-WARE

D Compu Read (Disk) 29.95 NOW
D Compu Math/Fractions (Disk) 39.95 NOW
O Compu Math/ Fractions (Cass) 29.95 NOW
O Compu Math/Decimals (Disk) 39.95 NOW
D Compu Mathy Decimals (Cass) 29.95 NOW

AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY (Min. Order 2)

Tanktics (Disk) 29.00 NOW
O Tanktics (Cass) 24.00 NOW
D B-l Nuclear Bomber (Cass) 15.00 NOW

Midway Campaign (Cass) 15.00 NOW
North Atlantic Convoy Raider (Cass) 15.00 NOW

D Nukewar (Cass) 15.00 NOW
D Conflict 2500 (Cass) 15.00 NOW
D Planet Miners (Cass) 15.00 NOW
a Lords of Karma (Cass) 20.00 NOW
a Empire of the Overmind (Cass) 30.00 NOW

DATA SOFT
D Atan Mailing Ust (Disk) 24.95 NOW

GEBELU
O Match Racers (Disk) 29.95 NOW

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

8750
1650
1950
16.50

16.50

1650
1650
1650

2850
2450

3350
3350
2450
1650
2450
1950
1650
2850

24.50

33.50

2450
3350
2450

2350
19.50

12.50

12.50

1250
12.50

12.50

1250
1650
2450

1950

2450

I

NOW 5050
NOW 12950
NOW 29.50

NOW 3850
NOW 42.50

NOW 3850
NOW 12.50

NOW 5150
NOW 5150
NOW 5150
NOW 25.50

NOW 5050
NOW 3850
NOW 1950
NOW 1950
NOW 1250
NOW 2550
NOW 2550
NOW 38.50

D BASIC (Cart) 59.95

D Work Processor (2 Disk 1 Cass) 149.95

D Basketball (Needs Joy Sticks) (Cart) 34.95

D Asteroids (Needs Joy Sticks) (Cart) 44.95

D Star Raiders (Needs Joy Sticks) (Cart) .... 49.95

Q Star Invaders (Needs Joy Sticks) (Cass) ... 44.95

D European Countries and Capitals (Cass) . .

.

14.95

D French (5 Cass) 59 95

Q German (5 Cass) 59.95

D Spanish (5 Cass) 59.95

D Telelink (Cart) 29.95

D Music Composer (Cart) 59.95

D Super Breakout (Needs Paddles) (Cart) . .

.

44.95

D Paddle Controller (Pair) 21.95

D Joy Stick Controller (Pair) 21.85

D States & Capitals (Cass) 14 95

D Programming 2 (2 Cass) 29 95

D Programming 3 (2 Cass) 29.95

D Centipede (Needs Joy Stick) (Cart) 44.95

SOFTWARE KITS
D The Entertainer 116.75 NOW 94.50

Kit Includes:

Missle Command (44.95)

Star Raiders (49 .95)

Joysticks Pair (21.85)

a The Educator 174.85 NOW 143.50

Kit Includes:

Atari 410 Program Recorder (99.95)

Atari Basic Cartridge (59.95)

States & Capitals (14.95)

D The Programmer 79.85 NOW 6350
Kit Includes:

Atan Basic Cartridge (59.95)

Atari Basic Reference Manual (10.95)

Atari Basic A Self Teaching Guide (8.95)

D The Communicator 449 85 NOW 381.50

Kit Includes:

Atari 830™ Acoustic Modem (199.95)

Atari 850" Interface Module (219.95)

Telelink" 1 Cartridge (29.95)

Telelink™ Manual Included with Cartridge

RAM
For ATARI

Get the most from your ATARI 400. Memory expansion

to a full 48K is now possible with our 48K Board. Expand

your ATARI 800 with our 38K Board.

48K Board $299. Now $279

32K Board $199. Now 179

ON LINE SYSTEMS
D Wizzard Princess (Disk) 32.95 NOW 27.50

D Jaw Breaker (Disk) 29.95 NOW 24.50

D Soft Porn Adventure (Disk) 29.95 NOW 24.50

The Next Step (Disk) 39.95 NOW 3350

K-BYTE
O KRazy Shootout (Cart) 49.95 NOW 4150

QUALITY SOFTWARE
D Star Base Hyperion (Disk) 22.95 NOW 1850

Star Base Hyperion (Cass) 19.95 NOW 1650
O Name That Song (Disk) 17.95 NOW 1450
D Name That Song (Cass) 14.95 NOW 1250
Q Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (Disk) 32.95 NOW 2750

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
The Shattered Alliance (Disk) 39.95 NOW 3350

SYNERGISTIC
D Warlock's Revenge (Disk) 35.00 NOW 2850

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
D Visicalc (Disk) 200.00 NOW 179.50

D Checker King (Cass) 9.98 NOW 8.50

Micro Chess (Cass) 9.98 NOW 8.50

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST
INCLUDE $2 00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING IF YOU PHONE
ORDER WE WILL CREDIT $1.00 FOR CALL CALIFORNIA
RESIDENTS ADD 6S SALES TAX ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM
STOCK WITHIN48HOURS WE ACCEPT MASTERCARDAND VISA
CODS ADD 1500 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE

STREET

riTV STATP 7IP

r.ARn • FXP riATF

uiMATiiaa

3515 BRYCE WAY, RIVERSIDE, CA 92506

PHONE ORDERS (714) 787-7002

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A Brief History ofThe Front Panel
Philip Hooper

Everyone knows that without programs

computers are useless, except perhaps as

sculpture or paperweights. Computers need

programs! Early computers used programs

that were stored outside of memory;
instructions were brought in, one at a

time, and executed. Fetching an instruction

might require more time than processing

it—much more time. However, once pro-

grammed the computer itself needed no
additional priming before it was ready for

work. It was like a hardwired interpreter,

patiently waiting for a line of source code
to process, and reprogramming was a very

tedious chore.

When John von Neumann* envisioned

a scheme with programs stored internally,

along with and virtually indistinguishable

^Historical Note: While von Neumann
generally gets the credit for the idea of

the stored program, veterans of the original

ENIAC project, and particularly Dr. John
Mauchly himself, have firmly stated that

Von Neumann got the ideas from them—
Ed.

Philip Hooper. Bo* 62. Northfield. VT 0566.1.

At any given time the
signals presented at the
pins constitute only a
small fraction of the
interesting signals
throbbing within

the chip.

from the data, a revolution was sparked.

The program, formerly embodied as a

paper-snake-tape gradually being devoured
by the mill, or as a plugboard crawling

with patchcords— truly a tray of worms—
became obsolete in that flash of genius
which spawned the stored program com-
puter. Suddenly it was even possible to

create programs which could modify them-
selves, a capability which opened the door
to undreamt of elegance, deviousness and
agony, in addition to inspiring some rather

imaginative fiction about self-programming

computers "taking over." At the same
time, the question "how do we get the

program in there in the first place?" as-

sumed critical importance.

Enter the front panel, to become as

essential for proper computer function as

a massive air conditioner and three-digit-

ampere power supply. This front panel

provided the cartoonists with an image
that guaranteed instant recognition. Oh,
yes, the whirling tape drives were
important, but far more arresting were
those rows of twinkling lights and little

switches, the very devices which let a

person "talk" with the machine and listen/

look to/at it.

Indeed, beyond the hard line of brute
soldering iron and on-off-reset switch, this

array of tiny red eyes and noses was the

main line of communication between the

two species: the one aging, biological,

transforming resources into garbage; the

other emerging, electronic, transforming

information into garbage. The lights showed
us what was in there, and the switches let

us change it. But it was tedious business,

toggling in data one bit at a time, and
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:ront Panel, contini

would never be suitable for loading any
program large enough to be useful.

Oooops! That is not quite true, for there

was one program, or rather class of pro-

grams, small and yet very useful indeed,

for once they had been loaded they pro-

ceeded to load in the large programs.

These programs, the bootstrap loaders,

provided the essential link through which

man could use an agonizingly slow input

procedure to load (eventually) a very large

program, quickly and with very little human
effort. Numerous analogies come to mind—
a photomultiplier tube, a kick-starter, an

avalanche, a fission reaction, a seed.

Together, the front panel and bootstrap

combined to provide an effective way of

utilizing the conceptual breakthrough of

the stored program computer— they got

the program inside where it could be

stored.
The front panel had other functions

besides helping us load and activate the

"strap." It gave us a way to examine things,

important things like the contents of the

CPU registers. Since these registers were
composed of discrete components, their

individual bits were directly available on

wires, and through the switch settings an

assortment of these bits could be selected

for representation on the lights. (This is

not easy to do with a microprocessor chip

(MPU). since at any given time the signals

presented at the pins constitute only a

small fraction of the interesting signals

throbbing within the chip.) Moreover, the

front panel could use hard-wired interrupts

to provide a single-step feature, allowing

the behavior of a program to be examined
in great detail, within a human time-frame.

Address and instruction traps could also

be provided, to let the operator/pro-

grammer run his program until his own
specific conditions were met. a capability

of great value during debugging.

Enter the ROM. Suddenly we had a

way to mass produce a program cheaply,

on a tiny chip, and store it in a computer
memory by simply plugging it in. Surely

that was the way to implement the boot-

strap loader, whatever device it was loaded

from. Load the "strap" just once, in the

infancy of the computer, and use it for all

program loading from then on.

We no longer even needed a front panel,

since the reset button could be wired to

activate the ROM bootstrap, letting us

load our programs automatically. Besides,

with the entire CPU now cased in a plastic

dominoid quatrodecipede instead of spread

over a few yards of discrete circuitry, we
couldn't even get at some of the signals

that used to be so handy and useful. If we
wanted to inspect, say. the low nibble of

some register, we would now have to

convince the MPU to bring it out on pins,

where we could access and display it. But

the instructions causing the MPU to do
this would almost certainly change the

very register to be examined, a fact forcing

us to store all of the register information

outside the MPU first, and then restore it

to the MPU registers after our examination

was over.

The black-box boundary of the black

chip design sets limits to what we may
know about the inner workings of the

chip. For the convenience of tidy, swift,

integrated packages we trade the ability

to investigate the infrastructure, just as

the convenience of an automatic trans-

mission costs us the freedom to select,

when appropriate, some specific gear ratio.

We cannot bring out an index register for

examination without also changing the

accumulator and status register and bring-

ing about frantic activity on the address

lines. We cannot open up the chip to

make minor alterations in its behavior or

to resolder a troublesome connection any

more than we can, in Basic, use a data

value as a program address. Indeed, is the

convenience, the simplification, worth it?

The black-box boundary
of the black chip design
sets limits to what we
may know about the

inner workings of
the chip.

Well, if we no longer need the front

panel for loading programs (we don't),

and if the hardware cost of bringing extra

signals out of the MPU are not justified

(they are not), then why have a front

panel at all? Let the cartoonists And another

recognition archetype, and build instead

a sleek box with one switch, one push-

button, and one line cord.

Compared with something which "looks

like a computer." this streamlined box
would be far less threatening to small

businessmen, large businessmen, majority

groups, history majors, and sundry tech-

nophobes. Only pinbatl addicts would sense

a loss. Is it not somewhat surprising that

the typewriter ever "took hold," considering

how much more complicated and tech-

nological it looks than, say, an ink pad
and box of hand type. And, by the way,

was the increase in speed worth it?

In fact, the front panel has faded into

history, after emerging to provide vital

support for Von Neumann's inspiration

and serving well as a flipping, blinking

coupler between man and machine during

those critical years in which the increasing

complexity of machines outstripped the

ability of their creators to use them well

or understand them fully. Now that these

new creatures, computers, have helped

us learn how to provide them with ever-

present, everready internal programs, tne

job of the front panel is essentially over.

As Ludwig Wittgenstein, at the end of his

Tractatus. remarked about the proper use

for his own philosophy: having climbed

the ladder, one throws it away. Although

slow, the front panel did contribute greatly

to the development of the modern com-

puter, only to be sacrificed, when
expedient, to the God of Speed.

It is unfortunate that the availability of

better (ROM) loaders has cost us the other

front panel features as well, but it is

impossible to justify the expense of support-

ing this register-level control and debugging

capacity, except in a few very expensive

installations for program development.

However, there is an alternative

approach—one which offers a reasonable

compromise between function and cost

by using software to simulate the MPU
and then operating on the resulting model,

using it to execute a target program inter-

pretively. This approach can avoid any

additional hardware cost and complication

by using the capabilities of existing I/O

devices. It can model the front panel lights

on an existing CRT (no doubt providing a

richer alphabet than binary blink) and

can interpret the switch closures of an

existing keyboard as if it were sensing

front panel switches.

Execution under the resulting system

will be slower than direct execution, but

will be brought completely under the

control of the user, whether in single-step

mode or running subject to halt/trap condi-

tions. Moreover, while the model of the

MPU is being manipulated by software

running the actual MPU. every bit of every

register of the machine model is immedi-

ately accessible for examination and altera-

tion.

Through this model approach, the

internal logic of the MPU chip is spread

out in some region of R/W memory
where each "wire" may be accessed con-

veniently and independently. The tidiness

and speed of the blackbox chip are gone,

traded for a cumbersome but transparent

room that is crammed full of useful, inter-

esting junk. Control over program execu-

tion is returned to the programmer. Direct

communication with the MPU registers is

possible once again. Though the hardware

front panel is gone, a "front panel" in

software is able to take its place. The
front panel returns.

A software system to implement this

scheme has been written for the OSI
C4Pcomputer. Called Soft Front Panel,

it is available through Technical

Products Co., Box 12983. Gainesville.

FL 32604. If enough interest is

evidenced, it may be modifiedfor other

6502-based systems as well.
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How to chart your company's fortune

without spending one
It's a fact. A single chart or graph can tell you instantly what it

takes hours to interpret from printouts or other raw data.

Now, with the Strobe 100 Graphics Plotter and Software

package, you can create superb hardcopy graphics directly

from your computer. And you can do it for an investment of

only $995.

The Strobe System transforms complex data into

dynamic, colorful visuals with a

few simple commands from your

computer. Charts and transparen-

cies that once took hours to pro-

duce are plotted within minutes.

Information can be presented as

bar charts, pie charts, curves or

isometrics in a variety of colors.

And with a resolution of 500

points per inch, the Strobe 100

matches or surpasses the qualm

of plotters costing thousands of

dollars more.

You can also save and modify your graphics through

Strobe's menu-driven programs. A broad selection of

software—including a VisiCalc* -compatible program

—

is now available.

When the Strobe Graphics System is interfaced to your

computer, an 8-1/2 x 1 1 inch sheet of paper can speak any-

one's language—visually. Visit your local dealer and learn

how to start charting your for-

tunes today. Because a perspective

on the present can also be your

window on the future.

The Strobe Graphics System
Seeing is believing

CIRCLE 228 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Strobe Inc.

897-5A Independence Avenue

Mountain View, CA 94043

Telephone 415/969-SI30

'VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp
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Epoch

OtYMPJA

Seer Run

Minotaur

WE'RE EXCITING, WE'RE
^ All software represented In this advertisement are copyrighted products of Sinus Software. Inc
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Gorgon

Hadron

(G) 01

^ L Kabul Spy

:UN . . . WE'RE S

Twerps

5IRIUJ

Space Eggs

Sinus Software. Inc. 10364 Rockingham Drive. Sacramento. CA 95827 Dealer inquiries invited (916) 366-1 195.
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Summer
Computer Programs

Barbara Garris

Last summer saw the blossoming of the

"Computer Camp" phenomenon. We've
put together a listing of residential and
day summer programs for children and
adults. If you know of any programs that

are not listed here, please let us know.

East Coast
ComputersforKids Day Program, Creative

Computing Education Center. 39 East

Hanover Ave., Morris Plains. NJ 07950.

This non-residential day summer program
teaches young people aged 10 to 17 micro-

computer concepts and Basic program-
ming, beginners to advanced level. Two-
week courses run from June 28 through
August 20. Contact Barbara Garris. man-
ager. Creative Computing Education Cen-
ter. 201-540-0445. for registration infor-

mation.

Computer Camps International, M0 Hart-

ford Turnpike. Vernon, CT 06066.

Computer Camp East, renamed Com-
puter Camps International, is offering two
new two-week residential programs in

Denton, TX and Whitewater, WI, as well

as their original East Haddam, CT program.

May 1982 c Creative Computing

Day programs are also planned. For more
information, call Mr. Michaels, director.

203-871-9227.

National Computer Camp. Box 624. Orange.
CT.
The original residential/recreational

computer camp concept of Michael
Zabinski is alive and well in one- and two-

week sessions at Westminster Preparatory

School. Simsbury, CT and Woodward
Academy. Atlanta, GA. For more informa-

tion, call Michael Zabinski at 203-795-3049.

Wesleyan Summer Computer Institute. 92
St. Botolph St.. Suite 3, Boston. MA
021 16.

This two-week or seven-week residential

program mainly for adults at Wesleyan
University. Middletown, CT. also provides
low-cost campus housing. Credits toward
a Master's degree can be earned if the

course is successfully completed. For start-

ing dates and registration information, call

Russ Walter, director, at 617-266-8128.

Midwest
CompuCamp, 7101 York Avenue South.
Edina, MN 55435.

Held at Bethel College as well as other
midwest campuses, this residential com-
puter/sports/recreation program takes
young people from 10 to 17. One-week
and two-week courses are available starting

91

June 16 through August 6. For more
information call Kathryn Thomas, director,

at 612-835-0064.

Lake Forest Computer Camp, Sheridan
and College Roads. Lake Forest, IL 60045.
One-week intensive courses in Basic will

be offered on the campus of Lake Forest
College. 30 miles north of Chicago. The
1982 season runs from June 20 to August
6. and is open to children between the
ages of 12 and 18. Contact Lowell Carmony
at (312)234-3100.

West Coast
Computers for Kids, Inc. and Computers
for Grownups, 8 Benton Ct.. #4. Tiburon.
CA 94920.

Weekend residential computer and
recreational programs for adults and chil-

dren are offered periodically in the central

California area through winter and spring.

A summer computer/recreation/sports
program for young people is planned. For
more details, call Robin Samuel, director,

at 415-435-1310.

Computer Camp. Inc. . Suite G. 1 235 Coast
Village Rd.. Santa Barbara. CA 93108.

This Southern California residential/

recreation/sports camp for young people
10 to 18 runs two-week cycles starting

June 11 through August 20. Call Garry
White, director, ai XO>9M-7H7l for more-

information.
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Now Selling Atari®, PET®, TRS
AtOPi AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

Compu Main Decimals id.sk! S39 95no. fit. I* B t Nuclear Bomber icass i SiSOOno. fll-Tl

CompMag.c Kayos tdiskl $34 95 no. f!*.7« Midway Campaign icass i SiSOOno. fll.T¥
Ah Baba I 40 Ttveves $32 95 no. fl*.** No Allan!* Convoy Raider icass i SI5 »• fll.**
Arcade • Ghosi Hunter icass I $29 95 no. SM.S4 Nukewar icass I

SiSOOno. 111.7*
Arcade- Ghost Hunter (<*sk I $34 95 no. IM.N Conllicl 2500 icass I SiSOOno. 1I1.T?
Comp Magic Kayos leas* I S34 95 no. fM.f* Plane! Miners icass i SiSOOno. IIS.TT
Epy« Crush Crumble Chomp Compuler Acquire icass I S20 00 no. fl*.*T

icasseneordiski S29 95 no. «1*.*4 Lords ol Karma icass I S20 00no» tl*.**
Creative ATC icass l Si 1 95 no. ft*.4M VIC SOFTWARE
Mouskanack $39 95 no. fit. I* UMI Kiddie Checkers S7 95no. SMJ
The Neil Step S39 95ne» fll.l* UMI Slar Wars Si6 9Sno- tl«J»»
Poker SokUl'e ICaSS I S14 95no. til.** UMI AMOK S18 95no. tlt^T
Gomokulcass) Sl9 95«w« tl*.** UMI Giobber S29 95 no. tll-*T
Reversi icass I

SI9 95no- tl*.** ARTWORX
Cypher Bowl icass I S29 95 no. fll.** Teacher s Pel idiSkl SI8 95 no- fl**f
Rescue at Rigei icass i $29 95 no. til.** Teacher s Pel icass i

SUSb™. fl*.**
Star Warrior icass I $J9 95no- MS.** Vaults ol Zurich (disk) S2S9Sno. fll.**
Invasion Onon (cass I S24 95 no. tll.M AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Oatestones ol Ryn icass » si9 95no. ft*.** introductory 3 Pack id.su 449 95 no. tl*.*T
Conllicl 2500 icass ) SiSOOno. fll.?* (Rescue Monocs and Datestonesl

Empire ol the Overmmdidiski S35 00 no. tl*.** Rescue at Rrgei icass I S29 95no» fit.**
Tankics icass i S24 00 no. fM.4M Temple ol Apshai icass i S39 95 no. fll.**
Atari' Mailing L.SKd.sk I $24 95 no. III.M Helllire Warrior icass I $39 95 no. tll.*T
Atan' Character Generator IdiSkl $19 95 no. fl*.** Siartleet Orion icass I $24 95 no. fll.l*
Tent Wiiard (diskl $99 95 no. ****** Invasion Orion icass I $24 95 no. til.IT
Atari • Character Gen icass I $lS95no. f11.M Morloc s Tower icass I

SI995no. tl*.*T
Le Stick $39 95 no. fll.M Oatestones ol Ryn icass l St9 95no. *I».*T
Checker King (CASS I $19 95 no. fl*.** PERSONAL SOFTWARE
MicroChess icass ) $19 95 no. (I*.** Checker King icass I S19 95no» »•»-•»
Survival Adventure (disk I $24 95 no. tll.M Gammon Gambler icass I $19 95 no. *l*-*l
3 DSupergraph.cs id.sk i $39 95 no. fll.** MicroChess icass i $19 95 no. fl*.**
3 D Superg.aph.cs icass l $39 95 no. ***.*• Bridge Partner icass i $19 95 no. fl*.**
M.nd Bogglerslld.sk i $19 95 no. fl*.** Time Trek icassj S19 95no» fl*.**
Mind Bogglers I (cass I $15 95 no. fll.M UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
VersaWnter Graphics Tablet $300 00 no. tl*«<M KRAM ld.sk) $99 95 no. *•*.**
Hidden Words $17 SO no. fl*.** Super KRAM (diskj Si 75 00 no. fit*.**
Spatial Relations $17 SO no. flfv** Request Idiski $225 00 no. tl*l.*f
Word Scramble SIS 00 no. fl*.M Thinker Idisk) $495 00 no. MM.TT
Preschool Fun Sis 00 no. fit.** Space Intruders icass l $19 95 no. fl*.**
Faslgammon tcass | $19 95 no. fl*.** All MICRO ED iismilii
Assembler Icass | $24 95 no. f11.14 All Microcomputer Workshops I »•»•>» list

6502 Disassembler icass I $1195 no. *l*.l« VIC SOFTWARE
6502 Disassembler id.sk| $14 95 no. tll-M Addcom Missile Commander »!*.**
Tank Trap tcass i

$ii95no. fl*.l« Channel Vic Data Logger ii.i*
Tank Trap idiski $14 95 no. *ll.«va MMA Star Command *•-**
Tan Trek icass I

$11 95 no. tl*.l* TIS Basic Programming I flfv**
OS Forth (diskl $79 95 no. t*T.**
Starbas* Hyperion ld.sk) $22 95 no. fl*v*M
Name Thai Song (cass I

$14 95 no. fll.*4l
Jaw Breaker (disk) $29 95 no. fl*.** A *-a* I at*

'

Pornopotyld.sk) $29 95 no. fit.** oT-m§»|o»l"s»

Jg5%£SS!K&,m>> SSUr: «5tS *• """»«•-^^sr5 •,M«n«'"n **
Atari- SnufflCCD td.sk) $29 95 no. fll.** Goroon $39 95~»» 111.**
Utility Man (CO) KM.) $99 95m W4.M WordStar $J75 00»- ****.*•
T»"'"'csicass) HJ2?~* !!M2 Mail Merge $12S00n«. *IM.I*
Fantasyland (dtt«| $S9 95no» ***.*« SuDeiSort $200 00 no. fl**.**
Empire ol me Overmml icass I $30 00»«. tltVM ;Sca?3 3 KOOOOnw fl**.**
B.K>g*2 0(c*s.> [JIM Wm.tolMuM.nf,lo«C«mpulln9.-^-™~- •••«•••
Nominoes Jigsaw tcassl $17 95 no. fit.** Nibble Enoress $12 95 no. fit.**

Alpha Fighter (disk) SIB 95 no. fl*** Time Lord $29 95 no. fll.l*
Compute* (disk, *££— "J"**. Fn^ch Hangn»n $H 95 ZL *****
Letter Peneciid.sk) $150 00 -». *I**«J* Alicia Sp bihnguai read*. $29 95n«. ft*.**
Sammy Sea Serpent (cass I PDI |6 95»«. tl«.M H»H Slock Trader S190 00n» fl*1,M
Cr«Mge,Th™,|(c*M,

J^°°"- .fiHJ Grow (CIA) $35 00 n» Ml.**
VlSCalC $200 00 no. fl**.** An ch,, uuaro 1 •»% te I *•* *>H Lie*
K,0SSN Quotes POI IC*H ) S-6 95 »» tl*.** Ce"^ $100

0?"^fitS!
Star Raiders icart I $39 95 no. »**.*•) Hebrew $60 00 no. f**.**
Stock Charting $24 95 no. fll.l* AhWnd, Dl t, IKMIMMUtt
Adventure International 10% - 1S% o« sug retail J l! uT"*

v
liiZJlulf

i!fMfu:"rRl! !?««', IHH All Sytie. Courses ••%» I%»•• Ue*
Atari* Safari COS icass ) fla^4M uu.n at tn. Rat.-; $39 95 no. fl*.**
Compu.al.on (Thesis),cass ) St5 00»» til.** S^p-M $25 00

~ JSl*
PLE Chip $60 00 no. *•*.*•

/--l.__|_._ l_«. n*U._..._ We maintain a huge inventory of son-ware tor Apple and

lIlOGl DV rnOllC hardware Call us loll tree lor the latest programs We also
' stock a large supply ol compuler books Visit us m person at

our new 3300 square tool siore at 1945 South Dairy in Cor

800-344-5109 "" Ca

Great Grandma Huntington

800-692-4 146 Great Grandma Huntington always said tow w
try harder - and we do. We will soon have tee

i_ |^Q |if#--a-rrii-a shirts for sale with Great Grandma Hunting-
Ill vsallTOrnia ton s picture on them. Watch tor Granny!

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Post Office Box 1235

Corcoran. California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-5109
In California 800-692-4146

Apple * is a reg«siered trademark of Appie Computer, inc

Pet * >s a registered trademark ot Commodore
TRS 80 ' is a registered trademark ol Tandy Corp
Atari" is a registered trademark ot Alan, Inc

TRS-80
BIG FIVE SOFTWARE

Super Nova icass ) S15 95™
Galaxy invasion icass t $15 95 m
Attack Force icass ) Si 5 95™
Cosmic Fighter icass ) SI S 95 n.

Meteor Mission II (cass i
SIS 95™

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adv 4-5-6 IdiSkl

Adv 1 2 3 IdiSkl

Adv 7.8-9 Idiski

ARTWORK
TeachersPetid.sk)
Nominoes Jigsaw (disk) color

Nominoes Jigsaw icass I color

Bridge 2 icass i

Hearts id.sk

i

S39 95
$39 95 no.
$39 95 no.

18 95 no.
S21 95 no.
S179S«o.
SI? 95 no.
S19 9S.I

BROOERBUND SOFTWARE
Galactic Trilogy (disk)

Galactic Empire Icass l

Galactic Trader icass )

Galactic Revolution icass

)

Tawala s Last Redoubt icass l

DATASOFT
tagoid.sk!
footbaii Classics id.sk i

Arcade 80 id.sk)

ago icass t

Football Class.cs icass i

Arcade 80 icass i

Stomon iCOLORl icass i

SECS iCOLORl icass i

ACORN SOFTWARE
Invaders From Space id.sk i

Duel N Droidsidiski
Pmballidiski
Pigskin (disk I

Ouad id.sk)

Basketball (disk i

Gammon Challenge, idiskj

Everest Eipiorer (disk)

Superscript ld.sk!

System Savers icass i

invade. s From Space icass i

Duel N Dro«ds icass i

Pmbaii icass i

Pigskin icass i

Ouad icass i

Basketball icass i

Gammon Challenger icass i

Everest Explorer icass i

All Automated Simulations

AH Avalon Hill

All Hayden
All Microsoft

S39 95>
$14 95.
S.4 95,
$14 95.
S19 95.

S24 95r
S24 95«
S24 95»
S199S.
S1995/
SI995»
S29 95-
$2* H -

fll.S*
fll.M
tll.M
fll.S*
*IS.M

fl*.**
SIS.**IUH
f l*.S*
fl*.l*
flf.T*
flt.T*
Sit.a*

til.**
fll.M
II1U
sua*
*l*.<*

fll.l*
fll.l*
fll.l*
fl*.*«
fl*.**
fl*.**
fll.l*
I1S1I

-80® Software

I
SI

S
9

9

9

I

420 95 no.
$20 95 no.
S20 95no.
$20 95 no.
$20 95 no.
$20 95 no.
$20 95 no.
420 95 no.
429 95 no.
414 95 no.
414 95 no.
514 95 no.
414 95 no.
514 95 no.
514 95 no.
S14 95 no.
514 95 no.
S1495 no.
irsi.usenii.i
HSMMNW.I.I
irsn is«.«Mf list

l*% t* I *•» »*H Uef

fit.I*
fIT.T*
Hill
flf.T*
fit.**
flf.T*
fIT.T*
tIT.f*
fll.l*
fll.**
fll.M
Sua*
fll.**
fll.MSUMSUMSUMSUM

FOREIGN ORDERS
We regret that we can no longer accept

checks (bank charges were sometimes
greater than the amount of the check). We
will gladly accept U.S. currency, VISA,

MasterCard or American Express at no

extra charge, or you may make direct wire

transfers to our bank. Security Pacific,

Corcoran. CA 93212. for a S6.00 charge

All overseas orders are shipped by air

VISCALC
Special for Pet " , Atari ' & Apple "

Regular $200.00 List

$149.00

(209)992-5411

We take MasterCard. American Express or

VISA (Include card # and expiration date)
California residents add 6% tax Include

$2.00 for postage Foreign and hardware
extra Send for tree catalog Prices subiect to

change

1
B
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

Send me one year of

creative
computing

at 20% off!

I want 12 issues of Creative Computing for
only $19.97! (The full one-year subscription
price is $24.97.)

I prefer two years for $36.97.

Make that three years for $49.97.
Mr.
Mrs
Ms

(please print full nam*) 5 S04

3

Address- Apt

City-

State _2iP
CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed n Bill me later

59550 Send me one year of Popular
Electronics for $11.97.
(Full subscription price $15.)

Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only Please allow 30 to 60
days for delivery of first issue
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WH Smith Brings ZX-81s to the High Street

Tim Hartnell

After relying on mail order for 18 months,

Sinclair Research has ventured into the retail

field — via the giant newsagency chain, W H
Smith. In 1 12 stores, Computer Know-How
centres feature displays based around an

operating ZX-81 which is backed up by

computer magazines and books.

The agreement, which began in September,

is for a trial period of 12 months. "Both

parties view the agreement as an experiment",

says Clive Sinclair, inventor of the ZX-81.

"We accepted Smith's approach because

they've clearly researched the subject

carefully, and take the new operation very

seriously".

Under the sales contract, W H Smith has

established the computer departments in its

stores, and although the company is selling a

wide range of computer books and magazines,

it is staying away from hardware — except for

the ZX-81.

W H Smith has made the move into the

computer field after its success with computer

books and magazines. For several years, the

only place you could find computer books was

in specialist computer shops. Then, the retail

chains discovered the appeal ofcomputers and

began to stock the magazines. Now, few of the

specialist stores bother to stock the British

monthlies, relying instead on issues of U.S.

magazines and books. The same is unlikely to

happen with computers, because both W H
Smith and Sinclair Research believe they will

be tapping a whole new market — one which

would not consider buying by mail order.

John Rowland, W H Smith market-develop-

ment manager, said the company had decided

to approach Clive Sinclair for the rights to sell

the ZX-81, because Sinclair Research was the

only company with "both a proven product

available in the right quantities, and a proven

sales record.

"Last year we started a small experiment

with computer books and magazines", says

Reprinted with permission from Your Com-
puter, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,

Surrey, SM2 5AS England.
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Rowland, "and it worked well. So what we've

done now is bring the computer-orientated

publications together with an actual computer,

to create the Computer Know-How section of

the store".

Growing Market

The first test market for computer products

was the W H Smith store in the Brent Cross

Shopping Centre. "We sold a good deal of

books there", Rowland recalls. "We thought

that we were at the beginning of something

important, and that with suitable hardware,

we'd have a combination which would prove

successful".

Rowland says that the traditional strengths

ofW H Smith in selling books and magazines

had increased in recent years with the

development of the record and toy depart-

ments, the camera and film sections, and the

small office and home products such as

typewriters and calculators. Computers
seemed the next logical step.

"We sell about 500,000 computer magazines

a year", says Rowland. "CB is the latest

boom, with a new magazine in the field just

about every month, but computer magazines

are very strong, and we expect this area to

keep growing".

93

W H Smith started in the computer maga-

zine field by importing magazines from the

United States: "We had many American
magazines", says Rowland, "and they sold

very well". He says he found that the home-

bred magazines quickly improved out of sight,

and the need to import U.S. publications

diminished.

As well as the ZX-81 and computer books

and magazines, the Computer Know-How
section of the W H Smith's stores sell blank

cassettes at 50p as well as the Sinclair-

produced software.

"We'll look at how the ZX-81 goes, and
then decide if we want to carry other

machines", says Rowland.

He is aware of the problems some people

had had with early 16K memory packs, but

says he has been assured by Sinclair Research

that the problems associated with the RAMs
had been ironed out.

"We'll be providing our own service on the

computers, and related hardware", says

Rowland. "The machines will be covered by

our normal audio guarantee. We normally

repair cassette recorders and the like within 24

hours, and we imagine we'll be able to do the

same with the ZX-81 . Of course, we've had no

experience here — time will tell".



Written

When your computer worft
speak your language,

you need a basic handbook.
As a matter of fact, everyone who works in BASIC needs The

BASIC Handbook. It is the definitive reference

work on the subject of BASIC.
The BASIC Handbook is an easy-to-

use encyclopedia of nearly 500 words
covering the "dialects" used by virtu-

ally every BASIC-speaking computer
in the world. But more than that, it's a
simple, step-by-step guide to translat-

ing programs from one computer
to another. So now you can actu-

ally use software printed in

magazines and elsewhere, no
matter what computer you own.

by Dr. David A. Lien, author
of the Tandy TRS-80 Level I User's Manual and
the Learner's Manuals for the Epson
MX printers, this completely revised

Second Edition contains almost twice

as many entries as the best selling

First Edition, making it

by far the most up-to-

date BASIC reference

book you can buy.

Extensively indexed and cross-referenced, The BASIC Hand-
book gives you 480 pages packed with the information you need to

be a better programmer. And if, after 30 days you don't agree it's

indispensable, send it back. We'll return your money.
."^^ The BASICHandbook is available in several

languages and accepted throughout the

world. No one who programs in BASIC
should be without it.

Available at better computer and
bookstores, ,___. __ . __,-._

or caii (800) 854-6505
In California (714) 588-0996

To order by mail, send check or

money order for $19.95 (California

residents add 6%), plus $1.65

shipping and handling.

Overseas orders send
$19.95 plus $2.38 surface

shipping and handling.

The
BASIC

Handbook

• i • 1 1 •
®

lSlUllg
1050-E Pioneer Way, El Cajon, California 92020

ZX-81,contini

W H Smith has decided that if the ZX-81

experiment works, it could well become a

major part of the company's marketing policy

in the 1980s. The company believes that its

strength in the book and magazine markets

places it in a good position to attract potential

purchasers of the machine.

W H Smith is aiming to sell as many

machines during the five months' retail

agreement as Sinclair Research sell in one

month by mail order — about 10,000

computers a month.

Bewildering Selection

W H Smith sees the back-to-school and

Christmas trading periods as very important

for ZX-81 sales. The company expects sales to

grow slowly as people gradually became aware

that it is selling the computer. Then, when

Christmas gift-buying time arrives, W H
Smith hopes people will automatically turn to

their local branch as the source for the ZX-81

.

About 300 W H Smith stafi" have been

trained in the rudiments of the ZX-81. They

have been shown how to plug in the machine,

attach the 16K pack and the printer, and know

the memory requirements of the five cassette

software packs on sale. A number ofmagazines

have been moved from the general magazine

section to the Computer Know-How depart-

ments. These include Your Computer, and its

sister publication Practical Computing.

A number ofbooks — none of which has any

particular relevance to the ZX-81 — are also

on sale in the special computer areas. Some,

such as Illustrating Basic and Introduction to

microprocessing are likely to prove bewildering

and worse than useless for first-time computer
buyers.

If you are having problems with your mail-

order ZX-81, do not try taking it into your

nearest W H Smith claiming you bought it

from there, and expecting to have it repaired.

ZX-81s sold by W H Smith have a WH serial

number. Staff have been told not to accept any

ZX-8 Is without this serial number. fj

^^^^
fc°y

, ,

|m|
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Attention Pinball Wizards! David's Midnight M.t

will really make you flip This amazing electronic pin

ball expe . David Snider brings all ol

m and tension of a real pinball game to the

computer screen. For one to tour pl.t,

You have flippers top and bottom. Just f
like the real thing You have bumper action

Rollovers All

pinball n And all the lights, CO

bmed with the outstanding Hi Res graphics \

Broderbund is known ' V,

Want to put SOmt

Go ahead, you can ew < pinball

machine Easy does it, though Overdo and you'll

tilt'

What else? You control the release velocity And if

you're good, you can trip up to thr< imul

taneous play Just lit

If you're good en<

scorers, your nan»
screen at thi

•lipping with Midnight

\ Magic,* visit finei bby

StO!

I order to Broderbund Soft*

J

(415) 456 6424 t

add 6%

Broderbund Software
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ORANGE MICRO
JUST TURNE
A PAGE
IN PRINTER
HISTORY.

OUR PRICES, SELECTION &
SAME-DAY SHIPPING MAKE US COMPETITIVE.

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print

Quality & Performance

144 x 160 dots/inch • Proportional Spacing
• Lowe' case descenders • Nx9 dot matrix
• 8 character sizes • 5 unique alphabets
• Greek character set • Graphic symbols
• 100 CPS print speed • Bi-directional logic

seeking • Adjustable tractors • Sngle sheet
tnction feed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing

nec 8023 er-,11
Dot Matrix List $795 plrdll

IDS Paper Tiger
560/Prism 80/132

Affordable Color, Speed

Dot Resolution Graphics • 9-wire staggered
prmthead • Lowercase decenders • Over
150 CPS • Bidirectional logic seeking «

• 8 character sizes • 80-132 columns
• Hi res dot graphics • Proportional spacing
• Text justifications

Prism 80 List $899 $700
IDS Paper Tiger 560G List $1395 $1100
Prism 132 (Color) List $1995 $1895

NEC Spinwriter
7700 & 3500

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader

High speed letter quality • 55/33 CPS
• Typewriter quality • Bidirectional plotting

& proportional spacing • Quiet • OCR quality

print • Hires plotting/graphing • Ouick change
ribbon • Optional cut-sheet feeder, horizontal

or bidirectional tractors • Prints up to 8 copes
NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 77xx List $3055 $2575

35xx List $2290 $1975

The Epson Series. High-Quality Printers at a Low Price.

Epson MX70
Super low priced dot resolution graphics
• 5 x 7 dot matrix • User replacable prmthead
• Top ol form • 80 CPS optional friction teed
• 10" paper width COOH
Epson MX70 List $450 p«J3

U

Epson MX80/MX80FT
9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case decenders
• 80 CPS • Bi-directional • Logic seeking
• 40 66 132. columns per line • 64 special
graphic characters TRS-80 Compatible
• Forms handling • Multipage printing

• Adjustable tractors CO II
Epson MX80 List $645 «)L3II

Epson MX80FT List $745 SCall

Epson MX100
Same basic features as the MX80 • Plus
friction feed for single sheets • Plus 15" wide
carriage • Dot Resolution Graphics £/»—
MX100 List $995 Olrdll

Full Line of Epson Accessories

Anadex 9501
High Speed, Commerical Duty

Plus Graphics

Dot graphics • Wide carriage • 11 x9 dot
matrix • Lower case descender • Dot
resolution graphcs • Bi-direatonal. logic

seeking • Up to 200 CPS • RS 232 Serial &
Parallel • Forms control • X-On/X-Off • Up to

6 part copy C-IOCM
Anadex 9501 List $1650 U3U

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
Complete stock of options, cables and accessories.

GRAPPLER APPLE INTERFACE $
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable $
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II

Parallel Interface Board and Cable $
NOVATION D-CAT direct connect modem $
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON ACCESSORIES $<

CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple, Atari, IBM,
TRS-80 (all models) $<

HAYES MICROMODEM $;

PRINTER STANDS: Large I

Small !

PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types $<

$110
$180
SCall

SCall
$300
$99
$25

SCall



WE'RE NOW

RedBaron
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

OUR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.

Malibu 200
Dot Matrix & Letter Quality

in One Printer

200 CPS standard • Letter quality font

• 12 optional fonts • Bi directional logic

seeking • 19 x 18 dot matrix • Expanded
characters (2x. 4x) Optional • Dot resolution

graphics of 144x 120 • Underlining^.._.
Malibu 200 List $2995 $Zt)UU

Okidata 82A
Hi-Res & TRS-80 Block Graphics

120 CPS • Bi directional printing • Logic
seeking • Double width & condensed printing

• Friction & tractor feed standard • Font
selection, character pitch & line spacmq are

program controlable
Cl"*oll

Okidata B2A List $799 v>l»dll

Centronics 739
Crisp Dot-Matrix Characters

Graphics & word processing print quality

• N x 9 dot matrix • suitable for word
processing • Underlining • Proportional

spacing • Right margin lustiticaiton • Serif

typeface • 80/100 CPS • 9'/j" pn feed/fnction

• Optional 2 Color Kit CPoll
Centronics 739-1 List $695 pl/dll

Centronics 739-3 List $795 $725

Our People, Our Product: Both Are Specialized.
Because our salespeople are printer specialists, they know the capabilities of each

printer—and how to match one to your exact need. Red Baron's volume stocking

assures a low, low price on a wide array of major brands. We're sure you'll like

the product and services you get from Red Baron, and we know you'll love our

Customer Benefit Package; an exclusive at Red Baron.

Customer Benefit Package
1 . Free Expert Consultation. Before you buy. after you buy. 2. Toll-Free Ordering. There s never a toll charge when

you place your order at Red Baron. 3. Free Catalog. Get your informative catalog with printer comparison chart and

character samples today! 4. Warranty. The manufacturer's warranty applies where applicable. 5. Same-Day Shipping.

Your order is sent the same day when you call before 1 1 00 a.m. 6. Free/MasterCard & Visa. Call us toll-free and charge

your printer to your credit card. 7. We Stock What We Sell. No bait and switch, no hassle. We make every effort to

keep a large stock of our advertised products.

Televideo CRT's
Price, Performance & Reliability

910C List $699
920C List $995
925C List $995
950 List $1195

$600
$770
$750
$970

Here's how to order.

Phone orders are welcome, same-day shipment on

orders placed before 1 1 00 a m Free use of Master

Card and Visa CODs accepted Personal checks

require 2 weeks clearance Manufacturer s warranty

included on all equipment Prices subject to revision

Orange Micro Retail Stores

Sharman Oaks: 13S04 Ventura Blvd (213) S01 3*86

Anahalm: 3150 La Palma. « I (714) 630-3622

Santa Clara: 3216 Scott Blvd (408) 960-1213

HHK RRedBaron
CALL FOR
FREE CATALOG

TOLL FREE

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
1100 N TUSTIN
ANAHEIM CA 92806

1-800-854-8275 (714)630-3322
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Using Field Specifiers on the TRS-80

John Adams

The first "big" program that I wrote for

my TRS-80 had to do with household
budget and expenditures, and it came close

to being my last. I had not done much pro-

gramming and I was still working in Level

I. The program slowly and painfully
worked out to my satisfaction, except for

the printouts. To give you an example of
what I was getting RUN the following

lines.

Listing I.

1 REM • MONEY PRINTING
ROUTINE

10 F0RX=1T0 5:READP(X):NEXT
20 DATA254.13,1041.19,42.90,6.00,.79

30 CLS:PRINT"SALES SLIP #",

"AMOUNT"
40 FOR X= 18255 TO 18259:PRINTX,

"$";P(X-18254):NEXT

All of the information is there, but that

number column looks downright seedy. I

spent a couple of days and almost went
berserk trying to line up those miserable
figures. Level II, however, offers us some
solutions to this problem. It includes a
group of "field specifiers' ' which take a lot

of the misery out of generating reports.

As applied to computers, the word
"field" has several meanings. If we are

creating reports, "field" means an area
into which a specific category of data is to

be printed. Look at Table 1.

This report has five fields; one for the

month, one for food, one for rent, one for

SPLES slip # PMOUNT

18255
18256
18257
18258
18259

*
*
$
$
$

254.13
1041.19
42.9
6
.79

Printout of Listing I.

utilities and one for the total. The speci-

fiers under discussion allow us to design a
pattern or "format" for each of these

fields. These formats are stored in memory
locations and are called into use by the
PRINT USING instruction. An example
follows:

10 A$ = "###":B = 456
20 PRINT USING A$;B

Line 10 sets up the format in AS and
loads a value into B. All formats are

loaded into string locations. Line 20 is ac-

tually a routine which takes the value

stored in B and prints it out in accordance
with the specified pattern. A semicolon is

used to separate the format string name
from the data which follows. Notice that

the format loaded into AS is enclosed in

quotes. Such patterns may also be loaded
by the READ-DATA method (10 READ
A$:DATA ###) in which case the quotes
are not needed. Formats are composed of
various symbols found on the keyboard.

Table I. Breakdown ofExpenses.

MONTH
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH

FOOD
$221.50

$199.58

$240.04

RENT
$425.00

$425.00

$425.00

UTILITIES
$145.89

$155.35

$139.20

TOTAL
$792.39

$779.93

$804.24

John Adams. 13126 Tripoli Ave.. Sylmar. CA 91342.

Since much formatting is done with
numbers we should perhaps start there.

The number or pound sign (#) is used in

the format to specify the number of digit

spaces needed in the field. Look back at

line 10 and you will see that "###" was put

into AS. This sets the field length at three.

To get a look at what this does, enter and
RUN the following lines.

10 A$ = "###"
20 FOR X = 1 TO 5 :READ

P(X):NEXT
30 DATA 123,4567,8,-90,7.5

40 FORX=lT0 5:PRINT-
TAB(20)P(X);TAB(40)USING
A$;P(X):NEXT

The left-hand column is printed without

the format, the right with the format.

Several differences are immediately ap-

parent. On the left all numbers are lined up
from the leftmost digit. Actually the pos-
itive numbers all begin at tab 21 as a space

is left for the " + " sign which is not
needed. On the right the numbers (with the

exception of the second) are lined up from
the rightmost digit. Unless there is some
reason not to, this is the way tables of
numbers are usually printed.

So why is the second number not lined

up properly? And where did the percent

sign come from? It is an indication that the

field size is too small. Line 10 specified

three spaces but the number has four
digits. The percent sign tells you so, then
goes ahead and prints the entire number
anyway. It is out of line because the field

cannot contain it. It is therefore prudent to

include enough number signs in your
format to hold the largest number that you
will be using. As we go along you will see

that adding other symbols to the format
increases the field size. Change line 10 to

read A$ = "####". The percent sign, and
the lineup problem, disappear.
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There is also a difference in the last item,
which was changed from 7.5 to 8. The
format used did not specify that decimals
were wanted, so none were furnished, and
the 7.5 was rounded up to 8. Regular 5/4
rounding was used here; 7.4 would round
down to 7 and 7.5 up to 8. This feature can
be used to advantage. When working with
decimal numbers we can use a format to
round to whole numbers (or any number
of decimal places) and this can eliminate

one program line.

Decimals may be requested by inserting

a period in the format, and its position will

indicate the number of places to be re-

turned. Change line 10 to read
A$ = "####.#". The 7.5 is now printed
properly, and a bonus is picked up in the
"trailing" zeroes following the numbers.
More about that in a minute. Changing
line 10 to read A$= "####.##" will cause
the numbers to be printed with two
decimal places. You can, by adding
number signs to the right of the decimal,

get up to 16 decimal places. Be careful with

precision, however, as decimal digits may
be incorrect after the sixth place unless you
have declared double precision. If you are

unsure about precision see "Variable
Types" on page 1/3 and DEFINT,
DEFSNG and DEFDBL in Chapter 4 of
your manual.

The bonus that was mentioned has to do
with printing money figures. The TRS-80
has a built-in function to suppress trailing

zeroes. Enter PRINT 5.0000 and the

monitor will return 5. Since the two
numbers represent equal amounts the

zeroes are not needed. Entering PRINT
5.0001, on the other hand, will return

5.0001. The zeroes are now "significant"

as the two numbers are different amounts.
In the original money-printing routine, the

third and fourth items of data were 42.90

and 6.00 and if you recall these were
printed as $ 42.9 and $6. Using a format
will guarantee that money columns will

have two, and only two, decimal places.

We might also want dollar signs in our
money columns. Adding two dollar signs

($$) to the beginning of the format will act

as a floating dollar sign which will print

immediately to the left of the first digit.

The comma is useful in printing large

numbers. It is easier to read 12,345,678.90
than 12345678.90, as we are accustomed to

seeing large numbers divided into periods
of three. Inserting acomma any place after

1 REM • REVISED MONEY PRINTING ROUTINE
5 A$ = "$$#,###.##"
10 FOR X = 1 TO 5:READ P(X):NEXT
20 DATA 254.13,1041. 19,42.90,6.00,.79
30 CLS:PRINT"SALESSLIP#"," AMOUNT"
40 FOR X = 18255 TO 18259:PRINT X.USING A$;P(X- 18254):NEXT

Listing 2.

the first number sign and before the
decimal will do this for us. Only one
comma is needed; the computer will then
put commas in front ofeach group of three
digits.

Using these four symbols (number sign,

period, dollar sign and comma) we can
polish up that first routine. The revised
version is shown in Listing 2.

Note the differences from the original
version in lines 5, 30 and 40. The addition
of the four spaces before the word
AMOUNT in line 30 is to adjust the
column heading. There is a better way to

do this which will be discussed later.

If the computer is used to print checks or
other numbers that could be altered, using
a pair of asterisks in the format will fill in

any unused spaces in the field with stars.

The following lines illustrate:

10 AS = "####M,####":B$ =
"•*###M###":A=1234

20 PRINT USING A$;A
30 PRINT USING B$;A

The asterisks and the dollar sign can be
used in conjunction. Change line 10 so that

BS reads "••$###,###". For this format
only one dollar sign is used (**$). You
should be aware that adding asterisks,

dollar signs, periods, etc., increase the
field size. There are now eleven characters
in the BS format, so that field could
contain a dollar sign, eight digits and two
commas. Again, be careful with precision.

Just as the TRS-80 suppresses trailing

zeroes, it also omits the " + " sign in front

of positive numbers. Should you need such
signs they can be incorporated into the
format. An example is shown in Listing 3.

RUN this and notice that the leading signs
are positive and negative as the occasion
demands. Putting the plus or minus signs
at the end of the format will cause them to
be printed as trailing signs. See page A/7
of the manual.
The last of the number formatting signs

Listing 3.

10 A$= " + ##.#"

20 CLS:PRINT"TEMPERATURE DEVIATION FOR MAY 1 TO MAY
10":PRINT

30 PRINT"DATE", "AVERAGE","TEMPERATURE","DEVIATION"
40 FORX=lTO10:B(X) = RND(10) + 80:C = C + B(X):NEXT:D = C/10
50 FOR X = 1 TO 10:PRINT"MAY";X,D,B(X),
60 PRINT USING AS;B(X)-D:NEXT

is the "up" arrow, normally used for indi-

cating exponentiation. Including four such
arrows at the end of the format will cause
printout in exponential or "scientific" no-
tation. Such notation is used with very
large or very small numbers and expresses
them more compactly as small groups of
significant numbers times powers often. If

you have need for such numbers you
probably know what they are and how they
work. For more information consult any
math reference book.
Up to this point we have been dealing

with formatting numbers, but there are
two symbols that can assist in formatting
strings. Remember that strings can contain
any mixture of letters, numbers and
symbols. The first of these signs is the ex-

clamation point and it is used to excerpt
the first character of any given string.

RUNning the following will return the
letter A.

10 A$ = "ABCDE"
20 PRINT USING "!";A$

If such a format will be used frequently it

can be stored in a variable location and
called when needed as in the following.

10 A$ = "ABCDE":Z$ = "!"

20 PRINT USING Z$;A$

Two or more exclamation points may be
used in combination and spaces can be in-

cluded before, in between and following
the points to establish the string field.

RUN the following example.

10 A$ = "ABCDE":B$ =
"12345":Z$ = "

! ! "
20 PRINT USING Z$;AS,BS

This creates a string field in Z$ which con-
tains two spaces, the first letter of the first

listed string, two more spaces, the first

letter of the second listed string, and then
two more spaces. The printout therefore
reads space-space-A-space-space- 1 -space-
space. This is handy for creating acronyms
from titles, such as CBS from Columbia
Broadcasting System.
The second of the symbols is the percent

sign (°7o). Using a pair of these will es-

tablish a string field size of 2 plus the
number of spaces included in between the
signs. This allows us to lift any number of
characters from a given string, starting

from the first character. Try the lines in

Listing 4.
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Here'sjusta taste

ofourgreat prices.
To really feast youreyes, send forour newcatatog.

Great prices are only

one feature of our new
catalog. More important-

ly, we think you'll find it

to be a well-written,

well-organized reference

tool.

When you receive our
catalog, you get with it

our committment to

help you keep it up to

date.

Unlike most catalogs

that are obsolete the

moment they're printed,

ours is designed to ac-

commodate all the
rapid-fire changes in

micro-computer hard-

ware and software. Its

loose-leaf-binder format
makes it a snap to add
the new pages we'll

send out on a regular

basis.

Our new catalog was
developed on exactly

the same principles as
our business — to offer

you the lowest possible
prices combined with
the highest quality of

service.

16K RAM KITS 13.95

Set of 8 NEC 4116 ?00 ns Guarantee*) one lull

year

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS 2195
Single sided certilied Double Density 40 Tracks

with Hub ring Box ot to Guaranteed one lull

year

VERBATIM DATALIFE
M0b2b0t 10 16 26 bO

MD bbO 01 10 16 44 bO

MD 5b7 01 10 16 M 9b

MDb77 01 10 16 34 80

FD 32 or 34 9000 36 00

FD 3? or 34 8000 44 9b

1001 48 60

DISKETTE STORAGE

BRIDGE

KA800M

21 9b

21 95

•.SIIC UBHARV CASE 250
8 PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 3bO
PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER *' Inserts 9 9b

PROTECTOR bV (bO Disk Capacityl ?3 9b

PROTECTORS IbO Disk Capacityl 29 9b

DISK BAN- 5 9b

DISK BANK 8 6 9b

NEC PERSONAL
COMPUTERS
PC 8001 A CPU 899 00

PC 801?A 1/0 bb9 00

PC B033A DISK 1/0 12b 00

PC 8031 A DUAL DISK 899 00

ALTOS COMPUTER 1

SYSTEMS
Call Alpha Byte lot our low Altos prices

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 800 699 00

ATARI 400 (16KI 339 00

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE 449 00

ATARI 8S0 INTERFACE 449 00

ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER 79 00

EPSON CABLE 3b 00

MEMORY MODULE II6KI 89 9b

JOYSTICK CONTROLLERS 10 00

PA0DLE CONTROLLERS 19 95

STAR RAIDERS 35 00

MISSILE COMMAND 3b 00

ASTEROIDS 3b 00

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400 279 00

32K FOR ATARI 800 13b 00

ACTIVISION ATARI
CARTRIDGES
LAZAR BLAST 21 9b

SKIING 21 9b

DRAGSTER 21 9b

BOXING 21 95

CHECKERS 21 95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP CALCULATORS
HP 11C LCD SCIENTIFIC 11595

HP 12C LCD BUSINESS 128 95

HP 37E BUSINESS 64 95

HP 32E SCIENTIFIC «/ STATS 46 95

HP 33C Programmable Scientific 76 95

HP 41C Advanced Programmable 21195
HP 4 1CV Advanced Prng2K mem 274 95

HP-41 PERIPHERALS
HP 82106A MEMORY M00UIE 27 95

HP 82170A Ouad Memory Module 89 00

HP 82143A PRINTER/PLOTTER 324 95

HP82I60A IL INTERFACE 119 00

HP 62161A DIGITAL CASSETTE 419 00

HP MATH PAC 29 00

HP STATISTICS PAC 29 00

HP REAL ESTATE PAC 39 00

HP SURVEYING PAC 29 00

HP STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PAC 39 00

HP COMPUTERS
HP 85A PERSONAL COMPUTER 21 95

HP SINGLE SV DISK DRIVE 12 95

HP DUAL DISK DRIVE 19 95

HP 85A 16K MEMORY MODULE 239 00

HP 7225B GRAPHICS PLOTTER 21 95

HP P10TER MODULE 605 00

HP HP-IB INTERFACE 329 00

HP STO APPLICATIONS PAC 83 00

HP GENERAL STATISTICS PAC 83 00

HP GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS 159 00

HP VISICALL PLUS 159 00

HP ROM DRAWER 39 00

HP PRINTER/PLOTTER ROM 1 16 00

HP MASS STORAGE ROM 116 00

HP RS 23? INTERFACE 329 00

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP 9500 1295 00

ANADEXDP9501 1295 00

C ITOH 2b CPS PARALLEL 1440 00

CIT0H 2b CPS SERIAL 1495 00

CIT0H 45 CPS PARALLEL 1770 00

CIT0H 40 CPS SERIAL 1870 00

C ITOH PROWRITER PARALLEL 549 00

CIT0H PROWRITER SERIAL 695 00

C ITOH COMET I 289 00

EPSON MX 80 SCALL

EPSON MX 80 F/T SCALL

EPSON MX 100 GRAPHIC SCALL

EPSON GRAFTRAX 90 00

IDS 44SG PAPER TIGER 779 00

IDS-460G PAPER TIGER 945 00

IDS b60G PAPER TIGER 119S00

NECSPINWRITER3SI0S R0 209b 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3S30 P RO 209b 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S RO 2545 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P RO 2545 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7700 DSELLUM 279b 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3b00 SELLUM 2295 00

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 389 00

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A b49 00

OKIDATA MICROL INE 83A 799 00

OKIDATA MICROLINE 84 1199 00

0UME9/4b 2149 00

MALIBU2O0 DUAL MODE 269b 00

CORVUS
FOR S-100. APPLE OR TRS-80
MOD I, III

Controller Case/P S Operating System A i T

b MEGABYTES 3245 00

10 MEGABYTES 4645 00

20 MEGABYTES 5b4b 00

MIRROR BACK UP 72b 00

APPLE HARDWARE
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER 2S9 00

ABT APPLE KEYPAD U9 0C

MICROSOFT 2 80 SOFTCARO 299 00

MICROSOFT RAMCARD IS9 00

VIDEX 80 « 24 VIDEO CARD 299 00

VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II 129 00

VIDEX ENHANCER REV 6 99 00

VIDEX SOFT SWITCH 29 00

M & R SUPERTERM 80 > 24 VIDEO BO 315 00

SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE I A& T 165 00

SSMAIO BOARD (INTERFACE! KIT 135 00

APPLE FAN 44 95

T/G JOYSTICK 54 9b

T/G PADOLE 34 9b

VERSA EZ PORT 2195

MICRO SCI A40 W/CONTROLLER 479 00

MICRO SCI A40 W/0 CONTROLLER 409 00

MICRO SCI A70 W/CONTROLLER 629 00

MICRO SCI A70 W/0 CONTROLLER b49 00

THE MILL-PASCAL SPEED UP 329 00

PROMETHEUS VERSACARD 229 00

SUPERCLOCK II 129 00

LAZAR LOWER CASE 59 00

MICROBUFFER II 16K 259 00

MICROBUFFER II 32K 299 00

WIZARO 80 COL VIDEO 279 00

MONITORS
NEC 12 GREEN MONITOR 199 00

NEC 13 COLOR MONITOR 399 00

SANYO 12 MONITOR IB &W) 249 00

SANYO 12 MONITOR (GREEN) 269 00

SANYO 13 COLOR MONITOR 469 00

ZENITH 13 HI RES GREEN MON 139 00

AMDEK COLOR I 389 00

AMDEK RGB COLOR 859 00

AMDEK RGB INTERFACE 169 00



MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
SUPERTALKER SD200
ROMPLUS W/ KEYBOARD FILTER

100 3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK 299 00 CONDOR 1 579 00 SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 24 95
100-4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK 429 00 CONDOR II 849 00 THRESHOIO 3195

199 00

259 00

179 00

TANDON THINLINE 8 INCH
848 1 SINGLE SIDE 459 00

848 2 DUAL SIDE 549 00

DIGITAL RESEARCH
MAC
SID

89 00

69 00

JAW BREAKER
CROSSFIRE

TIME ZONE
H/R FOOTBALL

24 95

16 45

69 95

32 95

ROMPLUS W/O KEVBOARD FILTER 130 00
ZSID 97 00 H/R CRIBBAGE 20 95

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00 MICRO PRO PL/ 1-80 439 00 PEGASUS II 25 95

COPYROM 49 00

MUSIC SYSTEM 369 00

ROMWRITER 149 00

APPLE CLOCK 252 00

A/D D/A 299 00

EXPANSION CHASSIS 625 00

CALIF. COMPUTER

APPLE CP/M-
WOROSTAR-
SUPERSORT-
MAILMERGE"
DATASTAR-
SPELLSTAR-

CALCSTAR*

249 00

145 00

90 00

215 00

169 00

169 00

SUPERSOFT
DIAGNOSTIC 1

DIAGNOSTIC II

C COMPILER
UTILITIES 1

UTILITIES II

RATFOR
FORTRAN

69 00

89 00

179 00

59 00

59 00

89 00

239 00

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS
GORGON
SNEAKERS
EPOCK
BEER RUN
HADRON
PULSAR II

24 95

32 95

24 95

29 95

24 95

29 95

24 95

SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200A MAINFRAME
2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM
2422 FLOPPY DISK CONT &CP/M*

459 00

539 00

359 00

CP/M-
WORDSTAR
SUPERSORT
MAILMERGE
DATASTAR
SPELLSTAR

310 00

195 00

110 00

245 00
195 00

TRS-80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI

HELLFIRE WARRIOR
STAR WARRIOR

34 95

34 95

34 95

EPOCK

EDU WARE
PERCEPTION PKG
COM PU READ
STORY TELLER

29 95

19 96
24 95

18 95

2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O 2/9 00

2718 TWO SERIAL/TWO PARALLEL I/O 269 00
CALCSTAR 239 00

RESCUE AT RIGEL

CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP
24 95

24 95
COMPU MATH ARITHMETIC

COMPU-MATH FRACTIONS
39 95

34 95

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O

2810 2-80 CPU

199 00

259 00 MICROSOFT
INVADERS FROM SPACE

PINBALL

17 95

17 95
COMPU MATH DECIMALS
COMPU SPELL (REQ DATA DISK)

34 95

24 95

APPLE BOARDS APPLE
STAR TREK 3 5

MISSILE ATTACK
17 95

18 95
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 14 ea 1795

7710A ASYNCHRONOUS S INTERFACE 149 00
FORTRAN- 165 00 STAR FIGHTER 24 95 MORE GREAT APPLE

7712A SYNCHRONOUS S INTERFACE

7424A CALENDAR CLOCK
159 00

9900

BASIC COMPILER-

COBOL*
2-80 SOFTCARD
RAMCARD

315 00

595 00

299 00
159 00

TRS-80 SOFTWARE GAMES
COMPUTER OUARTERBACK 32 95

7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE 105 00 NEWDOS/80 2 MODI II 139 00 TORPEDO FIRE 49 95

TYPING TUTOR 17 95
LAZY WRITER MOD 1 II 165 00 THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE 49 95

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE VISION 80 80 COL CARD 329 00

OLYMPIC DECATHLON
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

24 95
159 00

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOO 1 III

SPECIAL OELIVERY MODI III

X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO 1 III

99 00

119 00

199 00

POOH 5

ULTIMA
RASTER BLASTER

29 95

33 95
24 95

APPLE 8 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 549 00 CP/M- TRACKCESS MOD 1 24 95 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 27 95

BASIC 80 299 00 OMNITERM SMART TERM MODI III 89 96 INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX 25 95

MODEMS BASIC COMPILER 319 00 MICROSOFT BASIC COMP FOR MOD 1 165 00 SARGON II 28 95

FORTRAN 80 369 00 LOOS 5 1 MODI II 159 00 SHUFFLE BOARD 29 95

NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM 145 00
COBOL 80
MACRO 80

595 00

189 00

FIREBIRD 24 95

NOVATION D CAT DIRECT CONNECT 165 00 APPLE GAMES SNACK ATTACK 24 95

NOVATION AUTO CAT AUTO ANS
NOVATION APPLE CAT

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT

219 00

349 00

175 00

mu MATH/mu SIMP
mu LISP/mu STAR

219 00

175 00
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
CHECKER KING 21 95

THIEF

ROACH HOTEL
JABBERTALKY

24 95

29 95

24 95

UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS 209 00 GAMMON GAMBLER 21 95 THE WARP FACTOR 32 95

HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE
1 299 00 APPLE SOFTWARE BRIDGE PARTNER 21 95 COSMO MISSION 24 95

HAYES 100 MODEM IS 1001

HAYES SMART MODEM [RS-2321

HAYES CHRONOGRAPH

325 00

249 00

225 00

MAGIC WINDOW
MAGIC SPELL

79 00

59 00

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY
ZORKI
ZORK II

29 95

32 95

32 95 SUPPLIES
LEXICON IX-11 MODEM 109 00

BASIC MAILER

APPLE PIE

59 00
99 00

MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE 34 95 AVERY TABULABLES
RACAl VADIC 1200 BAUD/212A 795 00

DB MASTER 179 00 BRODERBUND 1.000 3V, « 15/16 8 49

PFS PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM 79 00 GALAXY WARS 20 95 3.000 3V, x 15/16 14 95

TERMINALS PFS REPORT

Z-TERM*

79 00

89 95
ALIEN RAIN (AKA GALAXIANl

ALIEN TYPHOON
20 95

20 95

5.000 3V) < 15/16 19 95

TELEVI0E0910
TELEVIDEO 912C

639 00
745 00

Z TERM PRO- 129 96 APPLE PANIC 24 95 FAN FOLD PAPER
TELEVIDEO 920C 830 00

ASCII EXPRESS
HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER

63 96

149 00

MIDNIGHT MAGIC
SPACE OUARKS

29 95
24 95

(Prices FOB S.P.)

TELEVIDEO 950C 995 00
EASY WRITER-PRO 199 00

9V, > 11 181b WHITE 3.000 ct 29 00

ZENITH 2-19 799 00
EASY MAILER-PRO 79 00 AUTOMATED SIMULATIO. 14 7/8 x 1 1 181b WHITE 3.000 Ct 39 00

EXPEOITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER 73 95 INVASION ORION 20 95

TRS-80 MOD 1
A-STATCOMP STATISTICS PKG 129 00 STAR WARRIOR 32 95

HARDWARE SUPER TEXT II 129 00 TUES MORNING OUARTERBACK 25 95

FINANCIAL PARTNER 199 00 CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 95

PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00 LISA 2 5 59 95 THE DRAGON S EYE 20 95

PERCOM DOUBLER II 159 00 SUPERSCRIBE II 99 95 MUSE SOFTWARE
TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE

429 00

289 00
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE ROBOT WARS 32 95 ^_

LNW DOUBLER W/ DOSPLUS 3 4D 159 00 G/L 199 00 THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95 wM
MOD III DRIVE KIT 649 00 A/R

A/P
199 00

199 00

ABM
GLOBAL WAR

20 96

20 96 DyD3l9
MORROW DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS

PAYROLL
PROPERTY MGMT
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT

199 00

399 00

59 95

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN

ONLINE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCES

24 95

29 95 :R 1
Controller P S Microsoft Banc CP/M' PERSONAL SOFTWARE MISSILE DEFENSE 25 95
At T DESKTOP PLAN II 199 00 SABOTAGE 20 95

DISCUS 2D 1 Single Drive - SOOK) 869 00 VISIPLOT 179 00
DISCUS 2D (Dual Drive - 1 MEGl
DISCUS 2 + 2 (Single Drive - 1 MEG)
DISCUS 2*2 (Dual Drive - 2 MEG)

1499 00

1099 DO

1999 00

VISITREND/VISIPLOT

VISIOEX

VISITERM

239 00

199 00

79 00
To order, or for information, call:

HARD DISK SYSTEMS VISICALC

VISIFILES

199 00

209 00 tOVX\TTlK-nf<f<:^Controller P S Microsoft Basic. CP/M' \£. mm. mB m i jivm A. Mm. m*. mkvS
AIT
DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes)

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes)

3099 00

3749 00

CP/M' SOFTWARE
THE WORD-SPELL CHECK 75 00

To use our 24-hour modem order line, call: (21 3) 883-8976.

d BASE II 599 00 We guarantee everything for 30 days It anything is wrong, return the item

ISOLATORS SUPER CALC
SPELLGUARO

229 00

239 00 and we'll make It right. And. of course i. we'll pay the shipping charges

ISO-1 3-SOCKET 53 95 P&TCP/M' MOD II TRS-80 175 00 We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders: COD up to $300.00
IS0-2 6 SOCKET 53 95 COMMX TERMINAL PROG 82 50 Add $2 00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under SO lbs.

BARE DRIVES
C BASIC 2

PASCAL Z

115 00
349 00

delivered in continental US Call for shipping charges over 50 lbs. Foreign.

PASCAL MT 439 00 FPO and APO orders, add 15% for shipping. Californians add 6% sales tax.

TANDON 5'/4 INCH PASCAL/M 205 00 Prices quoted are for stock on hand and subject to change without inotice.

100- 1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK

100-2 OUAL HEAD 40 TRK
219 00

299 00

SYSTEMS PLUS -
G/L A/R. A/P P/R 1799 00 31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CP/M is a reg trademark ol Digital Research -Requires 2-80 Sottcard



Specifiers, continued.

10 READ AS,BS,CS:DATA JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH
20 ZS = "

»/o */o":CLS:PRINT "TOTALS";
30 PRINTTAB(20)USING Z$;A$;
40 PRINTTAB(30)USING Z$;B$;
50 PRINTTAB(40)USING Z$;C$

Listing 4.

The field in ZS is set to three, so the first

three characters of each listed string are re-

turned. Note how PRINT USING is used
with PRINTTAB. It works equally well

with PRINT®, but in this case a comma is

inserted after the location number as in

PRINT@50,USING Z$;A$. A short

routine which involves both of these

symbols is shown in Listing 5.

Line 10 sets up two string fields. In Y$
the percent signs define a four space field

which will pick up the first four characters

of the indicated string. In line 50 therefore,

the word THE with its trailing space will be
printed. In ZS the second field contains

three characters consisting of the first

letters of the three strings indicated.

As a final exercise let us go back to the

revised version of the money printing

routine. Remember that we added four

spaces before the word AMOUNT in line

30. We did this to move our column
heading over to correspond with the

money column. Since a comma was used as

a position indicator before the word
AMOUNT, it printed out starting in the

first space of the second screen zone, or in

space number 17. Also recall that when we
define a field, the item in that field will be

printed out with the last character in the

Listing 5.

10 Y$ = "«7o "V':Z$ = "!M"
20 READT$,F$,B$,OS,I$
30 DATA THE .FEDERAL .BUREAU ,OF .INVESTIGATION
40 PRINT TS;F$;B$;0$;I$;"IS SOMETIMES CALLED"
50 PRINT USING Y$;TS;:PRINT USING Z$;F$.B$,I$

rightmost position of the field. Look back

at line 10 and count the characters in the

field format stored in AS; 2 dollar signs, 6

number signs, one period and one comma
for a total of ten. There are only 6 number
signs, but a space in the field has been

added for each additional symbol. So any
data in that field will be printed with the

last character in position 27 (17 plus the 10

in the field). To line up the column heading

we took the number of letters in

AMOUNT (6) and added the four leading

spaces so the string field size was also 10.

This string field can be defined at the be-

ginning of the program along with the

number field. Change line 5 to read: 5

A$ = "$$#,###.##":B$ = " «/o */r".

The field in B$ now has 10 spaces. In

printout the first four will show as spaces,

and the percent signs will then put the first

six characters in the word AMOUNT (all

of them) into the end of the field. This gets

our heading lined up. The printout line

must also be changed and should look like

this.

30 CLS:PRINT"SALESSLIP#",
USING B$;"AMOUNT"

As we can see the field specifiers are a
versatile lot. Experiment with them. Once
you have the hang of them, your reports

will really get that professional look.

NO RISK' MAILORDER DISCOUNTS
Apple Cords and Hardware

IM( lUalMrf byCmCmp Ib*m«Im 12*
Him Mlcraaaadaaa II 19*

SH
..- 14*

IIS
Z-MSotMardbyMkroaoft S9*
ItKRaraCardby Mkroaofl IS*
TkwdtnkKh Plaa clock < alaaaa r card IX*
IwitHfw* (oImmi cmHt 199
(on..Wiwk..t..K.,dm.hl>rKM CALL
ALT 3 Voice N«nc Card 1*9
ALT •VeaceMaaW Card 14*M

.SI*

.199

11 Kay Waaiwk li>H by Ray4>oa,r*Ca ...
Joyetkk II by Rayboard Co
**•* CPU Card (Dm MM) by SieRattoc.
AK> Serial A Parallel Interface by SB* AST .

Moak9yatara<lb •»*">
A D D A lateHe. a

f apenaloo CImmm (• •lot*)
latrr^X-19Ca*rffa*WrCard
Clock likaan I ard
CP» Maltl-Faocttoo Card

Sap R I an ventilation eye*

Sap B Terminal 90 caUa,« card by
SVA 7VX4 Meaebyle* »" Dtab < .

SVA2«2StoalrDr« riMC

Aayajtbtawaaa Serial interlace card by CCS ....

Ceatroaka Parallel Interlace r ard b% Ct S
Wt carry all CelHorala Corneal rt Seatem Carda

UV ii.h k mar* more Item, fat the Applr I

Plraar call or w rMr /or correal pekr llal

..I7S

. .1S9
. IIS
. .149
-.119

43
.119
S89

. 34 S
249
229
139
II*

CALL

16K RAMBOARD fryCoaaCom-

for Apple II Computers

FOR ONLY $99

VIO20 $249
Personal
Computer
Color ' Sound ' Graphic*
Call or write lor more Info.

Disk drU'rm available moon!

Video Monitor*
leeaWaVldeo 1*9 12 B*» 129
Leeda- VMm 1 99G 1 2" (..». Pboapber 1 49
(HMacbJ) 13- Color a, aadlo oataal 39*

I 2~ Green Pboeehe, Ola-ley JB-I29IM . .CALL
1 2" le-Ree Color Daaptay CALL
12HlReeBGBCa4o«IMaa4ay CALL

»»» 9TSIS Paaplaa, IBS
Saayo 9- Green DteaUy CALL
»aayo 11" SAW Dteatay 2*9
laataa 1 1~ Croaa Pbaaaba. PUp*ay 293
fta-a/o 13" Colo* Otaplay 449

"- irCrManaapktrDtoplav 13*

»l(
NIC
BBC

Printers

C. Itoh Blaayjrtll SS CBS daaayaebaal .

C. Hob Startartter 45 CPS datayaaal

.

taraa MX 7*
Eaooo MX-99 A MX-** FT
Eaooo MX-199

,

NBC Nil laaaoc i Dal Matrim

BBC BpAw tM an (Laloet reodele)
Paper TlaarlD9-44*Go jwiMh . . .

Paaor T%or ID»-Sa*fia. Tapbeta . . .

Qorae Sertoa. Darayojbeole (Laleal rnod
DtaMe 43* Daley* keel 49 CPS

1349
. 1*49
.1*49
.CALL

.1*99
.CALL
.I79S

Software for the Apple
Vlerlak vereaao 3) |99
VUI»U.|NIWa.uk*MMNftt) S49
VWTtrar VletPlot 149

199VialD.
Vk.IT era* . .

Da.kto.ru
OB Maal* r .

. 159

Eaaywrkar Ward Pro* a.

Taa Preparer
Baal I Hale Aaalyrer .

Creative F Inane kaa .

I

Peac htree Accoorafkea. Software
BPI Accooatbea. iahaanMnat Pbae Acctoo, Sarioaaa . .

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-854-6654

SEC
Microcomputer

CALL FOR
BEST PRICES
4 Mki Z 90A Operation
90 or 40 column nod** STANDARD
Balll In ( rnlKinli » printer port
fall AM II kryboard with Shirt lock
Baal Ilmr Clock STANDARD
RGB Color Oatpat
Mlaed teat aad arapMca
Namerka Keyboard STANDARD
CP'M CaaanarMrthry
5 or uor antraable Function bay*
24K Mkroaofl NBASIC In ROM arllh enhance*
color eraphk ceraaaaada

Tha NCC PC SMIA baa all Ibaaa k-alarr* aad raa.k

TkroaaA Ika aar a« tW PC S9I2A I O aali loi.l ayaia.
BAM •** ba nlraara la l*9K TW Pt 9031 Dual Dlak
Drfra pata 2S6K •» Baaay dhA ataraaa at yoor era

Tka NEC PC 990 1A baa ao mmh Iklaa* thai ara aaa
fkMM on arbor caiaalara ballt rrabt la tbat yoa «ay
aavar kavr ta boy artatbrt accaaaaryf Tfca aoaUty ikal th*
NEC naraa baa coaaa ta Mood far baa b-an bolHla. loo
Coraoara Iha (OMtaatltloN. and tbaa call (oataan

Caraaotara lor tba NEC PC 800

1

NEC COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE
CP M Ooatathai ayalara «Hb arapbk* conirol CALL
SUPtRCALC Flaaoctal B Sctaatlfk MoaVllafl (raootraa

tP M) CALL
WORDSTAR Ward Pimr**laa SyMara (raaalrr. CP Ml

..CALL
SYSTEMS PI IIS Coraalata A., oaallaa SyMaaa (raooiraa

IP N| CALL
MICROSOFT BASIC 90(r«oolraa CP M) CALL
MICROSOfT FORTRAN 90 (rraaknCP H) CALL
MICBOSOn COBOL 90 (raaorraaCP M) CALL

ATARI 80 16K

CALL
FOR
BEST
PRICE

Atari 400 o I6K
410 Program Racordat .

910 Ok* Drt-«
925 90 col 7aS Dot mattU
822 49 cot Quiet TkaraaaJ PrkMar

1S9
.**
199

&ZZ?} IBMV bomr. / ACCESSORIES
BY TECMAR

Bara Car* . .

I Of aid .

Itl Bpaaid Sartal I O Car* . . .

Clock ...

Ordarnao. baforaaatkto: Pbooa ordara oaaaaj VISA.
MAStIRt ARD. AMI RICAN I XPRI SS. DINEB*
CLUB. CABTE BLANCHE, baa* wbra traaalar.

aoaMkl t back (aHoar taa day* to < leart. Uojaaaj aaayiah)

wttb caab, aroaaa ad* 5% for abaaaaaa). ba.

aajalaaaaat la 1

aaa fat tarer • ararraaty (aaaally 99 daya)
•boorrooai aritri aaay dlffar froaa aaall order aetcaa.

Send Orders To:

GODDSOaDLDOt?

eoinpBOeo's m.u ord«

8314 Parkway Drive
La Meaa. Calif. 92041

California and
outside continental U.S. (7 1 4) 698-8088 Taia* 695-000 b, (. ccmo
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They have landed and are taking over the city. Steadily they are making their way across the city, destroying
everything in their paths. The town has been evacuated and your regiment has retreated leaving you, alone in
the city, at the mercy of the aliens.

The aliens have you surrounded, and laser shots fly from all directions. Your movements are confined but you
haven't given up. If you're going to live, you'll have to concentrate on where the shots are coming from and
where you're going because if you don't, you'll get caught in the CROSS FIRE.

CROSS FIRE is a unique new game by JAY SULLIVAN featuring HI-RES graphics and sound, smooth quick
animation, and some of the best arcade challenge available anywhere. CROSS FIRE runs on any 48K APPLE
11/11 PLUS DOS 3-2 or Ji and is available now for $29.95 on disk from your local computer store or you may
order directly from

NOW \\ Ml Mil I

FOR \ I AR1
PI RSONAL COMPU I 1 RS
Willi l.'K \NI) lllvK l>HI\ I

N-LINE s y$tems

36575 Mudge Ranch Road Coarsegold. CA 93614 209-683-6858
CIRCLE 21 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Peter Shriner

florto

hgik
1IRSWTO

Norton the robot.

Ifyou have ever attended a com-

puter show, you have undoubtedly

met one ofthe cheeky little mechanical

fellows who ply the aisles attracting

attention for their renters'products.

"Obviously, "you have said toyour-

self "it can't be a real' robot. But

how does it work?"

Here is a closer look that should

answer the question. —EBS

Norton is a radio-controlled robot oper-

ated by Laser Systems Development Cor-

poration of Colorado Springs, as a promo-

tional gimmick for their laser and light

shows.
Powered by a motorcycle battery, the

robot rolls with motorized wheels, moves

his arms and claws, flashes lights in his

opaque dome, raises and lowers his hat

mounted on an antenna, and plays music

through a cassette deck.

Norton is remotely controlled with a

modified model airplane control box, which

is concealed in a leather shoulder bag.

Peter Shriner. 5262 Reed St., Arvada. CO 80002.
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Unnoticed by curious spectators. Jim Wiley
(left) and Ron Webster (right) maneuver
Norton.

The operators ) also make him speak with
a radio microphone.
Norton has an effective operating range

of 30 feet, enabling the operator to control
him in a crowd without being noticed. An
operator can make the robot approach
any individual in a crowd and carry on a
conversation, much to the amazement of
spectators. rj

ass*

"I am hurrying!"

CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD -*•

tiny radio microphone hidden in the operators pal,
Norton 's voice.



Chartyourfinancialfuture
withMicroFinesse

In this fast-paced business world, the

best way to stay competitive is to be

able to see your financial alternatives

clearly and make decisions fast.

That's why P-E Consulting Group

Ltd. developed MicroFinesse, a com-

plete package providing professional

financial forecasting PLUS full high-

resolution color graphics

support, including pie

charts, histograms and
graphs, for the financial

projections you create.

Now this evolutionary

financial resource planning

tool eliminates the time-

consuming reprogramming
required for financial model

consolidation or expansion. Micro-

Finesse's menu-driven command
format can also generate up to 15 user-

defined reports per model, with

visuals, without reprogramming.

Previously available only for main-

frame applications, the MicroFinesse

program can now be purchased at

leading Dealers nation-wide.

MicroFinesse is specifically

designed for the 48K
Apple II* with the Apple

Language Card.

So when your variables

are many and your time is

limited, take a good look at

the financial artistry of

MicroFinesse.

MicxoFinesse
Distributed by: ^f^OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 548-2805

Apple II is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc.

m
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Program to Perform the Complex "Need" Calculation

Financial Aid

As a college financial aid officer, I am
frequently asked by students and their

parents about eligibility for student aid.

Often, parents will tell me their income
and ask if their child is eligible. I must then
explain that the answer depends on many
factors in addition to income and that the

calculation is too complex to carry out on
the spot.

The best way to find out if one is eligible

is simply to apply, using all the forms
required at a particular college, and wait

for an official answer. The problem is

that this wait is usually at least two months.

At a time when a student may need to

make college decisions quickly, it would
be helpful to get some idea of student aid

eligibility right away.

What You Can Learn
The program presented here will tell a

student a good deal, although not every-

thing, about eligibility for student financial

aid during the 1982-83 academic year.

Specifically, it will calculate the amount
the family will be expected to contribute

to the student's education, according to

the "uniform methodology," the most widely

used measure of ability to pay for college.

Most financial aid is limited by need,
which is defined as the-cost of education

minus the expected family contribution.

Since most colleges calculate family con-

tribution with a formula identical or very

similar to the one in this program, the

figure the program provides should be a

good approximation of what any college

will expect.

The cost of education, however, varies

widely from college to college. The figure

John B. Fisher. Director of Financial Aid. Bloomfield

College. Bloomfield. NJ 07003.

May 1982 e Creative Computing

John B. Fisher

includes tuition, fees, dorm charges for

resident students and an estimate of the
amount required for books, transportation

and personal expenses. The amount can
be as little as under $1,000 per year at a
two-year community college to well over
$ 10,000 per year at a four-year independent
college.

The best way to find out the cost of

education is to contact the financial aid

office at the college in which the student is

interested.

Subtracting the family contribution
calculated by this program from the cost
of education at a particular college will

indicate the student's "need" at that college.

Most grants. National Direct Student Loans
(loans made directly by the college) and
jobs in the Federal College Work-Study
Program are limited by the amount of

need.

A student's financial aid cannot exceed
this demonstrated need. There is no
guarantee that a college will always be
able to meet 100% of this need, but students

who do demonstrate need are likely to get

at least some help.

Knowing the amount of need is also

useful for another purpose. In the past, all

students could get federally subsidized

Guaranteed Student Loans (the student
loans obtained from banks) regardless of

need. At the present time, however, students

whose families have incomes of $30,000 or
more can get these loans only if they have
demonstrated need.

There have been proposals to limit loans

to the amount of demonstrated need no
matter what family income is. and this

may well be in effect by September. 1982.

Knowing one's "need" is, therefore, an
important piece of information for anyone
who may be interested in a Guaranteed
Student Loan next year.

This program, by the way, will not tell a
student anything about eligibility for Pell

Grants, the federal program which makes
awards directly to students. Eligibility for

Pell Grants is determined by a different

formula established by the Department of

Education. At press time, the formula for

the 1982-83 school year had not been deter-

mined.

Program Notes

The structure of this Applesoft Basic-

program is contained in the control section.

Program flow consists of successive calls

to major subroutines. Table 1 outlines the

function of each routine. The calculation

of family contribution requires reference

to several tables. They are included here
as DOS textfiles (Table 2) but they could
just as well be DATA within the program.

Looking over the program (Listing 1)

one will notice that text and slots in the

input matrix are provided for questions
not used by the program. I have done this

to allow for easy expansion of the program
to determine Pell Grant eligibility, once
that formula is published by the U.S.
Department of Education.

After entering the program and getting

it to run. it is important to make sure that

all numerical data and calculations are

correct. In addition to careful proofreading.

I have provided three sample dependent
student cases (Table 3) and two sample
independent student cases (Table 4) to

test against.

107



Aid, continued.

Line* Function

10-500 Program Set-Up

4000 - 4999 Strings for input questions

5000 - 5999 Control Section

6000 - 6999 Set-up for new student

7000 - 19999 Input

20000 - 24999 Calculation for dependent student

25000 -29999 Calculation for independent student

30000 -39999 Report

40000 -49999 Miscellaneous Subroutines

50000 END

Table 1.

Table 3.

Input Casel Case 2 Case 3

State NJ CA MS
Parent Age 50 60 48
Marital Status M S M
College Year 1 3 1

Family Size 4 3 5

Number in College 1 2 3
Adjusted Gross $20,000 $15,000 $30,000

US Tax 2,000 1,200 4,500

Father's Income 12,000 30,000
Mother's Income 8,000 12,000

Social Security 4,000

AFDC
Other Income
Medical/Dental 500 1,000 800
Student Assets 300
Cash and Savings 2,000 200 1,000

Home Value 50,000 70,000
Mortgage 35,000 40,000
Investments 10,000

Debt on Investment

Business Value 100,000

Business Debt 60,000
Social Security/Month 100

Number of Months 9
V.A. Benefits 40
Number of Months 12

Other Income 500

Results

Parent Contribution

From Income 514 570 983
From Assets -168 -90 4
Total Parent Contribution 347 480 988

Student Contribution

Summer Savings 700 900 700
Social Security 900
V.A. Benefits 480
Other Benefits 500
From Assets 104
Total Student Contribution 804 1,800 1,680

Total Family Contribution $1,151 $2,280 $2,268

6<5,n i

Table 2.
6979 5780 B B

8690 7500 6310 8
1073© 5540 8350 7160
12660 11470 10260 3090

14810 13620 12430 11240
fti 57,2 :>

9 5
7
8

4
S

12
10
B
4

3 C(2b»2:'

4

2
4

24680 19300
25300 20200
26666 20700
26700 21200
27400 21600

j 28100 22200
500 22700

11
ie
6
8
4
ie
9
9
8
7

9
8
5
13
12
10
10
12
b

B 29700 23300
30700 23300

T

31500 24500
32600 25100

5
4
4

33500 25700
34700 26600
35800 27200
37000 2810O

2 38300 26600

g
39600 23700

4 41200 30400
42500 31300

T
5
6

44200 32200
45600 33300
47400 34300

3 49200 35300

4 51100 36400

7 53400 37700
55400 38866

7 2

B 4 D<15.2>
9 4 1600 1300
8 J 3300 2600
9 3 4300 4000
8 1 6600 5300
10 3 3200 66O0
8 3 3800 7906
15 7 11500 9200
b B 13100 10600
7 3 14800 11300
7 3 16400 13200
10 6 000 14500
S 3 1970S 15660
4 21300 1 72061
11 3 230OO 1 6500
8 4 24600 19806
7 B
5 8
4
5

B E<t,
5120 5260

3 6870 3500

5 4 3060 11840

4 10820 14620

5 13740 17250

7 B
16230 20186

13 6
B 3 F<30.2>
5 B 2100

4200
3500
12600
16088
21200
26500
31800
42400
56600
2100
4200
5408
9500
12700
15900
21200
26500
31800
42400
1100
2100
4200
6200
6500
10600
12700
15900
21260
26500

234. 16
630.18
1404.21
2265.24
3273. 28
4505.32
6201.37
8162.43
12720.49
1567
234.16
730.18
1026.22
1768.24
2476.26
3308.31
4351.36
6859. -42

3685. 46
13961.54
154.16
314.18
692.19
1072.21
1555.24
2059.26
2605.3
3565.34
5367.39
~434.44
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. MX-80

OWNERS
TIRED OF PRINTING ON THE PERFORATION?

TIRED OF JUMPING TO BASIC JUST TO
CHANGE PRINT MODES?

REJOICE! MXPLUS IS HERE
INSTALL MXPLUS AND YOUR MX-80 WILL
SKIP PERFORATIONS AUTOMATICALLY.

(SWITCH SELECTABLE. OF COURSE)

LETS YOU SELECT CONDENSED, EMPHASIZED
OR NORMAL PRINTING INSTANTLY USING ONLY

THE PRINTER PANEL BUTTONS.

MXPLUS IS A PLUG-IN MODULE THAT
INSTALLS IN MINUTES.

NO SOLDERING REQUIRED.

"IPIUS

ORDER TODAY
$39.95

CIRCLE 1 72 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I

PURCHASE PLAN 1 2 24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN • 36 MONTH LEASE PLAN

14 MB HMI
LA* DECwnter II S1.M6 $105 S 5* t 40
LAM DECwnter IV 9*5 H S3 31
UU4 DECwnter IV fotmi Ctrl 1.045 106 90
LA1M DECwnter IIW 2.3*6 320 133 03

l.l -f-J J LA130 OEOrrttet M NO 3.006 300 113 76
IliM.*! VT100 CRT DECK** 1.006 103 N 01

\

VT101 CRT DECK** 1.1*6 115 67 43
VT125 CRT Grapftict 3.3*6 315 106 11*
VT131 CRT DECKS* 1.746 167 *0 63
VT133 CRT DECiewt 1.945 1*0 10* 73
vniXACPcmulCnnpatatOatan 2.3*6 230 136

TI745 Porttelt Termmel 1.9*6 163 06 6*
TI755 0«Mre Memory Terminal 2.5*5 241 13* 93
Tl MimM 10 Terminal 006 67 37 35
TT706 Portable MR. 13* CPS 2.3*5 23* 120
TI767 Portaole KSR. 12* CPS 2.646 273 153 103
TH10RO Printer 1.0*6 162 (0 61

I KSR Wnltf 2.1*6 311 117 M
A0M3A CRT TtnMul 606 57 34 33
AOM6 CRT Terminal 646 63 36 34
AOM33 CRT TlrwHwl 1.106 112 65 42
ADM42 CRT Ttomml 1.**6 1*0 10* 72

EXCEL 12 CRT Ttcmmil 1.6*5 163 90 61

EXCEL 42 Smart Bullered CRT 995 96 54 36
C0L0RSCAN 10 CoUH CRT 3.1*6 307 171 110

I 925 CRT Terminal 060 03 40 31
950 CRT Terminal 1.079 103 57 3*

lotler Quality 7715 RO 3.0*9 27* 194 104
Latter Quality 7725 KSR 3.3*5 31* 175 11*

IrU'ld-MlalHltl'-lfll 2*30 KSR Printer 30 CPS 1.195 115 67 43
ui3 2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS 2.1*6 311 117 M

I EiecrfrM 00 20 1.346 127 75 4*
Executive «0 30 1.6*9 163 90 61

Ml** FT Printer 746 71 43 37
MX 100 Printer 195 S6 41 32

I EO4O0 4 Channel Slat Mm 1.525 147 03 66
I EWOO 6 Oamnol SIM M.i 2.050 197 110 74

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS < 10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

...The WinningCard
Computer Station™

presents

Station Master™
for the Apple II' or Apple II Plus'

Computer Station has long been known (or its graphic developments for

the Appple Computer The Dithertizer II™ is a video digitizer board which
loads the hires screen with a video camera. Combined Enhanced Graphics
Software (CEGS) dumps the contents of the hires screen onto paper for a
large variety of printers by means of low-cost software package.

We now introduce the Station Master™ The Station Master is a uni-

versal parallel card with the added capability of being able to put the hires
screen on paper with simple keyboard commands The Station Master may
be used with ANY one of FOUR different printer types (See model selec-

tion below )

As with our CEGS. there are options for dumping page one or page two.

normal or expanded size, picture or plot, and horizontal positioning

The Station Master card is supplied with printer cable so you |ust plug in

and go We also include a diskette with practice pictures and plots as well as
drivers for use with Visiplot™

The Station Master offers compatibility with BASIC. Pascal 1 1 . CP 'M
and application software The documentation includes helpful information

for first-lime users about hires graphics and how to use the board with pro-

grams such as Applewriter™. Apple Plot™. Visicalc™ and Visiplot™

The Station Master including cable 17500

Model "7017 accommodates ANY of the printers listed below

• Epson MX 80 with • Data South DS 1KI)

graphics option • Centronics 738
• Epson MX 100 • NECPC8023
• Anadex 9501 '95(H)

Computer Station

CSI
11610 Page Service Drive

St. Louis. Missouri 63141
(314)432 7019

CSI

Direct orders will incut 13 00 shipping and handling charge and sales lax where applicable

Computer Station. Station Master and Dithertizer tl are trademarks of Computer Stations. Inc

Apple II. Apple II Plus. Applewnter and Apple Plot are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer. Inc Vrwcalc and Visiplot are registered trademarks of Personal Software. Inc
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id, contini

Table 4.

Input

State

Student Age
Marital Status

Family Size

College Year

Cash and Savings

Home Value

Mortgage
Investment

Debt on Investment

Business Value

Business Debt
Summer Earnings

1982-83 Earnings

Social Security/Month
Number of Months
V.A. Benefits

Number of Months
Other Income

Results

Parent Contribution

From Income
From Assets

Total Parent Contribution

Student Contribution

From Earnings

Social Security

V.A. Benefits

Other Benefits

From Assets

Total Student Contribution

Total Family Contribution

Casel
ME
25

S
1

1

$2,000

3,000

5.000

200
12

$13,169

Case 2

WA
35
S
2

1

$5,000

45,000

30,000

3,000

9,000

150

9

8,769 11.293

2.406

1,350

2.000 3,606

13.169 16,243

$16,243

Listing I.

IAL AID
NEED

HER, DECEMBER 1981
REM PROGRAM SET Uf

,B<5»4>
5$ = "AKAL£RASA2?ACOCTCH0CDEFL6A6UHIIAI
DILINKYKSLAMAMDMEMIMNh D 'CNHNJNH

HVHUOHOKORPRPRR ISCSDTNTTTXUTUAU I UTHfiH I

H

DIM C< 26,2 >.0<15#2>»E< 6.2)
. . , _

:?C< D* CHfM
166 PRINT Wi'OPEN TABLES"
170 PRINT D*»"READ TABLES"
186 FOR N 1 T
190 INPUT X.Y
200 A<N,1 ) XlA<N*2) = V

Li! REM
36 REM
100
ue

130

EXT N

226 FOR N =

230 INPUT W X.Y,Z
246 B> - X
256 B> V:B<N,4;> Z

266 NEXT N
276 F 1 TO 26-

V
2 SO C N,l> = V

"10 F 1 TO 15
320 ,V

730 D H.1, = •,2' V
7-10

-OR N = 1 TO 6

368
376 E :n,i > =

: iE<N,2> V

370 FOR N = 1 TO 30
400 .*

:n»d = 1,2) = V

420
500 PRINT D*i CLOSE TABLES"

REM STRING DATA FOR INPUT
4301 DATA DEPENDENCY STATUS •"D I >"

4002 DATA "STATE ABREVIAT]
4003 DATA "AGE OF OLDER PARENT"
4004 DATA *A6E OF STUDENT"
400? DATA "PARENT MARITAL STATUS"
4006. DATA "STUDENT MARITAL STATUS"
4007 DATA 'VEAR IN COLLEGE"
4608 DATA "SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD
4009 DATA "NUMBER IN COLLEGE"
4010 DATA "ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME"
4011 DATA "U.S. INCOME '
4012 DATA "STATE AND LOCAL INCOME

DATA "INCOME FROM WORK"
4014 DATA "INCOME FF

4015 DATA "FAMILY SOCIAL SECURITY"
4816 DATA "AFDC < WELFARE •

4017 DATA "OTHER NON-TAXABLE INCOME"
4018 DATA "MEDICAL- DENTAL EXPENSES
4019 DATA "PRE-COLLEGE TUITION"
4020 DATA "STUDENT I SPOUSE 81 INCOME"
4021 DATA "STUOE USE NET ASSETS"
4022 DATA "CASH AND SAO

I

4023 DATA "HOME MARKET UALUE"
4624 DATA "OUTSTANDING MORTGAGE

'

DATA "OTHER INVESTMENTS'
4026 DATA "DEBTS ON OTHER INVESTMENTS"

DATA "BUSINESS- FARM UALUE"
4828 DATA "DEBTS ON EUSINESS-FAP'! 1 '

4029 DATA STUDENT SUMMER '82 INCOME"
4030 DATA "STUDENT 82-83
407. DATA USE SUHHER '82 INCOME"
4072 DATA "SPOUSE 82-83 INCC
-077 DATA 'SOCIAL SECURITY PER MONTH"
4074 DATA "SOCIAL SEC: NO. OF MONTHS '

4033 DATA "U.A. BENEFITS PER MONTH"
4036 DATA 'UA BENEFITS! NO. OF MONTHS"

IER NON-TAXABLE INCOME"
5000 REM CONTROL SEC1
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The future belongs to microcomputers.

At SSI. we apply tomorrow's programming
techniques to re-create some classic battles of

the past. As proof, we offer our latest games
for the Apple* computer*. PURSUIT OF THE

:SPEE andTHE ROADTO GETTYSBURG.

IRSUIT OF THE GRAF SPEE"
transports you back to the South Atlantic of
1939 soyou can command the deadly German
pocket battleship to sink enemy merchant
vessels while eluding British and French war-
ships Or you can direct the Allied fleet to

locate and destroy the scourge of your ship-

ping lanes.

Ifyou're familiar with Computer Bismarck
— which has become something of a phe-
nomenon in gaming circles — you owe it to

yourself to try this game. Like its older brother,

PURSUIT OF THE GRAF SPEE has all the thrill

of the chase, heightened by the complexity
and richness of detail such as complete ship

ratings for speed and strength, fuel restric-

tions, refueling capabilities, and realistic rules

governing sighting and visibility.

However, we've also added a remarkable
tactical combat system that accounts for

gunfire accuracy, torpedoes and smoke
screens. When it comes to calculating ship

damage and battle results, you simply leave

all the work to the computer, which does
everything instantly and unerringly.

If you're so inclined, you can even engage
in combat by using miniatures. Enter the

results ofyour off-line battle and the computer
will incorporate them into the strategicgame

This simulation contains two scenarios, all

played on a 1 9-by- 1 9 square-grid map of the

South Atlantic displayed in colorful Hi-Res
graphics. The first recounts the entire 25-day
historic chase, where shadowing, pursuit and
elusive maneuvers areyour primary concerns.
The second simulates the Battle of the River

Rate, where the Graf Spee— already located
— must deal with three British ships.

Finally, the solitaire scenario letsyou match
wits against the computer as it directs the
Graf Spee. We wish you luck.

THE ROAD TO GETTYSBURG"' takes

you even further back in time, to that fateful

battle of 1863. This board-assisted computer
simulation is designed to let you experience

the actual feel of a Civil War command. Like a
real Union or Confederate general, you must
deal with the slow and frustrating dispatch
system — your only means of communication
with your troops. Knowledge of troop posi-

tions and estimates of enemy strength are
only as good as your reconnaissance patrols.

The computer plays the individual corps
commanders who implement your orders.

Apple rs o registered troderrtartt of Appii STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS IPIC

Based on their historical leadership ratings,

they may misinterpret or even disobey your
directives.

Beforeyou move a corps, you must consider

the effects of weather, terrain, corps morale,

fatigue, and even straggling on your troops.

THE ROAD TO GETTYSBURG simulates

the entire week-long campaign. Depending
on your strategies, the town of Gettysburg
may not be involved at all.

For those who want to dispense with long-

range planning, we've provided a scenario

that just simulates the three-day Battle of

Gettysburg. There is also a solitaire scenario

so you can play anytime against a tough
computer opponent.

Again, you can use miniatures to resolve all

battles if you so desire.

This game is made for all you avid strategists

out there. After you're done playing it, you'll

really know the pleasure and pain of being
a Robert E. Lee I

If you're interested in what the future has
in store for the past, visityour local computer/
game store and get these SSI games today. At
S59 95 each, they must surely be the best
bargain in time travel I

To order with your VISA or MC, call toll

free 800-227-1617, ext. 335 (800-772-3545,
ext. 335 in California). To order by mail, send
your check to Strategic Simulations Inc. 465
Fairchild Drive. Suite 108, Mountain View,
CA 94043. All our games carry a 14-day
money back guarantee.

*48K Apple* II with ROM and one floppy disc drive

\» pan ol our uVminding tljfMjard* of rttrllrncr. **r uw ITiaXBll n..pp% Jwv

WE RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD DESIGNERS. We re always on the lookout for high-quality games from Independent
designers. Ifyou havegame programs thatyou'd like SSI to publish, give us a call at (415) 964-1353 or write to SSI, 465 Fairchild Drive Suite 108
Mountain view, CA 94043.
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"^'*ffg
ummvi

You Bet
M \(.l< WINDOW ™ transforms

youi Apple Computer into a so-

phisticated word processor unlike

an\ othei

Streamlined to meet all profess-

ional needs yet b to understand

and operate. M \(.K w INDOW
he used h\ anyone in minutes

Simulating .1 si. mil.ml typewriter,

everyone has immediate rapport with

the system as no special training is

required Ml complexities ol

ition are eliminated by explicit

instructions and a unique menu
system that simplifies the powerful

functions available.

M \GI< w IM)i)\\ solves the

Vpplc's display problem without

nsivc hardware additions Using

your \ ideo screen as a "window", you
view what you type from any

position selected with a single

keystroke Centering, justifying and
correcting can all be done on the

screen before printing. I liminating

youi problems swiftly. MAGIC
WINDOW is ihe finest word pro-

cessoi designed foi the Apple

M \(.l( WORDS'" uscsthesame

positive feat ures ol MAGK
w l \ D< )W menu selection ol

opiums, simplicity ol use. accuracy

and speed.

Discovering errors aftei it is too

late is not only embarrassing and

unprofessional, but costly I )on't you

wish you could avoid mistakes

altogethi

You can With M \(,K WORDS.
an entire page is proofread foi

spelling errors and typos in seconds

When found. the words in

context on the screen or punt out.

and are given choices ol how to

handle each

\l \(,l< W( >!<[ )S mam diction-

ary is more than ample with 14.(10(1

words (twice as main as the avi

person) You can also add mote
words, specialized terms, or clients'

names to the \ ocabulary ol the "user"

dictionary, editing them with
\1 \GIC WINDOW

lor. let \1 \G1< WORDS coi

documents composed on \1 \OI(

W IN DOW before prinl

M \(,I( M \ll I R ,M
is a mailing

list met ue system intended to be used

with \1 \Ci"l< W INDOW

mans personalized letters, invoices.

labels as you elect with minimal

kevstrok

( uate your mailing list for

\1 \(.l( \1 Ml 1 R. merge it with the

documents filed in MAGK
w IN D< )W and instantaneously

punt customized documents with

speed led it.

I hese three progi ams used

togcthei form the most complete and

professional word processing system

on the 111,11 ket today

I Ins system is so simple and
straightforward to learn it is being

used by universities to

electronic word process

I he time and money you'll save IS

Distributed by

\n \rl\ci company

North Holly wood 1
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Aid, continued...

5100 6000 7640 IF If = 64 THEN 8500
5200 7650 GOSUB 40030: INVERSE : PRINT I*.
5210 if : i > = 1 THEN GOSUB 20060 7560 NORMAL : PRINT IS NOT LISTED. TRY AGAIN
5215 IF [<J > = then GOSUE 25606 7670
5220 80SUB 30000 7520 GOTO 7525
5700 HOME i500 IF K3) = then SEAD Qf
5705 VTAB 7 S501 IF K3) = THEN 5000

PRINT "TO DETERMINE VOUR NEED', SUBTRACT" 3502 GOSUB 40640
5713 8505 N « 3

"THIS TOTAL FfiHILV CONTRIBUTION OF" GOSUB 40200

5725 5000 IF K4> = THEN READ Qt
PRINT H;" FROM t-e COST OF EDUCATION AT A"

5001 IF K4) = THEN 3500
3735 5602 GOSUB 40040

"PART I C OOL." 5005 N = 4

5750 9010 60SUB 4U_.

5760 5500 IF K5) = THEN READ Q*
5770 PRINT INT

3502
5505

IF K5) = O THE>' lei

"SOMETIMES USED FOR RANKING PURPOSES": PRINT HOME
5730 PRINT "BUT NEED IS NEVER GREATER THAN": PRINT 5510 GOSUE 48788
-755 PRINT "THE COST OF EDUCATION": PRINT 3520 GOSUB 40045
5600 PRINT : PRINT "PRESS N FOR A NEH STUDENT": PRINT 5540 IF I* = "S" THEN I<5> «

INPUT A OTHER KEV TO END" >Z*
3550 IF I* = »H" OR It = "S" THEN lOOon

5620 I r Z* 5560 SOSUB 40630
5999 END PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER 'M' OR
sees REM 667 up FOR NEW STUDENT S5C-0 5 4 0O6 O

€010 •
3550 GOTO 5540

6030 FOR N = i TO 38 10066 IF V "MEN READ Q*
6440 1

16662 IF KG) = THEN 11000
6030 ' N iOO05 HOME

6060 RES': 10010 GOSUB 40"

6070 C7 = 6 16020 GOSUB 40045

Tl = 3: T2 35:73 10070 IF I* = "S" THEN 1. 6) -

6555 RET. IF I<6:> = THEN K31) =

REM 10634 IF K6) = THEN K32) =

7100 HOt 2 IF I<6) = AND Kl) = THEN K14)
PRINT 16640 IF It x 3" .;,s, it x "M" THE

7104 GOSUB 40030
PRINT THIS PROGRAM HILL HELP YOU FIND OUT" PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER 'H

7120 PRINT "VOUR ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENT FI -..
10070 5 4005-j

7.30 PRINT "AID AS A COLLEGE STUDENT DURING THE" GOTO 10070

7140 PRINT "1562- C«= - 1 000 FOR. N

7150 PRINT HOME

7160 PRINT STUDENT AID IS LIMITED TO VOUR" IF KM) = THEN READ 01

7170 PRINT "'NEED'. THE DEFINITION OF 'NEEC 11667 IF KN,- = O THEN 16000
7180 PRINT "THE COST OF EDUCATION MINUS THE AMOUNT" .1010 GOSUB 40100
7150 PRINT "VOUR FAMILY IS EXPECTED TO CONTRIBUTE" 11O20 IF N = 7 THEN GOSUB 41006
7288 PRINT .1070 IF N 8 THEN GOSUB 41100
7210 PRINT •ELP YOU ESTIMATE" 11646 IF N = 16 THEN GOSUB 41200
7220 PRINT "VOUR EXPECTED FAMILY CONTRIBUTIC .1050 IF N 11 THEN GOSUB 41300

PRINT "THE COST OF EDUCATION DIFFERS WIDELY" 11060 IF N = 15 THEN GOSUB 4 1400
7240 PRINT "AND YOU WILL HAUE TO GET PARTIO 1 ! 070 IF N = 22 THEN GOSUB 41500
7238 PRINT NTS FROM INDIVIDUAL COLLEGES." 11686 IF N = 33 THEN GOSUB 41600
7260 PRINT "SUBTRACTING the CONTRIBUTION ESTIMATED' IF N = 3 THEN GOSUB 41800
7270 PRINT "BV THIS PROGRAM WILL SHOW VOUR NEED'." 11106 IF N = 25 OR N = 31 THEN GOSUB 415-

11110 IF N = 30 OR N ' 32 THEN GOSUB 41950
TO CONTINUE ">2* 11120 IF N = 13 THEN 60S

7292 IF N = 14 THEN SOSUB 42000
".v< PRINT FIRST IT IS NECESSARY tq DETERMINE" 14066 GOSUB 40045

7310 PRINT "IF VOL1 WILL BE CONSIDERED DEPENDS . - 1 00 GOSUB 40200

SELF-SUPPORTING. THREE QUESTIONS* 14200 IF I<:23> = THEN K24) = 6
"770 PRINT 14210 IF I ''25; = THEN K26) = 8

7340 PRINT 14220 IF I<27:> = THEN K28) =

"50
7366

PRINT
PRINT

"1. DID (HILL) YOU LIME WITH YOUR"
rtWR PARENTS IN 1SS1 OP 1562

j 4270
14240
18000
16005

IF K33) = THEN K34) = 8
IF K35) = THEN I<36> =
NEXT N
HOME

7370 PRINT "2. DID (HILL) THEV CLAIM YOU AS A"
PRINT TAX EXEMPTION EITHER VE^

~b* PRINT "3. DID <WILL> TriEV GIVE YOU MORE THAN" 16010 •'TAB 11: HTAB 12

7400
7410

PRINT
PRINT

*750 OF SUPPORT EITHER YEAR?" 16026
16100

FLASH : PRINT "CALCOLAT.
FOR H 1 TO 38

7420 PRINT IF THE ANSWER TO ANV PART OF THESE"
16110
,6120
16170

IF KN < THEN KN)
KN) = INT • KN))
NEXT N

7436 PRINT "THREE QUESTIONS IS VES ' THEN YOU ARE"
7440 PRINT "CONSIDERED DEPENDENT-. if THE ANSWER"
7450 PRINT "TO ALL PARTS IS NO' THEN YOU ARE

.5140 IF IC8;> < 1 THEN K9) 1

7460
7470

PRINT "CONSIDERED 'SELF-SUPPORTING.

"

15555
2000O

RE*

.

REM DEPENDENT PC

7510
7512

7550
7552

PRINT
PRINT

60T0 7

60SUB
IF I*
IF I*

BASED ON THIS DESCRIPTION, ANSWER"
» ! EE_

40O45
'556

46066
= "I ' THEN Kl) - 6
"! THEN GOSUB 40800

20610
2002O
20070

20050
2005O
20065

Al « : .5 — :

- .0665
IF A2 > 15~5 THE'- A2

A3 = I< 14) * .0665
IF A3 > 1575 THEN A3 .

A3 = A3 -

IF Kl) = B THEN RET.-

7554
7560

IF I*
IF I*

= "0" then eosue 40550
» "D" OR It = "I" THEN 7609

20070
200:0

A4 = A< K2)#l
IF Hi > = 15000 THEN - 1

7570

7550

7620

60SUI
PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER '0' OR 'I

"

"570
GOSUB 40460
GOSUB 46645

2005O
20100

20120
20130

A4 - ! ) * Al
A5 = K18: - CA
IF A5 THEN A5 =

IF .

IF K14 • K13 • THEN AC I< 14)

7525 R.EM 26135 R6 • (K - . 7

7636 60SUB • 20146 IF A6 . 1888 THEM A6 = 1800
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kid, continued.

29138 IF IC5> = 8 THE'- -

20168 IF I<13: THEN 06 = K13)
IF Ki4: 13) THEN fi6 =

11.75 R6 66 • .7
IF THEN f>6 = 160E

20196 £17 :A8 = K9)
20200 IF 6 THEN fi7 = 6

IF 2 THEN fi7 = 2
IF 1 THE

20270 IF 4
then as = 4

28246 09
23242 IF > A7 THEN AS = RS t

26256 A3 * H4 » fit * fir

26266 B2 Hi - Bl
28265 B5
20270 64 = 170086 <B5 - 250868:'

28578 C9 = C5 - C8

20275 IF 65
I I^ 65

IF 65
20700 IF 65
£0710
20715 B7

20720 IF :

20770 IF :

20740 ES
20750 69 = Bt

L 1 =

20780 IF E2 <

07 = B2

H7> * 1678

>

250000 THEN B4 70000 <<B3 - 150600:' * .6!

150001 THEN 64 = 28888 (<B5 - 50880:' • .3)
94 = B5 - .5

1 THEN 64 = 8
- 64

40 THEN 67 =

65 THEN 67 = 65
- 39.2 - I

EI

12500 THEN CI = ((12586 - 62:
THEN CI =

1 2700 i - . 05

20^20 C4 ^

IF C3

1- .-

07 = B2iC
eosue 21

- .2E00 i - .47

11691 THEN
9401 THI 1364

'HEN C4 - C3 «

- 74.. - 758
1 THEN RE1

1

- .4.
* .34)

<<C3 .25)

IS0 1

Pal •4.25970b

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide

protection from . .

.

• Computer errors caused by

power line interference

• Computer errors duo to system
equipment interaction

• Spike damage caused by
copier/elevatorfair conditioners

• Lightning caused damage
•• FULLY GUARANTEED* '

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression;

useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms $69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets

total); Spike Suppression; useful for multiple equipment installa-

tions S69-95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3) similar to ISO-1 except double isolation

& oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical

noise situations such as factories or large offices $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated

socket banks A Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system

in severe situations $104.95
• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO 17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple

Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) Add $9.00

• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT(CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR OEALERS MasterCard, Visa, American Express

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876 (except AK, Hi, PR & Canada)

/SaVElectronic Specialists, Inc
171 South Mam Street Nat<cl> Mass 01760

Technical & Non 800: 1 617 655 1532
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20540
20558
24999
25088
25010

25828
25838

25846
25850
25060
25878
25989
25090

27.00
25110
27120
25130
25140
25150
25160
25170

25900
.•0000

39918
"0012
30015
30826
30050
30666

1(31 > K32) (K33)

1 THEN Fl = 7400
K31) * I<32>) - <F1

1 THEN F3 » 11
= 1 THEN F3 21

INT (Kll
* 1(38)1 1(14) K31) * I

1 32)

"PARENT CONTRIBUTION:"

SOSUE

Dl « 766
IF I<7) > 1 THEN Dl = 966
RETURN
REM IND CftLC

fil » 1(23) + U38> + 1(31 > + 1

(K35) * K3f
Fl = 2388: IF I< S) =

F2 » CK29) I' 39)
- 1999))

IF F2 < 8 THEN F2 = 6
i F2 « .i4:F3 = 1

IF 1(6) = 6 AND 1(8) «

IF I<8) 8 AND I',:

FOR N = F3 TO F3 + 9
IF F2 > F(N,1) THEN I(ll> = INT (F(N,2)) + <<F2 -

F(N.l INT (F. ,-,:

7 N

Kit) =

90SUE 2-1-

fi4 = R<K2
h4 = <A4 - .91) • fil

Bl = fi4 + fi3 * I(11):C8 = fil - 61

BE " K22) * K23) - K24) * K25) - I

I', 27/ - K28)
25175 F4 = K4)
25130 IF I<4) < 26 THEN F4 = 26
25198 IF I<4) > 46 THEN F4 « 48
25206 68 = D(F4 - 25.1)
25216 IF 1(8) < 2 THEN 68 = D(F4 - 25.2 :

25215 IF 1(4) < 26 THEN B8 = 6
25226 K21) = 66 - ES
25225 IF K21) < 8 THEN 1(21) =

RE 7

REM REPORT
H0HE

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

AB Til PRINT "FROM INCOME";
36876 H = INT <C8>I IF Kl) = THEN H = 0:

70080 HTfiB T2: PRINT H
70090 PRINT
70100 HTfiB Til PRINT "FROM ASSETS";
30110 H =• INT <C9)l IF Kl) = THEN H = 01 90SUB 40900
70120 HTfiB T2: PRINT H
70170 PRINT
36135 HTfiB Tl
30146 PRINT "TOTfiL PfiRENT CONTRIBUTION";
38158 H = INT <C5)l IF Kl i = 8 THEN H = 0: SOSUB 40950
30166 IN(€RSE : HTfiB T3: PRINT H: NORMAL
39179 PRINT
30180 PRINT "8TUDENT CONTRIBUTION:"
70190 PR1
70195 IF Kl) = 6 THEN SOSUB 41788
38196 IF 1(1) = 6 THEN 38210
30200 HTfiB Tl: PRINT "SUMMER SAUINdS'j
36216 H = INT (Dl)l SOSUB 40900
30220 HTfiB T2: PRINT H
38225 D2 = H
38238 PRINT
70232 HTfiB Tl: PRINT "SOCIfiL SECURITY";
30234 H = INT (I(33> * I(34>): 60SUB 46966
30236 HTfiB T2: PRINT H:D2 « D2 + H
36238 PRINT
70240 HTfiB Tl: PRINT "Ufi BENEFITS".
38258 H = INT CK35) * I(36)>l SOSUB 46966
30266 HTfiB T2: PRINT H
36265 02 = 02 H
76268 PRINT
78278 HTfiB Tl: PRINT "OTHER BENEFITS";
702S0 H = INT (I(37))l 60SUB 46366
30298 HTfiB T2: PRINT H
38235 D2 » 02 H
30238 PRINT
70300 HTfiB Til PRINT "FROM ftSSETS";

36382 H = INT (1(21 : • .75.-. IF Kl) = 8 THEN H «

K21)i SOSUB 48996

30704 HTfiB T2: PRINT H:02 = D2 + H
38306 PRINT : HTfiB Tl: PRINT "TOTAL STUDENT CONTRIBUTION"
70710 H = D2: 00SUB 46356
36320 INUERSE : HTfiB T3: PRINT H: NORMAL
30330 PRINT
30340 PRINT "TOTAL FAMILY CONTRIBUTION";
36356 H = INT (C5 + D2)l SOSUB 40950
30366 INUERSE : HTAB T3: PRINT Hi I NORMAL
34966 0ET A*
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR TH
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later. . .withWordPro PLUS""
it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80
column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you
would expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With
WordPro PLUS, documents are dis-

played on the computer's screen. Edit-

ing and last minute revisions are simple
and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage
for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At
a price far less than you realize.

Invest In your office's future. .

.

Invest InWordPro PLUS. .

.

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX 95 1579
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Aid, continued...

34*99
35000
35618

40006
4601 e
46015
40020
40025
40030
•10035

40040
40043
40050
40060
40070
-00-50

4609O
40106 At
40110
40120
40130
40140
40150
40200
40210

RETURN
REM IND REPORT
PRINT IHDRE* OR T

RETURN
REM SUBROUTINES
UTAB 22: HTAE 1

RETURN
UTAB 22
RETURN
UTAB 23
RETURN
HOME
READ 0*|Q* = At
60SUB 40010:
60S0B 4O026;
BOSUE 40020

HTA6 36

HTAB 1

W
PRINT G*
PRINT "

INPUT
RETURN

>It

IF K 1 > O AND N
IF K 1 > = AND N
IF I<1> - 1 AND N
IF I<1> = 1 AND N
RETURH
IF LEN <!*> = THEN KN) =
IF LEN <I») = THEN 46356

40226 HI -

46225 64
40226 H« -

+6230 FOR M = 1 TO LEH
40246 0* = HIM <I*»H,1
4025O 29 = BSC • 5t

40266 IF NOT <<Z9 > 47 AND 29

17 THEN A* = "STUDENT'S
14 -mEN A* = "SPOUSE'S "

13 THEN At = "FATHER'S "

14 THEN At = "HOTHEI

THEN 40280

46270 tit

1) -

I* = H*

RETURN

46310

40340

40466
40410
40420
46430
46446
0450
46460
4047O
404::

40480
40566

UAL <l*>

UTAB 5
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
FOR N
PRINT
PRINT
IF N

OR N

'PROVIDE THE TWO LETTER ABBREVIATION"
'FOR THE STATE IN WHICH VOU LIUE.

"

OFFICIAL ABBREUIATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

'

= 1 TO 113 STEP 2
MID* <S*»N»2>J

= 21 'OR N = 43 OR N
> 169 THEN PRINT "

= 65 OR N = 87

46510 > E

40520 RETURN
40600 IF LEN <It> = THEN I*
40602 P • i

4060? FOR N = 1 TO 113 STEP 2
46610 C-t = MID* <S$.N,2
40615 IF It = Gt THEN I<2> = P
46620 IF I* = 6* THEN 46656
46636 Gt = '"

46672 F = P 1

40640 NE.

RETURN 1

46650
40700
40710
40715
0720
40776
40740

40820
40030
40855 K1S0

"PLEASE ANSWER 'W FOR MARRIED"

RETURN
UTAB 8
PRINT

PRINT "OR 'S' FOR SINGLE < INCLUDING"
PRINT : PRINT "SEPARATED, DIVORCED. OR WIDOWED.
RETURN

40S00 K3) = 0:1' - ' 0:1' 7:' = 6
4OS10 K12) = 0iK2O> = 0iK2O =

40815 I<19> OlKlO) = BlKll) = 0:I< 12> =
46816 IU3) = 0»I<14) = 0:1-. 15 > = B:I<16) =

46317 I<17> = Otl<10> - 6:I<19> =
RE"

0:I.12> - 6
0: I<28) = 0: K30

45656 I<31> = 6:1': 32:> =

40857 K20> = 0il<6>
46866 RETURN
46986 T2 = 35: HI > 6: FOR N = 1 TO 8
46910 - 1

40926 IF ABS (H> > HI THEN T2 = T2 - 1

40970
•16935 IF H < 6 THEN T2 = T2 - 1

46940 RET
-0950 T3 = 33:H1 = 6: FOR N = 1 TO 8
469€6 Hi = (<H1 1 - 1

40970 IF ABS (H) > HI THEN T3 = T3 - 1

40955 IF H : THEN T3 = T3 - 1

40950 RET
41600 HOME : UTAB 5
41616 PRINT "WHICH VEAR IN SCHOOL HILL S2-83 BE?"
41620 PR]
41030 PRINT '-RESHHAN = 1"

41046 PRINT -SOPHOHORE = 2
41050 PRINT "JUNIOR "

41060 PRINT "SENIOR OR FIFTH VEAR = -

41676 PRINT
41680 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER <:i-4> BELOW:"
41090 RE"

hB 5
41110 print "Include in the number below, the"
41120 PR]
1130 PRINT "PARENTS AND ALL DEPENDENTS IN THE"

41140 PF
1150 PRINT "FAMILV, INCLUDING THE STUDENT."
41166 RE1

: UTAB 5
>RINT "THE AMOUNT BELOW SHOULD BE TAKEN"

: PRINT
1230 PRINT "FROM THE PARENTS IRS FORM 1046 LINE 31"

41246 Pf
PRINT "OR IRS FORM 1040A LINE 10"

41255 PRINT : PF

:

1260 PRINT "ALL OF THE FOLLOWING INCOME AND"

41276 PRINT "EXPENSE QUESTIONS REFER TO THE VEAR"
41275 PRINT
1200 PRINT -ESS OTHERWIESE NOTED"

;itab 5
41310 PRINT "THE ANSWER BELOH SHOULD BE FROM"
41326 PRINT
41338 PRINT "THE =>ARENTS IRS FORM 1040 LINE 47"

40 PRINT
41350 PRINT "OR IRS FORM 1640A LINE 15A"
41360 Ft
1400 UTAB 5
41416 PRINT "INCLUDE BELOW SOCIAL SECURITV"
41420 cr

-1430 PRINT "BENEFITS RECEIVED BV ALL MEMBERS OF"

1450 PRINT "FAMILV EXCEPT STUDENT"
41466 RCT
-1500 ' TAB 5
41510 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ON ASSETS"
41520 PF
41530 PRINT "REFER TO ASSETS HELD BV THE "

41575 PF
-.540 IF I<1> = l THEN PRINT "STUDENT'S PARENTS*
41550 IP I<1> = B THEN PRINT "STUDENT (AND SPOUSE/'
41560 RETURN
41600 UTflB r
41610 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ON SOCIAL"
4162

530 PRINT "SECURITV, Vfi BENEFITS AND OTHER"
41640 Pf

-TAXABLE INCOME REFERS TO"
41660 F

[ "BENEFITS RECEIUED BV THE STUDENT"
416S0 c -

41690 PRINT "DURING THE PERIOD 71 '32 TO 6'30/83"

41695 RE
fr,;,h EARNINGS",

41716 Dl - CO: FE"
UTAB 5

10 PRINT "OF THE '

. "HOPLE IN THE'

5EH0LD, HOW HflNV WILL"

' ATTEND COLLEGE IN 62-:
4 1840 RE

TAB 5
PRINT "SUMMER 02 REFERS TO JUNE..

41920 PRINT : PRINT r 1981"
: RETURN

41950 UTAB 5
1960 PRINT 32-03 REFERS TO THE NINE MONTH PERIOD"

C RINT : PRINT "FROM SEPTEMBER THF

42000 UTfiB 5
42010 PRINT "ENTER BELOW THE PART OF FAMILV INCOME"
42020 PRINT . ppiNT El FROM ~^E '*«*"

42038 PRINT : PRINT "INCOME FROM WORK"
42040 c l

:

END
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The Guesswork
Is Gone!

Thanks to Strictly Soft Ware.
Consider the care you invested in

buying your computer. We've done the
same for your software.

How many times have you won-
dered: Is the package right? The price?
The service?

We've cleared a course for you to the

$19.95 SPECIALS

best software — guality and price.
Strictly Soft Ware brings you the

best in entertainment, education, per-
formance, and price.

Take a look at the offerings below.
And call now (toll-free) for our free
catalog.

$19.95 SPECIALS
• Track Attack
• Red Alert
• Apple Panic
• Midnite Magic

• Space Eggs
• Sneakers
• Beer Run
• Dark Forest

Ulysses
Jawbreaker
Crossfire

Sabotage

•ABM
• Castle Wolfenstein
• Robot War
• Three Mile Island

Arcade Games
ABM
Appie-oids

Apple Panic

Autobahn
Beer Run
Bug Attack

Compucube
Computer Air Combat
Computer Baseball

County Fair

Crossfire

Cyber Strike

Dark Forest

Dogfight

Epoch
Firebird

Flight Stimulator

Gamma Goblins

Genetic Drift

Gobbler

Golden Mountain
Gorgon
Hadron
Hi Res Soccer
Intl Gran Prix

Missle Detense

Mouskattack
Olympic Decathalon
Orbitron

Outpost

Pool 1.5

Pegasus II

Phantoms Five

Pulsar II

Raster Blaster

Reversal

Robot War
Ruski Duck
Snack Attack

Sneakers
Super Invaders

Star Thiet

Space Eggs
Space War
Space Quarks
Thiet

Three Mile Island

Threshhold

Track Attack

Trick Shot

Warp Attack

Adventures
Adventures 1-12

Alkemstone

Akalabeth

Adventure to Atlantis

Castle Wolfenstein

Crush. Crumble. Chomp
Cyborg
Galactic Empire
Lords of Karma
Creature Venture
Mystery House
Napoleon's Campaigns
Oldorf's Revenge
00 Topos

The Prisoner

Race for Midnight

Southern Command
Space Adventure

Swordthrust
Talawa's Last Redobtd
Stone of Sisyphus

Tartunan
Temple of Apshai

The Terrorist

Time Zone
Ulysses/Golden Fleece

Ultima

Wizard/Princess

Wizardry

Zork

Business
Accounting

BPI

Continental

Peachtree

Broderbund
The Apple Speller

ASCII Express
Creative Financing

Data Capture

Data Factory

DB Master

DB Master Utility

Desk Top Plan II

Easywriter

Eduware
Financial Partner

Graphtnx

Letter Perfect

Magic Spell

Magic Window
The Mail Room
The Merger
Menu Generator

Micro Courier

PFS
PFS Report

Real Estate Analyzer

Spellstar

Superscribe II

Super Text II

TASC Compiler

Tax Manager
Tax Preparer

Versaform

Visibiend

Visicalc 3 3

Visidex

Visifactory

Visifile

Visiterm

Visitrend/Visiplot

Wordstar

Z-80 Cards

Home/Personnel
Decision Master
The Correspondent
Diet Planning

Financial Management System II

Home Money Minder
Mastertype

Above titles are partial selection. Call for prices and catalog. L
We take Master Card or VISA
(include card # and expiration

date). Ohio residents add
5.5% tax. Include $2.00 for

postage.

Send for free catalog. Prices

subject to change.

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338
Granville, Ohio 43023
order by phone 800-848-5253

in Ohio 614-587-2938

Strictly

Soft Ware

jj—jj.
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AUTOHEX PEEK/POKE
A Program to Convert Machine Language Programs

into Basic DATA Statements

David M. Conley

AUTOHEX PEEK/POKE is a program

written for the Commodore PET, that will

convert a machine language program in

the PET into Basic DATA statements, or

will read a program from DATA statements

and put them into memory.
All addresses and data are in hex, not in

decimal, so no conversion is required. Using

hex also saves memory. A 32K PET will

hold approximately 8.6K of machine lan-

guage in Basic form, with the program in

the form shown here. However, it can be

shortened by leaving out the REMs. blank

lines, spaces, etc.

The "fixes" for the various ROMs are

given in the listing.

This program will check for bad input

addresses (for example, it won't go from

SA100 to SAOOO. or start at AOOOO), and

when POKEing a program into memory , it

will only put it into RAM.
The old PETs had their ROM code

protected, which meant that you couldn't

PEEK into it. This program uses a short

machine language program that can look

into that forbidden area, although why
you would want to do that is a mystery to

me. For the new PETs, you don't need this

subroutine.

The heart of this program is the series

of POKEs in lines 340 and 350. The first

POKE tells the PET that there are three

keystrokes in the keyboard buffer. The
second is a "Cursor Home" command. The
third and fourth POKEs are carriage

returns.

This routine can be used for many other

kinds of self-modifying programs. The buffer

can store a total of ten keystrokes.

As the program runs, it becomes obvious
how it works. The first line printed on the

screen is the machine code that the PET
PEEKed and converted to Hex. The second

line contains the end address, the next

address to PEEK, the line number of the

last DATA statement, and a GOTO com-
mand.

This program is not particularly fast.

However, it is all Basic, and makes it easy

David M. Conley, 10571 Kerrigan Cl.. Santee. CA
92071.

It can also be modified to work on other

computers that have rollover (keyboard

memory/buffer), if you know the addresses

and codes needed.

to copy, write, and change machine lan-

guage programs. If you are just starting

out in machine code, and are not comfort-

able with the PET Monitor, this is for you

!

10 RBtttRUTOMATIC DAT* READER-POKER

36 REMttTHIS CONVERTS PEEKS INTO HEX DATA STATEMENTS. .EVEN LEVEL IS ROM CODE 1

40

50 REHMT0 LOAD A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM <IN HEX), PUN 450

70 PEM**IF ENTERING A NEK LISTING BY HAND- MAKE THE LAST DATA STATEMENT A "*"

50 REM«*V0U CAN DOCUMENT YOUR LISTING FV USING A V" LIKE THIS

30 REM** 100© DATA '*033A ,A9,00 ' LDA *06

100

110 REM**ALL DATA STARTING IIITH A HILL BE IGNORED.

128

130 POKE 634. 173 POKE 637.141 POKE 633.129 POKE 639.2-POKE 640,96

140

150 DIM D*<16>

16C PRINT "CCLRK3 DOWNJREAD MEMGRV INTO HEX DATA STATEMENTS 14 DOWN] " G0SUB 650

170 INPUT "STARTING ADDRESS (HEX>C3 SPACESUSHIFTED ?K3 LEFTJ",X*

ISO IF X*-T.SHTFTED ?J" THEN PRINT "C2 UPJ" GOTO 170

190 E=0 G0SUB 670 X=D IF E=l GOTO 170

200 INPUT "LAST ADDRESS (HEX)C3 SPACES3CSHIFTED ^K3 LEFTJ",X*

210 IF X*="CSHIFTED ?]" THEN PRINT "C3 UP]" GOTO 200

220 E=0 G0SUB 670V«BIF E»l GOTO 200

[FX>V THEN PPINT "C2 D0UNKRVSJH0LD ITiCOFF]

246 IFI' : V THEN PRINT "THhN VOUR STARTING ADDRESS.

296 l*;=iooo

366 PRINT "CCLRD". G0SUB 650 PRINT LK "DATA ".

PINT B*;C* 'F ' -V THE'l PRINT " •" 0GT0 340

K»22 THEN L-.'=L*: + 10 GOTO 326

PINT ' ' ::=•:u a:.'-a:>i 60T0 276

JS»"LX" 9OT0 266

346 POKE 525, 3 POKE 527,13 POKE 528,13 POKE 529,13 END FOR 1.0 I 2.6 ROM PETS

356 FEM**P0KE 196.3 FOI-E 623.19 POKE 624.13 POKE 625.13 END FOP 3.6 i 4.6 PETS

376 X42S6 POKE 636. XIX POKE 63c 634

366 A»PEEK<641) f!-INT<A.'16 > C-IMT<A-<D»J6>> B»B+1 C=C+1

V0UP ENDING ADDRESS IS LESS

TRV AGAIN. C2 DOWN]"G0T0 170
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LIGHTNING STRIKES
MICRO MOUNTAIN

£ Lightning Bolt # J : Buy any two CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE modules listed here a

Mfg s Sugg Retail Price" of $250.00 each—Your choice of D Accts. Rec Accts Pay
D Gen Ledger D Payroll — and get your choice of a |£ ^^ WF}p |

THIRD MODULE ABSOLUTELY W%CC
£ Lightning Bolt #2: Buy MICROPROS "Word Star" at Mfg s

Sugg Retail Price* of $375 00 and receive your choice of

D Super Sort. Spell Star or Gale Star "£ "QPP|
(Retail Value $200 00) ABSOLUTELY rHCCi

£ Lightning Bolt #3: Buy any two peach tree
SOFTWARE Modules at Mfg s Sugg. Retail Price' of $295 00

Choose from D Gen Ledger D Accts Rec D Accts Pay

D Payroll Sys or O Inventory Sys. and get a THIRD
MODULE ABSOLUTELY

CALL
OLL FREE

854-5649

mountain
OVER 1,000 ITEMS IN STOCK - STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED SAME DAY - ASK FOR FREE CATALOG

JUST A FEW EXCITING DISCOUNTS ON
D All 9-Voice Music Sys WSoltware $199 50 NOW $179.50
D Apple Spice $29 95 NOW $25.50
D DBase II (Req CP'M) $695 00 NOW $575.50
D Temple ol Apshai . $39 95 NOW $32.50
D Snoggle (Puckman While They Lasi) . . $32 95 NOW $27.50
D Apple Panic $29 95 NOW $24.50
D The Slide Show $49 95 NOW $45.50
D The Menu (w/ Shopping List) $29 95 NOW $26.50

D Bug Attack $29 95 NOW $25.50

D Apple Barrel II (20 Programs) $34 95 NOW $29.50

D Home Accountant $74 95 NOW $64.50

D Auio Atlas $47 50 NOW $41.50

O Faniasyland 2401 $59 95 NOW $52.50
D Little Crystal (ages 4-9) $39 95 NOW $34.50

D Worm Hole $29 95 NOW $24.50
D The Budget Planner $150 00 NOW $125.50
D Dana Cooling Fan $49 95 NOW $42.50
D Snack Attack $29 95 NOW $24.50
D County Fair $29 95 NOW $25.50
D Tax Sealer $129 95 NOW $105.50
O Hodge Podge (Ages 2 lo 91 $23 95 NOW $21.50

D Spelling Bee w 'Reading primer $39 95 NOW $34.50

D Horizon V $34 95 NOW $29.50

D Sargon II $34 95 NOW $29.50

O Tax Preparer $150 00 NOW $135.50
D Zork II $39 95 NOW $33.50

D Trick Shoi $39 95 NOW $34.50

D Electric Duet . . . $29 95 NOW $25.50

a The Joystick II NEW $49 95 NOW $45.50
Pythagoras and the Dragon $39 95 NOW $35.50

D Master Type $39 95 NOW $34.50

D Daiataciory 5 $300 00 NOW $249.50
D Word Star (Req CP/M) $375 00 NOW $275.50
D Data Star (Req CP/M) $295 00 NOW $219.50
D Spell Star (Req CP M) $200 00 NOW $149.50
D Calc Star (Req CP/M) $200 00 NOW $155.50

Typing Tutor II $24 95 NOW $22.50

a Vocabulary Skills $44 95 NOW $39.50

D CPS Muliitunction Card $239 95 NOW $179.50

O Castle Wolfensiein . $29 95 NOW $25.50

Soli Porn Adventure $29 95 NOW $25.50

Mouse Attack $34 95 NOW $29.50
Ultima II $54 95 NOW $45.50

#IPP4g SOFTWARE
D Superscribe II $129 95 NOW
D The General Manager $99 95 NOW
D Dictionary $99 95 NOW
D Back It Up (Nibble Copier) $59 95 NOW
D Snake Byte $29 95 NOW
D Twerps $3450 NOW
D Joyport with Foosball $74 95 NOW
D Photar $29 95 NOW

Magic Window Word Proc $99 95 NOW
D Merlin Macro Assembler $64 95 NOW
D D-B Master $229 95 NOW

D-B Utility Pack $99 95 NOW
D Napoleons Campaign $59 95 NOW
D Flight Simulator $33 50 NOW

Whole Brain Spelling $34 95 NOW
D Wizard-80 (80 Column Card) $345 00 NOW
D Space Raiders $29 95 NOW

$109.50
$86.50

$86.50

$52.50

$25.50
$28.50

$64.50

$25.50

$84.50

$55.50

$189.50

$89.50

$49.50

$29.50

$29.50
$279.50

$25.50

FREE OFFER
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 3 PROGRAMS, YOU

WILL RECEIVE FREE THE ORIGINAL
ADVENTURE GAME, CONVERTED TO LOAD

ENTIRELY INTO 48K RAM ON APPLE. NOTHING
- -tlfL?^! *DAZING!

DEDUCT 3*. II payment accompinm order WE PAY SHIPPING on all ion.1
ware orders OVER SS0 in Continental US (Foreign 4 Air Extra) ADD $2 50 t

SHIPPING 4 HANDLING on orders under S50 CALIF RESIOENTS ADD 6% !

SALES TAX. We accept MASTER CARD and VISA CODS AOO $5.00.

NAME

STATE A ZIP

SIGNATURE

* 518 E. ECHO CT., SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
Outside Calif. Call (800) 854-5649

Calif. Residents Call (714) 886-0761
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ELCOMP BOOKS and

SOFTWARE

For ATARI - PET - OSI - APPLE II - 6502

ATARI BASIC - LMrttrng by

IMmj
Ihh new book It an "Action"-
Book. You do mora than read It.

Laarn the intricacy ol ATARI
BASIC thorugh tha ihon programs
which are provided. The
suggestions challenge you to

change and write program
routines. Yes. it's exciting -
Many of the programs are

appropriate for beginners as wall

as experienced computer users

(Screen Drawings, Special Sounds.
Kays. Paddles + Joysticks

Speciali/ed Screen Routines,

Graphics and Sound. Peeks and
Pokes and special stuff ).

Order-No. 1«4 M •*

Games for the ATARI-ComtNiter
How to program your own games
on the ATARI. Complete listings

In BASIC and Machine Language
of exciting games. Tricks and
hints.

Order No. 163 14.9S

ATMONA-1
Machine Language Monitor for

the ATARI 400/800.
This powerful monitor provides

you with the firmware support

that you need to gal the most
out of your powerful system.
ATMONA 1 comes on a bootable
cassette. No cartridges required.

Disassemble, Memory Dump HE X
ASCII. (Change Memory

Locations. Block transfer, fill

memory block, save and load

machine language programs, start

mach Lang. Prog* (Printer

optional).

Come* with introductionery
article on how to program the

ATARI computer in machine
language. (Available also in ROM)
Order-No. 7023 tit.96

ATMONA 2 Super itapper
A very powerful Tracer to explore

the ATARI ROM/RAM area Stop
at previously selected address.

Opcode or operand (cassette).

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER for

ATARI 800. 33K RAM
i) fast and powerful

Editor/Assembler (8K Source
code in about 5 seconds) Includes

ATMONA I

MACRO-

A

for ATARI 800. 48K RAM
Please specify your system RAM.
disc or cassette.

The Third Book of Ohm Scientific

is now available 1

Very important information for

the OSI sy«am experimenter.

Interlace techniques, system ex

pensions, accessories and much
mora (EPROM Burner. 6522 I/O

card with IK RAM. Soundboard.
EPROM/RAM board).
Order-No. 159 S7.9B

The Fourth Book of OHIO
VIP Book - Vary Important

Programs. Many interesting pro-

grams lor OSI computers. Sorting

(Binary Tree) Differential Equi-

tation. Statistics. Astrology. Gat
Consumption, Games a. s. o.

Order No. 160 69 96

VIP Package - Above book plus

a cassette with the programs.

Order-No. 160 A S19.96

The Fifth book ol Ohio Scientific

Many exciting programs program
rtiing hints and tricks. Textwriter.

Debugger for CIP. Games, utllitlot

and much mora I polled keyboard!

. 1(1 (7.(6

Vrmna Proa/em for OSI
C1PMF, C4P Disk and Cassette.

8K RAM.
Order No 1234 (29 at)

Meihnf List tor C1PMF or

C4PMF 24K RAM
250 addresses Incl. phone number

ion one 5 1/4 ditk)ma

- For ATARI 400/800
I6K RAM. needs two joysticks,

animation and sound (8K machine
language I

Order No. 7207 (1(.(6

EPROM BUHNER for ATARI
400/800. Bare boards only with
description, schematic e software

(2716.27321
Order No. 7041 199 00

Writing tor very small

with ATARI 400/800
16K RAM.
Order-No. 7022. cess (29JS
Order No. 7200. disc. B9 99

Wo.dp.ocuo. for ATARI (00.
48K RAM
Order No. 7210 (29 95

How to connect your EPSON-
Printer to the ATARI 400/S00.
Construction article with printed

circuit board and software.
(Screenprint and variable charac-

ters per line).

Order No 7210 (ICM

OSI OSIOS^OSI^OSI
Thef!!t7iooe^ffih!c7fc!enVT«
Introduction to OSI computers.
Diagrams, hardware and software

information not previously

available in one compact source.

192 pages.
Order No. 1S7 (7.9S

The Second Book of Ohio

Authoritative reference lor the
original Microsoft 4K » 8K
BASIC developed for ALTAIR
and later computers including

OSI.PET.TRS-BOandVIC
Order No 141 (9.95

Expansion ItsndbOOk tor 6502
and 6(02
S 44 Card Manual describes all of
tha 4.5 s 65 44 pin S44 cards
incl. schematics A MUST lor

every 650? system user IKIM.
SYM. AIM.VIC.PET.OSII
Order No 1(2 (9 95

Mi tieieiaaaHer
Nases
Reprint of Inlet's most important
application notes including 2708.
8085. 8755. 6251 chips. Very
necessary for the hardware buff.

. 1(3 (9 96

New revised applications manual
for the Texas Instruments SN
76477 Complex Sound Genera-

Order-No. 164 (6.96

Complete listings for tha business

user. Inventory. Invoice Writing.

Mailing List and much mora.
Introduction to Business Appli-

cations.

Order No. in (14.(0

Daaoritions. pinouts and specifi-

cations of the most popular
microprocessor and support chips.

A MUST lor the hardware butt
Order No 29 (14.(6

Cere and Feeding ol the

Eight chapters exploring PET
hardware. Includes i

interfacing information. Pro-
gramming tricks and schematics.
Order-No. ISO (9.96
Prototype-Expansion Board for

VIC 20 1(44 Bus)
Order No 4(44 Hi 95

16K RAM/ROM board far (44-
bus. Any combination of RAM
and ROM on one board.

ISY2128or2716)
Order -NO. 613

your APPLE II. Bare board comas
with extensive description and
software.

Very valuable Information about
OSI microcomputer systems.

Introduction to OS-65 and
0S65U networking. Hardware
and software hints and tips.

Systems specifications. Business

applications.
Order No 156 (7.(6

Order No 604
6622 VIA-I/O Exp
Order No 606
2716 EPROM Burner
Order No. 607
(K EPROM/RAM Card
Order No 609

ELCOMP Publishing, Inc.. S3 Bedrock Lane
Pomona. CA 91786. Phone: (714) 6234314

Payment Check. Money Order. VISA. Mestercharge. Eurocheck.
POSTPAID onPREPAID in USA (6.00 handling lee for COO All

orders outside USA: Add 15 % shipping CA add 6.5 K sales tax
ATARI is a registered trademark ol ATARI Inc.

APPLE II isaragbweradtradernark of APPLE Inc.
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Authohex, continu

I 1 1 D* D* -£•! Cf*MID*fP*C.r> PETURN

REMdKTHIS PROGRAM WRITES THE DATA STATEMENTS STARTING WITH LINE 1008

410

440 RErttaSTRRT LOAD PROQRflrl

450 DIM D*(i6>

PRINT "CCLRK4 D0WN]P0KE DATA STATEMENTS INTO MEM0RV 16 DOWN]

E«e INPUT "STRRTINO ADDRESS (HEX>C3 SPflCESUSHIFTEB ?K3 LEFT]'' r

'F ::«=" [SHIFTED ?)" THEN PRINT "t2 UP]" GOTO 4 70

SUB 678 L«B SV"B

500 IF E=l GOTO 470

318 PRINT "CCLRK1 DOWNING.. LOADING.

PINT "II IOMNIERCH INDICATES 10 BVTES LORDED, f 2 DOWN]

READ H* IF LEFT*'rtt.l ) = "'" GOTO 530

548 C=LEU'A*> IF INT' L/10 >=L.'10 THEN PRINT "".

:r ft»-"S"TrCN FRINT "CCLRK4 D0WN]SVS"SV" PEN HEX ADDRESS: *"X*

[F AM*«*THEN PRINT "CRVS3PRESS RETURN TO PUN. C OFF] CHOME]" -STOP

GOTO 730

I -48 B=ASC< RIGHT* .ft*. l>>-48 N"B+7*<B *<I«<fl+7S<H>9)>>

155 GOTO 730

L.N

IF PEEK<L>*N THEN L-L+l GOTO 5o

LIB 760 PRINT "CCLRU3 DOWNURVSJADDRESS fit" IS NOT RAM' COFF]" STOP

:def" return

IF LENi :t 4 THEN FRINT "CI DOWN]ADDRESS TOO LARGE TRV AGAIN.C1 DOWN]

B E=l RETURN

F r»l TO 16 D*<I>«MID*<D*<I

FOR 1 = 1 TO LF 1

f-1 TO 16 I
r MID* I) THEN B=B*16+J-1

T .T.I RETURN

[NT PRINT "CI D0NN]BVTE t"£t" = "«*" ?????" STOP

B#»MIDr<D« V+1,1 'B* IF x:0 THEN L*X GOTC

- RETURN

LINES 1000- RESERVED FOR DATA

FOR 3.0 AND 4.0 ROM PETS. MAKE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES

S40 i i i DELETE LINE 130

CHANGE LINE 228 TO "OOSUB 388"

TITUTE LIME 350 FOR LINE 340 <TAtE OUT THE 1ST REH**

CHANGE THE 1ST STATEMENT IN LINE 760 TO "A=FED

F HEWER PETS DON'T HAVE T^FIR ROM CODE PROTECTED.

• DATA 'THIS IS THE PROGRAM IN -INE 130

LSA r8271 t 7C RESERVED FOR DATA STORfiGE

.8281

- FOR DATA STORAGE

B i«027fl
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Announcing the Printing
Breakthrough of the Century:
Smith-Corona TP-T Text Printer

^-
•**.„

LOW COSt
Daisy Wheel Printer

$799oo

• Microprocessor
Electronics

• Serial or Parallel

interface

Simple, Reliable

Mechanism

ACT NOW: Lim'iteo Supply, Low, Low Cost
Smith Corona, one of the largest

manufacturers of small printers in

the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their
electronic text printer—TP-1. The
TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,
high quality daisy wheal printer.
it produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.
Simple, durable and dependable,

TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcom-
puters and most small business
systems. Compact and attractively Additional ribbons S2.95

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
Now, all your letters, documents

forms and reports can have the
crisp, professional look you
demand—for business or personal
use—at an affordable price. TP-1,
the electronic text printer.

Don't delay. Order your tp-i
today at the low price of $799.

Micro Printer Marketing offers
same day shipping, nationwide ser-
vice and invites dealer inquiries.
Catalogues available, no shipping
charges on pre-paid orders.

Micro Call Micro-Printer Marketing
E!!2!!££LMM ™Stt- 1-800-523-9859

M™
MCmCGCinC) in pa can collect 215/435-5566 HMasterCard and Visa Accepted
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Adding Machine Language

Routines
to Basic

Max Vrugt

Figure 1. Cursor routine in Basic, used in menu selection. Point the cursor at the "*"in

front ofdesired item and hit enter key. Theprogram indicated by this item will be given

control.

For reasons of his own, the author was
unable to tell us in this article what
computer his spells work on. Readers

must guess.

While writing a Basic program for a

board game, it occurred to me that it

would be nice if a player could point at his

move, instead of specifying a numerical

input. I wanted a routine that would
produce a cursor that could be moved over

the entire screen, using the four "arrow"
keys on the keyboard. These keys should
have a typomatic action, that is, continue

their function while depressed. Hitting the

enter key should return the current cursor

position to my main program. Such a

routine would also be useful for menu se-

lection, screen drawings, and word proc-

essing applications.

Cursor Movement in Basic

So I wrote a cursor routine in Basic that

did what I wanted. However, the cursor
moved too slowly because of the Basic

overhead (see Figure 1). The program in

this example centers on the contents of lo-

cation 4830H (14400) which contains the

status of the enter and arrow keys on the

keyboard. If one of these keys is pressed,

the corresponding bit of byte 4830H is 1

;

otherwise it is zero. To detect which key is

pressed, I use a series of logical expressions

in statement 300 of this routine. In Basic,

the true value for a logical expression is

-I. This explains the reversed signs in

statement 300. Using byte 4830H instead

of the INKEYS function allows for easier

programming and faster response time.

Max Vru«t. 183 Millerslane. Kingston. NY 1240.1.

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

EXAMPLE OF A MENU SELECTION

CLS
PRINT@270, "MAKE A SELECTION OF REQUIRED FUNCTION"
Pl=428: P2=492: P3=556: P4=620
PRINT@P1,"* FILE DATASET";

DELETE DATASET";
COPY DATASET";
RETRIEVE DATASET";

* PRINT MENU ON SCREEN
PRINTSP2, '

PRINT3P3,'
PRINT@P4,

'

CU=364
GOSUB 260:

START CURSOR AT POS 364
CURSOR ROUTINE CALL

ON 1-(CU=P1)*1-(CU=P2 )*2-(CU-P3)*3-(CU=P4)*4
GOSUB 210,500,600,700,800 '* EXECUTE THE FUNCTION

'* SPECIFIED IN THE MENU

'* CURSOR MOVEMENT ROUTINE

SV=PEEK ( 1 5360+CU

)

POKE 15360+CU.95
CO=CU
KE=PEEK( 14400)

SAVE SCREEN CONT.
AND DISPLAY CURSOR
NEW GETS OLD
ARROW OR ENTER 7

CU=CO+((KE=8)-(KE=16) )*64+(KE=32)-(KE=64) '* WHICH WAY ?

CU=CU+( (CU>1022)-(CU<0) )*1023 '* CURSOR WRAP AROUND
POKE 15360+CO.SV '* RESTORE SCREEN POS.
IF KE=1 THEN RETURN '* ENTER KEY WAS HIT
GOTO 260: '* REPEAT

Figure 2. Same cursor routine as in Figure I. This routine has an MLR stored in DA TA
statements.

100
•

110 ** EXAMPLE OF MENU WITH USER ROUTINE IN DATA STMNTS *

120
130 CLS: CLEAR 1000
140 RESTORE '* THE DATA STATEMENTS WILL CONTAIN THE USR RTN

.

150 DATA 205,127,010,245,197,213,124,198,060,103,001,255.020
160 DATA 197,030,095,086,115,193,013,032,253,005,032,250,001
170 DATA 255,020,024,003,001,255,192,058,064,056,183,040,247
180 DATA 197,001,000,000,254,001,040,046,2 54,008,032,003,001
190 DATA 192,255,254,016,032,003,001,064,000,254,032.032,003
200 DATA 001,255,2 55,2 54,064,032,003,001,001,000,114,009,124
210 DATA 254,064,056,002,214,004,254,060,048,002, 198,004,103
220 DATA 024,179,114,124,214,060,103,193,209,193,241,195,154
230 DATA 010
240 p$="" '* LOAD USR RTN IN STRING
250 FOR 1=1 TO 105
260 READ X
270 P$=P$+CHR$(X)
280 NEXT I

290 CU-364 '* INITIATE CURSOR POS.
300 PRINT027O, "MAKE A SELECTION OF REQUIRED FUNCTION";
310 Pl-428: P2=492: P3=556: P4=620
320 PRINT3P1,"* FILE DATASET"; '* DISPLAY MENU ON SCREEN
330 PRINT3P2,"* DELETE DATASET";
340 PRINTSP3,"* COPY DATASET";
350 PRINT0P4,"* RETRIEVE DATASET";
360 POKE 16526, PEEK ( VARPTR( P$ ) -tl ) '* INITIATE USR ADDR
370 POKE 16527, PEEK(VARPTR(P$)+2)
380 CU-USR(CU) '* CALL CURSOR RTN.
390 ON 1-(CU=P1)*1-(CU=P2 )*2-(CU=P3)*3-(CU=P4)*4

GOSUB 360,400,410,420,430 '* EXECUTE FUNCTION
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We have
ways

CCHO-GP

re""*
1

to make
it talk!

Give your computer the

magic of speech with an

ECHO™ Speech Synthesizer!

There are four new models

to choose from: the ECHO 80

(TRS-80 models I & III), ECHO 100

(S-100), the ECHO GP (general-

purpose, serial/parallel) and the

ECHO SBC (single board computer).

These join the popular ECHO ][ (Apple).

ECHO Speech Synthesizers use

LPC synthesis pioneered by Texas Instruments,

combined with a phoneme-based operating system

to provide any vocabulary you desire while using

a minimum of your computer's memory.

The TEXTALKER Speech Generator, stan-

dard with all ECHOs except the SBC, translates

normal English text to speech automatically.

Simple commands allow

you to select from:

63 different pitch levels

Words spoken monotonically

or with intonation

Fast or slow speech output

Entire words pronounced or

spelled letter by letter

Different volumes
Spoken punctuation if desired

Speech applications are virtually unlimited,

ranging from education to games to aiding the

handicapped. The flexibility and low price of

ECHO Speech Synthesizers make them the logi-

cal choice when adding speech to your system.

For more information see your dealer or contact:

^STREET ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
3152 E. La Raima Avenue, Suite D
Anaheim, CA 92806 Telephone: 714/632-9950
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Machine-Language, continued.

Written in assembly language, this

function produced a cursor with a rather

high speed (see Figure 2). This routine also

uses the contents of byte 4830H. Because

of the much higher speed of the cursor, I

had to add a delay. There is a long delay,

the first time a key is hit, and a short one
for the continued movement while the key

remains pressed.

This routine saves and restores all used

registers with PUSH and POP instruc-

tions. I consider this a safer method than

using an EXX instruction, because I do not

know what the Basic interpreter has been

doing before. TheCALL 0A7FH at the be-

ginning of the program enters the initial

cursor position, passed from the Basic

program, into register HL. The JP 0A9AH
at the end of the routine, passes the con-

tents of register HL back to the function,

making the last location of the cursor

available to the main program.
However, to run an application with this

machine-language routine (MLR) was
rather clumsy. First I had to remember to

specify memory size, then SYSTEM load

the MLR, hit break, and CLOAD my ap-

plication. Usually, these two programs are

stored together on one tape, leaving the

rest of the tape unavailable for other pro-

grams and making it impossible to copy
without a disk.

Be sure to vote for

your favorite software
packages. See page 216.

Sinclair

Software
on

cassette.

MUTVU Data Stoiaw Syalam A wulM molt. purpOM n<
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r»*d*ng of MM arc uvud*!«%***• Fna* mar ba created

-"—l. naanil am) aaarchad. and ara protactad by a
loc* Output to ZX p>mta» w proMdad moitifilE •»mH «*h thro* Manh caaaatlaa <o> data

tad m an anractwa pafmanant ttoraoa caaa
lanan* document*iron daacdbang appUca

W4MMMMM
*14MMM

- -'|I6K|
2XM MeclMna Cod* DnaftsamMw/Oabuggai (16*1
ZX CHEW VOW CfKMC* O* T **H Ol play . mlutm Of b
up any position lo ba anah/rad. changa Mr*** of play
oama. swap sidai and mo>a <I6K)
MVAOCMt Tan tawala ol play* (WD
ST*nTMKTra*a«oaatnae»la>y P**U
AOVCNTUK: Damaai and tha Baaal (1*K)
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Undaralawdaaa) You. zxat ROM
ZXIt ROM Dtaaasambty P«/i A

S14JS
»l**5
*14M
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00100 ; CURSOR MOVE ROUTINE
00110 ;AT ENTRY, REG HL POINTS AT CURSOR START POSITION
00120 ;AT EXIT, REG HL POINTS AT NEW CURSOR POSITION

7000 00130 ORG 7000H
7000 6B00 00135 CURSOR DEFW PGMLEN •2 BYTES PROGRAM LENGTH

7002 CD7F0A 00140 CALL 0A7FH ;PASS PARAMETER TO HL

7005 F5 00160 PUSH AF ;SAVE REGS

7006 C5 00170 PUSH BC
7007 05 00180 PUSH DE
7008 7C 00190 L0 A,H ; CONVERT REL. SCREEN POS

.

7009 C63C 00200 ADD A.3CH
700B 67 00210 LD H,A ;HL POINTS TO REAL ADDR
700C 01FF14 00220 LD BC.14FFH ;SET INITIAL DELAY
700F C5 00230 PUSH BC
7010 1E5F 00240 LD E,95 ; CURSOR DISPLAY CHAR.

7012 56 00250 MOVE LD D,(HL) ;SAVE CONTENT OF LOC

7013 73 00260 LD (HL),E .•DISPLAY CURSOR
7014 CI 00270 POP BC ;USE BC FOR DELAY
7015 0D 00280 DELAY DEC C ; DELAY
7016 20FD 00290 JR NZ, DELAY
7018 05 00300 DEC B
7019 20FA 00310 JR NZ, DELAY
701B 01FF14 00320 LD BC.14FFH j SET SHORT DELAY

701E 1803 00330 JR CONT
7020 01FFC0 00340 AGN LD BC.0C0FFM ;SET LONG DELAY
7023 3A4038 00350 CONT LD A, (384011) ;KB CONTR KEYS
7026 B7 00360 OR A ;KEYS DEPRESSED 7

7027 28F7 00370 JR Z , AGN ;NO, TRY AGAIN
7029 C5 00380 PUSH BC ;SAVE DELAY
702A 010000 00390 LD BC.O ;WHICH KEY 7

702U FE01 00400 CP 1 ; ENTER ?

702F 282E 00410 JR Z.RET ;EXIT ROUTINE
7031 FE08 00420 CP 8 ;UP ?

7033 2003 00430 JR NZ.NOUP
7035 01C0FF 00440 LD DC, -64
7038 FE10 00450 NOUP CP 16 ;DOWN 7

703A 2003 00460 JR NZ.NODVM
703C 014000 00470 LD BC.64
703F FE20 00480 'soman CP 32 ;LEFT 7

7041 2003 00490 JR NZ, NOLFT
7043 01FFFF 00500 LD BC.-l
7046 FE40 00510 NOLFT CP 64 .•RIGHT 7

7048 2003 00520 JR NZ.NORGilT
704A 010100 00530 LD BC.l
7040 72 00540 NORGHT LD ( HL )

,

U ; RESTORE CONTENT OLD LOC
704E 09 00550 ADD 11L.BC ;NEW CURSOR POSITION
704F 7C 00560 LD A,H ; WITHIN SCREEN LIMIT 7

7050 FE40 00570 CP 40ii ; OFFSCREEN TO RIGHT 7

7052 3802 00580 JR C , NORT ;NO
7054 D604 00590 SUB 0411 ; BRING CURSOR BACK
7056 FE3C 00600 NORT CP 3CH ; OFFSCREEN TO LEFT 7

7058 3002 00610 JR NC.NOLF ;NO
705A C604 00620 ADD A, 0411 ; BRING CURSOR BACK
705C 67 00630 NOLF LD 11,

A

;HL CONTAINS NEW POS.
705D 18B3 00640 JR MOVE ;MORE CURSOR MOVES 7

705F 72 00650 RET LD (HL),D • RESTORE SCREEN
7060 7C 00660 LD A,H ; CONVERT ADDR TO
7061 D63C 00670 SUB 3CH ;REL. SCREEN POS.
7063 67 00680 LD H,A
7064 CI 00690 POP BC ; REMOVE DELAY
7065 Dl 00700 POP DE ;AND RESTORE REGS
7066 CI 00710 POP BC
7067 Fl 00720 POP AF
7068 C39A0A 00730 JP 0A9AH ; RETURN TO MAIN
OObB 00735 PGMLEN EQU S-CURSOR .•PROGRAM LENGHT
0000 00740 END
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

00340 00370AGN 7020
CONT 7023 00350 00330
CURSOR 7000 00135 00735
DELAY 7015 00280 00290 00310
MOVE 7012 00250 00640
NODWN 703F 00480 00460 Figure 2a. Assembler listing ofMLR used
NOLF 705C 00630 00610

in Figure 2.
NOLFT 7046 00510 00490
NOUGHT 704D 00540 00520
NORT 7056 00600 00580
JOUP 7038 00450 00430
PGMLEN 006B 00735 00135
RET 705F 00650 00410
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Professional Software Introduces

POWER
by Brad Templeton

r

i

» » POWER TO YOUR %&&*
COMMODORE COMPUTER

POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.
POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K
ROM) that contains a series of new commands and
utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC
user, POWER contains special editing, programming,
and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond
the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement
keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro-
gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN
produce previous and next lines of source code.
COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can
be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc-
tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional
Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.
166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579



lachine-Language, continued...

Machine Language Routines in Basic

Why not include the MLR in my Basic

program? This avoids all the problems I

mentioned earlier. A clean way to include

such code in a Basic program is to put it

into a string. The start of this string, (the

start of the MLR), can be found with the

VARPTR function, which returns the ad-

dress of the string pointer. The string

pointer in turn has the address of the string

stored in the second and third byte.

Passing this address in the usual way to the

system (POKE it into location 16S26 and
16S27) initializes the USR function and we
are in business.

But a string with hex values cannot be

used in a Basic program. Not every hex

value between OOH and FFH has an

ASCII character representation, and even

if these values could be put into a string,

the correct operation of the Basic inter-

preter would be disrupted. Some hex

values are used as interpreter controls. For

example, the value OOH is used by the

Basic interpreter as an end of line marker.

This means that we have to create the

string at execution time. At that time,

strings are created in the string space

outside the Basic program and their

content cannot disturb the interpreter. But

it is necessary to store the data and ini-

tialize the string somewhere inside the

program. The decimal values of the bytes

of the MLR can be stored in DATA state-

ments. During execution these values are

READ, converted to hex with the CHR$
function and concatenated to the string.

Translating the hexadecimal codes and

typing the DATA statements causes errors

and is a boring effort. The computer

should take care of this task; so I wrote a

copy program (listed in Figure 3) to do this

job.

The program first CLOADs the user's

Basic program into storage, consecutive to

itself. Then the MLR is translated and
DATA statements, created at the end of

the Basic program, contain the decimal

Figure 3. Copy program. This program concatenates Basic programs in storage, converts

MLR hex codes to decimal and generates DA TA statements.

10
11 '* PROGRAM TO MOVE USR RTN INTO BASIC PROGRAM
20

.,....,........«...*.»••***«•••**•****•»**•****•*««»******

30 DEFINT A-Z
40 PRINT"FIRST 2 BYTES OF OBJECT USR RTN MUST CONTAIN LENGHT I'

50 CLS: INPUT "DID YOU LOAD THE OBJECT RTN Y/N" ;Y$

60 IF Y$-LEFT$("NO",LEN(Y$) ) THEN PRINT "PLEASE CORRECT" : END

70 'PREPARE FOR MERGE WITH USER APPLICATION PROGRAM
UO 'MOVE PROGRAM END ADDR ( 1003 J , 16634

)

90 'INTO PROGRAM START ADDR ( 1654B , 16549

)

100 PRINT 0040, "*J
110 PRINT "CLOAD YOUR PROGRAM "

120 PRINT "WHEN READY KEY IN FOLLOWING STATEMENTS"
130 PRINT " POKE 16548,233"
140 PRINT " POKE 16549,66"
150 PRINT "THEN GIVE THE COMMAND "

160 PRINT " RUN 200"
170 EP=PEEK( 16633 )+256*PEEK( 16634)
100 VR-EP-2: AD=16548: GOSUB 920:
190 END

'GET END OF PROGR ADDR
"AND PUT IN PGM START PTR

200
210
220
230
240
250
200
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480

•*«»* USER PROGRAM IS NOW LOADED BEHIND THIS PROGRAM ****

'THIS PROGRAM USES FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
USR LENGTH
BASIC PGM END ADDR
NEXT LINE PTR
TEXT PTR
END OF FILE MARKER

' US : USR START ADDR UL
' UE : USR END ADDR PE
1 NE : BASIC PGM NEW END ADDR NP
' LP : LINE NUMBER PTR TP
' EL : END OF LINE MARKER ADDR EF
' LU : LINE NUMBER
DEFINT A-Z
INPUT "USR ROUTINE START ADDRESS, PLEASE ";US

UL-PEEK(US)+256*PEEK(US+1) 'USR RTN LENGHT
PE-PEEK(16633)+256*PEEK(10034) 'BASIC PGM END

DL-INT(UL/13)*58
UD-UL- INT ( UL/ 1 3 ) * 1

3

IF UD>0 THEN DL-DL+0+DDM
NE-PE+DL 'NEW BASIC PGM END

"TtlE NEW PROGRAM END INCLUDES THE NECESSARY DATA STMNTS
'SAVE US,UL,PE,NE AND CHANGE END OF PROGRAM ADDR TO NEW

VR=US: AD=32766: GOSUB 920: 'SAVE US
AD-32764: GOSUB 920: "SAVE UL

GOSUB 920: "SAVE PE
VR=NE: AD=32760: GOSUB 920: 'SAVE NE

POKE 10634, PEEK(32761) 'CHANGE END OF BASIC PGM
POKE 16633, PEEM32760) :RUN 450 'PTR, CONTINUE EXECUTION
DEFINT A-Z

US«PEEK(32766)+256*PEEK(32767) 'RESTORE US
UL=PEEK(32764)+256»PEEK(327t>5) 'RESTORE UL
PE=PEEK(32762)+256*PEEK(32703) "RESTORE PE

VR=UL:
VR=PE: AD=32762:

TRS-80 DISCOUNT^
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
WE CARRY THE FULL
LINE OF TRS-80's

MODEL II

26-4002 64K I Drive S3279
Ask About Hard Drives

MODEL III

261062 16K S819
26 1066 48K with

2 Drives. RS232 $2049

IM TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST

MICRO
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

TRS-80
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BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1-800-841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26-3001 4K *309

26-3002 16K Ext. Basic S4SS
26 3003 32K Ext. Basic »569
26 3022 Color Drive #1 »498

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS, INC.
DEPT NO. 3

Downtown Ploia Shopping C*nt«r

1 1 5C Second Av» S W • Coiro G«oigio 31728

913 377 7130 Oo Phon»No
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your power is

rites yoftware

C.O.R.P.™ writes software. Perhaps you should
read that again. Not "simplifies programming" or
"makes debugging easier." C.O.R.P. writes
APPLESOFT BASIC—complete, stand-alone
programs which run, bug-free, the very first time. You
need not type a single character of basic code—ever.
C.O.R.P. does that. Your answers to questions in simple
English "design" the program. In minutes, C.O.R.P. writes
all the program code, scrolls it to the screen and automatically
saves it to your disk Your program because you designed it

Once written, your program runs without C.O.R.P. You may list

your program, examine it, modify it further or even sell it—as you
wish, royalty free. No mere"data base manager,"at any price, does

The applications are almost limitless. Your C.O.R.P. Program Generation
N

System will: • handle nearly as much data as your disks will hold (1 13K
per disk!) • find any record in less than a second • let you design your
own screens as quickly as you can move the curser around • sort, re-sort
and update your data for you • examine and re-examine your data and
then print reports, checks, invoices, statements, mailing labels, lists, memos—
you name it. COR. P. allows you to use your Apple II plus as the working tool it

really is. Isn't that why you bought one?

Computers should write code. You sould design programs. Now you have the power.

C.O.R.P. I features: • a data entry program generator • a full sort sub-
system • an update sub-system • a full diagnostic package • a print program
generator $235

C.O.R.P. II features: • all of C.O.R.P. I plus: • a system menu generator* a
complete forms letter • a full files editor • a system demo package • an
Applesoft tutorial $425.

CffliRTECHSW CORPORATION
$00 North Franklin, Chicago, Illinois 60610

See your dealer today or
call toll-free 1 -800-621 -41 09
(In Illinois, call (312) 943-0700)

Dealer inquiries welcome.

C.O.D. welcome.
CORP. is a trademark of

Maromaty Scotto Software Corporation
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CONTROL!
Watch the programs

Convk-HGtadrtoADVCRs

HOME VIDEO
VCRs for 1982

MM
ofthr

PntM*
VCRjmI

......

And*

you want, whenever you want,
The new age
of Home Video
has arrived

*
Now you can tune in a wide

variety of programs from dozens
of new cable channels,

specialized programming
services, satellite superstations,

and pay TV services. You can

use videocassette recorders to

automatically tape movies,

specials, sports, news, and
cultural programs. You can use
lightweight video cameras to record

your friends, your family, and yourself.

You can find thousands of video tapes

offering virtually everything from the latest

Hollywood movies to vintage classics, from

children's programs to adult features. Home
Video covers all that's new in video.

HOME VIDEO
» GOESTO

THE BEACH

I

from the best

seat in the

house

drink. Video can be used to teach

your children, organize

household records, entertain,

challenge your imagination. Each

month. Home Video explores the

new opportunities that await you.

Previews
Home Video picks up where local

TV guides leave off. Every issue

highlights the best programs

coming up on pay TV services,

including Showtime and HBO. You'll

discover special program offerings on

24-hour news and sports channels, ABC,
CBS, NBC, PBS, and other networks.

Reviews

Newsmakers
Home Video keeps you on top of the news and trends in

the world of video. You II meet video people"— the stars

and industry pros that are shaping the future of home
entertainment. You II discover new technologies on the

horizon, why some products are being replaced, and what it

all means to you, your friends, and family.

Features
Home Video provides the information and inspiration to make
video an active part of your life. Video can help you learn to

cook, speed read, improve your tennis game, even mix a

Save more
than 52%
off the

newsstand

price!

Home Video presents reviews of the latest

releases on cassette and disc by the toughest

critics in the business. You II not only learn what's

available, but what to expect from each It's the kind

of useful information that makes each issue of Home Video

a permanent reference source.

Try Home Video— at our risk

We'll start your risk-free subscription for the next twelve

monthly issues of HOME VIDEO for only $9.97! Save over

28% off the regular subscription rate and more than 52% off

the newsstand price. If you are not completely satisfied tha

HOME VIDEO is all you thought it would be, you may cance

your subscription and receive a full refund

HOME VIDEO Subscription Dept.,

P.O. Box 2651 Boulder, Colo. 80322

Risk-free offer—Save over 52%
Please enter my one-year subscription to HOME VIDEO Send
me the next twelve monthly issues at the special introductory rate

of only S9 97. That's over 28°o oft the regular subscription and

more than 52% off the newsstand cost. I understand that if I am
not completely delighted. I may cancel my subscription and
receive a full refund D Check enclosed Bill me

Name

Address

City .State. .Zip.

Q Check this box if you wish to save even more with a two-year
subscription for only $1 9. 94 5CCSS
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Machine-Language, continued...

values of the bytes of the MLR. Upon suc-
cessful completion the copy program de-
letes itself, leaving behind the user's Basic
program, including the newly-createdDATA statements. This Basic program
may be saved for later use or executed im-
mediately and saved after debugging It is
not necessary to CLOAD a user program
If you bypass this part of the program
(start with RUN 200), only the DATA
statements are created.
The copy program needs the location of

the start of the MLR. The length of theMLR is expected in the first two bytes of
the MLR. An easy way to provide this in-
formation in a MLR is as follows.

ORG load address
LENGTH DEFW ENDPGM-BEGPGM
BEGPGM (MLR first instruction )

I

(MLR program instructions)

ENDPGM EQU $

The last assembler pseudo-instruction
assigns the address of the end of the MLR
program to variable ENDPGM. The defi-
nition at the beginning of the program
loads the difference between the program
start and end address into the first two
bytes labelled LENGTH. This length is
also stored in the first two entries of the
first DATA statement and can be used to
control the loop variable of the READ
loop in the Basic program. The length of
the program can include the two length
bytes or not according to your needs. You
can easily change this if you want.

Concatenating Basic Programs
To load a Basic program after a

program is already in storage, reset the

;first MLR instruction

;last MLR instruction

Figure 3. continued.

490
500
510
520

530
540
550
560
570
5B0
590
600
610
620
630
640
6S0
ooO
670
odO
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
600
«10
U20
UjO
U40
d50
O60
670
duo
U90
900
910
920
930
940
950
9o0
970

"END OF LINE MARKER NOT FOUND'

, ", S
l
AR

l
OF LAST STMNT TO PICK UP LINE NUMBER

IF PEEK^l'n ™-"° STEP - 1 'S™'" BACKWARDS

NEXT ^ "^ GOT° " 0:
'
ENU OF LIN" "ARKER WUHB

PRINT
STOP
LN=PEEK ( EL+3 )+256*PEEK ( EL+4

)

NP-PE-2
US-US-1
FOR K=l TO UL STEP 13
KE=K-12*(K+12<=UL)-(UL-K)*(K+12>UL)

'BUILD A
LN=LN+1
LP=NP+2

VR-LU
TP=LP+2

POKE TP, 1J6
POKE TF+1,3 2

TP-TP+2

COMPLETE DATA STATEMENT

AD=LP: GOSUB 920:

'GET LAST LINE NUMBER
"INITIAL NEXT LINE PTR

'ADJUST START
'FIRST BYTE TO MOVE
'LAST BYTE TO MOVE
'INTO A DATA STMNT

NEW LINE NUMBER
LINE NUMBER PTR
PUT NEW LINE NUMBER
TEXT PTR
PUT CODE FOR DATA STMNT
FOLLOWED BY SPACE IN TXT
POINT AT NEXT AVAIL BYTE'MOVE 13 BYTES (OR LESS) FROM USR TO DATA STMNTFOR I=K TO KE

X=PEEK(US+I) : D-1000
FOR L=l TO 3

D=D/10: X1=INT(X/D)
POKE TP.X1+4B
TP=TP+1

'GET NEXT BYTE FROM USR
'CONVERT BYTE TO DEC

"STORE DEC IN DATA STMNT

X=X-X1*D
NEXT L

POKE TP,ASC(", ")
TP=TP+1
PRINT CHR$(132);

NEXT I

PRINT "BYTES" ;K; " TO";KE;
EL=TP-1
POKE EL, 00
VR=EL+1 : AD=NP: GOSUB 920:
NP=TP
NEXT K
VR=00: AD=NP: GOSUB 920: 'END OF PROGRAM MARKPBPRINT "USER ROUTINE SUCCESSFUL COPIED"

"ARKER

DELETE 10-970 "DELETE PROGRAM

,™1™LT
?

P°KE A W°RD FROM VARIABLE VR INTO ADDRESS AD

'PLACE COMMA
'UPDATE TEXT PTR
'I AM STILL ALIVE

HAVE BEEN MOVED"
'OVERWRITE LAST COMMA WITH
'AN END OF LINE MARKER
'UPDATE NEXT LINE POINTER

HI»INT(VR/256)
POKE AD+1,,11
LO=VR-lNT(VR/256)*256
POKE AD.LO
RETURN
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Basic program start address pointer and do
the following:

1) First load the current Basic program
end address (minus 2) into this pointer
2) Next CLOAD the next Basic program,
starting at the address in the program start
address pointer (the last program's end ad-
dress).

3) When the CLOAD is complete, restore
the Basic program start address pointer to
its original value. In this case there is no
need to renumber the programs because
only the first program is executed and this
program deletes itself when it completes
execution. Thus there is no conflict in line
numbering.

Creating Space
Before the copy part of the program

starts to execute, you must make room for
the new DATA statements. This changes
the end-of-program address. Because the
end of the program is also the start of the
simple variable space, we are in trouble.
Changing the end of the program destroys
already-defined variables and pointers and
makes them unusable. To move these
already-defined variables behind the
newly-defined end of the program is not
possible because the process involves using
variables.

Rather than doing a lot of housekeeping
that the system can do, let's take an easy
way out. Before changing the end-of-
program pointer, save the necessary vari-
ables in high core, using POKEs. Assume
that these locations are not used, otherwise
redefine these addresses for your own con-
figuration. Next change the end-of-
program pointer, with POKEs without
variables (using PEEKs from high
storage). Now the copy program needs to
be reinitialized, because the interpreter has
lost track of its allocated variables.

Execution of the RUN 450 statement
resets all parameters and variables and
starts to execute line 450. Thus you restore
the variables saved earlier into redefined
variables and you are ready to start the cre-
ation ofDATA statements.

Generating Data Statements
To understand the part of the program

that creates the DATA statements, you
need to understand the structure of a Basic
program line as stored in memory. The
structure of such a line is:

Two bytes containing a pointer to the
next Basic line.

Two bytes containing the line number.
The actual line contents.
One byte containing an end-of-line

marker (OOH).
Two bytes containing OOH follow the

last line of the Basic program and indicate
the end-of-program (EOP) marker. Re-
member that you changed the end-of-
program pointer to make space for the
DATA statements, but the EOP marker is

still there and indicates the original
program end.

129



Machine Language, continued...

Copying MLR to DaU Statements

The copy program starts searching for

the first end of line (EOL) marker to the

left of the last EOL marker. Three bytes to

the right of this EOL marker is the number

of the last line used in the user's Basic

program. The DATA statement line

numbers are based on the last line number

of the Basic program with an increment of

one. Now you can create the first DATA
statement and write it over the EOP
marker. Continue this process until all the

bytes of the MLR are copied. Each DATA
statement contains 13 elements (or less, if

it is the last one).

There are two restrictions in this

process.

Due to a Basic interpreter restriction,

you cannot create a string longer than 255

characters.

Because an MLR is moved around in

storage, it should not contain code which is

dependent on its location in storage.

The first restriction limits you to MLRs
with a length of 255 bytes or less. Because

of the nature of the MLRs used in a Basic

program, I do not view this as a limitation.

MLRs are usually rather short programs.

However, if you do have longer programs,

there are two solutions:

Split your program into two or more

255-byte MLRs and store them in several

strings that you call successively from your

Basic program.

Store your MLR in successive defined

strings, thus forming one large area in

storage. You must realize that string space

is defined from high memory down. To ex-

plain this, let's look at an example.

100 P$="l": FOR 1=1 TO 3:

P$ = PS + "P":NEXTI
200 Q$ = "2": FOR I = 1 TO 3:

Q$ = QS + "Q":NEXTI
This routine eventually creates the fol-

lowing sequence in storage:

2QQQ2QQ2Q1PPP1PP1P starting

at 32750, ending at 32767. The pointers

point at 32750 for QS and 32759 for PS.

Eventually the garbage between these

strings will be collected, but the strings are

still in the wrong order. Thus, after cre-

ating PS and QS, it is necessary to issue the

statement 300 PS = PS, immediately after

creating string QS. Now PS and QS are in

the right order and concatenated in

storage. Changing any of the two strings in

your program from this point on destroys

the concatenation again! A safe practice is

to redefine your strings in opposite order

of creation and not to touch them

anymore. In this example write

300Q$ = QS
400PS = PS

Changingany ofthe two
strings in your program

from this point on
destroys the

concatenation again!

Collection of garbage at certain times,

due to a need for string space, moves

strings around but does not destroy their

order of sequence. This means that before

every USR call you must POKE the MLR
start address, because it may have been

changed.

The second restriction requires self-

relocating MLRs. A self-relocating

program can be loaded into any area of

available storage, and contains an initiali-

zation routine to adjust its address con-

stants so that it can be executed at that lo-

cation.

There are several ways to write a self-

relocating program.

If you do not use address constants in

your program, it will always be self-

relocating. In that case you do not need an

initialization routine. You can write a

program without address constants if you

do not use DEFs and JPs (absolute jumps).

All data must be handled and stored

(stacked) through registers. The system

makes 16 bytes available in the system

stack, (usually sufficient space). All jumps

must be relative (JR). Relative jumps have

a range from - 1 26 to 1 29. This is sufficient

for most routines. If you use CALLs then

the called routine must be at an absolute

address.

The indexed addressing mode of the Z-

80 provides another means of self-

relocating. Use registers IX and IY as your

base registers. Each address constant is

formed of a combination of a base value

and a displacement. Changing the base

value relocates your program.

The third way is to have an initialization

routine. This routine detects the difference

between assembled and loaded start ad-

dress. Then all address constants are

changed by this delta, which may be pos-

itive or negative.

It is also possible to write your own relo-

cating loader, independent of any par-

ticular application. However, the way that

the Z-80 has implemented its opcodes

makes it rather complicated to write such a

program efficiently.

The cursor routine and the resulting

copy program can be used for many other

applications. Currently, 1 am using slightly

modified versions of these programs to

design and save complex screen layouts.

The modified cursor routine allows me to

make any drawing on the screen. The copy

program saves the layout in DATA state-

ments. These DATA statements can be

used in another program to build a screen.

It is also possible in this way to define pro-

tected screen areas and areas to be used for

input. '-'

Bit Pit Chas Andres

_^S3
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Double your
disk storage capacity

^

simply by switching
to Omni's new

reversible disk.
If you have an Apple. TRS-80. Zenith, North Star or
any other single-sided 5V4" disk drive, you can
double disk capacity by simply switching to the
Flip/Floppy disk from Omni. It works just like your
present disks, except you can flip it over and
record on the reverse side. So you can consolidate
programs and files that used to require two disks.

You can halve your disk requirements. And save
money.

Each disk comes with some impressive specifica-
tions: They're certified error-free at more than twice
the error-threshold of your system. Rated for more
than 12 million passes without disk-related errors or
significant wear. And precision fabricated with such
standard features as reinforced hub rings.

Call Omni toll-free today. Get premium disks. Twice
the capacity. A full money-back guarantee.
Unbeatable price. And if you order a ten pack now,
a free $5.00 storage case as well.

Omni Resources Corp.
4 Oak Porxj Avenue. Millbury, MA 01527
(800) 343-7620 In Mass. (617) 799-0197

Dealer inquiries invited.

Software Houses: We also offer duplicating and
formatting services.

$26.00-Five pack
(Equivalent to lO single-sided disks)

$50.00-Ten pack
(Equivalent to 20 single-sided disks)

Free
Protective plastic
storage case with each
lO pack ordered by
5-30-82

Order toll-free (800) 343-7620.
In Mass. (617)799-0197

SL

Send the following Flip/Floppy disks.
I understand they have a full 90 day money-back
guarantee if I'm not completely satisfied.

System & model *
Five packs @ $26.00

Ten packs @ $50.00 "

* includes plastic case

Shipping and handling $

5% sales tax (Mass. only) S

Total $_
Check (to Omni Resources) COD.
MasterCard Visa

Card * Exp^
Name
Address ____

1.50

Tel

CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Structured Design with Basic?

An example and an answer

Chart 1.

Phil Hughes

We all seem to be willing to waste a lot

of time in small increments to save having

to drop everything and get what we need

to do a job right. 1 am no exception. For

months, I have been looking at listings to

see if two files were the same or if one had

been updated. Finally, this morning, I

decided to write a file-compare utility.

I had just finished reading David Higgins'

book entitled Program Design and Con-

struction. Thus, his ideas for structured

design using Wamier-Orr charts were fresh

in my mind. For the past couple of years 1

have tried to be structured in my approach

to design and programming but the structure

always gets lost along the way. 1 was

impressed with the book so I decided to

play it by the rules and see what would

happen.

Being skeptical, I decided to keep track

of the time I would spend writing and

debugging the compare program. My
estimate was eight hours, although I felt I

could kluge it out in around four. I figured

it was worth the other four hours just to

see if structured design really works.

Armed with a copy of Program Design

and Construction, I sat down to do the

design. The program requirements were

simple: it should read two specified files,

compare each record, print all records

that differ between the files and when

done, print both record and error counts.

The program should also handle all input/

output (I/O) errors.

Fifty minutes later I had produced Charts

1 through 7. They seemed to follow the

rules outlined in the book and I could

understand what they said. For only fifty

minutes work, I was impressed.

Phil Huxhes. Specialized Syslems Consultants. P.O.

Box 2847. Olympia. WA 98507.

COMPARE FILES
PROCESS RECORDS « chart 1

^ lO.ml*

CLEANUP

NOTES:
'I DONF=TRUE

Chart 2.

/"set FILE STATUS TO CLOSI I)

I HI IK PARAMETER VAI 11)1 TV

VALID /"(LEAR IX1NE FLAG

VERIFY PARAMM IKA <^

VALID «TsET DONE I

10.11 *-

r

<

DON J skip
All \

OWN 111! I «^ Vfc)

DONE J OPEN FILE «et chart S

,0.1, \_

(FILES «^

I

we y s
Ul \DONE S SKIP

I

OPEN FILE 2 ^ vf

DONI : •'oPI Mill sccclurl*

All y
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Chart 3. Chart 5.

r
INCREMENT RECORD COUNT

COMPARE RECORDS

r

ISSUEOPENTOSVSIIM

RECORDS EQUAL J K
(0.1

,

<"

©

OPEN ERROR
10.11

OPES FILE <

process records
Ah

RECORDS EQUAL <
10. 1

1

INCRIMENT COMPARE! RKORCOUN I

PRINT RECORD NUMBER

PRINT RECORD EROM I II I I

PRINT RECORD EROM I HE 2

©

SI I I RRQR missai.I M MKIR iSTATUSl

SET DONE FLAG

Ore
(0^!"

,OR
S SET FILE STAT Us Hi qpin

READ RECORD EROM FILE I „ ctM , ,,

READ RECORD FROM FILE 2 m ,jm , (,

Chart 6.

r

HI AD RECORD ^

ISSUE READ ON SPK II II I, | || |

STORE STATUS

GOODRI AD

Chart 4.

©
<

GOOD R| All S SI I DOM II V.
,0.l>

EOF BOTH FILES J SKIP
0.1

1

©
<

{
i-nHmmniK ^ PR,ST ""FMATURI-EOF ERROR Ml JSAOIEOF BOTH FILES ^ I OR APPROPRIA II , ,| ,FOR APPROPRIAII III!

Chart 7. rCHECK III! si Alls

FILE I CLEANUP jc.ch.n7

<CLEANUP eT FILE 2 CLEANUP W(.h.n7

r

BADSTATUS J PRIM si A lis ERROR Ml SSA.. I

RAD STATUS ^ skip
hi l

>

PRINT RECORD I I II s 1

ERROR COUNT

STATISTICS <?

ERROR

©
cquni n s pi

10.11 V_

PRIM l IIMPARI ERROR (1 ,1 M

PRIM NO COMPARE ERRORS

1111 ( II AM P J
CIASEEMO* J

,,K|S| | k |i , ini|svv, ||

nil on s

1(1.1

1

©
ctosi IRKOR s SK "'

{?

©

Vs.

FILE OPEN
10.11
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Design, continued.

The next decision was to select the

programming language I would use to code

the file compare. I had considered Pascal

and assembler earlier. Pascal seemed like

the logical choice; a structured language

for a structured design. In the book Mr.

Higgins had shown that the techniques he

presented could be implemented in Basic.

In fact, Basic was the only language used,

and his design techniques had worked so

well I decided to give Basic a try.

1 checked the time and started writing

code. As per his suggestions, I had all

kinds of little subprograms and lots of

GOSUB statements. Fifty-two minutes later

I met my next surprise. 1 was all out of

subprograms to code. 1 quickly compared

the code to the chart. I found the way that

seemed correct instead of following the

chart. Recording to correct my error took

another five minutes.

Next, I started typing. Typing took about

35 minutes including time to correct my
obvious typographical errors. Listing 1 shows

the program that 1 had produced.

Listing 1. Listing ofprogram CMP-l.

1 REH FILE COMPARE 1-24-80

5 REM VARIABLE USAGE
10 REM F»Current file number
20 REM S<l>fS<2>=File status
30 REM B«<l>»B«<2)=Record buffers

40 REM F»(l)»F»<2)='File names
50 REM D=Done flaS (1=TRUE)
60 REM R=Record number
70 REM E=Number of record compare errors
80 REM **********
90 EF=8 :REM EOF Status
95 REM **********
100 REM MAIN PROGRAM
110 GOSUB 500 : REM Setup
120 REM Process records <0rn>

130 IF D-l THEN GOSUB 1000 ELSE 150

140 GOTO 120
150 GOSUB 1500 : REM Cleanup
160 END
170 REM **********
500 REM SETUP
510 S<1>=-1
520 S(2>=-1
530 GOSUB 2100:REM Get parameters
540 GOSUB 2200 S REM Open file 1

550 GOSUB 2300 : REM Open file 2

560 IF DONE-0 THEN GOSUB 2400 : REM Read first records

570 RETURN
580 REM **********

1000 REM PROCESS RECORDS
1010 R=R+1

T020 Tb,<i;<>B,<2> THEN GOSUB 2000

1030 REM Read next records

1040 F=l
1050 GOSUB 7000
1060 F-2
1070 GOSUB 7000
1080 RETURN
1090 REM **********

1«S IF
M
N0T<<S(1>»EF>AND(S<2,=EF,. THEN GOSUB 3000

1520 F-i: GOSUB 3200

1530 F=2:G0SUB 3200
1540 GOSUB 3500 : REM Statistics

1550 RETURN
1560 REM **********
2000 REM RECORDS NOT EQUAL

2010 E=E+1
2020 PRINT!PRINT "RECORD »"»R

2030 PRINT B«<1)
2040 PRINT B*<2>
2050 RETURN
2060 REM **********
2100 REM GET PARAMETERS
2110 INPUT -ENTER FIRST FILE NAME".F»( 1

>

2120 INPUT 'ENTER SECOND FILE NAME".F*(2>

2130 0=0
2140 RETURN
2150 REM **********
2200 REM OPEN FILE 1

2210 IF D0NE=0 THEN 2220 ELSE 2240

2220 F=l
2230 GOSUB 7200

2240 RETURN
2250 REM **********
2300 REM OPEN FILE 2

2310 IF DONE-0 THEN 2320 ELSE 2340

2320 F=2
2330 GOSUB 7200
2340 RETURN
2350 REM **********
3000 REM PREMATURE EOF ERROR

3010 PRINT -PREMATURE EOF ON FILE I

3020 IF S1=EF THEN PRINT F*<2) ELSE PRINT F»<1>

3030 RETURN
3040 REM **********

3210 I^S^>AND<S<F><>EF> THEN 3220 ELSE 3230

3220 PRINT "STATUS ERROR" »S<F> > "ON FILE"*F*<F>

3230 IF S<F)>=0 THEN 3240 ELSE 3270

3240 ON ERROR GOTO 3300
3250 CLOSE F

3260 ON ERROR GOTO
3270 RETURN
3300 REM error handler
3310 PRINT "CLOSE ERROR 0N"»F»<F>

3320 RESUME 3260
3330 REM **********
3500 REM STATISTICS
3510 PRINT RS "RECORDS PROCESSED"

3520 IF E>0 THEN PRINT Ei "COMPARE ERRORS"

3530 IF E=0 THEN PRINT "NO COMPARE ERRORS"

3540 RETURN
3550 REM **********
7000 REM READ RECORD FROM FILE F

7010 ON ERROR GOTO 7100
7020 INPUT #FfB*<F)
7030 ON ERROR GOTO
7040 RETURN
7100 REM error handler
/110 S<F)=ERR
7120 RESUME 7030
7130 REM **********
7200 REM OPEN FILE F

7210 ON ERROR GOTO 7300

7220 OPEN OLD F*(F) AS F

7230 ON ERROR GOTO
7240 IF S(F)>0 THEN D=l

7250 RETURN
7300 REM error handler
7310 RESUME 7230
7320 REM **********
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Making small printers for people who think big.

OKIGRAPH
Dot Addressable Graphics
Prints Circles
Around The Competition
Or squares. Or charts. Or graphs. Or illustrations.

Or any graphic data your computer tells it to
print. All with superb clarity and resolution.

OKIGRAPH" is standard equipment on the Microline
84 and the Model 2350. Its an easily added option
to the Microline 82A and 83A. So don't settle for the
plain old text you get with other printers. Be creative
With Okigraph.

Interested? Contact us at 111 Gaither Drive, Mount
Laurel, N.J. 08054, or call (800) 257-7768 for the name
of your local authorized Okidata distributor.

Okidata is a subsidiary of
Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd

•OKIGRAPH'" I includes

two plug-in PROMs and
an instruction manual
on Assembly language
programming.

• OKIGRAPH" n includes

a floppy disk for addi-

tional graphics printing

features and an instruc-

tion manual.

Microline 82A

CIRCLE 214 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Design, continued...

Listing 1 Run of CMP-2.

Listing 2. Run ofCMP-l.
RUN

ENTER FIRST FILE NAME? l.CMP-l.BAS
RUN ENTER SECOND FILE NAME? l.CMP-l.BAS

PREMATURE EOF ON FILE1 .CMP-1 . BAS

RECORDS PROCESSED
ERROR »78 AT LINE 510 NO COMPARE ERRORS

READY
READY

I entered RUN and was immediately

greeted by an error message (Listing 2). Chart 8. Revision to Chart 4.

This was caused by an undimensioned

variable. I added a DIM statement for all

the variables described as arrays in the r
REM statements at the start of the program.

At this time I also noticed that I had failed

r
EOF ON ONE FILE < SKIP

to enter the READ FIRST RECORDS C0.ll V_

subroutine (lines 2400-2460). I entered these

flines.

My second attempt at execution is shown
J PRINT PREMATURE EOF ERROR MESSAGE

in Listing 3. I entered two file names in EOF ON ONE FILE < FOR APPROPRIATE FILE

response to the prompts and was greeted 10.11

this time by an error message from the

program rather than Basic. There appeared

to be a couple of problems, one relating to

getting an EOF (end of file) before I should

and another indicating that I only got an
•

EOF on one of the files. I decided to do a

little proofreading and found the following.
•

I had entered DONE for the variable CLEANUP <T

name of the done flag in lines 560. 2210 >

and 2310. Although DONE was clearly an

invalid variable name. Basic had failed to

produce an error message. I fixed these

lines, changing DONE to D. and took a

look at the test for premature EOF at line

1510. It did what was described in the

blocks EOFBOTH FILES and EOF BOTH
FILES in the Warnier chart, but it didn't

look right. That's because I had charted it

wrong. The condition I wanted was EOF
ON ONE FILE ONLY. Chart 8 shows the

updates to Chart 4 to implement this cor-

rection. This was translated into lines 1510

and 1515 in the code.

Listing 4 shows my next attempt to run ^-
the program. This time it seemed to read

from disk for a while, then it stopped. I

finally hit the break key. The line it stopped
Listing 4. Run ofCMP-3.

on (1020) was the compare of the two

record buffers. I printed their contents to RUN

see how far it had run. The final records of ENTER FIRST FILE NAME? l.CMP-l.BAS
the files were in the buffers. Printing the ENTER SECOND FILE NAME? l.CMP-l.BAS

record counter (R) and the done flag (D)
,,r,i' At AT 1 I ML 1 f\*1f\

revealed that the program thought it was BREAK hi LINE 1U<:U

on record 249 and still not done. READY
There were nowhere near 249 records

in the file so it looked like the done flag
IK' INT B«<1><B»<2>
7320 REM ********** REM **********

was not being set when an EOF occurred.

Looking at the Warnier chart showed that

the done flag should be set in the READ Rt ADY

RECORD subroutine. Scanning the listing PRINT R>D
(lines 7000-7130) showed that I had left 249

out this important statement. At line 71 15

I added a D= 1 and was off to try again.
ADTT
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SOFTWARE STREET

<®m?-

800 Computer 16K $689.00

410 Recorder $79.00

850 Intf. Mod $159.00

830 Modem $149.00

Special Software Packages

The Entertainer $84.00

Star Raiders, Missile Command,
and Joysticks.

The Programmer $54.00

Basic Programming language,

Selt teaching guide to Basic

and Basic reference manual

The Educator $11 5.00

410 Recorder, Basic programming

language, and States and Capitals.

Call or write for your
FREE catalog.

ATARI 24 K DISC ONLY $34.95

TOP SELLING PROGRAMS

Missile Command $33.96
Asteroids $33.96
Invitation to Prog. 2 $16.96
Invitation to Prog. 3 $16.96
Assembler/Editor $48.96
Jaw Breaker $25.95
Cranston Manor $24.95
Dodge Racer $19.95
Star Raiders $39.96
Sammy the Sea Serpent $14.95
Krazy Shootout $35.95
Space Invaders $35 95

810 Disk Drive $429.00

Prices subject to change

THE ABOVE PRCES ABE FOR PRE-PAID ORDERS

Software Street

3392 Clipper Dr.

Chino,CA91710
(714)591-3061

.-£»

M
BY

BUI BOGENREIF

We also feature tremendous savings from:

Atari

Atari Program Exchange
Adventure International

Crystal

P.D.I.

L.J.K.

Dynacomp
Quality Software

Avalon Hill

Epyx

Computer Consultants

Synapse

Datasoft

United Software

On-Line

OSS.
Software Street

Software Street is your mail order ATARI
discount center.

Shipping costs:

Software - minimum $2.00

Hardware - prices will vary (please call)

A
ATARI

ATARI IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARK

CIRCLE 234 ON READER SERVICE CARD



isign, Listing 5. Run ofCMP-4.

RUN

ENTER FIRST FILE NAME? 1 .CHP-1 . BA8

FNTER SECOND FILE NAME? l.CMP-l.DAS

113 RECORDS PROCESSED
NO COMPARE ERRORS

This time the program seemed to work.

Amazing! I cleaned up a few of my typos

so the spacing would be correct in the

error messages and ran some more tests.

Listing 5 shows the results. First I compared

a file to itself. I got a valid record count

and no errors. Next 1 compared the current

version of the program to the previous

version. The first three compare errors

show the changes 1 made to correct spacing

in the error messages. The fourth error

(record 1 12) is a result of adding the D= 1

statement at line 7115. At this point all

records show compare errors because of

the added line in one file. Finally, the

error messages came out correctly.

READY

RUN

FNTER FIRST FILE NAME? 1.CMP-3.BAS

FNTER SECOND FILE NAME' 1.CMP-4.BAS

RECORD # 83
3010 PRINT
3010 PRINT

PREMATURE EOF ON FILE'S
PREMATURE EOF ON FILE - *

RECORD * 8? MiniMiti
32">0 PRINT -STATUS ERROR- SS<F >

8 -ON FILE »•*•<£>.
3II0 PRINT -STATUS ERROR -»S<F)S- ON FILE -«F«<F>

RECORD #94
3310 PRINT -CLOSE ERROR ON'SFXF)
3310 PRINT -CLOSE ERROR ON -SF»<F>

RECORD • 112
7120 RESUME 7030
7115 D=l

RECORD * 113
7130 REM **********
7120 RESUME 7030

RECORD * 114
7200 REM OPEN FILE F

7130 REM **********

WINE CELLAR
Pa**™™"™VH

Requires h4k Apple with 1.3 Disc

LOOK at wine
Lxan I ne your cellar by winery.
varietal, vintage and/or region.

DRINK wine
Keswve a bottle to drink and change
ratings If desired.

ADD wine
Add a new wine to your cellar or
change the rating of an old wine.

ELLAS is an Inventory proftl

wine buffs. It allows enthusiasts to

certain inforitat Ion about their

wine and rtanlpulste this inforetet ion

f ror> day to day. Up to 400+ unique
wine types can be kept on tlie propr ar<

diskette alone with POO aiMttional

types on a second disc. Esch type can
i up to 2700 cases In the inven-

tory, used to provide in-

lOB about a wine'd availability,
bjwJ drlnkablllty. Ui Id card

searches of the eel lar provide snap-
shots of Inventory while .my parttcnl.tr

entry csn he looked at in det.il 1

.

Ml lar can be dis-
played and inventories pn

DISPLAY statistics Price $49.95
Gather and display informal lo

about your cellar.

PRINT inventory
Create a hard copy of your eel
contents and value.

Cal residents add $3
WE Software

800 Greenwich Dr

Chico, CA 95926• H j rtofttered traoeffwv of Aoeft compute* vie

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RECORD • 115
7210 ON ERROR GOTO 7300
7200 REM OPEN FILE F

RECORD # 116
7220 OPEN OLD F«<F> AS F

7210 ON ERROR GOTO 7300

RECORD • 117
7230 ON ERROR GOTO
7220 OPEN OLD F»(F) AS F

RECORD 118
7240 IF S<F)>0 THEN D»l
7230 ON ERROR GOTO

RECORD • 11?
7230 RETURN
7240 IF S(F>>0 THEN D»l

RECORD * 120
7300 REM error handler
7250 RETURN

RECORD * 121
7310 RESUME 7230
7300 REM error handler

RECORD • 122
7320 REM **********
7310 RESUME 7230
PREMATURE EOF ON FILE 1.CMP-3.BAS
122 RECORDS PROCESSED
14 COMPARE ERRORS

READY

RUN

ENTER FIRST FILE NAME? 1.CMP-3.BAS
FNTER SECOND FILE NAME? WRONG
STATUS ERROR 4 ON FILE URONG

RECORDS PROCESSED
NO COMPARE ERRORS

READY

138 May 1982 c Creative Computing



The story behind the two best selling
computer games books in the world.

Computer
Games

by David H. Ahl

Everybody likes games Children like tic

tac toe Gamblers like blackjack Trekkies
like Star Trek Almost everyone has a favor-
ite game or two

It Started in 1971

Ten years ago when I was at Digital
Equipment Corp (DEC), we wanted a pain-
less way to show reluctant educators that
computers weren t scary or difficult to use
Games and simulations seemed like a good
method

So I put out a call to all our customers to
send us their best computer games The
response was overwhelming I got 21 ver-
sions of blackjack, 15 of nim and 12 of
battleship

From this enormous outpouring I se-
lected the 90 best games and added 1 1 that
I had written myself for a total of 101 I

edited these into a book called 101 Basic
Computer Games which was published by
DEC It still is

When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the
rights to print the book independently
They agreed as long as the name was
changed

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right)
and More Basic ComputerGames (below)

Artillery-3

Baccarat
Bible Quiz
Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Boga II

Bumbrun
Bridge-It

Camel
Chase
Chuck-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condot
Convoy
Corral

Countdown
Cup
Dealer s Choice
Deepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr Z
Eliza

Father
Flip

Four In A Row
Geowar
Grand Prix

Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot

Joust
Jumping Balls

Keno
L Game

Lite Expectancy
Lissaious

Magic Square
Man-Eating Rabbit
Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze
Millionaire

Minotaur
Motorcycle Jump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix
Pasart

Pasart 2
PinbaM
Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Sale
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattie
Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot

Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
Van Gam
Warfish

Word Search Puzzle
Wumpus 1

Wumpus 2

Introduction
The Basic Language
Conversion to Other

Basics
Acey Ducey
Amazing
Animal
Awari
Bagels
Banner
Basketball
Batnum
Battle

Blackjack

Bombardment
Bombs Away
Bounce
Bowling
Boxing
Bug
Bullfight

Bullseye
Bunny
Buzzword
Calendar
Change
Checkers
Chemist
Chief
Chomp
Civil War
Combat
Craps
Cube
Depth Charge
Diamond
Dice
Digits

Even Wins
Flip Flop
Football

Fur Trader
Golf
Gomoko
Guess
Gunner
Hammurabi
Hangman
Hello

Hexapawn

Hi-Lo
High l-Q

Hockey
Horserace
Hurkle
Kinema
King
Letter

Life

Life For Two
Literature Quiz
Love
Lunar LEM Rocket
Master Mind
Math Dice
Mugwump
Na-ne
Nicomachus
Nim
Number
One Check
Orbit

Pizza

Poetry
Poker
Queen
Reverse
Rock. Scissors Paper
Roulette
Russian Roulette
Salvo
Sine Wave
Slalom
Slots

Splat

Stars

Stock Market
Super Star Trek
Synonym
Target

3-D Plot

3-D Tic-Tac-Toe
Tic Tac toe
Tower
Train

Trap
23 Matches
War
Weekday
Word

Converted to Microsoft Basic

The games in the original book were in
many different dialects of Basic So Steve
North and I converted all the games to
standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the
descriptions and published the book under
the new name Basic Computer Games
Over the next three years, people sent in

improved versions of many of the games
along with scores of new ones So in 1979
we totally revised and corrected Basic
Computer Games and published a com-
pletely new companion volume of 84 ad-
ditional games called More Basic Com-
puter Games This edition is available in
both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for
owners of the TRS-80 computer
Today Basic Computer Games is in its

fifth printing and More Basic Computer
Games is in its second Combined sales are
over one half million copies making them
the best selling pair of books in recrea-
tional computing by a wide margin There
are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of
the number of games and cost far more
The games in these books include classic

board games like checkers They include
challenging simulation games like Camel
(get across the desert on your camel) and
Super Star Trek There are number games
like Guess My Number. Stars and Battle of
Numbers You II find gambling games like
blackjack, keno. and poker All told there
are 185 different games in these two
books
Whether you re just getting started with

computers or a proficient programmer,
you H find something of interest You II find
15-line games and 400-line games and
everything in between
The value offered by these books is Out-

standing Every other publisher has raised
the price of their books yet these se'l for
the same price as they did in 1974

Moneyback Guarantee

Examine one or both of these books and
key some games into your computer If

you re not completely satisfied we II refund
the full purchase price plus your return
postage

Basic Computer Games and More Basic
Computer Games are $7 95 each. More Basic
Computer Games only is available for Micro-
soft and TRS-80 editions (please specify
your choice.) If you purchase both books
the price if only $15.00. Send payment*
plus $3.00 postage and handling to Creative
Computing. Dept C0520. One Park Avenue.
Room 458, New York. NY 10016. Orders
may also be charged to your Visa. Master-
Card orAmerican Express account—by mail
include credit card name, number and expira-
tion date, or if you prefer, use our 24 hour
toll-free number. 800-631-8112 In NJ only
201-540-0445.

*N J residents add 5% sales tax.

Order today to turn your computer into
the best game player on the block

creative computing
Morns Plains NJ 07950

Toll-free 800-631 -81 12 (In NJ 201-540-0445) l



Design, continued...

1070 GOSUB 7000
1080 RETURN
1090 REH **********
1500 REH CLEANUP
1510 IF <S<1)=EF> AND (S(2)OEF) THEN GOSUB 3000

1515 IF (S(2)»EF) AND <S<l)OEF) THEN GOSUB 3000

1520 F'ltGOSUB 3200
1530 F-2:G0SUB 3200
1540 GOSUB 3500 i REH Statistics

The final test was with a wrong file
1550 RETURN
1560 REH **********

name. The error message produced was 2000 REH RECORDS NOT EQUAL

correct, error 4 is the FLEX error number 2010 E=E + 1

for FILE NOT FOUND. Listing 6 shows 2020 PRINT:PRINT "RECORD *'SR
2030 PRINT B«(l)

the final version of the program. There 2040 PRINT B«<2>
are very few changes from the original. Of 2050 RETURN

course you can't make a lot of changes in 2060 REH **********
2100 REH GET PARAHETERS

less than one hour of debugging. 2110 INPUT 'ENTER FIRST FILE NAHE'.F*<1>
I have very favorable conclusions. First, 2120 INPUT 'ENTER SECOND FILE NAHE'rF«<2>

the time I spent developing the working 2130 D=0
2140 RETURN
Pl:.o REH **********program was much less than my estimate

and, in fact, less than my estimate for 2200 REH OPEN FILE 1

doing it the "quick and dirty" way. The 2210 IF D=0 THEN 2220 ELSE 2240

resulting program is very readable, and I
2220 F=l
2230 GOSUB 7200
2240 RETURNhave some accurate documentation on its

operation. In other words, structured design 2250 REH **********

for Basic programs works great! 2300 REH OPEN FILE 2
2310 IF D-0 THEN 2320 ELSE 2340
2320 F=2
2330 GOSUB 7200
2340 RETURN
2350 REH **********
2400 REH READ FIRST RECORDS
2410 F«l
2420 GOSUB 7000
2430 F=2
2440 GOSUB 7000
2450 RETURN
2460 REH **********
3000 REH PREHATURE EOF ERROR
3010 PRINT 'PREHATURE EOF ON FILE "»

3020 IF S1=EF THEN PRINT F*(2) ELSE PRINT F*<1)
3030 RETURN

Listing 6. Listing of CMP-4. 3040 REH **********
3200 REH FILE CLEANUP
3210 IF (S(F);0)AND<S(F)OEF> THEN 3220 ELSE 3230

1 REH FILE COHPARE 1-24-80 3220 PRINT 'STATUS ERROR 'IS<F)»' ON FILE »F*(F)
5 REH VARIABLE USAGE 3230 IF S<F)>-0 THEN 3240 ELSE 3270
10 REH F=Current file number 3240 ON ERROR GOTO 3300
20 REH S(l >.S<2)=File status 3250 CLOSE F
30 REH B«<l)»B*(2)=Record buffers 3260 ON ERROR GOTO
40 REH F*(l) »F»<2)-File names 3270 RETURN
50 REH D=»Done fla« <1=TRUE> 3300 REH error handler
60 REH R=Record number 3310 PRINT 'CLOSE ERROR ON '*F»CF>
70 REH E=Number of record compare errors 3320 RESUHE 3260
60 REH ********** 3330 REH **********
85 DIH S<2>.B*<2)»F«(2> 3500 REH STATISTICS
90 EF=8 :REH EOF Status 3510 PRINT R$ 'RECORDS PROCESSED'
95 REH ********** 3520 IF E>0 THEN PRINT E 8 'COHPARE ERRORS'
100 REH HAIN PROGRAH 3530 IF E=0 THEN PRINT 'NO COHPARE ERRORS'
110 GOSUB 500 : REH Setup 3540 RETURN
120 REH Process records <0m) 3550 REH **********
130 IF D=0 THEN GOSUB 1000 ELSE 150 7000 REH READ RECORD FROH FILE F
140 GOTO 120 7010 ON ERROR GOTO 7100
150 GOSUB 1500 : REH Cleanup 7020 INPUT *F,B*<F)
160 END 7030 ON ERROR GOTO
170 REH ********** 7040 RETURN
500 REH SETUP 7100 REH error handler
510 S<1)=»-1 7110 S(F)-ERR
520 S<2)»-1 7115 D=l
530 GOSUB 2100JREH Get parameters 7120 RESUHE 7030
540 GOSUB 2200 : REH Open file 1 7130 REH **********
550 GOSUB 2300 : REH Open file 2 7200 REH OPEN FILE F
560 IF D=0 THEN GOSUB 2400 : REH Read first records 7210 ON ERROR GOTO 7300
570 RETURN 7220 OPEN OLD F«(F) AS F
580 REH ********** 7230 ON ERROR GOTO
1000 REH PROCESS RECORDS 7240 IF S<F>>0 THEN D=l
1010 R-R+l 7250 RETURN
1015 REH Copmare 7300 REH error handler
1020 IF B«(l)OB«(2) THEN GOSUB 2000 7310 RESUHE 7230
1030 REH Read next records 7320 REH **********
1040 F=l
1050 GOSUB 7000
1060 F»2 READY



SD Systems ExpandoRAM III

256K RAM $879.95
Single User System
SBC-SOB UK SxpatidoKAM II, Vena/loppy II ( V \l • •

$1095.00
1 MHz Z-koa CPU, MK RAM, Mrial I () port,
parallel I () port, double-density disk rontroller,
CP M 2.2 disk and manuals, system monitor,
control and diagnostic software
Add $UH).(H> f„r upgrade in ExpandoRAM III INK
(expandable in 2S6K)

-All boards arc assembled and tested-

SBC-200
2 or 4 MHz single board computer

• S-100 boa compatible • Powerful iMHz /. koa
CPU • Synchronous asynchronous serial I <)

port with KS-232 interface and software
programmable band rates up to ;k;<«> haud •

Parallel input and parallel output port • hour
channel counter inner • Fourmaskable, vectored
interrupt inputs and a non-maskable interrupt •

IK of on hoard RAM • Up to :I2K of on tsiard

ROM • System monitor PROM included
The SIM '200 is an excellent CPU hoard tobaa* a

microcomputer system around. With on-board
HAM. ROM. and I ( ). the SBC-200 allows yon to

build a powerful three-board system that has the
same feature* found in most five hoard
microcomputers. The SIM !-2O0 is compatible with
both single-user and multi-user systems

riT-3t>2Q0A A & T irith monitor $299.95

Versafloppy II
5'/i" & 8" double density controller

• 8-100 bus compatible • IBM 3740 compatible
soft sectored format • Controlssingleand double-
sided drives, single or double density. 5 1

i" and 8"

drives in any combination of four simultaneously
• Drive select and side select circuitry • Analog
phase-looked loop data seperator • Vectored
interrupt operation optional • Standard ( T M2.2
disk operating • Control diagnostic software
1'KOM included

The Versafloppy II is faster, more stahle and
more tolerant of hit shift and "jitter" than most
controllers. All control and diagnostic software
included.

101>-1 160A A & T $359.95
Fur CI' M 2.2 and manual set add $99.95

ExpandoRAM III
64K to 256K expandable RAM board

SI) Systems has duplicated the famous
reliability of their ExpandoRAM I and II l>oards

in the new KxpandoKAM III, a hoard capable of

containing 25HK of highspeed RAM Utilizing the
new uiK x l dymanic HAM chips, you can
configure a memory of (ilK. I28K. I!)2K. or 2.VJK.

all on one 8-100 board. Memory address decoding
is done by a programmed bipolar K< >M so thai the
memory map may he dip-switch configured to

work wilh either (
'( )SM( )S M I'M type systems or

with OASIS type systems.

Extensive application notes concerning how to

operate the KxpandoKAM III with Cromemco,
Intcrsystems, and other popular I MHz Z 80
systems are contained in the manual.

.MKM-H50W4A (UK A & I $495.00
MKM-65128A I28KA&T $639.95
MEM-0B103A IH2KA&T $769.95
MKM-K5256A 3S6K A & T $879.95

ExpandoRAM II
16K to 64K expandable RAM board

• S-100 bus compatible • I 'pto IMII/ operation •

Expandable from 1BK to 64K • Uses Mi 1 1 4116
memory chips • Page mode operation allows up to

8 memory boards on the bus • Phantom output
disable • Invisible on board refresh

The KxpandoKAM II is compatible with most S
KKI CPUs. When other SI) System series II

boards are combined with the KxpandoKAM II,

they create a microcomputer system with
exceptional capabilities and features.

MEM-16630A IKK A & T $345.00
MKM-3263IA :I2K A & T $365.(M)
MKM-48H32A ;,sA A <v 7 $385.90
%jj^MJJijj>33A^ li-IK A& T $399.95

PROM-100
Versatile KPROM Programmer

• S-100 bus compatible • Programs 2708, 2768,
2716. 2732, 2">Ki EPRI IMs • I HP switch selection
ofKPKOM type • 25 VDC programming pulse
generated on-board • Vary fast programmingand
verification • Zero insertion lone socket •

Programming software included on 8" diskette

MK.M-99520K K,l i, goftware $189.95
MBM-MBSOA I & T u- software

, $249.96

Multi-User System
SBC-200. 1S6K BxpandoBAM III Venuflappy II MH i

COSMOS Itulli l\,r Optratuis Syttm, C BASIC II

$1995.00
Two Z-80A CPl's ( t MHz). 25«K KAM, 5 serial I ()
ports with independently programmable baud
rates and vectored interrupts, parallel input port,
parallel output port. 8 counter timer channels,
real time clock, single and double sided single or
double density disk controller for "i

1 ," and 8"
drives, up to .ttiK of on board KOM, CP/M 2.2
compatible COSMOS interrupt driven multiuser
disk operating system, allows up to 8 users to run
independent jobs concurrently. (' MASK' II.

control and diagnostic software in PKOM
included.

-All boardx are assembled and tested-

MPC-4
Intelligent communications interface

I
. Pour buffered serial I O ports • Onboard Z

KOA processor • Four CTC channels •

Independently programmable baud rates •

Vectored interrupt capability • Up to 4K of on-
board PROM • Up to 2K ofon-boardRAM s On
board firmware

This is not just another four-port serial
I/O board! The on hoard processorand firmware
provide sufficient intelligence to allow the MPC I

to handle time consuming I tasks, rather than
loading down your CPU. To increase overall
efficiency, cadi serial channel hasan 80character
input buffer and a 128 character output buffer
The on hoard firmware can bo modified to make
the hoard SDI.C or BISYNC compatible In

combination with Sll's COSMOS operating
system (which is included with the MPC-4), this
board makes a perfect building block for a multi-

user system.

IOI-I504A A * Tuith COSMOS $195.00

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental I '.S. Inside California

800-421-5500 800-262-1710
Fof Tct hnual Inquires tir Custnnur SttVUt call:

213-973-7707

Computer Products
4901 W. Kateaunt, Hawthorne, Ca 90880

TKHMS of BALE: Cash, r h,<ks credit cards, or
Purehasa Oiasn faun qsalilfad firms sad instuauons.
Minimum Order Sift. <M). California raaidantl add ii

km Minimum shipping & hanillint! chaw UIK)
Pricing & uvailihiliu subject to i-hunto-
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Computer
Products

Sunnyvale • Woodland Hills • Hawthorne • San Diego

Printers I Accessories for Apple | Single Board Computer

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata
Microline 82A KO IT2 column. 120 CPS. 9 x 9 dot

matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed

iremocable). handles t part forms up to M '•" H "'

bottom feed. paper tear bar. 100% duty cycle tQQJOOOjOOQ

character print head, bidirectional logic seeking, both

serial A parallel interfaces included, front panel snitch &
proftram control of III different form lengths, uses

inexpensnc spool type ribbons, double width & condensed

characters, true loiter ease descenders & graphics

PRM-43082 with FREE tractor $544.95

Microline H3A 13$ 2:12 column. IX <TS. handles

forms up to /.5" tcide. plus all the features of the S2A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor $774.95

Microline 84 131 2:12 column. 2tm CPS. full dot

graphics built in. handles forms up to tS" Hide, plus all the

features of the Si 1

PRM-43083 tilth FREE tractor $1249.95

PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS HO cable $24.95

PRA-43081 Hi speed L'K serial board $169.95

PRA-4308O Extra ribbon* pkg. ofS $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70 MO column. Wl CPS, i x 7 dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed. A) grapho s

PRM-27070 Lift $469 $399.95

MX-HO mi column. 80 CPS, hi directional logic seeking

printing. 9x9 dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed. & 64

graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $M5 $469.95

MX-80FT same as MX HO uith friction feed added

PRM-27082 List $745 $559.95

MX-IOO 13$ column, correspondence quality, graphics,

up to I.V paper, friction feed & adjustable tractor feed. 9 x 9

dot matrix. SHIPS
PRM-27100 List $945 $759.95

PRA-27084 Serial interface $69.95
PRA-27088 Serial intf & 2K buffer $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $74.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $22.95
PRA-27086 IEEE -tHX card $52.95
PRA-27087 TRS HO cable $32.95
PRA-27085 Craftrax II $95.00
PRA-27083 Extra ribbon $14.95

Modems
SMARTMODEM - Hayea

Sophisticated direct connect auto-ansuer autodial modem,
touch tone or pulse dialing. RS2:l2( ' interface, programmable

IOM-5400A Smartmodem $249.95
IOK-1500A Hayet Chronograph $199.95

CAT MODEMS - Novation

CAT ttm baud, acoustic, ansuer orgmate
IOM-5200A List $IH9.95 $149.95

D'CAT 'II*' baud direct connect, ansuer orginate

IOM-5201A List $199.95 $169.95

AUTO-CAT Auto ansuer orginate. direct connect

IOM-5230A List $299.95 $239.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 12011 or ItlHi baud, direct ciomeet. auto

ansuer autodial, auxiliary :l tare RS2X2C serial port for

printer.

IOM-5232A Save $50.00!!! $325.00

16K MEMORY UPGRADE
Add IRK of RAM to your TRS HO. Apple, or F.xidy m just

minutes. We're toU thousands of these 1SK RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips fas

specified by the manufacturer!, all necessary jumper

blocks, fool proof instructions, and our I year guarantee.

MKX-16100K TRS HO kit $25.00
MKX-16101K Apple kit $25.00
MKX- 16102K Exidy kit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II

Expand your Apple to S4K, I year uarranty

MKX-16500A Save $70.00 !!! $129.95

Z-80* CARD for APPLE
Tiro < omputers in one. Z HO & 1601, more than doubles the

power & potential of your Apple, includes Z-Htl' (PI ' card.

t ;• M 2.2. & BASK so

CPX-30800A A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
New from Vutta Computer, single <>r double sided, single or

double density. compattNe utth DOS J 2 JJ, Pascal. & CPM
2 2. Shunart & Qume compatible

1OD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II

Complete {lockage includes Tito H" double density disk

ini n Vista doliNe density 8" disk controller, cabinet. poller

supply. * taNes. DOS C.I.I. CPM 2.2. & Pascal

compatible

1 McgaRyte Package tKit) $1495.00
1 McgaRyte Package (A & Tl $1695.00
2 MegaByte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package lA & T) $1995.00

DISK DRIVES - Micro Sci
Inexpensu c disk dm ,-s for \i.ur Apple

A2 Direct replacement for Apple Disk 11. n orks u ith

Apple II controller as first or setttnd drn e

M8M-12310] Micro Sci A3 $129.95

A40 If track drive for Apple II improved storage

capacity and speed incr Apple lirnnd dnres requires

Micro 3d controller.

IOD-2340A Micro Sci A40 $399.98

A70 70 track drtie for Apple II Tune the storage

mpadty and three time* faster than Apple Hrand drnes
require* Micro Sci controller

IOD-2870A Micro Sci A70 $499.95

Micro Sci Controller Disk controller for up to tun

A40or ATodisk drive*. DOSS J.t.i. Past at. and
/Mil SoftCard compatible, unlades utility disk and 10 7ft

track patch.

IOD-2300A Micro Set controller $95.00

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
NO it.lurnn x 24 line video card for Apple II. 12S ASCII
characters, upper and louer case, 'J x Hhlttt matrix uith -i dot

descerulers. standard data metlia terminal control codex.

CP M Pascal A Fortran ntmpatiNe. nO HO Hi

IOV-2400A Vista Virion HO $375.00

AIO, ASIO, APIO - S.S.M.
Parallel & serial interface for your Apple tsee Byte p£ I1J

IOI-2050K Par&Serkit $139.95
IOI-2050A Par & Ser A & T $169.95
IOI-2052K Serial kit $89.95
IOI-2052A Serial A&T $99.95
IOI-2054K Parallel kit $69.95
IOI-2054A Parallel A&T $89.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
Three cards in one' Real lone dock calendar, serial interface.

A) parallel interface all on one turd

IOX-2300A A&T $199.95

CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete Z-HO microcomputi-r uith RAM. ROM. I ().

keyboard, display kludge area, manual. * workbook

CPS-30100K KIT $299.95

CPS-30100A A&T $469.95

SYM-1 - Synortek Systems
Single btmrd computer uith IKol RAM. IKofROM he, ,s,d.

LET) display. lOma X cassette interface on hoard

CPK-50020A A&T $249.95

VIC 20 - Commodore
( omplcle Otnanal computer with SK RAM. full color, tl lev

keyboard. I dual spmalfmneaon keys. trriotparU, ca—rttr

port, eampotitt vtdtooatpai 'councils to standard color 'IV

set,. BASIC language. * ex/smsion port.

COM-VIC20 VIC 20 lender $300.00

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Alto available from Jade Call fur Price and lnfu

AIM-65, Altos, Apple II. Atari,

Commodore, California Computer Sys
Hewlett-Packard, Intersystems

Jade, NEC, Novell, SD Systems

SYM-1, Xerox, and more...

Video Monitors

HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

IB Mil; Imndindlh. ,l»l lines mrh. l':ll green phosphor,

sicttchabtc III or SO columns, small, light itcigbt & fmrtable

VOM-2012O1 List price $150.00 ... $118.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 Mlh. P'll phosphor ndeo monitor uith audio.

exceptionally high resolution - A fantastic monitor at a

eery reasonable price

VIIM-651200 Special Sale Price $199.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
Hi res monitor tilth audio A sculptured case

VDC-651212 Color Monitor $479.95

NK( -12021) RGB color monitor $1045.00

Leedex / Amdek
ReasontiNv priced i ideo monitors

VDM-801210 Video 100 12" H& W $139.95
Video loom 12" H& W $i 79.95
12" (Ireen Phospor .... $169.95
/.r Color I $379.95

Color It $H«ir..0O

VDM-801230
VDM-801250
V1K -801310

\ IH -80 1320
IOV-2300A DVM board for Apple Sl!>!».!»-">

Video Terrninals

TELEVIDEO910
Full tcatttrctl incxfs-nstre terminal

VDT-901210 List 796.00 r5«i»5.iKl

TELEVIDEO950
VDT-901250 List $1195.00 $995.00

AMBER SCREEN - Volker Craig
Detachable ke\htnird, arnher on Mark display. 7 X 9 dot

matrix. Hi program function keys. It key numeric pad. 12"

non ulare screen. SO '" 19,200 haud. direct cursor control.

auxiliary hi dtrei tional serial pttrt

VDT-361200 List #7915.00 $645.00

VIKWPIONT- ADDS
Detachable keyboard, serial RS2.12C interfile,, baud rates

from 110 to I'l.Jtsl. uicxtluirx serial output isirt. 21 x fHltlisjiltiv.

VDT-501210 Sale Priced $639.95

DIALOGUE 80 - Ampex
VDT-230080 List $1195.00 SHi»r..(l
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S-100 CPU Boards I S-
THE BIG Z» - Jade

2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-80- CPU with serial I O
"TtT^r

27oh
-

2?"!
-

"r 2™2 eprom haud "•»•f™
CPU-30201 K Kit «, oB ns
CPU-30201A A&T sim asCPU-30200B Hare hoard ........... MMO

2810 Z-80* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
I '

V'.';',^"'? '
'
"

' "'"'M «*«"« ' Om*i andon
board MOBS :>.:> monitor PROM, front panel compatible
CPU-304O0A A&T $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.

imf
MHA z

fL
cp
.}' *"T

d u"h "">"<«<"> /"-• «p * urn/ROM or 4K of RAM on fcoarrf. extended addressing 1KEF
S Km, front panel compatible

CPU-30300K
CPU-303OOA

S-100 PROM Boards

PROM-100 - SD Systems
I7« 1732 EPROM programmer w software

MKM-99520K Kit (189 95
MKM-99520A A&T $249.00

PB-1 - S.S.M.
lit EPROM hoard with built in programmer

MKM-99510K K,t $154 95
MKM-99510A A&T $219.95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
ISK or 32K use, 2708* or 2718*. IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79 95
MKM-16230A A&T $119.95

S-100 Video Boards
VB-3 - S.S.M

SI) characters x 2 1 lines expandable to 80X IH for a fullpane
of text, upper * lower vase. IMfi user defined symbol: ISOx
IU2 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key hoard
input.

IOV-1095K 4 MHz kit $349 95
IOV-1095A 4 MHz A&T $439 95
IOV- 1096K 80 x 4ft upgrade $39.95

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
BOx 24 1 () mapped video board with keyboard 1 t) and
on board ZKOA'.

IOV-1020A A&T $459.95

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.
lit characters v Hi lines. IJS > IS matrix for graphics, full
upper loner rase ASCII character set. numbers, symbols,
and greek letters, normal rei erse blinking vidua S-100
IOV-1051K Kit $149.95
1OV-1051A A&T $219 95
1QV-1U51B Hare hoard .. $34 95

S-100 Motherboards
ISO-BUS • Jade

Silrnt. simple, and on sale a better motherboard
8 Slot <5%" x SH-,

MBS-061B Hare board .... $19 96
MBS-061K Kit $3995
MBS-061A A&T $4095

12 Slot (9M~ x 8%")
M BS- 1 2 1 B Hare board $29 95
MBS-121K Kit

I
$69*95

MBS-121A A&T $89.95
1H Slot )14"," x 8%-)

MBS- 1 81 B Hare board $49 95
MBS-181K Kit ....; $99.95
MBS-181A A&T $139.95

Kit $239.95A&T $299.95

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHz. Sim. bank selectable, expandablefrom l6Kt„R4K
MKM-99730B Hare Board $4» its
MKM-99730K Kit no HAM $199 as
MKM-32731K 32KKU K
MKM-64733K 64K Kit $27»9?
Assembled & Tested add fao^

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
4 MHz hank port bank byte selectable, extended
addressing. IKK bank selectable. PHANTOM line allow,

M'i!^" I''"' """" 7H° '""" P°nrl rompatihle
MKM-64565A A&T $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
h/A slot,, S inn RAM card. 4 ISK banks, up t„ SMIL-

MKM-64400A A&T $789.95

Disk Drives

Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally
balanced air now system . RuKKed dual drive
power .apply . Power cable kit • Power switch
Imi,. <„r,l. fuse holder. cK.linn fan • Never-Mar
rubber few . All necessary hardware to mount 2-
B disk drives, power supply, and fan • Does not
include signal cable

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
f or I MH; expandable static RAM board uses 21141 S
MKM-18151K 16K4MHzkit $169 95
MKM-32151K 32K 4 MHz kit $299 95
Assembled & tested add $50.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
/ Mil.- UK sialic RAM /»„,„/ /AAA' 8 HO, hank selectable
Phantom, npahilily. aildressuhle in IK blocks, "disahleahle
in /A segments cylcndiil addressing low pmier
MKM-16171A A&T Si 64 or.

S-100 Disk Controllers

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density controller a ith the inside track.onbmrdZ
HOA'. printer port. /AAA' Slim, can function on an
interrupt driien buss

IOD-1200K Kit $299 95
IOD-1200A A&T $37500
IOD-1200B Bare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
8'/i" and S" disk controller, single or double density, with
„n hoard h„„l I,,,,,!,-, RDM and free CP M 2.2' ana
manual set

IOD-1300A A&T $374.95

S-100 I/O Boards

S.P.I.C. - Jade
llur new I t) card with 2 Sills. 4 CTCs and I PIO

IOM045K 2 CTCs. I SIO. 1 PIO $179 95
IOI-1045A A&T $239 95
IOI- 1046K 4 CTCs. 2 SIO*. I PIO $2 1 9.95
IOI-1046A A&T $299.95
IOI-1045B Bare hoard it manual $49.95

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I O ports plus 2 parallel I O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179 95
IOI-1010A A&T $249^95
IOI-1010B Bare board $35 00

S-100 Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

/!' slut S KM) nminfrarm- tttth 2i) amp potnr supply
KNC-l 12105 Kit $329.95
KNC'-l 12106 A&T $399.95

EPROM ERASER - Bpectronica
I lira, „Jet KMNMfraam

XMK-3IUOA With „ut timer $69 50
XMK-3101 With timer 894.50
XMK-3200 Economy Model $39.95
CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dual H" Subassembly Cabinet
BND-000430 Bare cabinet

'

$59 95
BND-000421 Cabinet kit $225*00
KND-000431 A&T $359*95

H" Disk Drive Subsystems
Single Sided, Double Density

BND-000423 Kit w/S FDtOOSDs $924.95
KND-000424 A & T u- 2 FDlOOSDt $1124.95
KNI)-(MK»433 Kitw 2SA-R0IRs $999 95
KND-(H)0434 .4* Tu 2 SAHfUfis $1195.00

8" Dish Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

BND-00O426 Kit u>/2 DTSs $1224 95
KNI)-(K)0427 A & Tu 2 l)T-Hs $1424 95
BND-0004S8 Kit w/i SASSIXm $1295 00
KNI)-(M)0437 A 4 T„ 2 SASSIKm $1495.00

5V4" Disk Drives
Shugart SAIOOL sngl sided dbl density 40 track
MSM- 1 04000 $234.96 ea 2 for $224.95 ea
Shugart SA4S0 dbl sided dbl density 70 track
MSM- 1 04500 $34096 M 2 for $329.95 ea
Qume DT-5 dbl sided dbl density Hit track
MSM-750O5O $359.98 ea 2 for $349.95 ea
MI'I H-51 snt-l sided dbl density It) track
MSM- 155100 $23406 ea 2 for $224.95 ea
MI'I H-52 dbl sided dbl density 40 track
MSM-155200 $344.90 M 2 for $334.95 ea
MPI H-91 stiKlsuled dbl density 77 track
MSM- 1 55300 $36006 ea 2 for $359.95 ea
MI'I B-92 dbl sided dbl density 77 track
MSM-155400 $469.96 «a 2 for $459.95 ea

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SAHOIH single sided double density
MSK- 1 080 1 B $394.96 ea 2 for $389.95 ea
Shugart SAHSIH double sided double density
MSK-10851R $56406m 2 for $529.95 ea
Qume DT-tl double sided double density
MSK-750080 $58406 M 2 for $499.95 ea
Siemens FDD 100-0 soul sided dbl density
MSK-20H20 $384.96 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

BUS PROBE - Jade
Sltm diagnostic analy.-er hssird. dynamic usual display ,,/
all9fi /A'A'A S /<*/ signals, aids in real lime analyst offoully
harituarc „„,! soft,, arc

T8X-200B Bare Board S",.. •(-,

TSX-200K Kit $7l0fM
TSX-2(M»A A&T llSSsl



Listing/Copying Apple Text Files

Jack P. Ott

One of the minor annoyances in using

text files on the Apple II with DOS 3.2 is

the inability to get a printout of the file as

easily as one can by loading and listing a

Basic program.

Another nuisance is the fact that there

is no simple command sequence to load

and save duplicates of the text file on

different drives or under different names

on the same drive. The only way to accom-

plish this is to write a complete program to

do these tasks.

In practice, most well-designed programs

that use text files should incorporate these

features as options somewhere in the

program. However, the results are generally

specific to the files created by the original

program and must match the format used

(type and number of variables per record.

etc.) and/or be included on a possible

menu of available files. This does not help

the user who is writing a program and

needs the listing and copying options, to

help detect and debug errors. Most text

editors can help here, but not everyone,

especially those just learning about Apple

text files, can justify their expense.

With these difficulties in mind, this article

presents a program that permits the listing

and copying of any text file, and allows

simple editing of whole records. You can

delete or insert a complete record, or change

a record by retyping the new entry.

If you wish, a backup file can be made

before any editing is done. This program

is not as versatile as a true text editor since

it is not screen-oriented and you cannot

change just one letter or word. However,

it is much simpler to use.

While not necessarily efficient, this

program does have the ability to create a

new text file. The REM statements in the

program give details on how to do this.

Programming Style

The program was written with clarity as

its first objective, not effficiency . It squan-

ders memory space recklessly by using

many REM statements and avoiding sub-

routines. No POKEs, PEEKs or CALLs

were used if an equivalent Applesoft line

would do. Despite a goal of compre-

hensibility. the listing wanders around a

bit as Basic programs tend to do. This is

not excessive, and with the REM statements

most programmers should be able to follow

it.

The program is well documented. The

REM statements should be read because

they explain all the details of how the code

works, the potential problems that might

be encountered and the limitations that

exist.

Some readers, after reading the listing

here, might prefer to omit the REM state-

ments. The only problem is that nine of

the GOTO statements are keyed to REM
line numbers. I prefer it this way since it

helps people who are trying to follow the

code. For me it does not slow execution

discernibly, and my Apple has enough

memory. The changes are listed in

Table 1. E

Table I. Listing/Copying Apple 11 Text Files

Jack P. Ott, 250 West <Mth St.. New York. NY
10025.

Program Calls for Change

Line Number GOTO To

2500 3370 3620

2670 6370 6440

2680 2720 3030

3280 3310 3350 (3345 if printer used)

3800 3890 3950

4240 5290 5340

4270 4350 4470

6060 6320 6360

6550 6580 6575 (only if printer used)

6670

-

6930 6970
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-
resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish
outstanding programs from ordinary ones.
But if you ve ever agonized for hours or
days just to get one image perfected, you re

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there s a better way

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system
available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called
Ver.saWriter, it starts with an ingeniously
sir -pie entry board consisting of a 14 X 12'

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear
plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing
or diagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the
clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or
complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached
to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the
other end. The VersaWriter resembles a
draftsman s pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter
is a potentiometer. A cable from these
pontentiometers connects to the paddle input

of the computer No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the
arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that's needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter
really stands out. VersaWriter comes with
two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of low level commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive
sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating
drawings that the user has created

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer S299.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00
Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00
Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Of course the basic commands let you enter
a drawing freehand or by tracing it. Want a
wider brush stroke? Six widths are available.

Drawings can be independently scaled in

both the vertical and horizontal directions.
An enclosed shape may be filled in with
any of 1 06 colors No. that is not a misprint-
By the same technique that a printing press
can create hundreds of colors from the
three primary ones, so can VersaWriter.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. After putting it ina shape table

it maybe used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, rotated, colored or

moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter
can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or
partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the
image created by VersaWriter. For example,
by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-
ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route
with the drawing arm Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated
The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled
cross section of a human skull to colored
maps to animated cartoons to an electronics
schematic

Software Updates
You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow. It was. But not any more. Several
routines and improvements were added to
the VersaWriter software since its intro-

duction. An added feature, the Expansion
Pac. is also now available. This third disk of

software contains an area distance program,
a microscope feature, and will save your
graphics in the exact colors you prefer It

also includes shape tables for architecture,
plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, land-

scape, chemistry, games, and more; 350
predefined shapes in all.

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics device We wanted to handle the
best one regardless of price. VersaWriter
has the best performance bar none Surpris-
ingly, it also has the lowest price, just

$299.00 for the Apple version. It requires
an Apple II Applesoft in Rom (or an Apple
II Plus), disk, and 48K memory. VersaWriter
comes complete with two disks of software,

a comprehensive instruction manual, and
a 90-day limited warranty. The additional

Expansion Pac is available for $39 95
The Atari version, which varies slightly

from the Apple version in number and types
of functions performed, is available for

$299.00. As new updates are developed
for the Atari. Peripherals Plus will furnish

them free to all customers— just send us
the disk and we II supply the updated
material We make this unique offer because
it is in our best interest to have you make
the best use of your computer. We're also
convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use they'll want one too.

Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not
completely satisfied we II give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus
shipping both ways.

To order, specify Apple or Atari version.
Send payment* indicated plus $3 00 postage
and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.
C0523. One Park Avenue, New York. NY.
1 001 6. Orders may also be charged to your
Visa. MasterCard or American Express
account— by mail includecredit card name,
number and expiration date, or if you prefer,

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-
8 1 1 2 I n NJ only 20 1 -540-0445.

•N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

For spectacular graphics on your computer,
order VersaWriter today.



SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR I6K TRS-80
COLOR, MODEL I, Iff

ATARI 400/800, APPLE If

NOW YOUR
COMPUTER
CAN ACT LIKE

A COMPUTER
SHOULD....

WITH OUR
MAGNETIC
MAGAZINES.
YOUR MICRO
WILL ENTERTAIN,

RJARJ

EDUCATE, AND
CHALLENGE YOU.
On cassette or diskette', you **itl receive 6-10 program* every month
ringing from garnet, home entertainment, and personal finance, to

more of our unique "teaching" programs

Our next issue will include:

-MX i.i

Plus two of our leaching program*:
S. Wrttra* I (**> Pwiwaui

a. Mare m '.ifHl .

You've already rmsaed Slock Mattel Analyst*. Concentration. Checker*.

Golf. Algebra and tieometrv Te»s and football -v Later issues will include

Backgammon. Chen, at Tas Schedules. Baseball, and many more. So don't

lei another issue pass you bv" Remember MA(iATARI k for I he ATARI
400/tOO: Al'l'l I l KM ><. for the APPLE II * : and TRC » for the
MODEL I. 111. and the TRS-fK) COLOR, so be vure to order the right one
Subscription price for cassette is $50 per year. $30 per A year and $10 for a

trial issue: for diskette $62 pet year. $» per I

.- vear.andSIl for a trial issue

•v (Back issues available on requru)

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT
keeping irark af yourn.

Included in thiv vet of program* are

I. Chan of Account* Maintenance
2 Complete Checkbook Maintenance
3. Tax Deduction Hag*
4. Net Worth Statement
5 Income Less Expense Statemeni
6. Complete Graph Package (graph* any Tile*)

7. Payment* and Appointment* Calendar
5. Home Budget Analysis

9. Mailing L lit

All program* are menu-driven and allow add change/delete Alto, all

file* and ualcmentt can be listed to vcteen or printer, and caved lo

Bangui or di*kette. The coal of THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT is $?5

lor cassette and SS0 for diskette This package require* lf>K for the

TRS-IO COLOR. Model I. III. and Apple II I However the ATARI
400 BOO require* 24K for cassette and )2K for diskette THE COI OR
ACCOUNTANT alio comet with 40 page* of documentation

programmer's

Ifcl V.HI .

staff at tl

land very useful) program* are created before your eyes, and
designed so you learn at your own speed? The Pratamants Program k a
Mai far every aw at r af rMcraeampuler laov cnaaelte. "* ubasette).

know all the innovative ways of using BASIC commands? The
at the Programmer's Institute have designed a set of programs ea-

plaining everything the manuah omit.

The Programmer'* Program leads you step by step through the fundamen
tah of programming your computer Then you eiplore the finer

multiple loops. Queues,
•— hark, and memory

ks. jajne programming , sons.

TAB thaat methods make your

Order bath the rragraramrr 't Pray— a

MtaJ raat la oat? S7S taaiifn. $TT 4 '

aaahjt fnniaaR

AktSOL LTU \ taTKE aim My $73 m

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE

IT

PI) tt». ll«l ISrpc A
Chapel HiR. N.C. 27514

MCAVrta Welcome

D Color Accountant

Type of Computer

J Year Subscription

] vs Year Suhscnption

T rial Issue

ATARI. TRS-kYJ. and AI'PI L are trademarks of the Alan. Tandy, and

PTogf.nunc r '\ Pro
Ihf ProgfwnmcT '.

'All tofiwve avuUMc on uncut for ATARI «»/M0. APP1 I- II •
.

MODE1 1. lit. COLOR. On Dukctu for the APPLE II . MOM I III.

ATARI WO- «0»

Text Files, continued.

2000
2010

203O
.'04

2050
206O
2070
'OHO
2ovo
!100
.'110

2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
21»0
2200

2230
•:•*(>

2250
•260
;'7<>

2280
22?0
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2180
2390
,•400

,'410

2420
2430
:-440

2450
24*0
'470
'.'480

2490
2500

,'530
'".40

:t.bo

3590
2400
2610
2420
2630
2440
2650
2460
24/0
2480
2490
2700
2/1
2720
2/30
2740
2/50
2/60
2//0
2/80
2/90
2800
281
2820
2830
2840

THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN APPLESOFT USING DOS 3.?

IT CAN FIT INI0 A 24K MACHINE IF MANY OF THF RFMR

ARE PEIEIEH SINCE HGR IS NOT USEH SU THAT
section of memory can be overwritten

author: jack p. ott

WEST HEMPSTEAD HlfcH SCHOOL

THIS VERSION OF THE PROGRAM IS FORMATTED SO
THE ALIGNMENT IS APPROPRIATE FOR LISTING ON

THAT
A PRINTFR

PL M
REM
RFM
REM
REM
RFM
RFM
KFM
Ki-M

RFM
RFM
RFM
REM
RFM
RFM
REM
KFM
REM
hi M
KFM
REM
RFM
RFM
RFM
RFM
Ktrt

REM
RFM
KFM
REM
KFM
REM
KFM
RFM
REM
KFM
REM
REM
KFM
RFM
RFM
Kl h

RFM
REM
HOME
REM
RFM
REM
RFM
REM
ONFRR
REM
RFM
REM
RFM
kl M

RFM
RFM
LET MAXLNG = 200
HIM A*( MAXLNG)
REM
REM CHRS(13) IS A CARRIAGE RETURN
RE M
LET RS = CHR* (13)
LET US = CHRS (4 )

PRINT D*i"N0M0N C.I.O"
INPUT "RANDOM OR SEQUENTIAL-TYPE R OR S

IF TS = "S" THEN PRINT : GOTO 6370
IF TS = "R" THEN PRINT : GOTO 2720
PRINT : FLASH ! PRINT "JUST R OR S. PLEASE*
FOR HH = 1 TO 20001 NEXT HH
NORMAL : HOME i PRINT : PRINT : GOTO 2660
KIM

IF YOU NAME AN EXISTING FILE AND ITS CORRECT IFNGTH
THE PROGRAM WORKS WELL

I HIS PROGRAM READS A TEXT FILE AND PRINTS OUT
THE CONTENTS ON THE CRT

II YOU WISH THE FILE LISTINGS TO BE PONE ON YOUR PRINTFR
YUU WOULD HAVE TO ADD THE LINES GIVEN AT THE END OF

1HE PROGRAM. THEY ASSUME YOU ARE USING A CARD IN SI OT 1

TO INTERFACE YOUR PRINTER TO THE APPLE

IT THEN PERMITS SIMPLE EDITING ON THIS FILE
YOU CAN EITHER INSERT. DFLETE OR CHANGE WHOI E RECORDS
YOU MUST REMEMBFR THF POSIT ION OF THE RECORD THAT
YOU WANT TO CHANGE

YOU CAN USE CONTROL S TO STOP PRINTING
WHILE YOU CHECK RECORDS
OR NOTE POSITION NUMBERS AND CHANGFS YOU WANT TO MAKF

II ALSO ALLOWS YOU TO SAVE A COPY OF THE TEXT FIl

E

ON EITHER DISK DRIVE

A DEFAULT MODE IS AVAILABLE IN THIS COPYING ROUTINF
TO USE IT JUST HIT RFTURN WHEN ASKED FOR THE COPY'S FILE NAMF
THE DEFAULT MODF USES THE SAME FILE NAME
AND OPPOSITE PRIVF NUMBER

WHEN YOU BEGIN USING THF PROGRAM
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE FILE NAME. THE TYPF . I.E..
(SEQUENTIAL OR RANDOM)
THE I ENGTH IF RANDOM. AND THE DRIVE NUMBER

PRINT PRINT

THE ONERR TRAP IS USED TO PREVENT PREMATURE TERMINATION
OF THE PROGRAM WHEN SPECIFIC ERRORS OCCUR
DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN THAT PART OF THE FROGRAM

GOTO 33/0

AS(J> HOLDS THE TEXT FILE AS IT IS RFAD

AS< J) ]' DIMENSIONED AS :

BUI COUI D BE CHANGED FOR
JUST (HANGE 1HE VAI HE OF

00
A LONG TEXT FILF
MAXLNG TO DO THIS

ITS

KFM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
RFM
REM
RFM

IF YOU GIVE A NON-EXISTING FILE NAME. THE PROGRAM
CREATES AN EMPTY FILE WITH THAT NAME
THIS FEATURE CAN BE USED TO CREATE TFXT FILES

TO HAVE THIS PROGRAM CREATE FILES
JUST NAME YOUR FILE AND USE THE INSERT MODE TO ENTER IT

YOU MUST BEGIN WITH RECORD AND PROCEED CONSECUTIVELY

A WRONG LENGTH GIVES UNRELIABLE AND/OR WEIRD RESULTS

CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD 146 May 1982 c Creative Computing
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We will meet or

beat any price

in the U.S.A. on

Text Files, continued.

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil, Pan

American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and

full warranty, we'll beat it!

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS

We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80, ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer

Discount of America.
80 and Radio Shack are tradematks ol Tandy Co

CALLTOLLFREE:
800-526-5313

Computer
Discount
of America

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198

In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
CIRCLE 1330N READER SERVICE CARD

2»50
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2?10
2920
2930
29*0
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
.5010

30? O
3030
30*
305O
3060
307 O
3080
309O
3100
3110

<130
3140
3 ISO
3160
31/0
3180
3190
3200
3210
3720
3230
32*0
3250
3260
3270
3280
3790
3100
3310
3320
3330
33*0
3350
3160
3370
3380
3390
3*00
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3*70
3480
3*90
350O
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690

IF YOU DON'T KNOW THE RANDOM TEXT FILE'S LENGTH,

YOU HAVE TO TRY DIFFERENT VALUES

UNTIL THE RESULTS LOOK RIGHT

tc rut BftunriH TEXT FILE HAS UNUSED RECORDS THE OUT OF DATA

ERROR UI^TcJr AND YOU MI LI ONLY SEE THE PART OF THE

THIS I"
A
A rTalTrOBLE^Ie'rECORD IS UNUSED

ITlollHG ?HE VALuE OF R IN LINE ^"N "^COMPENSATE
FDR THIS BUT THIS CAUSES OTHER PROBLEMS IF EDITING OR COPYING

IS DONE BECAUSE AN UNUSED RECORD AND A BLANK RECORD

CONTAINING JUST A CARRIAGE RETURN ARE NOT THE SAME

THF PROGRAM LINES NECESSARY TO HANDLE THIS KIND OF

RANDOM TEXT FILE ARE GIVEN IN REM STATEMENTS

AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM LISTING

"LENGTH OF RECORD ? "IL

INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT "DISK DRIVE ? " i D

PRINT D»S"OPEN"N»".l"L".D"D
RF h

USING A GET STATEMENT THE APPLE RF.ADS

A CHARACTER AT A TIME UNTIL IT HITS

A CARRIAGE RETURN

IT CONCATENATES EACH ENTRY UNTIL THE CR IS ENCOUNTFRED

THIS IS CONSIDERED A RECORD AND IS PRINTED

THIS IS BASICALLY THE SCHEME DESCRIBED

IN THE DOS MANUAL

PRINT

RFM
RFM
REM
REM
RFM
REM
KF M

REM
REH
REM
REM
HOME : PRINT : PRINT 1 PRINT
PRINT "FILE CONTENTS AREf: PRINT
FOR J = TO MAXLNG
PRINT D*»"READ"N»",R"J
IET A»<J) = '"

GET B»
IF B» = R* THEN GOTO 3310
LET A»(J) = A«<J) + B«
GOTO 3270
REM
RFM SINCE THE FIRST CHARACTER AFTER A DOS GET IS NOT

RFM PRINTED, CHR»( 6 ) IS USED AS A THROUAUAY PRINT ELEMENT

REM
PRINT CHR» <6>»J">"S: HTAB 6: PRINT A»< J >

NEXT J
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
RfcM
REM
REM
LET Y = PEEK (222)
IF Y = 5 THEN PRINT D*;"CLOSE"N»
IF Y = 5 THEN GOTO 3710
IF Y -- 6 AND T* = "R" THEN GOTO 6250

IF Y 6 AND T» = "S" THEN GOTO 6860

IF Y = 254 THEN PRINT "INPUT IN INCORRECT FORM"

IF Y = 254 THEN RESUME
PRINT "ONERR CODE IS "Y

THE ONERR TRAP IS USED TO SCREEN OUT SEVERAL PROBIEHS

UHEN AN ERROR OCCURS THE CODE IS STORED IN CELL 222

BY CHECKING FOR SPECIFIC ERRORS AND PROVIDING APPROPRIATE

ACTIONS IN EACH CASE, UE PREVENT PREMATURE TERMINATION

AN ERROR CODE OF 5 MEANS THE FILE RAN OUT OF DATA

UH1CH OCCURS BECAUSE NO LENGTH IS SPECIFIED AT JHE BEGINNING

THE FILE IS CLOSED AND THE PROGRAM GOES TO THE EDITING PHASE

SINCE THE MACHINE TRIED TO READ BEYOND THE END

OF A FILE GETTING OUT OF DATA IN THE 'J' LOOP

THE LENGTH OF THE FILE IS FROM TO J-J

A CODE OF 6 MEANS YOU TRIED TO DELETE A FILE THAT DID NOT

EXIST DURING THE COPYING PHASE OF THE PROGRAM

THE MACHINE SIMPLY GOES BACK TO THE NEXT STEP

A CODE OF 254 MEANS YOU MISTYPED THE INPUT
FOR EXAMPLE, 'YES' UHEN A NUMBER IS REQUIRED
AFTER A MESSAGE YOU SIMPLY GO BACK TO THE SAME SPOT

FOR OTHER, UNANTICIPATED, ERRORS THE CODE IS PRINTED

AND EXECUTION HALTED
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c.120

6330
6540
6350
6360
6370
63B0
6390
640O
6410
6420
6«30
6440
6*50
6460
6470
6480
6490
6500
6510
6520
6530
6540
6550
6560
6570
6580
6590
6600
6610
6420
6430
6640
6450
6460
6670
6680
6690
670O
671
6720
6730
6740
6750
6760
6770
6780
6790
6800
A8U)
6820
6830
6840
6850
6S60
6870
6880
6890
A90O
6910
6920
6f30
6940
6VSO
6960
6970
6980
6990
/OOO
/OlO
702O
7030
704O
705O
7060
707O
708O
709O
7100
7HO
7120
7130
7140
7150
7160
7170
7180
7190

REM
REM
REM
REM
STOP
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
HOME
PRINT
FOR J
PRINT
LET
GET

THIS IS THE AREA WHERE THE NEXT OPTION
FOR RANDOM TEXT FILES SHOULD BE WRITTEN

THIS SECTION FUNCTIONS EXACTLY THE SAME AS
THE RANDOM FILE SECTION

READ THE REMARKS THERE FOR A DESCRIPTION
OF HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

"WHAT IS
"WISH TO

THE NAME OF
LOOK AT ? "I

THE
N«

TEXT FILE YOU"

"DISK DRIVE * ?
D»!"OPEN"N$"fD*D
PRINT : PRINT :

"FILE CONTENTS
= TO MAXLNG
D»f "REAH'Nt

A»( J ) = "
"

B»

;d

: PRINT
are:-: frint PRINT

IF B« = R» THEN GOTO 6580
LET A»(J) = A*(J) + B*
GOTO 6540
PRINT CHR« (6>>J")"S: HTAB 6: PRINT A»< J

)

NEXT J
REM
REM REMEMBER IT WILL BREAK OUT OF THIS LOOP
REM BECAUSE OF THE ONERR COMMAND
REM
PRINT ! PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "DO YOU WANT THIS FILE COPIED T " SMt

IF H» = "YES" THEN GOTO 6750
IF M» = "NO" THEN GOTO 6930
PRINT : FLASH ! PRINT "JUST YES OR NO. PLEASE"
FOR HH 1 TO 2000 : NEXT HH
NORMAL : CALL - 998! PRINT "

CALL - 998: CALL - 998: CALL - 998
PRINT "

CALL - 998: FOR HH = 1 TO 200: NEXT HH
GOTO 6650
PRINT
PRINT "WHAT NAME SHOULD THE COPY HAVE-
INPUT NA«

IF NA* < > "" THEN GOTO 6830
LET NA* N*
IF D = 1 THEN LET DR = 2

IF D 2 THEN LET DR = 1

GOTO 6850
F'f\ I NT
INPUT "WHAT DRIVE IS THE COPY TO GO ON ? "SDR

PRINT D*; n DELETE"NA«"rD"DR
PRINT Dtt "OPEN"NA*"fD"DR
FOR JC = TO J - 1

PRINT Dt."WRITE"NA*
PRINT A»(JC>
NEXT JC
PRINT D*J"CLOSE"NA«
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "THE FILE HAS BEEN COPIED"

REM
REM THIS IS THE AREA WHERE THE NEXT OPTION

REM FOR SEQUENTIAL TEXT FILES SHOULD BE WRITTEN

REH
STOP
REM
REM
RFM
REM
REM
REH
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REH
RFM
REM
REM
REM
REM

An introductory five-day

seminar for musicians and

visual artists will be held on

the campus of the University

of California, Santa Barbara

from July 12-16. 1982

Topics to be covered will

include the nature of waves,

psycho-acoustics and
psycho-optics, the synthe-

sizer, the computer, oscillo-

graphics, laser graphics,

electronic manipulation and

recording of sound, and
composition. The agenda
includes lectures, demonstra-

tions, hands-on contact with the instruments, set up

preparations, and an intermedia concert.

Instructor Ron Pellegrino is the author of The Electronic

Arts of Sound and Light, and a noted composer/per-

former/researcher and educator in the electronic arts,

intermedia composition, and experimental music.

For more information, please contact:

Ron Smith, University of California Extension,

Santa Barbara. CA 93106

THE
ELECTRONIC

ARTS

OF
SOUND
AND
LIGHT

NAME

ADDRESS

CC

CIRCLE 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ATARI DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SYSTEM IV - A data base management system from

DATA BASic is now available Use the Editor to

save. edit, and print out your own data Several

application programs available Available on disk

only

Mention this ad and receive a special introductory

v™ Computer's Voice
2370 Ella Dr -Dept 122

Flint. Ml 48504
(3131-238-5585

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ADDING THE STEPS SHOWN BELOW WILL ALLOW YOU TO READ

RANDOM TEXT FILES WITH UNUSED RECORDS MIXED BETWEEN
THE WRITTEN ONES
HOWEVER IT WILL NOT PERMIT COPYING OR EDITING AS THE

ENDS WITH AN ERROR AFTER THE LAST WRITTEN RECORD OF

THE RANDOM FILE IS PRINTED

TO INCLUDE THESE LAST FEATURES WOULD INVOLVE A MORE
SOPHISTICATED PROGRAM INVOLVING THE TRACK/SECTOR MAP

OF THE RANDOM TEXT FILE

INSERT THESE STEPS INTO THE PROGRAM

ROUTINE

3235
3240
3622
3625

LET TEMP
FOR J = TEMP
IF Y = 5 AND
IF Y = 5 AND

TO MAXLNG
T» "R" THEN
T* = "R" THEN

PRINT D$f"OPEN"N«"»L"L".D"D
TEMP = J + 1 : GOTO 3240

ADDING THE LINES SHOWN BELOW WILL CAUSE LISTING

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum quality.

Dealer inquiries

invited COD's
accepted Call

FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

San Lul

431037

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The search for quality hardcopy stops

LHERE-j

microCOMPOSER-|

ITHE ULTIMATE INHARD COPY !

You can use the TRS-80® I or III to set publication
grade photo type. Not "letter quality" impact type, but
true publication level photo TYPE-with all the variety
of style, size and format that is only possible with
genuine typesetting (Like this ad, for example.)
The microCOMPOSER system makes it possible for

a TRS-80 I or III to drive a Compuwriter I or II (Juniors
also) or a Compuwriter IV with complete control and
access of the Compuwriter 's capabilities Enjoy all the
power of a computerized word processor for keyboard-
ing and store files on floppy disks.
The Compuwriter is not modified in any way. micro-

COMPOSER 's interface is independently packaged
and uses an already existing plug connector in the
Compuwriter. Four simple wires to solder (five in some
cases) and a switch to mount in an existing hole. That's
all! The computer and the Compuwriter may be used
independently at any time.
The microCOMPOSER revolution has begun
We have a free brochure with details:

Text Files, continued.

CYBERTEXT CORPORATION • Bo. 8*0

InkthMfetofe

• ArcMa. CA 4SSJI 707-M2-707*

720O
7210
7220
7230
7240
7250
7240
7270
7280
7290
7300
7310
7320
7J30
73*0
7J50
7360
7370

7380
7390
7*00
7410

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

REM
REM
REM
REM

OF THE TEXT FILES TO BE DONE BY THE PRINTER
INSTEAD OF THE CRT

THEY ARE ROUTINE EXCEPT ONE MUST BE CAREFUL
TO BE SURE A CARRIAGE RETURN IS ALWAYS
PRINTED IMMEDIATELY BEFORE A DOS COMMAND IS

GIVEN
3215 PRINT : PRINT D*fPR#l"
3235 PRINT D$!"PR»0" : PRINT
3345 PRINT : PRINT D*»"PR»1"
3355 PRINT D«i"PR»0" : PRINT

5240 PRINT ! PRINT D$J"PR*1"
5245 PRINT "FILE CONTENTS ARE:"
5275 PRINT D*S"PR#0"

6485 PRINT : PRINT Dti"PR»l"
6505 PRINT D*i"PR*0" : PRINT
6550 IF Bf R« THEN GOTO 6575
6575 PRINT : PRINT D»8"PR#1"
6585 PRINT D*J*PR*0" : PRINT

PRINT

Sample Run.

KANDOH OR SEQUENTIAL-TYPE R OR S :k

WHA1 lb I HE NAME 01- THE TEXT FILE YOU
WISH TO LOOK AT ? INVEN1 ORY

LENGTH OF RECORD ? 38

DISK UklVL T 1

FILL CONTENTS AkL:

NETWORKING
If you like to communicate with others, the CompuServe

Information Service is your most effective vehicle. Why? Because
we have the largest customer base of any videotex system in North
America. And we have hundreds of new subscribers each week.

"Talk" to other CompuServe subscribers via CB simulation (it's the
most popular offering on our network ). Send E-mail, use the

electronic bulletin board and exchange information with computer
manufacturers, Special Interest Groups and publishers.

Play a variety of networking games with your own group or
complete strangers from New York to Chicago to LA.

Ask for a demonstration at a Radio Shack Computer Center.
Videotex software is available for various brands of personal

computers.

CompuServe Information Service, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.,
Columbus, Ohio 43220. (614) 457-8650.

CompuServe

CIRCLE 1 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD 154

) 6 II EMS
1) GU11AR STkAP,GS-62»10.3
2) ACUUSI1CAL GUI! Ak, AC 34,5,;
3) tlLCIRlL BASS.Eb -71,5,1
4> AMPLIFIER, AM-56, 2,0
5) LLO ALBUM, KEC- 156, 10,-1

DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY CHANGES IN
IHlb FILE (YES, NO, LISI) T YtS

lib VOU UANl A BACK UP FILE CREATED
BLlUkE YOU START ANY LIUUNG V YES

HO YOU UISH TOI

L ) LHANGE A RECORD
D> DLL Lit A RECORD
1 > INSERT A RECORD

WHICH <C, H OR 1 > Y 1

WHICH POSITION SHOULD THIS NEW
RECORD OLLUPY T 6

iTPfc OUT 1HE RECORD EXACTLY AS YOU
WISH II 10 APPEAR. RLMLMBLR TO ENCLOSE
IHE WHUIE ITEM IN OUOTES IF IT
INCLUDES COMMAS OR SEMICOLONS

inu record: -picks, p-12, 100,20"

DO VUU WISH 10 SEE ALL, SOME OR NONE
OF IHE UPHAIED F 1LE T

WHICH (A, S Ok N) v A
F ILL C0NUN1S AkL

:

0) 6 HEMS
1) GUI lAk SlkAP,US-62,10.3
2) ACOUSllCAL GUI I AR, AG-34,5,

2

.4) F.LF.CIR1C BASS, EB-/1, 5,1
4) AMPLIFIER, AM-56, 2,0
5> LID ALBUM, kLC-156, 10,-1
6) PICKS, P-12, 100,20
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Available at your
local computer store

m SSSm ^mm ^m^ ^SMM SSSSM SSSSMt ^^ SSSSSt ^SSS ^SSM SSSSM SSmi »^ ,

Order Today!
Hayden Book Company, Inc.

50 Essex St.. Rochelle Park. NJ 07662
Please send me the book Is) checked on 15 day
FREE examination At the end of that time. I will

send payment plus postage and handling, or re

turn the book (si and owe nothing On all prepaid

.

Visa or Master Card orders, publishers pays pos

tage and handling— same return guarantee Resi

dents of NJ and CA must add sales tax Offer

good in USA Only Prices subject to change with

out notice

I 1 1051-6 5149 5496 3 5534 X

Please send me the software checked PAYMENT
MUST ACCOMPANY ALL SOFTWARE OR
DERS Enclosed is my check, money order. Visa.

or Master Card charge account number Hayden
Book Company. Inc warrants that the programs
will load arid run on the standard manufacturer's

configuration of the computer listed

I 103404
I 03408
I 03409
I 103410

I 1 03414
03416

I 103418
[ 03440

I 03444
I 03484
I 07004
: 07009

07012
09903
11509

Visa/ Master Card ».

Expiration Date

Signature

MC Interbank •
.

Name

Address

Ciry/State/Zip_

CC 5/82 010

HAYDEN BOOKS
AND SOFTWARE-
FOR HOURS OF FUN
WITH YOUR MICRO.

SOFTWARE'
New! TRS-80 GALAXY OF GAMES
(Dilley. Savolalne and Wllkerson) A real

bargain— and hours of fun. too!

HANGMAN— The most famous word game
— you'll get hung up on it!

ONE-ARM BANDIT- A home version of the

casino slot machine!

SKUNK— An exciting dice game! You get

"skunked" when you roll no points!

JACKS— A card game In which small is great

Trade high cards for low ones and win!

09903. TRS-80 Models I A III. S14.95

Newt KING CRIBSAGE (Rost) A must for

card game lovers! Match hands against a

computer armed with high resolution graphics

and a superior card playing ability

1 1509. Apple II Disk. S24.95

SARGON II (Spracklens) The first great

computer chess program! "an excellent

program which will provide a true challenge

for many players We are impressed with the

program's speed, its opening book, and its

much improved end game Save your

money and buy SARGON II " '80

Software Critique.

03404. Apple II tape;

03410. OSI C IP tape;

03418. TRS-80 Models I A III tape;

03440. OSI C4P tape;

each tape $29.95
03408. TRS-80 Level II Disk;

03409. Apple II Disk;

03414. OSI CIP Disk;
03416. TRS-80 Model II Disk;

03444. OSI C4P Disk;

03484. OSI C8P Disk;

each disk. $34.95

REVERSAL (Spracklens) This version of the

200-year-old game Reversl features 27 levels

of play and high- resolution graphics Written

by the authors of SARGON II!

07004. Apple II;

07012. Atari;

each tape. $29. 95
07009. Apple Disk. S34.95

Apple and ApnU-v* an? trademarks of the Apple Computer
Co . Inc TRS HO B a trademark of Radio Shack, fnc . PET « a

trademark of Commodore Busmen Machines. Inc . none are

i wlrh Hayden Book Co . Inc

BOOKS 1

THE SOFTSIDE SAMPLER: TRS-80™
Entertainment Programs (ed. Witham)

A sampling of SoftSide Magazine's more excit-

ing game programs. Test your nautical skills

with programs like Sound the Horn and
Battleship partake in a nine-man wres-

tling contest . jump a motorcycle over ten

barrels at a time 5496-3, 18.95

CODES, CIPHERS, AND
COMPUTERS: An Introduction to
Information Security (Bosworth)

Describes the fundamentals of secret commun-
ication and provides an understanding of

computer security through computer crypto-

graphy Details and illustrates traditional

cryptography techniques developed before

computers and discusses more recent concepts

for the highest levels of information and data

security 5149-0. S13.95ft>

THE BASIC CONVERSIONS
HANDBOOK FOR APPLE™, TRS-
80™, AND PET™ USERS (Brain Bank)

Convert Apple II and PET Programs to

TRS 80. TRS-80 and PET programs to Apple

II. and TRS-80 and Apple II programs to PET
Equivalent commands are listed for TRS-80
BASIC (Model I. Level II). Applesoft BASIC
and PET BASIC, as well as variations for the

TRS-80 Model III and Apple Integer BASIC
Also describes variations in graphics capa-

bilities 5534-X. $7.95

PET™ GRAPHICS (Hampshire) Written to

instruct the PET user on how to program
graphic displays, the author provides the user

with a collection of machine language sub-

routines Includes a simple graphic display

routines, fine resolution plotting, interfacing a

light pen with the PET. and much more
1051-6. $16 95
All programs available on PET Disk.

"11620. $25.00

For Orders and Inquiries,

Call Toll Free

HAYDEN HOTLINE
1-800-631-0856EE

50 Essex Street. Rochelle Park, NJ 07662 BOOk COIflfMlfiy, IfftC.
CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD



ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
•*.. A

ATARI

ATARI 800

16K . . . $679
32K . . . $749
48K . . . $819

410 Recorder $76 00
810 Disc Drive $449 00
822 Primer $269 00
825 Printer $629 00
830 Modem $15900
820 Printer $269 00
850 Interlace $169 00
New DOS 2 System $29 00

PACKAGES
481 Entertainer $8300
482 Educator $13000
483 Programmer $57.00
484 Communicator $344 00

ATARI HOME COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Home Office
CX404 ATARI Word Processor $1 19 00
CX8102 Calculator $29 00
CX412 Dow Jones Investment Evaluator . .

,

. $99 00
CX4109 Graph It. Joystick optional $1 7 00
CX4104 Mailing List $2000
CX41 15 Mortgages Loan Analysis $1300
CX406 Personal Financial Management System $59 00
CX4103 Statistics 1 $20 00
CX8 107 Stock Analysis $2000
CXL4015TeleLmk 1 $2300
Home Study
CX4 101 An Invitation to Programming 1 $20 00
CX4 106 An Invitation to Programming 2 $23 00
CX4107Biorhythm $13 00
Conversational Languages (ea ) $4600
CX4121 Energy Czar $1300
CX4114 European Countries & Capitals $13.00
CX4108 Hangman. Joystick optional $13 00
CX4102 Kingdom $1300
CXL4007 Music Composer $47 00
CX4123 Scram, uses joystick $2000
CX41 12 Slates *. Capitals $1300
CX41 10 Touch Typing $2000

Home Entertainment
CXL4013 Asteroids $3500
CXL4004 Basketball $27 00
CX4105 Black/ack $1300
CXL4009 Computer Chess $33 00
CXL4012 Missile Command $3500
CXL400B Space Invaders $35 00
CXL401 1 Star Raiders $42 00
CXL4006 Super Breakout $33 00
CXL4010 iD Tic Tac Toe $27 00
CXL4005 Video Easel $24 00
Programming Languages and Aids
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $47 00

1

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC $470ol
CX8126 ATARI Microsoft BASIC $7000|
CXL4018 PILOT $72 00|
CX405 PILOT $105 00

1

ATARI 400

16K. ... $329
32K. . . . $478
48K $555

$1800
$1800
$89 00
$75 00

$159 00
$539 00

$1550
$1550
$1550
$15 50
$1550
$1550
$15 50
$1550

CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Stick

CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
Ramdisk (128K)
One year extended warranty $50.00

THIRD PARTY PROGRAMS
ATARI Program Exchange:
Eastern Front '41 $25 50
Avalanche $1550
Outlaw $1550
747 Landing Simulation $15 50
Babel $i55o
Dog Daze
Downhill

Attack!

Blackjack Casino
Reversi II

Domination
Solitare

Disk Finer

Supersort j 15 50
Data Management $15 50
Chameleon $15 50
Instedil j1550
Insomnia jj5 50
My First Alphabet $25 50
Mapware $1800
Number Blast $1150
Family Cash Flow $15 50
Weekly Planner $1550
Bowler's Data Base $13 00
Banner Generator $1150

Visicalc $169 00
Letterperfect (Word Processor) $10900
Ricochel $1450
Crush Crumble & Chomp (cassette or disk) $24 00
Star Warrior (cassette or diskj $29 00
Rescue at Riael (cassette or disk) $24.00
Datestones (cassette or disk) $16.00
Invasion Orion (cassette or disk) $18 50
Mission Astenod $22 00
MouskATTACK $3100
The Next Step $34 00
Sottporn $2700
Wiuard & Princess $29 00
KBYTE Kr«v Shoot Out (ROM) $39 00
Protector (Disk 32K) $32 00
Jaw Breaker (on line disk) $27 00
Ghost Hunter (cassettei $24 00
Ghost Hunter (disk) $30 00

COMING SOON
PAC MAN (May) $35. CENTIPEDE (June) $35

CAVEPNS OF MARS (April) $32

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A s359
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $1 79 00
PhP 1 700 RS 232 Accessories Inte $1 79 00
PHP 1800 D.sk Dnve Controller $239 00
PHP 1c50 Dish Memory Drive $389 00
PHP 2200 Memory Expansion I32K RAMI $319 00
PHA2100BF Modulate $4300
Php i ioo W.red Remote ConnonersiPa.'i $31 00
32K Expansion $329 00
PHP Printer Solid Slate $319 00
phm 3006 Home Fmancai Decisions $26 00
PHM 301 3 Personal Record Keeping $43 00
PHD 5001 Mailing List $60 00
PHD 5021 Checkbook Manager $18 00
phm 3008 Video Chess $60 00
PHM 3010 Physical F.mess $26 00
PHM 3009 Football $26 00
PHM 3018 Video Games I $26 00
PHM 3024 indoor Soccer $26 00
PHM 3025 Mind Challengers $22 00
PHM 3031 The Attack $35 00
PHM 3032 Blasto $2; 00
PHM 3033 Biackiack ami l $22 00
PHM 3034 Hustle $22 00
PHM.3036 Zero Zap $18 00
PHM 3037 Hangman $18 00
PHM 3038 C $18 00
PHM 3039 Ya' $22 00

PRINTERS
Centronics 739-3

Centronics 739 1

Diablo 630 Special
Epson
MX70
MX80
MX80FT
MX 100

NEC
8023
7730
7720
7710

Okidata
82A
83A
84

CitohStarwntei

F10-40CPS
F10 55 CPS

Paper Tiger

445G
4600
9606

Tailey

8024 7

8024 L

$61900
1519 00

$179900

$359 00
$469 00

Call

Call

$549 00
Call

Call

Can

$49900
$769 00
$112900

$1469 00
Call

$699 00
$899 00

$1129 00

$1399 00
$1629 00

MOW TO ORDER: Phone orders invited or send check or money order and receive free shipping in the com nental United States PA and NEV add sales tax

computer mail order west
Franco
Hables
Espanol

800-648-3351
IN NEVADA, CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449



Whp% HEWLETT
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HP»85 s1999
80 Column Printer J/9900
HP»t25 $1999 00
HP»83 $1699 00
HP»85 16K Memory Module $169 00
5% ' Dual Master Disc Drive $192900
Graphics Plotter (7225B) $207900
NEW HP-87 $199900
Hard Disk w'Floppy $4349 00
Hard Disk $3440 00
"Sweet Lips' Plotter $114900

HP41CV Calculator

$259
4tC $18900
11C $11900
12 C $12900
34C $11700

38 C $11900
HP-41 Printer $340 00

HPIL CALCULATOR PfcRIPMERALS
IL Modual $104 00
Digital Cassette $449 00
Printer/Plotter $419 00

Card Reader $164 00
Optical Wand $99 00

CALL FOR SOFTWARE INFORMATION

XEROX®

Xerox 820
System I

5
' •

~

System 118"

CPM5'.'
Word Processing

Super Calc

$2460 00
$2950 00
$169 00
$429 00

$269 00

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

Modems
Novation Auto

Cat
Cat

Hayes
Smart

Livermore Star

$2 WIN
$169 00
$159 00

$239 00
$11900

(kcommodore
BUSINESS MACHINES

CBM 8032

$1069
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 5 Plus $319 00

WordPro3Plus $199 00
Word Pro4 Plus $299 00

Commodore Tax Package $589 00

Visicalc $169 00
Medical Billing $44900
The Source $89 00

OZZ Information System $28900
Dow Jones Portlolio $12900
Pascal $239 00
Legal Time Accounting $449 00
Word Craft 80 $28900
Power $79 00
Socket 2 Me $2000
Jinsam $Call

MAGIS $ Call

The Manager $209 00

Soflrom $12900
Real Estate Package $799 00

BPI Inventory Control $319 00

BPIJobCosling $319 00

BPI Payroll $319 00

$329 00

Creative I SAM $79 00

Creative General Ledger $229 00

Creative Accounts Receivable $229 00
Creative tnventofy . $229 00

Vic 6 Pi - $44 00
VIC1530 Commodore Data 16901
VIC1540 Disk Drive 1499 0C

JlC Graph"- Punier $33900
vici2i $3100
VIC1H0 8K Memor, E'Pa' $53 00
VIC10H RS232C Terminal miei' .. $43 00
VIC1H2VICIEEE 488intf ISS0I
VIC12" VIC 20 Super E>pander $5300

VT232 VICTenn I Tgrm.nal Emulator $9 00

4032 $969 00
4016 $769 00
8096 Upgrade Kit $399 00
Super Pet $159900
2031 $52900
8050 $129900
4040 $969 00
8300 (Letter Oualifyl $1799 00
8023 $769 00
4022 $59900
P. : loll $37 00
IEEE to IEEE Cable $46 00
Tractor Feed for 8300 $240 00
8010 Modem $229 00

/""~~
«««\m&s&m\A\

(

VIC 20 $259
COMPLETE

VIC 121? Programmers A.d C*> fridge
VIC1213VICMON Machine LanquageMoniior
VC1901 VIC AVENGERS
VIC1904SUPERSLOT
VIC1906SUPERALIEN
VIC1907 SUPER LANDER
VIC1908 DRAW POKER
VIC1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
VT106A Recreation Pack A
VT107A Heme Calculation Pack A
VT164 Programmable CharacteriGrameqraoh.es

$45 00
$45 00
$23 00
$23 00
$19 00
$23 00
$23 00
$23 00
$44 00
$44 00
$1200

New VIC Software
Household Finance

VIC Games
VIC Hume Inventory

VIC ReclEd II

$27 00
$19 00
$13 0Q
$1300

VL101 Introduction to Computing $1900

VL102 Introduction to BASIC Programming $1900

VM1 10 VIC 20 Programmers Reference Guide $1500

Terminal

Un Word
Grafiv Menagerie
VIC PICS
Tk hi'i Tape
Banner Headlmer
RS 232

$1300
$1300
$1100
$1500
$1300
$1300
$39 00

Terminals
Televideo

910
912C
920C
950

Call lor computers
Zenith 219
Adds

$57900
$699 00
$749 00
$939 00

$749 00
$549 00

Monitors
Amden 12 B&W

1? Green
13 Color

Sanyo 12 B*W
12 Ql
13 Color

Tl 10 Color

$139 00

$14900
$349 00
$?•>') DC
$269 00
$449 00
$34900

Above are cash prices add 3°-. for Master Card and Visa purchases

computer mail order
800-233-8950

IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

477 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

Patricio

Hables
Espanol
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"Mommy, why is the smoke coming
out of Daddy's ears?"

"I don't know, Maria. It's something
about that new computer game he's been
working on. Why don't you ask him?"
"Daddy, why are you writing all those

ones and zeros on that paper?"
"Well, it's like this; I wrote a whole

character set into the Apple hi-resolution

screen using a 3 by 5 block for each
character. When I tried running the pro-
gram on the TV set rather than a monitor.
I realized the resolution wasn't clear
enough, so I'm now doing the whole set

over in 5 by 7 blocks."

"Oh. Mom, can we watch 'Little House'
tonight?"

So whoever expected eight-year-olds and
non-programmers to understand, anyway?
That "special feeling" that occurs when
you grudgingly admit that a few hours of
work must be repeated can't be explained,
only experienced.

John Hitchcock. 2255 E. River Rd.. Cortland. NY
13045.

John Hitchcock

Anyway, it all started several weeks
ago....

My job as a high school physics teacher
involves quite a bit of computer program-
ming, mainly in the area of laboratory

The plane is a flying

command post from
which the events of a

battle can be monitored
and commanded.

routines or CAI modules. I also teach
one class in introductory Basic, so this

also involves quite a bit of activity with
programming. This "routine" programming
is rather interesting, but every so often I

get the urge to do some "creative com-
puting" on a major project of my own
design.

Recently. I'd been getting anxious to

start on another project, but was having
difficulty deciding what to work on. Some-

times the hardest part of being creative is

getting started, and let's face it, re-inventing

the wheel is fun for only the first few
times. Finally that elusive idea began to

take shape.

AWACS— that's what I'd write! A pro-

gram to simulate the radar screen of an
AWACS aircraft. If you've followed some
of the Middle East politics recently, you'll

remember that AWACS is the "super radar"

plane that we've used in that area of the

world. The letters stand for Aircraft Warn-
ing And Control System, and the plane is

a flying command post from which the

events of a battle can be monitored and
commanded.

The simulation I envisioned would dis-

play a radar screen on which both enemy
and friendly aircraft would be displayed.

The enemy planes would be en route to

destroy friendly bases. The user would be
able to control his own aircraft and attempt

to destroy the enemy planes before his

bases were attacked. Not only should the

program be reasonably fast paced, but it

should also require a certain degree of

concentration and mental alertness.
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IBM'S DOS or CP/M-86?

Confused about operating system options for

your IBM Personal Computer? HAVE IT BOTH
WAYS WITH LIFEBOAT'S CP/EMULATOR™.
CP/EMULATOR solves the problem by permit-

ting you to use all the software written for IBM's

PC for both DOS and CP/M-86.

This high performance, low cost DOS utility al-

lows you to fully integrate and mix programs.

You can use a DOS editor to write a program, <yv J

compile it under a CP/M-86 compiler and ex-

ecute the finished application under DOS.

CP/EMULATOR extends the scope and capacity ~^

of all of your software. With CP/EMULATOR,

CP/M-86 programs run quicker with faster file

access than with CP/M-86 itself. ;$ £-£H

m *aV

Additionally, your program will enjoy all the

other DOS advantages, such as large file size,

dated directory displays, and more. The DOS
peripherals are already installed and DOS com-

mands are fully available. The package even

contains a utility program to transfer programs

and data files from a CP/M-86 diskette to a stan-

dard DOS diskette.

NO NEED TO LEARN A NEW SET OF UTILITIES

AND COMMANDS;
NO NEED TO END UP WITH TWO INCOMPATI-

BLE SETS OF DISKETTES;

NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
ON CP/M-86, WHEN CP/EMULATOR COSTS S75.

NO HEED TO WONDER WHICH OPTION IS

.BEST FOR YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER.

PMATE: Editor-in-Chief
Perform miracles of manipulation on your keyboard with Lifeboat s PMATE.

This new generation text editor is the most sophisticated text editor available today and is bristling with features previously

unavailable on microcomputers, making it ideal for virtually any program or data file editing.

PMATEs command set includes full screen single keystroke editing, horizontal scrolling, automatic disk buffering, macro

command language, text formatting, expression evaluation, conditional branching, I/O with prompting, and other program-

ming language constructs. PMATE makes use of 1 1 buffers for storage, and includes commands permitting work on more

than one text at a time. Unique to PMATE is the facility for user customization. Keystroke functions can be redefined, and se-

quences can be programmed to directly execute macros. Video commands can be changed, and macro functions can be

written, to emulate any other editor with which you may be familiar. PMATE provides full side-scrolling, and can be used

with virtually ANY video terminal on the market. IF you use an editor, you need PMATE.

PMATE is the only text editor you'll ever need.

PMATE-86 is available for IBM's Personal Computer DOS, SB-86™ and MS-DOS™. Also available is PMATE for SB-80 and other

CP/M-80-compatible operating systems.

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world's largest library of software from its offices in the U.S.A, U.K., Switzerland, France,

West Germany and Japan.

For more information, send to:

Lifeboat Associates

2609 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10028

Tel: (212)860-0300

TWX: 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK)

Telex: 640693 (LBSOFT NYK)

S8-80 and SB-86 are trademarks of Lifeboat Associates

PMATE and PMATEflo are trademarks of Phoenix Software Asso Ltd

MS-OOS is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc

CP/EMULATC* « a trademark of Lifeboat Associates

CP/M-80 and CP/M-86 are registered trademarks of Dig«ai Research. Inc

This ad was designed by OocuSet"

Copyright 1981. by Lifeboat Associates

LIFEBOAT HAS THE ANSWER
a
£3
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AWACS, continued...
The idea was conceived; now the ques-

tion became how to develop it and give
birth to the finished program. My initial

reaction was to use a popular "3-D Game
Tool" to create the map display and the

aircraft indicators. Then I'd get Andy,
our school's resident expert in machine
language, to write some routines for con-
trolling the aircraft on the screen.
But wait! Suddenly, it's no longer my

program! I've simply become an assembler
and organizer of other people's skills. So
scratch that method.
Then another philosophy began to

emerge. Why not use the writing of this

program to upgrade my own skills in some
of these weak areas. I never had done
much using shape tables of any sort, and
my ability to use graphics was certainly

limited. Perhaps the excitement of working
on this project would provide me with the
discipline needed to increase my profi-

ciency in these areas.

A few more days of contemplation
resulted in several objectives which were
to be accomplished in the project:

1) The radar map should use hi-res

graphics and would be redrawn periodically

as the passage of aircraft erased lines on
the screen. The display should also appear
quickly on the screen.

2) Aircraft would be indicated by symbols
or numbers defined using the Applesoft
"shape tables."

3) The user should be able to control
which of his planes are airborne, the firing

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE IN
AMERICAS MOST PROFITABLE
AND DYNAMIC INDUSTRY IS
BEING OFFERED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIS AREA.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
WILL PLACE QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUAL IN "TURN KEY"
BUSINESS, TRAIN KEY PEOPLE.
PROVIDE INVENTORY,
FINANCE YOUR CUSTOMERS.
AND PAY YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS "UP FRONT" ON
ORDERS WHERE YOUR
CUSTOMERS PAY ONLY ON
FUTURE ENERGY SAVINGS.
EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF OUR
FRANCHISEES READS LIKE
WHO'S WHO" OF FORTUNE
500.
IF YOU QUALIFY, YOU WILL BE
FLOWN TO LOS ANGELES FOR
A TOUR OF INSTALLATIONS
AND PERSONAL INTERVIEW.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT OF
$40,000 TO $100,000. CALL
PRESIDENT AT 1-800-323-6556,
EXT. R-137 OR WRITE: FEDERAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS INC.. SUITE
200. 336 N. FOOTHILL RD.,
BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA
90210.
CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD

of weapons from his planes, the speed
and direction of his aircraft, and refueling

of his planes.

4) It should not be necessary to use the

Return key during the playing of the
game.

5) Though "real-time" isn't achieved, a
sense of fluidity and motion should exist.

What ultimately evolved for AWACS
is indicated in the flowchart and the pro-
gram listing. Those programming purists

among the readers will cringe at some of
the inefficiencies and cumbersome parts
of the program, but perhaps a brief com-
mentary about certain sections will show
some of the rationale and philosophy which

led to this particular style of program-
ming.

The program was initially written as

one unit rather than separate parts for

instructions and the main program. The
reason for the switch is that as the program
grew in size, it began to infringe on page
I of the hi-res graphics screen and cause
inglorious things to happen to the
display.

This little dilemma caused me to explore

the memory mapping of the Apple and
make the appropriate adjustments. The
problem was solved by separating the

instructions from the main body of the

program.

30
56
60
70
110
500
510
520

530

. THIi SECTION CONTAINS.,

. THE INTRODUCTION AND . .

. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE . .

. PROGRAM A. Ul. A. C. S. .

,

1 REM
2 REM
3 REM
4 REM
5 REM
6 REM
10 D* = CHR* C4>
20 HOME : VTAB 12: HTAB 9: PRINT ". . . A. . W. . A. . C. . S. . .

"

VTAB 22! INPUT "DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS <Y OP N>? ":A*
IF A* = "Y" THEN 500
IF A* = "N" THEN 110
GOTO 20
PRINT M| "RUN AWACS"
REM ... BEGIN INSTRUCTIONS
HOME
PRINT " GREETINGS, COMMANDER. WELCOME TO THE CONTROL BRIDGE OF
A. U. A. C. S.

"

PRINT : PRINT "YOU ARE COMMANDING A FLEET OF SIX FIGHTER PLANES
AND ONE REFUELING TANKER. YOU MUST DEFEND YOUR TWO BASES FRO

M AN ATTACK BY AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF ENEMY FIGHTER BOMBERS.

540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

620
630
640

650

660
b?0

680
690

700

710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
796
800
810
S20
936
840
850
860
870
886
896
966

PRINT : PRINT "YOU CAN CONTROL THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:"
PRINT " 1. WHICH PLANES ARE IN THE AIR
PRINT " 2. THE SPEED OF YOUR AIRCRAFT
PRINT " 3. THE HEADING OF EACH PLANE
PRINT " 4. REFUELING OF EACH PLANE
PRINT 5. FIRING OF 'PROXIMITY DEVICES'
PRINT " 6. AN 'IDENTIFY' COMMAND
PRINT : PRINT "YOU MUST CAUSE YOUR PLANES TO APPROACH
IN DISTANCE OF THE EMEMY IN ORDER TO DESTROY THEM.
GOSUB 900

WITHIN A CERTA

PRINT "A 'BEEP' SIGNALS THAT ONE OF YOUR AIRCRAFT IS LOW ON FUE
L. YOU MUST USE THE IDENTIFY COMMAND TO FIND WHICH ONE.
PRINT : PRINT "SINCE WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF BATTLE, NOT ALL OF OUR
EQUIPMENT IS WORKING. STRANGE EVENTS MAY OCCUR IF YOU DO NOT RES
POND TO COMMAND REQUESTS IN THE APPROPRIATE TIME
PRINT : PRINT : GOSUB 900
PRINT "TO GIVE A COMMAND, YOU MUST TYPE THE LETTER OF THE COMMAND.

WHEN ASKED, YOU MUST TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE PLANE TO
PRINT "WHICH THE COMMAND IS DIRECTED.
PRINT : PRINT "THEN YOU MUST TYPE THE APPROPRIATE
INFORMATION REQUESTED BY THE COMMAND.

PRINT : PRINT "IF YOU DO NOT RESPOND TO THE COMMAND
PROPER AMOUNT OF TIME STRANGE EVENTS MAY OCCUR'

GOSUB 900
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE COMMANDS AVAILABLE TO YOU:
PRINT "S 'SCRAMBLE' AN AIRCRAFT Cl-7)
PRINT "V CHANGE THE VELOCITY (1-3)
PRINT "H CHANGE THE HEADING <l-8)

1

8 2
7 3
6 4

NUMBER FOR THE

REQUEST IN THE

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

<Y OR N> ":: GET A*

PRINT "F FIRE A WEAPON FROM PLANE(l-6>
PRINT "R REFUEL PLANE Cl-6)
PRINT "I IDENTIFY STATUS OF PLANESa-7)

GOSUB 900
HOME : VTAB 12: PRINT "CAPTAIN, ARE YOU READY'
IF A* "V" THEN 850
VTAB 12: HTAB 9: PRINT "RADAR UNIT INITIALIZING"
PRINT CHR* a 3)
PRINT D*!"RUN AWACS"
PRINT : PRINT "TYPE ANY KEY FOR MORE DATA ";: GET A*: POKE
•• HOME : RETURN

16368,0
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omputer Exchange
P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530 W

Ad#
930C

APPLE* SUPPLY CENTER
SOFTWAREHARDWARE &»»»»

Direct Substitute for Apple Drive*
Micro-Sci A2 is a direct substitute for Apple II

drives. Save $300 on a duel disk system

.

Micro-Sci 5" Drives tor Apple II SAVE
A2. 143K.5" Drive $395 18%
A2 Controller and DOS $ 95 15%
A70. 286K. 5" Drive $ 489 20%
A40. 160K.5 - Drive $369 18%
Controller Card lor A70 and A40 $ 79 21%

320K RAM substitute lor Disk System
AXIOM,
RAMDISK 320K Memory System $ 1 145

Sorrento Valley
8" Disk Drive Controller

MONITORS:
NEC 12" Color

12" Green
9-B&W

SANYO: 9' Green
12-B&W
12" Green
13' Color

NEW 13' RGB Color
ZENITH 12* Green

DISKETTES, 5". box ot 10:

Ma<ell
Memorex

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS:
Vldea Videoterm
MAR Sup R Term
ALS: Smarterm

MISCELLANEOUS:
Apple:

Graphics Tablet (CLOSE OUT)
CCS: Serial Interlace 7710A

Parallel Interlace 7720

A

Other CCS Cards In Stock.

Hayes: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
Keyboard Company:

Joystick II

Game Paddle
Numeric Keypad

M*R: RF Modulator
SUP R FAN

if Microsoft: Z80 Soltcard

16L RAM Card
Mountain:

CPS Multifunction Card
Clock/Calendar

Novation Applecat Modem
Orange Micro Grappler

Dan Paymar LCA (NEW)
Saturn System 32K RAM Board

SSMAIO Serial /Para Interlace

TaT ALS: Smarterm 80 Col Card
* Z Card (Z-80I

•frAddram t6KCard
it Synergizer Package

NEC
16K Expansion Chips for Apple II

on disk for

Apple ll/ll*

T-Ef-1^ 3101-10
==?="! Terminal

SAVE
$1195 20%

Apple Software

Apple Pilot \f
Apple Fortran„»0" \r

Apple Plot

$199

$359
$189
$149
$159
$219
$229
$399
$899
$119

$ 39
$ 25

$249
$295
$269

$650
$139
$ 99
CALL
$289
$229

$ 45
$ 25
$119
$ 25
$ 39
$279
$159

$209
$239
$329
$129
$ 34

$149
$159
$269
$209
$119
$549

20%

60%

24%
22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
25%
20%

33%
45%

18%
22%
30%

20%
22%
20%
CALL
25%
20%

10%
17%
21%
27%
25%
33%
20%

13%
15%
18%
21%
33%
36%
20%
30%
22%
20%
27%

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS:
Qumi Sprint 9 45RO

Sprint 5 45RO
$2195
$2395

23%
20%

Olympla (Typewriter/Printer)

ES-100. 18CPS
w/full interface to Apple II $1695 22%

PRINTERS:
Epson, See special Epson section at right

Intergrel Data

445 Tiger wiGraphics& 2K $695 23%
460 Tiger w /Graphics $895 20%
560 Tiger wf Graphic* $1095 22%
Prism color printer w/Graphics $1695 16%

Okidata Mlcrolin82A $495 25%

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100. Money Orders, Cashier Checks
welcomed Visa and MC orders add 3% . Personal or

company checks accepted (allow 20 days to clear). Add
3% for shipping, handling and Insurance: UPS ground Is

standard 6% total for UPS Blue or 10% total for APO
or US Parcel Post. Include your telephone number. No
COO ' s. Prices are subject to change without notice. Cell to

verify prices, ad errors do occur. Order desk hours ere

8 to 6 PDT. 10 to 3 Saturdays.

REFERENCES:
We have been a computer dealer since 1978. Our bank
reference Is First Interstate Bank (503) 776-5620. We
belong to the Chamber of Commerce, (503) 772-6293.

$149 25%
$119 27%
$ 49 30%
$ 69 28%
$ 40 20%
$189 24%
CALL CALL
$ 75 25%

Dow Jones News & Ouotes
Dow Jones Portfolio Eval.

Mlcrocourier
Many others

Artsci Magic Window
if AshtonTate

dBase II for Apple II

Aurora Systems
Executive Secretery-WP

Broderbund Softwore
Payroll

General Ledger
Apple Panic
Arcade Machine
Red Alert

Space Warrior
Many Others In Stock

Budgeco. Raster Blaster

Call. Pacific, Ultima

if Central Point Software:
Copy II Plus ver 4

Will copy most copy protected software
tor your backup m 45 seconds' NEW

Continental Software
Home Accountant
Home Money Minder

Data Most
Snack Attack
Thief

Denver Software
Financial Partner

$495

$189

$269
$349
$ 21

$ 32
$ 21

$ 18
CALL
$ 22

$ 30

$ 35

$ 56
$ 26

30%

25%

30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
CALL
27%
25%

10%

25%
25%

25%
25%

$185
Epson, MX 80 Graphics Dump $ 9

$ 29

25%
30%
22%

$189
$469

$115
$115
$115

$189

25%
40%

25%
25%
25%

25%

$219 261

Hayden, Sargon II (chess)

High Technology

Store Manager
Job Control System

Howerd Software
Tax Preparer 1982 ver

Real Estate Analyzer
Creative Financing

Info Unlimited.
Easywriter (PRO)

Innovative
Apple Spellguard

if Insoft:

Electric Duet NEW
ALD System II or III

TransFORTH II or III

Insoft Accountant
A lull proletaionol Quality integrated Gl A/Pt.

A IP Payroll package Hotline tupport eveileble
Sand tor tree temple printout! Require* ZOO
end ISK P.AM coid

ISA Spellguard

Micro Lab
Data Factory, ver. 5.0

Invoice Factory

$ 25
$110
$110
$355

$219

20%
10%
10%
66%

25%

$249
$129
$ 95

20%
35%
38%Tax Manager

if Micro Pro

CalcStar $189 36%
Word Star $ 239 36%
Super Sort $129 36%
Mail Merger $ 79 36%
Data Star $ 189 36%
Spell Star $ 159 36%

Microsoft
A.L.D.S. $110 10%
BASIC Compiler $299 25%
Cobol 80 $ 559 25%
Fortran 80 $149 25%
Olympic Decathlon $ 24 24%
TASC Compiler $159 22%
Typing Tutor II $ 19 30%

Muse
Super Text II $113 25%
Castle Wolfenstein $ 23 25%
Robot War $ 29 25%

On-Llne
Expediter II

Superscribe II

Lisa 2 5
Pegasus II

Threshold
Cranston Manor
Mission Astroid
Mystery House

if Osborne (Disk and Book)
Some Common Basic Programs,
75 Business, Statistics and Math
programs for the Apple S 49

Peachtree Software
Magic Wand $250
01. AR, AP, PRorlnv $189

$ 75 25%
$ 95 27%
$ 59 26%
s 22 25%
s 30 25%
s 28 25%
$ 15 25%
s 19 25%

37%
38%

HEWLETT H/P85A $1,995PACKARD
SAVE

MP-S5A Microcomputer with built-in

printer and monitor $ 1 .995 27%
HP- 125 New I Microcomputer

64KCPU'Termlnal'Keyboord/Monltor $3096 18%
HP-S7 New! CALL CALL
HP-41CV New! 2 2K Memory Calculator $245 26%
HP-41C Calculator $ 1SS 26%

Memory module lor HP41C $ 25 25%
Call for other HP equipment, software and

Qz commodore
VIC 20 Home Computer $249 16%
CBM 8032 Computer $1059 20%
CBM 4032 Computer $ 959 22%
CBM 4040 Disk Drives (2) 343K $1019 21%
CMB 8050 Disk Drives (2)1 Meg $1295 28%

(ALuOl) COMPUTER SYSTEMS

8000-15 206K, 4 User. 2 Disks

8000-10 208K. 4 User. 10 Meg
MTV- 1 HD Mag Tape Backup
Others In stock

$3995 20%
$6495 25%
$2795 25%
CALL CALL

HHIflRTfJC While

They Last SUPRBRAIN

Superbrain 64K QD $ 2895 28%

EPSON PRINTERS
MX70w/Graftrex $359 20%
MX80 $449 31%
MX80F/T $556 25%
MX100F/Tw/graphlcs $729 27%
70/80/100 Apple Interlace and Cable $ 95 15%
MXBOFriction teed adapter $ 59 22%
MXUOGrattrax $ 79 20%
MX80/ 100 Atari Ceble $ 29 22%
MX80/ 100 TRS 80 Cable $ 29 22%

H^Ttr/** Microcomputer
[yl MilW 32K Computer PC8001 $750 25%

286K Total Dual Drive PC8031 $ 750 25%
32Kaddonandl'OUnitPC80t2$4S5 24%
NEC PC Software CALL CALL

5 Meg Hard Disk $ 2995
r\-. _,..„ 10 Meg Hard Disk $4345
LrOlVUS 20 Meg Herd Disk $5245

Omnl-Net, Constellation.

Mirror. In Stock CALL

21%
20%
20%

XEROX. 820 System II

Complete system includes monitor,
keyboard. CPU and two disk drives

With SVe inch dual drive*
With 8 inch dual drives

SAVE
$ 2495 18%
$3095 19%

Personel Soffware/VlsiCorp

VisiCalc 3.3

VisiDex
VisiFlle

Desktop Plan II

VisiPlot
Desktop Plan ill

VisiScheduie
visiTrend and VisiPlot

VisiTerm
Zork

Soltechlnt'l

Stockflle

Stockseller

Software Publishing:

PFSIIorlll
Report II or III

Sorclm Supercalc

Stoneware,

DB Master (new version) $ 179
Sub Logic Flight Simulator $ 28

NO SALES 1AX
Oregon Order Desk (S03) 772-3803

TOLL FREE
NATIONAL ORDER DESK

$ 69
$ 69
$219

' Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc (800)547-1289
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i
AWACS, continue

Adjustments to the main program con-
sisted of setting LOMEM to decimal 24576
to keep the string storage from entering

the hi-res screen storage. This was done
in line 10 of the main program. The main
program was also written with many com-
mands on one line to conserve memory
space.

Perhaps the excitement
of working on this

project would provide
me with the discipline

needed to improve my
programming skills.

Most of the actual program can be
followed by reading the REM statements
in the listing. In order to assure proper
operation, those lines with REM statements

should be removed prior to running.

One difficulty does exist for which I

have not yet found an answer. To control

the aircraft, I wanted the user to type in a
certain command (for instance. "S" to

scramble one of his planes), and then
immediately be able to type a number to

indicate which plane was to become
airborne.

£«<^<<w?**> so *„*

i^k^jRJOc^

INQUIRIES WELCOME
THE SOURCE" Fori

PtnonH Computor Sottwtn,
Books. Gimts A
Acctssonts 31

MPT C» IOZS INOUSXMAl Off HNUNVIIU llWiwmr
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1
y
-.

3
4
5
6
7
te
n
12
15

REM
REM A. UL A. C. S
REM ...BY JOHN HITCHCOCK..
REM . . . CORTLAND, NEW YORK
REM
REM ...SET LOMEM TO PREVENT PROGRAM FROM ENTERING HI -RES SCREEN

LOMEM: 24576

REM ...SET VARIABLES TO READ KEYBOARD AND RESET STROBE.
E WHERE SHAPES ARE STORED

17 :

18 :

20 0* ~ CHR* <4>:RS = - 1636S:RK = - 16384
DIM D>.C15,10): POKE 232,0: POKE 233,64
HGR : TEXT
HOME : VTAB 12: HTAB 111 PRINT
PRINT D»;"BL0AD AWAC SHAPES"

.POKES INDICAT

30
48
50
60
61
62
65
66
67
70
80

"RADAR UNIT INITIALIZING"

REM

FOR R
IF R =

.ESTABLISH INITIAL STATUS OF ALL AIRCRAFT

90 D5i(R, 1)

» 1 TO 15
10 THEN D5J<R,0> =

100
110

IF <R
IF R >

120 D*.<R,2)
130 IF R

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
215
216
220
230
233
234
235

236
237
240
250
260
270
280
298
SM
310
320
330
348
350
360
370
380
390

1

12) OR <R = 13) THEN D*(R, 1)
13 THEN D*<R,S) = 250:D5s(R,6) =

« l:D5i<R,4> = - 1

13 THEN D*<R,4> =
8 THEN D*<R,S) = 250:D5i<R,6) =
7 AND R < 14 THEN D"'.vR,5) = 40:

10:D*<14,1) = S:D5i<15,l> = 7

NEXT

8 THEN D*<R,7>
7 THEN D5i<R,7)
7 THEN D5i(R,8)
7 THEN D*<R,8)
7 THEN D*<R,8)

138
['\'F',6) = 106

R
8
i:D5i(R,9>
2:D?i(R,9)
4:D*(R,9>

75:D«R,10) =

1500:D5i<R,10>
10O0: D^CR, 10)

GOSUB 1880
R0T= 0: SCALE= 1

REM ...LINES 240-270 DETERMINE WHICH PLANES ARE IN THE AIR, THEIR FLI
GHT STATUS, CALCULATES NEW POSITION AND DRAWS NEW POSITION

FOR R = 1 TO 15
=IF D*<R,0)

IF D*(R,0)
HC0L0R= 0:
IF DX<R,P
IF DJstR, 1)
IF D5i<R, 1)
IF D*<R, 1)
IF D*<R,1)
IF D*<R, 1)
IF DJsCR, 1)
IF D5s<R, 1)
IF D''.<R,2)

IF D*<R,2)
IF D*<R,9) <

IF D5i(R,9> <

406 DX = D*<R,2> * D*<R,3)
410 DY = D>.(R,2) * D*<R,4)
420 D-

-.<R,S) = D?i<R,5> + DX
430 D«R,6' = DV'P.6) + DY

THEN 478
- 1 THEN 470

DRAW DJ-.<R,7) AT D^<R,5),D^(R,6):
THEN D?i<R,3) = 0:D\':F\4' =

THEN D'-S(R,3) = 1:D?S<R,4) »
THEN D5j<R,3) « l:D?J<R,4> « i

THEN D%(R.3) = IID%<R,4) = 1

THEN D"«R,3) = 0:D?i<R,4. = 1

THEN D5i<R,3) = - 1:DVR,4-
THEN DV.CR,3) = - UD*<R,4)
THEN D5i<R,3> = - !ID%<R.4)
THEN D«R,9) = D*<R,9) - 1

THEN D*XR,9) = D*<R,9> - 2
= THEN D>.(R,0) = - 1

15 THEN PRINT CHR* (7);

HC0L0R=
- 1

- 1

- 1

440
450
460
470
472
473
475

476
477
480
490
500
501
502
505

506
507

IF D*<R>5) < 3 OR Dft<R»6) > 276 THEN D*(R.S> = 0:DVR.0'
IF D-:<R,6) < 3 OR DVR,6)
DRAW D>.<R,7) AT D%<R>5>.D%<R,6)
NEXT R

156 THEN DVR,6> - 0:D*<R,0) =

REM ...LINES 480 AND 496 CHECK
ED. IF SO, THEN JUMP TO 770

« = PEEK (RK>I POKE RS,0
IF X > 127 THEN 770

TO SEE IF h COMMAND KEY HAS BEEN PRESS

REM
ERMINE

LINES 510-750 DETERMINE FLIGHT PATTERN OF ENEMY PLANES AND DET
IF A BASE IS ATTACKED
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MEET THE MTI FAMILY OF
LOW COST COMPUTERS

IMMEDIATE
AVAILABILITY
CPM OPTION

• GREAT DISK
STORAGE

> MODEL III

COMPATIBILITY

• CPM
• WINCHESTER
HARD DISK

80 x 24 DISPLAY
• 4 Mhz
OPERATION

• 90 DAY
WARRANTY

• LOCAL DEALER
SERVICE

• 1 YR. EXT.
WARANTEE AVAIL.

MOO III PLUS 140

We have taken the banc 16K

Model III expanded the memory
to 48K and added our MTI Double
Density. Dual Disk Drive System.
System is fully compatible with

Radio Shack DOS and peripherals

FROM $1998

MOD 111/240

Same as the MOD III PLUS 140

but has double storage capacity.

and 2 dual headed 40 track

drives.

$2449

CP M 80 Option to run CP M 2 2

with 80x24 video board lor word
processing and many other

applications.

S 849

MOD III 280

Has 1.5 megabytes ol storage

and utilizes 2 dual headed 80
track double density disk drives

with DOS plus 3.3.

$2799

4 Mhi Speed-up enhancement
Doubles the processor speed ol the

Mod III 140. 240. or 280 systems,

when used with the DOS plus

operating system
$149

MOD III WINCHESTER
Our largest business computer
system. 5 7 megabytes of

storage. Includes a 5 megabyte
Winchester hard disk drive and
80 track dual head disk drive

used as back up and for con-

ventional floppy disk operation

$5399

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Anchorage. AK (907)133-8322 Redondo Beach. CA (213)370.5556

Rodgers AR (501)638-9168 Riverside. CA (714)7816361

Mm AZ (602) 833-8949 San Diego. CA (714) 275-4243

Phoenix. AZ (602)244-9739 San Jose. CA (408)946-1265

Sierra VIsU. AZ (602)458-2479 Santa Ana. CA (714)850-1228

Tucson. AZ (602) 323-9391 Santa Monica. CA (213) 393-5785

Anaheim. CA (714) 773-0240 VaUejo. CA (707) 554-4933

Covins CA (213) 332-4088 Walnut. CA (714) 594-9760

Goleta. CA (SOS) 967-7628 Westlake Village. CA (213) 706-0333

Huntington Beach. CA (714)842-1348 Colorado Spring CO (303)630-3334

Inqk-wood. CA (213) 673-3295 Grand Junction. CO (303) 434-3616

Lancaster. CA (605) 942-5747 Crolon. CT (203) 445-5166

Monlcleii CA (714)626-4813 Wilmington DE (302)762 0227

Normrtdge. CA (213)886-9200 Hollywood FL (305)981-1011

Orange CA (714) 771-0(80 Lynn Haven. FL (904)265-6452

Pecheco CA (415) 689-22(0 Mary Esther. FL (904) 243-5793

PlacerviHe. CA (916) 622-4640 Tampa. FL (813) 247-6023

Port Huememe. CA (805)985-2329 Noroross. GA (404)449-8982

^^^^k MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC! 3304 W MACARTHUR. SANTA ANA. CA 92704

JT1 (714) 979-9923 • TWX 910-595 1902 MTISNA
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Buckingham. IA

Belleville. IL

Collinsville. IL

Oak Park. IL

Shawnee KS
Ashland. KY
Shreveport. LA
Anoka. MN
Cameron. MO
Great Fans. MT
Missoula. MT
Raleigh. NC
Grand Forks NO
West Milord. NJ
Us Vegas. NV
Jericho. NY
New Rochstle. NY
Syracuse. NY

(319) 478-2826

(618) 277-2354

(618) 345-5068

(312) 386-3323

(913)631-2029

(606) 325-2210

(318)865-71(9

(612) 427-5763

(816) 632 6528

(406) 7370901

(406) 549-9715

(919) 755-1175

(701) 772-7848

(201)728 8080

(702) 870-4138

(516) 3332266
(914) 235-4444

(315) 4875000

Troy. NY
While Plains. NY
Tonkawa. OK
Tulsa OK
Portland. OR
Dallas. TX
Mtosour City. TX
San Angeta TX
CncyGoo*? .

w?
Buenos Aires. ARG
Pans. FRANCE
Holm. GERMANY
Florence. ITALY
Singapore. JAPAN
Cape Town S AFRICA
Tahiti F P

Teichung. TAIWAN
Bang Kok. THAILAND

(518) 273-8411

(914) 761-9783

(405) (29 2693

(918) 836-9503

(503) 281 7640

(214) 247 6679

(713) 499-5241

(915) 658-3761

(307) 6329132
32-1858

306-4606

4103-4315

55-45-4319

220-7182

2145-1047
2-54-47

4228-5523

314-11(1

Call or wrile lor tree brochure
US PRICES FOB SANTA ANA

CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA



AWACS, continued...

This is initially done is line 480 where
X becomes the value of location -16384.

POKEing the value of RS (-16368) resets
the strobe so another value can be read
in. If a key has been pressed, then the
program branches from line 490 to 770.
Lines 770-820 check to see if the key
pressed is one of the valid command moves.
If not. the program returns to line 500 to
continue the flight of the planes.

If the key pressed is a valid command,
then the program branches to the appro-
priate sub-routine to handle the rest of
the command sequence. And that's where
the trouble begins. To illustrate the prob-
lem, suppose the user wants to change
the heading of one of his planes. He presses
the letter "H" (ASCII 200) which is first

detected at lines 480 and 490. Line 780
identifies the key pressed as an "H" and
then routes the program to line 890.

I originally wanted the program to look
something like the following:

900 FOR K = 1 TO 250
910 X = PEEK (RK): POKE RS,0
920 IF (X>48) AND (X<58) THEN

P=X:X=0:GOTO940
930 NEXT K:GOTO500

At line 940 a similar sequence would
occur in which the user was asked for the
value of the heading to be entered. The
difficulty was that the second loop was
never executed properly, and the value

EARN TOP $$
FOR

SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS

If you've programmed a solution to an
age-old problem or pioneered a solu-
tion to a new one. John Wiley & Sons
would like to review your program
for possible publication. We're
seeking innovative microcomputer
programs in business, engineering,
science, and home management.

For 1 75 years Wiley has kept profes-
sionals on top of their jobs. Now we're
putting our experience and resources
into publishing quality microcomputer
software.

If you think you can match our stan-
dards of excellence, please send your
letter of inquiry to Dianne Littwin, Ac-
quisitions Editor, Wiley Professional
Software. WHey

Professional Software
John Wiley & Sons Inc

^2 605 Third Avenue
New York. NY. 10158

3-1009
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510
528

530
540
550
560
570
580

590

600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
761
762
765
766
767
770
780
790
80S
810
820
830
832
833
835
836
837
840
850
860
878
880
882
883
885
886
887
898
900
910
920

930
940
950
960
970
980

990
ien
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
11360
1070
1686
1090
1092
1093
1095
1096
1097
1100
1110
1120
1130
1148
1150
1160

FC = FC
IF FC =

740
IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC '

GOTO 7

IF FC
740
IF FC '

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC
IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC =

IF FC «

IF FC =

IF FC •

IF TB »

IF FC 3

VTAB 21
GOSL© 1880
SOTO 240

1

2 THEN D" (8,0) = i:P^.<9.0) « l!D*<10>8) = 1:DV.(10,1> = 3: GOTO

28 THEN D5s<ll,e> = 1»D5S<12.8> =
52 THEN D*<8,1) - 2:D*<9,1> » 4:

78 THEN D%<12,1) = 1 1 GOTO 740
80 THEN DV.<13,1) = 4:D*<13,2> =
87 THEN D?S<8,1> = 3:D?i<8,2) = 3i

100 THEN D*<14,0) = 1ZD5S<15>0> =

40
102 THEN D5i<9,l> * 2:D>.<10, 1) »

liPi<13,0>
[-.• 11.1) =

ll GOTO 740
: GOTO 740

3: GOTO 740
GOTO 740
HD%<14>2> 5:D5i<15,2) = 3:

4:D«10-2) = 3lD%<12. 1) = 3: GOTO

115 THEN D5i(18,l) » 3:D5i<13,l> » 3« GOTO 740
120 AND D5iC8»8> > THEN G0SUB 1830
125 AND D«15,8> > 8 THEN GOSUB 1838
126 AND D^<14,8> > 8 THEN G0SUB 1840
130 THEN D*<13>1) 4
135 THEN D%<11,1) » liDV11.2> * 3:D5i<12.2) =

138 AND D5i<10,0> > THEN G0SUB 1840
140 AND D3i(13,0> > THEN GO^UB 1840
142 THEN D*<9>2) * 3: GOTO 740
155 AND D5:<12,0) > THEN G0SUB 1838
156 AND D^(11,0) > 8 THEN GOSUB 1830
157 AND D5j<9,8) > THEN GOSUB 1836
1 AND FB = 1 THEN 1850
157 THEN 1860
HTAB 11 CALL - 958: PRINT "COMMAND - "!FC

3: GOTO 740

REM . . . CHECK TO SEE WHICH COMMAND KEY HAS BEEN PRESSED

IF X
IF X
IF X
IF X
IF X
IF X
GOTO 510

211 THEN X
200 THEN X
198 THEN X
214 THEN X
210 THEN X
201 THEN X

0: GOTO 840
0: GOTO 890
0: GOTO 1250
0: GOTO 1090
0: GOTO 1550
0: GOTO 1708

REM 'SCRAMBLE' YOUR AIRCRAFT

VTAB 21: CALL - 958: PRINT "SCRAMBLE WHICH PLANE <l-7>?"
FOR K = 1 TO 250

X = PEEK <RK): POKE RS,8
IF <X > 48) AND (X < 58) THEN X » X - 48iD>.cX,8) * II GOTO 508
NEXT : GOTO 500

REM , CHANGE HEADING OF YOUR AIRCRAFT

MTAB 211 CALL - 958: PRINT "WHICH PLANE <1-9>?"I
FOR K = 1 TO 250

X = PEEK Ctt •: POKE PS. 8
IF <X > 48) AND <X < 58> THEN P* = CHR* ';X):P »
P: GOTO 940

X = 0: NEXT : GOTO 500
VTAB 23: CALL - 958: PRINT "WHAT HEADING (1-8>?"I
FOP K = 1 TO 250

X = PEEK <RK): POKE RS.O
NEXT

'.'hL <P*>lX = 0: PRINT

IF ..-: 48) AND CX < 57) THEN H* =
X = 0: GOTO 1000
GOTO 500
D5i<P, 1) * H
IF H = 1 THEN D%<P.3) = 0:d;;>;P,4)
IF H = 2 THEN D^(P,3) = llD%<P,4>
IF H = 3 THEN D5«(P,3) = 1:D?S<P,4)
IF H = 4 THEN D>.<P,3) = l:D5i<P,4)
IF H = 5 THEN D*<P,3) = 0:D*<P,4)
IF H = 6 THEN t>'«.f,Z>
IF H = 7 THEN D*<P,3)
IF H = 8 THEN D*«P,3)

CHR* <X>I PRINT Hf:H = ','hL 'H*.:

II GOTO S00
II GOTO 500
GOTO 500
GOTO 5O0
GOTO 500

C = 0:X *

- l:D5i(P.4) = ll GOTO 500
- HD%<P,4) » 0: GOTO 500
- l:D';(P,4) - ll GOTO 500

REM CHANGE VELOCITY OF AIRCRAFT

VTAB 211 CALL - 958: PRINT "CHANGE VEL. WHICH PLANE (l-9)?-|
X PEEK (RK): POKE RS,0
IF (X > 48) AND <X < 58) THEN PRINT X - 48: GOTO 1160

C - C + 1

IF C < 250 THEN 1110
GOTO 500
VTAB 23: CALL - 958: PRINT "NEW VELOCITY <l-3'-":
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Secondary
Educational
Software

creative
computing
software

Disk MECC-706 Mathematics. Volume 1 Sonioi High

Bagels Snark ICBM and Radar will teach students

logic while reinforcing the concepts ol plotting points or

angle measurements Algebra provides drill and practice

in solving equations Slope Polygraph .
and Polar

can all be used in plotting equations on a grid *24 95

Disk MECC-709 Science. Volume 2 Senior High

Pest deals with the use of pesticides, and Cell

Membrane . in which the user takes the part ol a cell

membrane, can be used in biology classes Snell plots

light refraction demonstrating Snell s law. while Collide

simulates the collision between two bodies Diffusion

deals with the diffusion rates ol various gasses Nuclear

Simulation shows radioactive decay of nine different

radioisotopes. ICBM and Radar teach angles and

projections on a coordinate system $24 95

Disk MECC-707 Science. Volume 3 Senior High

The Fish program uses graphics to show the circulatory

system of a fish Odell Lake is used to explore food

chains. Ursa teaches about constellations and Quakes

simulates earthquakes Minerals can be used in the

area of earth science to identify 29 minerals by having

students perform simple tests S24 95

MECC-716

Disk MECC-716 Aestheometry. Volume 1

Aestheometry deals with the topic ol curve sketching

by introducing and demonstrating the space concepts

ol elliptical, parabolic, and hyberbolic curves Curve

sketching designs are developed to provide an aesthetic

view of geometric shapes $24 95

CS-4708

Disk CS-4708 Social and Economic Simulations

Limits is a microcomputer version ol the well known
Limits to Growth proiect done by the Club of Rome It

contains a model of a world that is built of five subsystems

(population pollution food supply industrial output and

resource usagel linked together by six variables birth

rate death rate, pollution generation, resource usage

rate, industrial output growth rate and food production

rate Market allows two or more people to play the

roles of companies who are competing tor the market for

a partcular product Each player makes marketing decisions

quarterly including the production level the advertising

budget, and the unit price of the product tor his company

USPOP allows the user to study many aspects of the

United States human demography (population change!

including population growth, age and sex distribution

USPOP makes population protections and investigates

the consequences of many different demographic changes

Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus *24 95 (Also

available lor PET/CBM and TRS-80 I

MECC-709

Ian, •! »iu ioc»n i' sm

MECC-707

CS-4707

CS-4704

Disk CS-4708 Ecology Simulations I

POP demonstrates the strengths and the weaknesses

ol population protection by showing how three simple

population-growth models give vastly different protections

tor a sample population s growth At the same time students

are introduced to the concept of successive refinement

of a model since each successive POP model adds details

that the previous model lacked Ellectiveness of two

different methods of pest control can be explored in

STERL These are 1 the use ol pesticides and 2 the

release of sterile males TAG simulates one technique

( tagging and recovery ) that is used by scientists to

estimate the animal population in a designated area

BUFFALO allows the exploration ol what il questions

and experimentation with ecological policies that might

prove disastrous in real life, as students formulate harvesting

policies Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus $24 95

(Also available lor PET.CBM and TRS-80 I

Disk CS-4707 Ecology Simulations II

Pollute demonstrates the basic scientific and economic

factors involved in the water pollution problem The student

uses the computer to investigate the ellects ol dillerent

variables such as water temperature and rate of dumping

waste material In Rats the student is a health department

official devising a plan to control rats in a given area The

plan can be varied to determine the most effective strategy

for controlling the rat population With Malaria the

student plays the role of a health official trying to control

a malaria epidemic while simultaneously taking into account

financial considerations Diet is a computer program

designed to let the student explore the quality of a diet

of four basic substances calories, protein lipids and

carbohydrates Requires 48K Applesoft in ROM or Apple

II Plus J24 95 (Also available for PET/CBM and TRS-

80 I

Disk CS-4710 Trucker end Streets ol the City

Streets of the City is a simulation modeled on Grand

Rapids. Michigan a metropolitan area with a population

of 550.000 The budgeting, cost and work standard bases

are derived from actual experiences of the city over the

past five years The objective of t*e simulation is to

complete a ten-year plan ol street and transit improvements

while retaining the support of a maionty ol the City

Commission Trucker simulates coast-to-coast trips by

an independent trucker hauling various cargos The goal

of the game is to keep on schedule while avoiding bad

weather, road construction speeding tickets, and flat

tires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus *24 95 (also available

for TRS-80 Atari and PET)

Disk CS-4704 Hail to the Chief

The object m this simulation is to be elected president

In the campaign the player sets his strategy and carries it

out week by week He may run TV or magazine ads.

travel to dillerent states, hold news conferences and
participate in a debate The package includes four models
of varying complexity, each can be used at ten levels of

difficulty The more complex models introduce the

influences of incumbancy. campaign finance, and spending

limits Hail to the Chiel has been used as a teaching aid

in Political Science Voting Behavior and Computer Science

at the University level since 1976 It is a well proven
package which includes a comprehensive manual Requires

48K Apple II Plus or Applesott <24 95

Order Today

To order software packages, send payment* indicated plus $3.00 postage and

handling to Creative Computing, Dept. C0527, One Park Avenue, Room 458,

New York. NY. 1001 6. Orders may also be charged to your Visa. MasterCard or

American Express account—by mail include credit card name, number and

expiration date, or if you prefer, use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-

81 1 2. In NJ only 201-540-0445. Order today at no risk. If you are not completely

satisfied, your money will be promptly refunded.

*N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

creative computing software

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers



AWACS, continued...

of the heading always turned out to be
the value of the plane which was to be
controlled. The method which I use in

the program uses a loop like 950-970 to
take some time and reset the keyboard
strobe with certainty. Now I know that

there is a much better way to accomplish
this task, but for the life of me. I have
been unable to find it. Perhaps you have
the answer.

Well, that's a semi-failure. But how about
one of the successes of the project. The
subroutine at 1870 is used to draw the
map portion of the radar screen. The
original version of the program simply
had lines 1920-2130 incorporated into the
early portion of the program. As planes
crossed portions of the map display, they
would erase part of the map. This was
originally corrected by putting the map

"Attention Compute Own**"
H you own a mini or micro.. .you could

be on your way to fantaatlc richaa. Put
your computar to a naw uaa by monitor-
ing these Investments Set up your own
offloa In your noma. ..never work for the
other guy again. It la the moat ingenious
method ever devised. Make alx digits
annually.
Rrat time ottered. Complete package-

$45.00Ws pay postage & handling. Sand
check or MO. to:

C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box 163

Ontario, OH 44882

CIRCLE 288 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER
SOLOR Call Free (800)235-4137
(or prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D's
accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

Sen Luis Obispo CA
93401 In Cal cell

))592-5935 or

i)5431037

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOR K = 1 TO 400: POKE RS,0:
P = X - 48: C = 0:X =

1190 X = PEEK <RK): POKE RS.O
1200 IF <X > 48) AND (X < 52) THEN
1210 C = C + 1

1220 IF C < 250 THEN 1190
1230 GOTO 500
1240 D*;<P,2> X - 48: GOTO 586
1242 :

1243
1245
1246
1247
1250
1268
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1326

PRINT X - 48: 60T0 1240

REM ...FIRE 'PROXIMITY MISSLE' FROM YOUR AIRCRAFT

VTAB 21: CALL - 958
X =

FOR K = 1 TO 250
X = PEEK <PK>: POKE RS,8
IF <X > 48) AND (X < 55) THEN
NEXT : GOTO 586
FOR K » 1 TO 200: NEXT
IF D5i(P,0> < 1 THEN VTAB 21: PRINT

Z = 1 TO 1080: NEXT Z: GOTO 508
1330 IF D*<P, 10) < « THEN 1470
1340 DJiCP, 10) = D5i<P.10) - 1

1350 VTAB 21: CALL - 958: PRINT

PRINT "FIRE WHICH PLANE <l-6)?"t

PRINT X - 48:

P

48: GOTO 1318

'•AIRCRAFT NOT FLIGHT STATUS": FOR

1360
1370
1380

1390

1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450

FOR K = 1 TO 50: X = PEEK <

FOR K = 8 TO 15
IF < ABS <D*(K,S) -

THEN D5J(P,0) = - 1

IF < ABS <DX(K,5> -

1) THEN HC = HC + HOHiK.9)
NEXT K
FOR K = 1 TO 280: NEXT

CALL - 958: PRINT "YOU SCORED
THEN PRINT "GOOD JOB"

= THEN PRINT "KLUTZ"
1 TO 1000: NEXT Z

PROXIMITY DEVICE LAUNCHED"
16336): NEXT

D*<P,S)) < 6) AND ( ABS <D^<K,6) - D5«P,6)) < 6)
GOTO 1500

D*<P,5>) < 11) AND < ABS <D*<K,6) - D*<P,6)) < 1
- 1

VTAB 23
IF HL
IF HC <
FOR Z =

1460 HC = 0: GOTO 500
1470 VTAB 23: CALL - 958: PRINT "WEAPONS DEPLETED
1480 FOR Z = 1 TO 1800: NEXT Z
1490 GOTO 500
1500 VTAB 21: CALL - 958
1510 FOR K = 1 TO 5: PRINT CHP-t
1520 PRINT "WHAT A DUNDERHEAD..

WERE SHOT DOWN.
FOR Z « 1 TO 1800: NEXT Z:

HC:;" HITS

I : NEXT
YOU WERE TOO CLOSE BEFORE YOU FIFED AND

1530
1538
1539
1548
1541
1542
1550
1560

GOTO 500

REM ... REFUEL

VTAB 21 : CALL - 958
FOR K = 1 TO 250

1570 X = PEEK (RK)| POKE PS,0
1580 IF (X > 48) AND <X < 57) THEN 1600
1590 X « 0: NEXT K: GOTO 508
1600 REM ...CHECK REFUEL
1610 p = x - 48
1620 IF < ABS <D*<P,5) - DV.<7,5))

1670
1630 D5i(P,9> = 75
1640 VTAB 23: CALL - 958: PRINT

FOR K = 1 TO 500: NEXT K
GOTO 5O0
VTAB 23: CALL - 958: PRINT

PRINT "REFUEL WHICH PLANE'; 1-6)?:

> 5) OR ( ABS <D*<.P,6) - D*<7,6)) > 5) THEN

1650
1660
1670
1680
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1700
1710
1720 X
1730

NOW REFUELED. . . RESUME MISSION"

FOR K « 1 TO 500: NEXT K: GOTO 500
CAPTAIN, YOU APE OUT OF RANGE"

REM IDENTIFY ROUTINE

VTAB 21: CALL - 958:
FOR K = 1 TO 250

PRINT "IDENTIFY WHICH PLANEC1-7)?"

PEEK (RK): POKE RS,0
IF <X > 48) AND <X < 56) THEN P =

1740 X = 0: NEXT K: GOTO 500
1750 REM ... IDENT

IF D5<<P,8) « 1 THEN T* = "FIGHTER"
IF D*<P,8) = 2 THEN T« = "TANKER"
VTAB 21: CALL - 958: PRINT "TYPE.. "IT*
PRINT "FUEL. . "SD5;<P,9)
PRINT "WEAPONS. . ";D^<P, 10)
FOR K = 1 TO 1000: NEXT K
60T0 500

48: GOTO 1758

1766
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1822
1823
1825
1826
1827
1830

REM YOUR BASES ATTACKED

VTAB 21

:

000: NEXT
CALL - 958: PRINT
Z:TB = l: RETURN

166

'TRIANGLE BASE ATTACKED": FOR Z « 1 TO 1
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into a GOSUB that periodically re-drew

directly on the visible screen and took a

few seconds to complete. Spending an

hour or so with the screen switches (page

12, 13 of the Apple II Reference Manual)

resulted in lines 1880 and 2160 which

draw the map in memory before displaying

it all at once on the screen.

Suggested Improvements

I've yet to write a program which doesn't

have a great deal of room for improvement

or revision, and this one is no exception.

Some changes or additions could be:

1

)

Add ships or submarines to the seas.

2) Make "aimed" missiles and show their

paths as they travel. They should be fast,

but able to be evaded with fast reactions.

3) Include neutral aircraft which, if

accidentally shot down, would precipitate

a massive attack from "the North."

4) Giant explosions should occur when
your bases are attacked.

5) The user should have a bomber which

can attack the enemy air base.

I certainly can't say this program has

any "redeeming social value," nor does

the programming technique provide subtle

insights into the intricacies of Basic. What

if did for me. however, was to provide the

thrill and satisfaction of getting a reasonably

sophisticated idea to work acceptably on

the screen. I realized that my own pro-

gramming had reached an inevitable pla-

teau, and this project provided the impetus

to get off that plateau and onto a higher

one.

Most of us amateur programmers could

benefit greatly if we periodically searched

for a project idea that would take us beyond

our present skill level.

THE F0LL0HING LISTING GIVES THE MACHINE
LANGUAGE CODE FOR THE SHAPE TABLE USED
IN THE PROGRAM A.H.A.C.S.

TYPE CALL-151 TO ENTER THE MONITER AND
THEN ENTER THE FOLLOWING LISTING.

REMEMBER TO CHANGE EACH DASH IN THE
LISTING BELOM TO A COLON.

AFTER YOU HAVE ENTERED THIS SECTION
PRESS THE 'RESET' KEY TO RE-ENTER BASIC.
NOH TYPE BSAVE AHAC SHAPES, A«1000 ,L«7F
TO SAVE THE SHAPES ON THE DISK.

1840

1856

1868

1868
1869
1878
1871
1872
I860
1896
I960
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
I960
1970
1988
1990
2800
2810
2020
2030
2040
2058
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180

VTAB 21: CALL
00: NEXT Z:FB =

FOR K = 1 TO 7

- 958: PRINT "FIGHTER BASE ATTACKED": FOR Z = 1 TO 10

II RETURN
HC0L0R= K: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454: FOR 2 = 1 TO 250: NEXT

Z: NEXT K: VTAB 21 1 HTAB 1 1 CALL - 958: PRINT "URGENT MESSAGE. .. ALL

BASES DESTROYED.
VTAB 211 CALL

.SUGGEST YOU SURRENDER IMMEDIATELY ";: END
958: PRINT "GREAT JOB. CAPTAIN. . YOU HAVE DESTROYED

ALL THE ENEMY BOMBERS AND WIN THE WAR'";: END

REM ...MAP DRAW

POKE 49239,0: POKE 49236,0

HC0L0R= 3
HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,159 TO 0,159 TO 0,0
HPLOT 140,0 TO 140,159
HPLOT 0,80 TO 279,80
HPLOT 175,10 TO 183,28 TO 167,28 TO 175,10
HPLOT 15,95 TO 30,95 TO 30,105 TO 15,105 TO 15,95
HPLOT 12,96 TO 5,96 TO 5,184 TO 12,104: HPLOT 5,100 TO 10,100
HPLOT 245,135 TO 260,135 TO 260,145 TO 245,145 TO 245,135
HPLOT 275,136 TO 268,136 TO 268,146: HPLOT 268,140 TO 273,140

X = 35:Y =
FOR K = 1 TO 39
READ A,B
HPLOT X,Y TO A,B
X A:Y = B
IF K = 19 THEN X = 120:Y = 159
NEXT K
DATA 37,6,41,8,56,10,73,13,79,17,
DATA 138.46,130,50,110,55,102,58,91,67.75,70.58.72
DATA 42,58,25,56,15,52,8-50
DATA 118, 154, 125- 143, 124, 148, 120, 132, 1 15, 127
DATA 122, 122, 138, US', 135, 122. 148. 125. 155- 128. 162, 117. 170. 112
DATA 175. 1 10. 183- 1 14. 190. 1 18- 190. 125- 195. 135-203. 143- 212- 150,219- 159

106,22,114,27,117,43

POKE 49235-0: POKE 49232.0
RESTORE
RETURN

DCALL -151

• 4000 107F

1000- 08 00 12 00 ID 00 2C 00

1008- 39 00 16 00 55 00 61 00
1010- 6F 00 21 2F 36 36 36 20
1018- ID 3F 3F 05 00 2D 21 3C
1020- 3F 2F 2D 35 36 3F 3F 36
1028- 2E 2D 3D 00 20 21 3C 3F
1030- 2F 2D 35 36 36 3E 3F 3F

1038- 00 3F 21 31 36 2D 2D 27
1010- 21 36 36 36 01 00 3F 21
1018- 2C 2D 3D 3F 37 36 2D 2D
1050- 36 3E 3F 2F 00 3F 21 2C
1058- 2D 3D 3F 37 36 36 2E 2D
1060- 25 21 3F 00 09 21 3C 3F
1068- 2F 2D 35 36 36 26 00 21
1070- 36 20 3F 3F 2D 36 01 00

1078- 07 05 05 06 06 01 00 00

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
CONDUCTED A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA?

We cant wheel the Berlin Philharmonic Into your living room, but

we can supply you with an ALF Music Card — and-that's almost

as good.

Play what you choose — whether it be the umpteenth variation-

of "Heart and Soul" or the ultimate interpretation of "Toccata

and Fugue",, the music is totally yoiirs.

Can't play an instrument? No matter — all you need is your

Apple* ll,"your stereo, and an ALF Music Card.

Wait tH you hear the applause!

priced from $195 at your local dealer

ALF
ALF F*r-ocKicte Inc.

144B Estes
Denver>..CO BOS15
(303I S34-OB71
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APRIL
EPSON MX-80

SPECIALS
r\

ATARI 400 16K

•^..

INTERFACES & CABLES

IEEE $55. RS-232 $70.

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $90.

TRS-80 CABLE $35. $439 00 $339.00

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST COAST WEST COAST

1-800-556-7586
COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER INC.

12 Meeting St.

Cumberland, Rl 02864
1-401-722-1027
TELEX 952106

1-800-235-3581
COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER INC.

3533 Old Conejo Rd. #101
Newbury Park, CA 9 1320

1-805-499-3678

CA TOLL FREE 1 -800-322- 1 873
TELEX 182889

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER
We Accept C.O.D.'s • Stock Shipments Same Day or Next • No Surcharge for Credit Cards • All Equipment Factory
Fresh w/MFT Warranty • We Carry the Complete Line of Personal Software • Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges

Rhode Island and California residents please odd 6% Sales Tax



/ NENEC 3510 Spinwriter $1750.00

NEC 3515 Spinwriter 1795.00

NEC 3530 Spinwriter 1750.00

NEC PC-8023 Printer 629.00

NEC 7710 Spinwriter 2345.00

NEC 7720 Spinwriter 2695.00

NEC 7730 Spinwriter 2345.00

NEC JC 1201 M(A)— Color 12" monitor 359.00

Okidoto Microline-82A 499.00

Okidata Microline-83A 729.00

Diablo 630 1995.00

M & R Sup-R-Terminal 279.00

Microsoft Soft Card (Z-80) 279.00

Microsoft Ramcard 16K for Apple 149.00

Hazeltine 1420 799.00

Amdek 100 G 169.00

Anadex DP-9500/9501 1249.00

Televideo 910 559.00

Televideo 912C 669.00

Televideo 920C 689.00

Televideo 925 849.00

Televideo 950 929.00

CBM 8032 Computer 1 149.00

CBM 8050 Disk Drive 1349.00

CBM 4032 Computer 975.00

CBM 4040 Disk Drive 975.00

CBM 4022 Printer 649.00

CBM VIC-20 269.00

Microtek 16K Ramboard for Atari 800 79.00

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800 . 1 49.00

Qume Sprint 9/45 (Full Panel) 2095.00

Atari 810 Disk Drive 449.00

Atari 850 Interface 169.00

Atari 830 MODEM 159.00

Atari 800 16K 749.00

Epson MX-70 319.00

Epson MX-80 FT 549.00

Amdek Video-300 199.00

Hayes Micromodem II (Apple II) 299.00

Sanyo 9" B & W 189.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE. PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES

NEC GREEN 12 MONITOR

JB 1201M

$159.00

OKIDATA MICR0LINE 80A

MATRIX PRINTER

$329.00

AMDEK COLOR- 1 MONITOR

$339.00

PERSONALCOMPUTERS

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

EPSOM MX- 100 FT PRINTER

$729.00

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



As promised, a review of Program Line
Editor (PLE) is included this month. A
tutorial on converting hex to decimal and
back is, too. Other items include one-liners
and answers to questions from readers.
The review of PLE was written by Barry
Bayer. Some of you may recognize his
name from articles and columns he has
written in this and other magazines.

Barry wrote me a letter some time ago
and asked me why I was still telling people
to use POKE 33,33 to help with their editing,

especially since this great PLE program
was available. I have PLE but I have never
gotten around to using it. When Barry was
asked to help, he graciously consented.
Here, only slightly edited, is a review of
Program Line Editor by Barry Bayer.

Program Line Editor
One of the most irritating features of

the Apple II is the clearly inadequate editor
used when entering or modifying Integer
Basic or Applesoft floating point Basic
programs. Try to insert a letter or two into
an Applesoft program, particularly with
the old, non-autostart monitor ROM, and
by the time you're finished with a compli-
cated sequence of CTRL-As, CTRL-Bs.
and all sorts of other controls, you can get
a little disgusted with the whole thing.

When a line is listed, the editor auto-
matically includes spaces between key-
words, and at the end and beginning of
each 34 column line, to make the whole
thing more readable. Unfortunately, the
only way to make a change in a line is to
list it, copy it using the Right Arrow key
until the point of change, and continue to
copy it to the end.

Chuck Carpenter. 2228 Monlclair PI.. Carrollton
TX 75007.

Chuck Carpenter

Unless one carefully advances the cursor
with a CTRL A, (ESC K with the autostart
monitor ROM) strings tend to be broken
up and look terrible. By the time you get
to the end, the editor decides that all of
those spaces that it put in (that you didn't

want to begin with) make the line too
long, and issues a *•* SYNTAX ERROR
message, and ignores the entire modifica-
tion.

Some problems (squaring the circle, the
Middle-East situation ) may never be solved.

But there are two generally used methods
to solve the Apple II editor problems. The
first (as has previously been discussed in

this column) is to narrow the text window
to 34 characters, which eliminates the
•prettyprinting" function of the editor
(POKE 33,33 does it); the second is to use
Neil Konzen's Program Line Editor, or
PLE. as it is affectionately known.
PLE is a strange type of program that

almost everyone has and uses, but nobody
ever talks about. For the benefit of new
Apple owners, and for you old timers who
may not have heard of it, let me describe a
program that is really indispensible.

PLE comes well documented, on a DOS
3.2 disk, and is both copyable and Muffin-
able (to DOS 3.3). It is available com-
mercially through Synergistic Software,
and would be well worth its suggested
retail price of $40 if all it did was to solve
the "line editing" problems outlined above.
When you run PLE, it lowers HIMEM

and the DOS buffers (about 1500 bytes),
changes the DOS pointers, and installs

itself immediately below DOS and above
the DOS buffers and new HIMEM. And
there it stays, unaffected by FPs, INTs or
even hard RESETs, always ready to do its

stuff.

Load a program, in either Integer Basic

or Applesoft. Find a line that you wish to
edit, and key in CTRL-E and the line

number. Thus far, you have done the
equivalent of a LIST line number. But
now starts the fun.

The sequence of CTRL-F and any key-
board letter or number key, will find the
next occurrence of the character in the
line. Press the same key again, and the
cursor goes to the next occurrence of that
character. Press any other key to get out
of the sequence. CTRL-N puts the cursor
at the end of the line, and CTRL-B puts it

at the beginning. CTRL-Z will ZAP from
the current cursor position up to. but not
including the character pressed after the
CTRL-Z. (A CTRL-Z ":" sequence is an
excellent way to eliminate a single statement
in a multiple statement line. A second ":"

will eliminate a second statement, and so
forth.)

A CTRL-P will pack the line and remove
all the spaces between tokenized words
(just in case the line may be getting too
long because of all of those extra spaces
inserted by the Basic editor.) But the best
thing about all of this is that, once the
change is made, a Return is sufficient to
enter the new line. You don't have to
recopy the whole thing. (Note that a
tokenized word is a reserved keyword like

PRINT. The interpreter assigns a token of
only one byte to each reserved word to
conserve memory. See page 121 in the
Applesoft Reference Manual.—CO.)
But there is more. Move to the place in

the line where you wish to insert characters,
press CTRL-I, and start typing. PLE moves
everything over to the right to make room
for your insertion, be it a character, a
word, or a full statement or two. And of
course, a CTRL-D will delete characters
CTRL-A performs a case change transy
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FOCUS ON THE GALAXY OF APPLE II
*

SOFTWARE WITH PEELINGS II

With .1 galax? <>< Apple II aoftware imu available it is

comforting i<> knou there is a magazine dedicated entirely

to software evaluation Peellnga II

Peellngi II provide* In-depth, c riii< al l>ut fair reviews ol tin-

bro.ul spectrum ol Apple II software business, sclentlfU

,md educational aoftware; word proceaaora, game* and

i 1 1 1 1 1 v program* you name it

The truth com ernlng Apple II aoftware is uh.it Peellngi II is

.ill about i .in yOU afford I" b« ilhuilt it?

PEELINGS II

[HEMAGAZINI <>l APPI I SOI IV' \KI I v UHAMON
\.iu In its third v«-^r n( publication)

PEELINGS II

POB 188. Dept. CC
Las Crut vs. New Mexico 88004

(505) 526 8364
Dealei Inquires Invited

One Yi-.il iM lasues)

$21 00 I S
$28 r>(> ( anada, Mexh "

$44 00 I nrnign

Fantasy for your ATARI

All B^b*
«*vit> tVie fortvj thieves

liy Stuatl Smith

Guide your aher ego, All Babe, through the thlevei mountain

den In an attempt to rescue the beautiful princess Treasure,

magic, anil groat danger awall you! One or more human players

ran guide up to seventeen Friend!) characters through the many
rooms, halls ami caves Soma characters wander around

randomly, making each adventure a Utile different

M.l BABA \ND THE FORTY THIEVES is written In high

resolution color graphics and Includes music and sound effects

Adventures can be saved to ilisk and resumed at a later time

Requires 32 K.

On Diskette Only - SS2U5

Graphics for your ATARI

CharacterMagic
Bv Chris Hr "

<\\t. css^sso

It's easy to create your own character sets and save them to

diskette or cassette with CHARACTER MAGIC But this is not just

another character editor CHARACTERMAGC helps you use all the

character types that the Atari is capable of. including descending

characters (8 x 10 dots) and two types of five-color character

graphics not supported by Atari's Operating System Documenta-

tion includes examples of display lists that let you use these "secret"

graphics modes Requires 32K

Cassette or Diskette - $29 95

FOR OUR COMPtETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE
Ft EASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your favorite computer store It neces-

sary you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place

orders by calling us at (213) 344-6599 Or mail your check or bankcard number to the

address above California residents add 6% sales tax Shipping Charges Within

North America orders must include $1 50 for shipping and handling Outside North

America the charge for airmail shipping and handling is $5 00 Pay in U S currency

QUTiLiry
SOFTWARE

6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105. Reseda. Ca 91335 (213) 344 6599

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD Indicates trademarks of Atari CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERVICE CARD



'Apple Cart, continued.

formation, enabling the programmer to
insert lower case within strings. (Lower
case could also be placed into a program
proper, but such characters will either be
changed into upper case, or rejected by
the Basic editor.) Of course your monitor
screen will not show lower case unless you
have modified your Apple by adding a
lower case character generator of some
sort. But, the feature can be used for text
intended to be printed on a printer with
lower case.

And that about finishes Program Line
Editor. Except that Mr. Konzen has given
us "overfull" measure for our money. He
also added an Escape Create feature that
enables each Apple owner to create macros
which, in effect, enable special function
keys. For example, after I load PLE, (it is

part of the HELLO program on the system
disk I usually boot with) I can type in the
sequence ESC I to display a CATALOG
of the disk loaded into drive 1.

ESC-T is the equivalent of typing in

TEXT and Return, ESC-L does a LIST,
and ESC-W does a relatively complicated
set of PEEKs and calculations and then
PRINTs the address and length (in decimal)
of the last BLOADed program, and ESC
— jumps eight columns to the right. RUN,
PRINT, CALL-1 51, or just about anything
else you can think of can be programmed
into this Escape Create feature. All are
transparent to the user. All are easily
modifiable by the user.

And all for about 1500 bytes and $40
dollars. Just think. Never get a *•• SYNTAX
ERROR after misspelling CATALOG
again.

But maybe I was too rash in my opening.
Program Line Editor is not indispensible.
It is possible in the Apple Basics without
it. But just like central heating, electric

"He used to be a computer programmer...

refrigerators, and indoor plumbing, I would
rather not be without it. And I am sure
that after you try it, you won't want to get
along without it, either. (Thanks Barry

-

CC.)

To Hex and Back—A Tutorial
Converting from one number base to

another is a frequent requirement for
programming applications. When you use
PEEKs and POKEs you need to convert
from hex (base 16) to decimal (base 10).

Programs to POKE machine language into
memory and to dump the contents of
memory are examples of practical appli-
cations. We will discuss a useful POKE
program later, but first, let's consider the
techniques for making the conversions.

Hex to Decimal
To convert from one system to another,

it is first necessary to understand the nature
of the systems. In the Apple, all the
characters on the keyboard (and more
that aren't available) are assigned codes.
The code is known as ASCII—pronounced
AS-KEY — which stands for American
StandardCode for Information Interchange.
There are other codes around, and IBM
uses one of their own called EBCIDIC.
But for anything we do within the Apple,
the ASCII code is the only one with which
we need to be concerned.

Get your Applesoft II Basic Programming
Reference Manual and turn to page 138.

Find the numbers and 9 and observe
that, in the DEC column, the value assigned
is from 48 to 57. On the next page, find the
letters A to F. The values assigned here
are 65 to 70. Note that there are seven
characters between the numbers and letters.

Numbers 48 and 7 will be used in the
conversions from one base to the other.
These numbers are the differences between
the code values, the positional values in

the table, and the value of the characters
we want to convert. Now, let's examine a
program that uses these relationships.

Listing 1 is a short program to convert
hex numbers to decimal. The program
accepts a four-digit hex number, manipu-
lates the digits, then sums the digits into
the equivalent decimal number. Input is

accepted in line 1000. There is no error
checking included, so you will get funny
results if you don't use correct characters.
Then, a FOR...NEXT loop is set-up in

lines 1010 to 1025. This loop steps through
each of the four input characters and assigns

the decimal value to the digit. First, the
digit is converted to its ASCII value with
the Applesoft string function ASC. Next,
if the digit is a number, 48 is subtracted to
put it into the range to 9. If the digit is

one of the letters A to F, an additional 7 is

subtracted to put the value in the 10 to 15
range. Now we have the values stored in

variables D(l) to D(4). Variable 1 is the
most significant digit (MSD) and so on.

1000 INPUT "FNTFR A 1-DIGIT HEX
NUMBER "JH*

1010 FOR I » 1 TO 1

10Z0 D(I) ASC ( MID* <H*,I,1>>
- IB! IF D(I) > 9 THEN D(I>

n<i> - 7
1025 NEXT I
1030 DO) D<1) * 1096!D(Z> = D(

Z) * 256
1040 D(3) - D<3> « 16!T - D(l) +

D<2) + D<3) + DM)
1050 PRINT : PRINT T
^

3

]

TRUN
ENTER A 1-DIGIT HEX NUMBER - FFFF
65535
1

I

TRUN
ENTER A 1-DIGTT HEX NUMBER - 9999
39321

Listing I. Sample program showing use of
FOR...NEXTloops in hex to decimal con-
version.

In line 1030, each of the four variables is

converted to its base 16 value. Position 1,

the MSD, is 16 to the third power or 40%.
Position 2 is 16 squared or 256. Position 3
is 16 to the first power or 16, and position 4
is the l's position < 16 to the power). So
each position is multiplied by its positional
value and summed in line 1040. Line 1050
prints the results of all the manipulation.
The output will be a five-digit number.
Using the loop to break down (parse) the
hex string makes this a compact conversion
routine. Listing 3 is an example of how to
do the same conversion without the use of
FOR...NEXT loops.

Listing 3. Another way to convert hex to
decimal requiring more coding than the
example in Listing I.

90 HOME
100 INPUT "INPUT A 1 DIGIT HEX N

UMBER - "JA*
110 PRINT ! PRINT
130 LET HI =» ASC < LEFT* <A*,1)

) - 48
135 IF HI > 9 THEN HI = HI - 7
M0 LET HZ = ASC < MID* <A*,Z,1

)> - 18
115 IF HZ > 9 THEN HZ = HZ - 7
150 LET H3 ASC ( MID* (A*, 3,1

)) - 18
155 IF H3 > 9 THEN H3 = H3 - 7
160 LET H1 = ASC ( RIGHT* <A*,1

) ) 1B
165 IF H1 > 9 THEN H1 = H1 - 7
170 LET HI = HI * 1096
180 LET HZ = HZ * Z56
190 LET H3 = H3 * 16
ZOO LET H = H + HI + HZ + H3 + H

1

print : print "*";a*;"Z10
;h;- DECIMAL"

J
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Bill Budge's

Real
pinball flippers

make this a game of strategy

& skilled shot making.

Animated shields

can shoot a lost ball back into play

Raster Blaster
for the Atari 800 and Apple II

may be the first personal computer
game that is copied for the arcade

machines. It Is so technically

sophisticated and fun to play that

it is sure to attract the big arcade

manufacturers. But you can get it

right now for your Apple or Atari!

Three animated claws
trap the ball if they are enabled.

When three balls become
trapped, all are released for

exciting multi-ball play.

Three sets of targets
test your aim and timing.

Hit all of them to enable the claws.

Plus kickers,
thumper-bumpers and
an animated spinner help to

provide unmatched realism.

Dealer inquiries invited

BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave.

Piedmont, CA 94611

(415)658-8141

VIDEO
PINBALL
FOR THE
APPLE II &
ATARI 800

Appte Ilea postered trademark of AppM, Computer. Inc. Atan e a regrstered trademark of Atan. Inc. CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARP BudgeCoiaag

LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer

can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your

house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The

DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital

information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan

• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with on-board software in 2708 EPROM.

Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen

• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects

• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scanconversion;!moving target indicators;

reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS*5 Price: $349.95 / FSII

Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS-65

—Picture Scanner Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res

screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95

—Suoerscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them

to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger are provided.

Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

—Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the

option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.
r

• Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems, Inc.™E

/M\D©[^2) MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

W@\^J^ P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400

HIRES PICTURE USING THE DS-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE
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Apple Cart, continued..

1000 input "enter 5 digit number
• :h

1 TO 4
1130 HI TNT (H

Ml

FOR T -1 in i t

hi i CHR* (D<T) » 48 +

"t"tHt
1

1

I

IRUN
ENTER 5 OirTT tHIt,

I

1

NUMI I R nnmo
tnoAi

Listing 2. Sample program showing use of
FOR. . .NEXT loops in decimal to hex con-
version.

Decimal to Hex
As you might expect, converting from

decimal to hex is just the reverse of hex to

decimal. Listing 2 is a short program that

does this. Again, FOR...NEXT loops are

used to minimize coding. Line 1000 accepts
input of a five-digit base-10 number. As in

the other example there is no error checking.

The number should have five digits between
(XKXX) and 65535. This is consistent with
the range of memory addressable by the

Apple 6502 microprocessor.

Line 1020 uses a loop to break the number
into four elements representing the hex
values. They are stored in four variables.

D( 1 ) to D(4).

Lines 1050 to 1060 are another loop to

convert the digits back to their ASCII
values. This is accomplished wiih the CHR$
string function. To complete the conversion.

48 is added to the value of the digit for the

numbers. If it is a letter, an additional 7 is

added. Note that line 1 155 uses relational

logic to test for the range of values. I was
not able to make this work in line 1020 of
Listing 1 . The string HS is built one character
at a time until all four hex characters are
accumulated (concatenated).

Line 1070 prints the string with the $
symbol at the front. In 6502 convention,
the $ symbol is used to indicate a hex
number.

All Together Now
Now that you understand how to make

the conversions, a program is needed to

put it all together. The program in Listing

4 is my example of a way to do it. Lines
1060 to 1 160 set upa menu and the logic to

make the selection. The hex conversion
program is in lines 2000 to 2100. A couple
of additional items were added.

1000
1010
1020
1030
1010
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100

REM iiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiii
REM PROGRAM TO CONVERT HEX
REM AND DECIMAL NUMBERS.
REM BY: CHUCK CARPENTER
REM i>>»>iiiiiii«i<iiiiKi
HOME
PRINT "SELECT OPTIONS-
PRINT " "

PRINT
PRINT " 1.

MAL CONVERSION'
1110 PRINT " 2.

HEX CONVERSION"
1120

1130
1140

1145
1150

1160
uno
1170
2000
2010

2020
7030

PRTNT '

GRAM-
PRINT
PRTNT •

t INPUT
IF S >
IF S -

HEX TO DECI

DECIMAL TO

END THE PRO

ENTER YOUR CHOICE

2 GOTO 1000
THEN HOMI

2010
2050

PRIN1
"END OF PROGRAM..."! END
ON S GOTO 2000,3000
REM - m* HEX TO DECIMAL xx
REM XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
HOME : 1 1* ""!T
INPUT "FNTER A 4-DIGIT HFX

NUMBER. . ."?H*
I 1 TO 4

D<I> ASC ( MID* <H*,I.l^ >

48: TF D(T> > 9 THEN D(I)
|<I) 7

w y r t

x 4096:D<2>D ( 1

)

0(1)
2) *

2060 D<3) 0(1)
D<2) + D<3>

ia:t
D<4>

D<1> t

1

48

;n*r

2070 PRINT : PRTNT H$" "IT!" D
ECIMAL"

7000 PRTNT "MORE HEX CONVERSIONS
Y/N " ; t INPUT A*

2090 IF A* - "Y" GOTO 2000
2100 GOTO 1000
2120 REM - xx DECIMAL TO HEX «»

REM xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
30 HOME :N - 0:il* • ""'.){

3010 INPUT "ENTER A S DIGIT PAGE
10 NUMBER. . ,"}H»N II

3070 1 TO 4
3030 III INT (H / 14) :0(T) H

> Ml Ml HI
3040 NEXT I
3050 I OR I 4 TO 1 Gil I

3060 H« » H* ^ CHR* (D(T)
• C(D(I> 9) ) )

3070 NFXT T

3080 PRTNT I PRTNT NJ" 1

HEXADI flMAI "

3090 PRINT "MORE HFX CONVERSIONS
Y/N ••; : INPUT A*

3100 IF A* - "Y" COTO 3000
3110 COTO 1000

Listing 4. Menu driven program to convert

hex and decimal numbers. Combines
examples of Listings I and 2.

The variables are zeroed in line 2000.
and the ability to go back and do it over is

included in lines 2080 to 2100. Decimal
conversion in lines 3000 to 31 10 includes

the same additions. Note that there is still

no error checking in the program.
You could test for the number of input

characters for instance. You could also

test to see if they are in the correct range.

As they say in the text books, 1*11 leave this

as an exercise for the reader.

1 GOSUB 5000
2 GOSUB 60
3 END
50 REM - ENABLING CLOCK
5010 FOR I 768 TO 775 t READ A*

5020 Dl = ASC < LEFT* <A*,1)> -

48
5030 IF Dl > 9 THEN Dl - Dl - 7

5040 D2 ASC ( RIGHT* (A*,l>> -

48
5050 IF D2 9 THEN D7 ' D7
5060 Dl Dl x 16 :T = Dl + D7: POKF

I.T
5070 T 0: NFXT II RESTORE
5080 RFTURN
5090 DATA A9 , C4 ,85 , 39 , 20 , 00 , G4

,

60
6000 REM READTNG CLOCK
600r, CALL 768
6010 POKE 651,581 POKE 648,58
6020 FOR T 6S3 TO 646 BTEP

1

6030 A* - CHR* t>>
6040 PRINT A*! ! NFXT I

6050 PRINT : RETURN
I

1

IRUN
08:01

Listing 5. Program example to demonstrate
one technique to convert hex data to

decimalandPOKE the result into a memory
location within a program.

Making it Work
Having a program to make these con-

versions is kind of fun. But as a more
practical matter, you can*t use them at the

same time you're writing another program.
You would need to do the conversions
first, then use them in your program as

you write it. Since the most usual case is to

convert hex to decimal, an example of a

program using the conversion is appropriate.

The Mountain Computer Clock in my
computer requires machine language to

initialize it and generate the clock output.

Since the machine language is in hex, it is

easier to let the program do the conversion

to decimal for the POKE statements. Listing

5 is an example of a program that will do
this. Note that in this program only two
digits are to be converted. The FOR...NEXT
loops used in the examples would take too
much code here, so each digit is converted
separately. The program is really two
subroutines. Lines 1, 2 and 3 are used to

call the routines to first, enable the clock
and second, to read the clock output.

The machine language program is going
to be POKEd into page 3 of memory,
decimal locations 768 ($3001 to 775. A
READ...DATA combination is used to store

and recall the hex machine language
code.

Line 5010 reads each byte of the data as
variable A$. Each digit of the hex byte is

converted to its ASCII value in lines 5020
to 5040.
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FOR VISICALC FILES

NOW YOU CAN USE ALL THE
POWER OF YOUR APPLE AND

ALLTHE POWER OF YOUR VlSlCALC.

If you use VisiCalc, you must have The

Consolidator. It's that simple. The Consolidator

will save you hours of Keyboard time— adding

any number of VisiCalc files together, virtually

automatically.

F'or example, say you need to add the results of

four weekly reports to get the monthly total

—

or add three months for the quarter,

twelve for the year, etc. Until now,

you had to key-in all the

individual sub-totals and

recalculate. Now, The

Consolidator will do it

for you.

T'he Consolidator is easy to use, with prompts,

options and formats all carefully spelled out. If

you can use VisiCalc, you can use The Consolidator.

It will handle all the column widths, rows and

columns accommodated by VisiCalc. It will handle

any matrix size which you are able to save with

VisiCalc. And it will give you back hours of

manual calculation and keying time.

ou need The Consolidator

to use ALL the power you've

got with VisiCalc. It's a bargain

at the introductory

price of just $49.95, at

your local dealer

or direct. Visa and

Mastercard holders

order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

CVNAEGA AAJCROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PIvAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Text Files, continued.

hex to decimal
by: bill von benken

3LIST
100 REM
110 REM
120 REM
200 A* = "0123156789ABCDEF"5 FOR

B'lTO 165 FOR A = 1 TO 16
: FOR C = 1 TO 16! FOR 1=1
TO 165W* MID* <A*,B,1>5Z
= mid* (a*,a,1)sy* = mid*

<a«,c,1>:x« mid* <a*,i,1>
: print w*;z*;y*5X*,nsn - n +
tl next s next : next : next

Listing 6. Single line program to display hex numbers and
decimal equivalents.

Listing 7. One liner randomly generates colorful flower
patterns.

10 REM - FLOWI
I

12 REM BY: STEVEN WONG
11 REM
?o p 3.m: hgr2 : for l = i to

30SA RND (1) x 219 + 30SB
RND (1) x 131 + 30 : HCOI

3: HPLOT A, 191 TO A.BtH INT
( RND (1) « 7) + II HCOLOR=
H - ( H 1 > 5 S RND ( 1 ) x 2

+ 10: FOR T - .5 x p TO 2.
5 x p STEP 2xp/s:X=A+
sin (T> x s:y = B - COS (T

) x s! hplot a,b to x,y: next
: nfxt : goto 20

J

Listing 8. Colorfulsnowflake patterns with the sound offalling
snow are generated by this one liner.

ILIST
10 REM - SNOWFLAKES
12 REM BY 5 STEVEN WONG
11 REM
20 P = 3.115 HGR2 5 FOR Z = 1 TO

995A - RND (1) x 261 + 951.
RND (1) x 173 + 95 HCOLOR=
RND (1) x 7 + 1 C = RND <1

) x 5 + 15 FOR T — .5 x P TO
2.5 x P STEP 2 x P / t SX = A

SIN <T> x C!Y [: - COS
(T> x CS HPLOT A, B TO X.Y5V
PEEK ( - 16336)5 NEXT 5 NEXT

]

5 GOTO 20

Line 5060 multiplies the digits by their

weighted positional values, adds them
together and POKEs the result into the

current memory location I. When all bytes
of data are converted and POKEd. the

program is terminated in line 5070 and the
data pointer is RESTOREd.

Next, the subroutine to read the clock
output is called. This routine starts by
CALLing the machine language program
in page 3. Next the two POKEs put colons
in two memory locations. This clock puts
semi-colons in between the data in a loop.

The data is stored in reverse order, hence
the step of - 1 . Each character is converted
to its ASCII value in line 6030 and printed
in line 6040. Each character is printed in

turn through the range of the loop. The
memory range of the loop is at the end of

page 2. This range is used by the keyboard
as an input storage buffer. Since most of
the space is not used by normal keyboard
input, it can be used to advantage for
temporary storage.

A program such as this example illustrates

one possibility for conversion within the
program. Another would be a memory
dump program. For instance, you can enter

the starting location directly in hex. Then,
the program can do the conversion to

decimal for the PEEKs at memory. Next
you can have the program print both the

hex and decimal values of memory locations

being examined. You could also add the

printable characters represented by the

hex data. I recently wrote a program to do
these things. A program like this in Basic
is slow but very useful since it can be used
to examine itself as well as all other memory
locations. You don't need to exit from
Basic to use a memory dump utility. But
that's another story.

One Liners

Programs that are complete in one line

have been part of past columns. These fun
little programs have been mostly clever
uses of graphics. This month. Listings 6.

7

and 8 include one that is not graphics and
two that are. As I have cautioned before,
type them very carefully. It is very easy to
make a mistake. Listing 6 is appropriate
(by coincidence) this month — it shows hex
numbers and their decimal equivalents.

The program comes from Bill Von Benken.

The other two from Steven Wong generate
attractive hi-res graphics patterns. If you
have a one liner that you would like to

contribute, please do. I'll include them in

future columns.

Questions and Answers
About Integer Basic and Applesoft Basic:

Recently, several letters have asked similar

questions about the use of and the differ-

ences between the two main programming
languages for the Apple. The original Apples
had an Integer-only version of Basic as the
only programming language available. Soon,
however, the popularity of the computer
demanded a language with more "power"
in areas of number handling (floating point

arithmetic as it is called) and the ability to

handle text through string manipulation.
Thus Applesoft was made available for

the Apple II.

Integer Basic is quite a bit different from
Applesoft in several ways. In addition to
several commands and the implementation
of them, the interpreter handles programs
differently in memory. Integer Basic, as
the name implies, uses only integers (whole
numbers) in the range of plus and minus
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE

creative
computing
"The beat covered by Creative Computing
is one of the most important, explosive and
fast-changing."—Aivin Toffler

David Ahl, Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term creative com-
puting" is a contradiction. How can some-
thing as precise and logical as electronic
computing possibly be creative'' We think
it can be Consider the way computers are
being used to create special effects in

movies— image generation, coloring and
computer-driven cameras and props Or an
electronic sketchpad for your home
computer that adds animation, coloring
and shading at your direction How about a
computer simulation of an invasion of killer

bees with you trying to find a way of keep-
ing them under control?

Beyond Our Dreams

Computers are not creative per se But
the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative Five years
ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as "The number 1 maga-
zine of computer applications and soft-

ware, we had no idea how far that idea
would take us Today, these applications
are becoming so broad, so all-

encompassing that the computer field will

soon include virtually everything!
In light of this generality, we take appli-

cation" to mean whatever can be done with
computers, ought to be done with comput-
ers or might be done with computers That
is the meat of Creative Computing

.

Alvin Toffler. author of Future Shock and
The Third Wave says. I read Creative Com-
puting not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment but
to keep an eye on how the whole field is

emerging.
Creative Computing, the company as

well as the magazine, is uniquely light-

hearted but also seriously interested in all

aspects of computing Ours is the maga-
zine of software, graphics, games and sim-
ulations tor beginners and relaxing profes-
sionals We try to present the new and im-
portant ideas of the field in a way that a 1 4-

year old or a Cobol programmer can under-

stand them Things like text editing, social
simulations, control of household devices,
animation and graphics, and communica-
tions networks

Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners, it

is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the new-
comer. That does not mean easy, our
readers like to be challenged It means
providing the reader who has no prepar-
ation with every possible means to seize
the subject matter and make it his own.
However, we don t want the experts in

our audience to be bored So we try to
publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or
informative content-and some depth—
even when communicated humorously or
playfully Thus, our favorite kind of piece is

acessible to the beginner, theoretically
non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level, and perhaps even humorous
David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says.

Creative Computing with its unpreten-
tious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages
the computer user to have fun Creative
Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Creative Computing we obtain new
computer systems, peripherals, and soft-

ware as soon as they are announced We
put them through their paces in our Soft-
ware Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intended—
home, business, laboratory, or school.
Our evaluations are unbiased and accur-

ate We compared word processing printers
and found two losers among highly pro-
moted makes Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised
capability Of 16 educational packages.

only seven offered solid learning value
When we say unbiased reviews we mean

it. More than once, our honesty has cost us
an advertiser— temporarily. But we feel
that our first obligation is to our readers and
that editorial excellence and integrity are
our highest goals.

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes Creative Computing consistently
provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons . in a magazine
that is fun to read."

Order Today

When you order an introductory subscription
to Creative Computing, you'll save as much as
33% One year (12 issues) costs $1997—20%
off Two years go for $36 97, or 26% off. And
three years cost $4997-a 33% saving All

savings are based on the full one-year sub-
scription price of $24.97.

Foreign orders: Add $5 a year for Canada
Add $10 a year (cash payment in U.S. currency
only) for all other countries outside U.S. and
possessions.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of your
first issue We guarantee your complete satis-

faction or we will refund the full amount for all

the unmailed issues remaining in your sub-
scription.

To order, make your check payable to Cre-
ative Computing and mail it to the address
below—today!

creative
computing

P.O. Box 5214
Boulder, Colorado 80322

J
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Text Files, continued...

32767. To use numbers outside this range,

special programming techniques must be

employed. In addition, the integer inter-

preter places the program in memory
starting at high memory. Variables are

stored from low memory up. The Applesoft

interpreter, on the other hand, puts the

program at low memory, the numerical

variables at the end of the program, and
the string variables from high memory down.

Mainly because of the interpreter differ-

ences, you cannot run integer programs
with Applesoft or the other way around.

Lately, some of the questions about these

languages have included problems relative

to the Language Card. There are programs

on the masterdisk. which comes with the

system, to load the non-resident language

into the language card. For instance, if

you have an Apple II, Applesoft will be
loaded since Integer Basic is the ROM
resident language. With the Apple II Plus.

Integer Basic is loaded into the Language
Card. If you have no language card, or

you don't have one of the corresponding

ROM cards, you can run only programs
using the resident language in your machine.

Again:
• Apple II has Integer Basic resident in

ROM.
• Apple II Plus has Applesoft Basic resident

in ROM.

To use (or have) both languages in the

same machine, you need to add hardware/

firmware. Slot in the expansion slots is

reserved for this purpose. You add an

Integer card to the Apple II Plus. You add
an Applesoft card to the Apple II. I have

an Apple II and originally added an Apple-

soft card so I could use both languages.

Applesoft became the more popular lan-

guage so the Apple II Plus came about.

There is an alternative. This is where

the programs INTBASIC (and FPBASIC)
come into use (the ones on your master

disk). You can also plug a 16K (or more)
ROM card into slot 0. When you do this,

the language that is not resident in ROM is

loaded into the RAM card. The master
disk will test for the presence of a RAM
card and load the appropriate language
(during the boot cycle).

If you have one of the ROM language
cards in slot 0. nothing happens since the

alternate language is already there. Note
that to get all the available utilities, you
need to have the alternate ROM card or

the RAM card installed. Once you do this,

you can do anything that it is possible to

do with your Apple II.

Remember, you cannot directly run
Integer Basic programs with Applesoft or

the other way around. Indirectly, you can
convert one to the other. But it's not a

simple task. Several people including me
(May '80) have written about making such

conversions.

Next Time
Several readers have contributed short

programs other than one liners (keep 'em

short please). Some of them will be included

next time. There will be more Questions

and Answers too. Please write. I'm delighted

to hear from you. And. to save time, write

directly to me.

"No. I wish I had an Apple. Mine s a lemon.
"

Why you need The Inspector.

Tf you're serious about programming, you need

M. to set all your utilities together in one place—
inside your Apple. The Inspector comes on an

Eprom that simply plugs into the D6 socket, or on

a disk ready to merge with Integer Basic for

automatic loading on boot. Either way, it stays at

your fingertips, ready to call without disturbing

your current program.

1 he Inspector puts you in total control ofboth

JL memory and disks. You can search forward

and backwards, edit, read nibbles, ^
map disk space, dump the screen V\/^

read and alter files, locate strings in memory or on

disk. The uses are endless. The manual, alone, is an

education. And it's always /fere when you need it.

^^bu need the most powerful disk and memory

\ utility available for your Apple. You need the

Inspector.

Wee pur local dealer, or order direct for just

l3$4995. Mastercard and Visa holders order

toll-free. 1-800-835-2246.

to a printer, examine every secret r~
of your Apple. Use The Inspector l l

to repair blown disks, undelete J& ^^^
files, input "illegal" commands, ^gF$j?5£

n WT bm

j
1 cf 1 sefton

irk OMEGA A/VCROWARE,INC.

Mil. 222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
fe CHICAGO. IL 60606

IS
312-648-1944
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The Most Spectacular Extravaganza Ever. .

.

For Apple Users

'

At Applefest '82 hundreds of manufacturers,

distributors and dealers will showcase the entire

spectrum ofApple-compatible products including

computers, components, peripherals, plug-in cards,

publications, gifts, magazines, services, accessories

and software for home, office and school.

Hands-on centers and multimedia presentations will

demonstrate the newest applications for business,

education and entertainment.

Seminars and workshops, conducted by the world's

leading Apple authorities, will detail new uses to

make your Apple more enjoyable and more useful

than you ever imagined.

You'll meet thousands of other Apple owners and find

the newest of everything for your Apple under one
roof . . . and for sale at super show prices.

So ifyou use an Apple ... or are thinking about

buying one, you won't want to miss a minute of

Applefest '82.

Ticket & Hotel Information
Send your check and a note indicating the specific show you wish

to attend. Tickets and hotel information will be mailed back to

you. Tickets can also be purchased at the show. Make all checks

payable to Northeast Expositions Inc. 824 Boylston Street,

Chestnut Hill. Mass. 02167 Tel: 61 7 739 2000.

Exhibitor Information
For specific exhibitor information on one or all of the Applefest '82

shows call Northeast Expositions at the telephone number above.

Applefest/Boston
Fri-SunMay 14-16, 1982
Hynes Auditorium
Show Hours: 1 1AM to 6PM Daily

Admission: S6 per day or S 1 for 2 days,

Sl5for3days

Applefest/Minneapolis
Thurs-SunSept 16-19, 1982
Minnesota Auditorium and Convention Hall

Show Hours: 1 1 AM to 6 PM Daily

Admission: S5 per day or S8 for 2 days,

S12for3days, Sl5for4days

Applefest/Houston
Fri-Sun Nov 19-21, 1982
Albert Thomas Convention Center
Show Hours: 1PM to 10PM Daily

Admission: S5 per day or $8 for 2 days, $ 1 2 for 3 days

Applefest/San Francisco
Fri-Sun Dec 3-5, 1982
Moscone Center
Show Hours: 1PM to 10PM Daily

Admission: $5 per day or S8 for 2 days, $ 1 2 for 3 days

Applefest is produced by Northeast Expositions Inc. and is sanctioned

by Apple Computer Inc. and The Boston Computer Society

"Apple. « id Appl> •

Computer Int



This is Fart 2 of the description of
Atari disks begun in the April "Outpost:

Atari.

"

David Small

Disk I/O is a very slow process for the

Atari. The disk must be physically spun,

which takes a while, and data must be
shipped back and forth, which is even
slower. The idea behind Atari's DOS is to

minimize disk I/O. So we come to the

concept of a "buffer."

In Atari's DOS, whenever you read or

write to a file, you are reading/writing into

a 128-byte reserved area in memory called

a buffer. You are not writing to the disk at

all. The Atari keeps the contents of one of

the sectors of the disk in that buffer. So if

you read/write to that buffer, the operation

occurs at very high speed, which is what
we want. For instance:

10 OPEN #1,4,0, "D1:FILE"
20FORA=1 TO 10000

30GET#1,A
40 NEXT A

merely reads, byte by byte, 10000 bytes

from disk. But ifyou run this program, you
will note that the disk isn't being accessed
continually; only every once in a while

will you hear a beep to indicate another

read. What happens is that the Atari opens
the file and pulls the first sector full of

data into the memory buffer. When you
do the first 125 GETs, the bytes are pulled

out of that memory buffer. Then you try

to read another byte, but the Atari doesn't

have that one in memory yet. So it requests

the disk to send it the next 128 bytes, fills

the buffer with those 128 bytes, and starts

reading at the beginning of the buffer again.

David Small. 11314 Yucca Dr.. Austin. TX 78750.

(If you are wondering why I said the

125th byte, it is because the Atari DOS
reserves three bytes per sector for its own
uses, which we will talk about later.)

Similarly, when you PUT # to a disk

file, the Atari lets you PUT 125 bytes to

the buffer, then dumps it to the disk, moves
in another 125, and so on.

The result of all this confusion is that

the Atari doesn't have to go to disk for

every individual byte; rather, it stays in

memory for a large number of "disk"

accesses, and things run much faster.

When the Atari is LOADing or SAVEing
a program, again it uses these buffers. The
process is invisible to you, but you can
hear the beep as each individual sector in

the program is LOADed, or a clunk as a

sector is SAVEd. Remember, the Atari

can only talk to the disk in terms of complete

128-byte sectors.

Understanding the buffer is important

in solving some of the mysterious problems
that can occur while using the disk. For
instance; let's say you write something out

to the buffer, and then your program bombs.
You examine the disk file, and find the

data never reached the disk. This is because

the buffer was never written to disk. If you
didn't know about the buffer, you'd be
wondering why the disk didn't record what
you wrote to it.

The CLOSE Statement
The CLOSE statement is provided for

this case. It makes sure that everything in

the buffer gets to the disk. It also updates

the directory, where all file names are

listed.

The DOS program handling all this keeps

a table of free sectors on the disk, by the

way, and when the buffer fills up and a

place is needed to store the 128 bytes, a

sector number is taken from that table.

When a file is deleted, its sectors are

returned to that table. (The XXX FREE
SECTORS message at the end of the DOS
directory is determined by this).

So much for Basic I/O. Everything done
with Basic I/O is a version of the above;
everything goes through the 128-byte buffer.

How about DOS?
When you issue the COPY disk command

from DOS, each sector of the file is sent to

memory. In other words, DOS copies the

contents of that file into memory, 128 bytes

at a time. It then takes the file in memory
and writes it out to disk, from memory,
again in 128 byte chunks.

When you issue a Duplicate Disk com-
mand, DOS reads in every sector on the

disk that is marked as "used" and stores it

in memory. The unused sectors are ignored

to save time. DOS then writes those used

sectors out to the new disk, in the same
position it found them on the old one, and
doesn't worry about the empty sectors.

Since there are 92,000 bytes on a disk, and
only 48K maximum of memory, it may
have to do this in smaller pieces— let's say

32K at a time. You then must physically

change the disk several times on a single-

drive system. If you are using a multiple

disk system, you will see it do the copy in

multiple stages.

Note: If you are copying disks for

backups, remove any cartridge; each
cartridge selects 8K of RAM and makes
for more disk swaps.
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Air Traffic Controller
In this popular, fast-moving simulation

you must successfully control the flight paths

of 27 aircraft as they take off. land and fly

over your airspace. You give orders to

change altitude, turn, maintain a holding

pattern, approach and land at two airports.

With five different airport configurations

and variable skill levels, you won't easily

tire of this absorbing and instructive

simulation. Order Cassette CS-7004 $14.95.

Diskette CS-7503 $19.95

Dominoes
Take on your computer at a game of

draw dominoes. With options for repeating

or alternating draw, Dominoes gives the

game player a tough opponent who's always

ready. From Thom/EMI. Order cassette CS-
7007. $11.95.

Cribbage
Can you be the first to peg twice around

the board? Your computer will put up a
tough fight in this head-to-head game of

cribbage. A graphic display of board and
cards highlight this game of skill. From
Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-7008.
$11.95.

*Tilt
A favorite craze for years, the familiar

wood labyrinth that tilts in all directions

has entered the computer age. One or two
players attempt to navigate balls through a

maze and into scoring holes. With nine

skill levels and nine speeds. Tilt will provide

hours of fun. And, since each player can
use a different skill level. Tilt is ideal for

family play From Thom/EMI. Order cassette

CS-7013 $11.95.

Pool
Put a games room in your computer. Old

pros and beginners alike will thrill to the

challenge and realism of Pool. From the

satisfying click of a tough combination shot

to the acccuracy required for a three-cushion

bank, Pool has it all. You control the angle
and force of your stroke, then watch the

object ball speed toward the pocket. It's so
real you can almost feel the felt.

There is a practice mode for one player,

and 8-Ball and Tournament Pool for two.

Take a break with Pool today. From
Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-7010
$14.95.

Trucker
This program simulates coast-to-coast

trips by an independent trucker hauling
various cargos.

If all goes well, you can obey the speed
limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each
night and still meet the schedule. Bad
weather, road construction or flat tires

may put you behind schedule. You may try

to increase your profit by skimping on
sleep, driving fast or carrying an overweight
load. Not available on cassette.

Streets of the City
During your tenure, you must construct

streets and Interstate highways, repair
existing streets, and improve traffic safety.
For the Transit Authority you have to up-
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet,

increase ridership, reduce maintenance
downtime and improve on-schedule perfor-

mance. Not available on cassette.

Original Adventure
Only the brave enter the Colossal Cave,

and only the clever survive. The entire evil

cast of this classic game, from deadly dragon
to nasty dwarf, will try to stop your quest
for treasures. Using English commands,
you explore the cave, travel through more
than 100 locations, gather treasures, and
attempt to think your way out of dangerous
situations. Every aspect of the game is

faithfully reproduced from the Original Ad-
venture born on large computer systems.

For weary travelers, there is even a SAVE
GAME feature. Add this classic to your
software collection. Order CS-7504 for disk

$24 95, CS-7009 for cassette $19.95.

Disk Packages
Pool, Snooker Billiards

Darts and Tilt

Dominoes and Cribbage
Trucker and Streets

Darts
Enter the pub. grab a pint of lager and a

handful of darts, then try for a bull's eye in

this amazing graphic game. One or two
players can go at it, testing their aim at ten Order ToddV
skill levels. Whether you want to throw a
few, or just show your friends what the

Atari computer can do. Darts is an ideal

addition to your software library. This is

Britain's most popular Atari game from
Thom/EMI. Order cassette CS-7011 $14.95.

CS-7509 $24.95
CS-7506 $24.95
CS-7507 $19.95
CS-7707 $24.95

Billiards
This captivating British game is played

with three balls on a standard pool table.

Each player attempts to score by sinking a
shot or hitting two balls with his cueball
From Thorn/EMI. Order cassette CS-7012
$14.95.

*Snooker
A tough British Game using 26 balls requir-

ing the eye of sharpshooter and the strategy

of a chess master. From Thorn/EMI. Not
available on cassette.

To order software packages, send pay-
ment* indicated plus $3.00 postage and
handling to Creative Computing, Dept.

C052 1 , One Park Avenue. Room 458. New
York. NY. 10016. Ordersmay also be charged
to your Visa. MasterCard or American Express
account—by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration date, or if you prefer,

use our 24-hour toll-tree number. 800-631-
81 12. In NJ only 201-540-0445. Order today
at no risk. If you are not completely satisfied,

your money will be promptly refunded.

"N J. residents add 5% sales tax.

Atari

Inc.

is a registered trademark of Atari.

creative
computing
software

# Licensed from Thorn/EMI Video Programmes Ltd. Available in North America only.



Atari, continued.

In order to know what sectors are used,

and what files are on the disk, some tables

must be kept on that disk. The DOS reserves

certain sectors on the disk for these tables.

One is known as the VTOC (Volume Table

of Contents) and is sector number 360. In

it is a table of all 720 sectors on disk,

stored as bit-map; i.e., one bit per sector.

The disk directory is stored in sectors 361-

368; this is the actual list of the file names
and the sectors they occupy. To find a file.

DOS must use this directory.

By the way, these reserved sectors explain

why only 707 sectors are available on a

"clean" disk; the rest are used for the

directory tables, etc. You will also hear,

during the disk formatting process, right

near the end, the clunks as DOS writes out

a fresh directory to the disk, after the disk

6507 has finished formatting it.

Remember. DOS at the lowest level,

past all of the directory opens. XIO's. and
so forth, is only doing get sectors/put sectors.

Let's learn about those calls.

Get Sector/Put Sector Calls

All get sector/put sector calls rely on a
table called the Device Control Block.
Data is put into this table, and a jump is

made into the operating system, which in

turn uses that table. Table 1 is the disk

table, starting at $300 (or 768 decimal).

One POKEs values into this table, and
then does a JSR to DSKINV ($E453).

DSKINV then does the requested operation

and returns to you. Program 1 is a sample
program that does the needed POKEs and
requests from you a sector number ( 1-720)

to read.

This program POKEs the DCB para-
meters, reserves 128 bytes in memory as a
string for the buffer area, requests the
sector number, then runs a very short
assembly program which does a PLA,
needed by Basic, then jumps off to DSKINV.
DSKINV then does the operation, and
returns to Basic.

There the status code placed in the table

by DSKINV is printed, and the buffer area,

as a string, is also printed. Sure, it will be
strange, but you can examine individual

bytes easily. If you read one of the directory

sectors (try 361 ) you will see the directory

entries.

If an 87 instead of an 82 were POKEd
into DCOMND, then a Put Sector would
occur ($57=Put Sector, $52=Get Sector).

Then the contents of that buffer would be
written to disk.

The status code will be a 1 if all goes
well. If there is a problem, you may find a
144 as the error code. This Device Not
Done Error occurs if the disk is bad, the

disk is write protected, etc.

We have just done disk access the same
way DOS does it, at the sector level. Note

Table I.

0300 DDEVIC —Serial Bus ID. Not used by user.

0301 DUNIT — Disk number. 1-4.

0302 DCOMND —Command Byte. This is:

S21 Format Disk

$50 Put Sector, without verify

$52 Get Sector

$53 Get Status

$57 Put Sector, with verify

0303 DSTATS — Disk Status. This is returned to you after the operation is

done.

0304.0305 DBUFLO.HI. Buffer Address. This is a 16-bit address in

memory that is the starting address of where to get or put 1 28

bytes.

0306 DTIMLO Disk Timeout Value. Leave it alone.

0308,0309 DBYTLO.HI Set by handler. Leave it alone.

030A.030B DAUX1.DAUX2 Sector Number. Which disk sector, 1-720.

to read/write.

Program 1.

5 REM SAMPLE PROGRAM TO DO DIRECT
S PEM DISK I/O. DAVID SMALL, 1 2/21 /81
7 REM
10 DCB=768:REM START OF DISK DC3
£0 POKE DCB+1,1:REM DISK 1

30 POKE DCB+2,82:REM »52 = GET SECTOR
35 REtl «#* GET 128 BYTE OPEN BUFFER
40 DIM 3UrFER»< 128 )

45 DIM CALL*< 10

)

50 FOR X«l TO 128:BUFFER»< X >=" ":NEXT X
60 ADDR = ADR< DUFFERS )

70 ADDRHl=INT< A0DR/25G

)

SO ADDRL0=ADDR-< ADDRHI»256

)

POKE DCB+4,A}DRL0:PEM BUFFER ADR LOU
100 POKE DCB+5.ADDRHI : REM BUFFER ADR HI
110 REM *»* SECTOR NUMBEP «•
120 PRINT "INPUT SECTOR NUMBER"
130 INPUT SECTOR
140 SECT0RH1 = INT< SECTOR '256 )

150 SECT0RL0=SECT0R-< SECTORH I «25G )

ICO POKE DCB+10.SECT0RL0
I/O POKE DCB+11 ,SECTORHI
20* REM »» BUILD SHORT ASSY PROGRAM
210 REM ».* OF PLA, JMP DSKINV.
230 CALL»( 1 )=CHRt< 104 ):REM PLA
240 CALL»< 2 )=CHR»( 32 ):REM JSR
250 C«LL*i 3 ) =CHR*( 83 ):REM »S3
260 CALL»< 4 )=CHR«( 228 ):PEM »E4
£7fc CkLL*( 5 ) =CHR»( SG ):REM RTS
300 X=USP< ADRC CALL* ) )

D3TATS=PEEK< DCB+3

)

rriNT -DISK 3TnTUS=" >DSTATS;" <1=0K>"
MNT "DATA:
"INT BUFFEP*
M • LEAN OUT BUFFER*

FOR '.= 1 TO 128:BUFFER»( X )=• • : NEXT X
8OT0 110
END

we have not done an OPEN or an XIO; we
have directly accessed the disk. This can
be handy if you have a need for a disk

allocation scheme free of DOS; I use it to

store directly fixed-length records. It is

fast and efficient, and removes the DOS
overhead.

Also, it enablesyou to access the directory

and modify it as necessary; this allows

you, for instance, to un-delete files.

Because we are not using DOS, but are

still accessing the disk, we are not dependent

on the DOS directory or "In-Use-Table."

We can read or write any sector on the

disk, regardless of what DOS thinks that

sector is for. You may want to take note:

This is how to write a "boot record," a

special disk record that enables your disk

to boot by itself, as so many games do.

The boot record is record 1 ; see the

hardware manual for further details.
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ATARI' UNLOCKYOUR ATARI
ATARI HAS THE CAPABILITY-
ACE GIVES YOU THE KEY"

colortrack& izzsxs, _& sound for you bo1h

ATARI 400 or 800soundtrack

S19.95
(CASSETTE)16k

S29.95
(ACE DISK ll)24k

THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE ATARI
POCKET REFERENCE CARD

(includes Basic commands. Poke loca-
tions, Internal codes & much more 1

)

ONLY $9.95

ACE DISK II FORMATTED
FLIP/FLOP

6 for S25.00

ORDER NOW-CASH, CHARGE OR C.O.D.

ADVANCED COMPUTING ENTERPRISES
5516 ROSEHILL

SHAWNEE MSN, KS 66216
(913)262-2875 • (913)631-4180 '

AtARI 6 A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF AtARI *C

CIRCLE 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BACK TO THE STONE AGE
(An Exercise in Global Destruction)

A strategic nuclear war simulation for two to seven

players including Espionage, Custom Production,

Air to Air and Missile Combat, Sanction's and more.

SPECIFY COMPUTER TYPE
CASSETTE $14 95
REQUIRES 24K APPLE II W/APPLESOFT

16K TRS-80 MODEL l/lll LEVEL II BASIC

24K ATARI 400 800
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

LOOK FOR FUTURE TITLES FROM:
ECHELON
6513 LANKERSHIM
BLVD. #2112
NORTH HOLLYWOOD.
CA 91606-2495

APPLE. TRS 80, AND ATARI ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER.

INC TANDY CORP AND WARNER COMMUNICATIONS. RESPECTIVELY

CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARO

CONTRACT
WITH US

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM... CHECK THESE FEATURES

(^General ledger system

O Job cost & project management system

rf Payroll with complete reports

D Bid document processor

dfSubcontractor management system

df/Trial balance report

D Income statement

rf Balance sheet

cf Workman's compensation reports

Easy 1099 preparation

D If you want to see the rest of the features

confacf your local Apple Dealer.

CHARLES MANN & ASSOCIATES

55722 Santa Fe Trail

Yucca Valley. CA 92284

IPUTI I714 )
365-9718

CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easy. And Fast.

Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER uses our technical

volume analysis to give buy and sell

signals on individual stocks,, options

and commodities. Telecommunications
package optional.

MARKET TRACKER is a composite of

six technical indicators which tell when
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

four-year track record is available.

WIPING CQM&INY
Post Office Box 549
Clayton, CA 94517

415/672-3233
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Atari, continued...

Now that you can access the directory

data directly, you can see all the data
stored rather than just what OPENing "V"
returns. A directory entry is 16 bytes long

for each file. There are eight entries per

sector in the directory, and eight directory

sectors, hence 64 files maximum. See Table

2.

As an example of how the directory is

used, if a file is LOCKed from DOS, all

that occurs is that its flag byte has bit 5 set

tol.

When you delete a file, all that occurs is

that the delete flag on the file is set. Then,
next time DOS needs a place to put a new
file entry, it knows it can overwrite the

current entry.

Reading the Data into a File

In order to read the data in this file, one
goes to the Starting Sector number found
in the directory. Each sector contains
information as shown in Table 3.

The "forward pointer" is where the next
sector of the file can be found. It is a
sector number from 1 to 720. When that

next sector is read in, it in turn tells where
the next sector can be found, and so on.

This is called a "linked list" or chained
sector scheme. This way, files don't have
to be in any particular order on the disk

(e.g., running continuously from sector 30
to 40). The sectors can jump around all

over the disk, yet to DOS they are still

linked together.

The file number is the file number in the

directory. It is set to the same number as

the entry number in the directory for all

sectors. This is a safety measure. Let's say
we are reading directory entry 6. and are
going along, sector by sector. In the file

number position in a given sector, we
suddenly find a 13 (or whatever) instead of
the 6 that should be there.

We know that the data for this sector
has gotten scrambled, and the sector chain
terminates there. This is an ERROR 164,

which I am sure you have seen before; it is

a warning that the data in this sector are
likely to be bad. The sector link is also

likely to be bad, so DOS normally stops an
ERROR 164.

Reading in sectors one at a time, by
getting the next sector number, reading,

and so on, is called "sector tracing." Atari
DOS does it every time it reads in a file.

Atari also sells a "disk Fix" program through
their program exchange which uses the

above information; you now know enough
to use it. For instance, the forward "link"

of a given section may be modified if desired.

We can do the same sector tracing out
of Basic. We will find a given directory
entry, read it in starting at the sector number
given by the directory and proceed through
each sector, with each new sector number
obtained from the data in the previous
one, until we have read in the number of

Table 2.

Byte 1: Flag byte.

Bit 7 = 1 if this file has been deleted
Bit 6 = 1 if this file is in use

Bit 5 = 1 if this file is locked
Bit = 1 if this file is OPEN.

Bytes 2,3. Sector Count; the number of

sectors in the file, stored low, then high

bytes.

Bytes 4,5. Starting Sector. Where the file

begins (what sector number).
Bytes 6-16. File name. Last three bytes are
the extension if you add one, otherwise
they are blanks.

Table 3.

Byte

Byte
1 .. Data
125..

Byte 126 File Number (6 bits) and high two bits of

"forward pointer"

Byte 127 Forward Pointer

Byte 128 Short Sector count

.

not completely full.

. indicates this sector

sectors specified in the directory. Should
anything be wrong (file number, etc.) we
will know the file has gone bad.

Program 2 illustrates first how to read in

the directory and interpret it, and second
how to follow a sector chain for a given

file. It reads in the directory, lists it to the

screen, and asks which file to trace; if A is

entered, all files will be traced (this takes a
while). It will then trace the file through,

stopping at any "broken links" or bad file

numbers. It is an excellent way to check a
disk which has some files going bad, and
find out which ones are still readable and
which aren't. After each check the program
produces a directory listing showing which
files are good, bad, or still unknown.
The techniques used within the program

will probably prove more useful than the

program; however, remember that this is

an example. It can serve as the basis for

custom disk inspect/modify routines if you
wish to write them. Also, the program is

written in Microsoft Basic but translating

it to the old Basic should be no problem at

all. I highly recommend Microsoft Basic

in terms of speed and features as compared

to the old Basic; an in-depth review of the
Atari version of Microsoft Basic will appear
in an upcoming issue.

Sadly, the software pirate community
also found out about direct disk I/O, literally

years ago. Back then manufacturers were
copy protecting disks by fouling up the
directory and sector maps so that DOS
couldn't perform the copy. With the advent
of direct disk I/O, all these schemes were
bypassed with what is known as a "sector

copier."

As a side note, a sector copier is some-
times advertised as a "nibble copier" or
"byte copier." This is an Apple term, and
refers to individual bytes being read off

the disk. It is completely inaccurate when
applied to the Atari; all Atari disk I/O is in

128-byte blocks.

A sector copier, as you have guessed,
just issues a read of all the possible sectors,

then writes them.

Sector Copying
The program is simple to write now that

you understand about sector I/O and how
to call up DSKINV. It is just a matter of

reading in 720 sectors and writing out 720
sectors. As I said, about 20 lines of Basic
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CRC PUBLISHING BRINGS YOU AN EXCLUSIVE

SOFTWARE
REVIEWS

HARDWARE
REVIEWS

NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TECHNICAL
ARTICLES

PROBLEM
REPORTING

FORUM

VENDOR
DIRECTORY

CLASSIFIED
ADS

OWNER INFORMATION
EXCHANGE

Subscriptions $18 for 12 issues. Sample copy 52.

Send check or money order to

(COKE pubiishinQ

10057 Commerce Avenue, Dept. C .
Tujunga. CA 91042

• IB501 & IB502

AP101 Apple II with Single Disk Drive S109
API 02 Apple II with Double Disk Drives 119
AP103 Apple II, 9 inch Monitor & Double Drives . . 129
AP104 Apple ///, two additional Drives & Silentype 139
AP105 12 inch monitor plus accessories 99
RS201 TRS-80 Model I. Expansion Unit & Drives . . 109

RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84

RS204 TRS-80 Model III 129

RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89
AT301 Atari Computer & Accessories 109

P401 Paper Tiger 440 445 460 99
P402 Centronics 730 737 Line Printer II IV 89
P403 Epson MX70 or MX80 89
P404 Epson MX1 00 99
P405 IDS 560 or Prism Printer 109
IB501 IBM Personal Computer 1 29
IB502 IBM Monitor 99
CC80 Matching Attache Case (5 ) 85
CC90 Matching Attache Case (3 ) 75
CC91 Matching Accessory Case 95

compuTCf case company
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS OHIO 43213 (6141 8669464
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ROYAL SOFTWARE
5138 Hollister Ave.

Santa Barbara, CA 93111

YOUR MARKETPLACE FOR:

• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

800 Computer 16K $779 00

800 Computet 32K $789 00
800 Computer 46K $839 00
400 Compute 18K $339 00
610 Disk Drive $428 00
825 80 Co) Printer $599 00
822 40 Col Printer $329 00
850 Interlace $155 00
Atari 16K Ram Module $8900
Axlon 32K Ram Module $188 00
Type-N Talk $338 00
CX30 Paddle* $ 1750
CX40 Joysticks $ 1750
CX70 Light Pan $ 6400
Entertainer Package $ 88 00
Programmer Package $ 54 00
Educator Package $ 9900
Microaott Baaic 75 00
New DOS 2 Syitem $ 21 00

EPSON PRINTERS
MXSOFt $549 00
MX80 $45000
MX70 $39000
MX 100 $785 00
MX80/100 Atari Cable $ 2900
MICROCONNECTION MOOEM . $17800

HARDWARE SOFTWARE
— SAMPLE DISCOUNTS —

Motile Command $ 33.50

Aneroids $ 3340
Space Invaders $ 1650
Aaaambrar/Editor $ 5280
SterRarderi $ 33 50
Computer Chess $ 2750
Word Prooaaaor (Disk) $11900
Scram $ 1650
3-0 Tic Tec Toe $ 3500
Invitation to Programrrung *2 $ 1650
Invitation to Programrrvng *3 $ 16-50

Music Composer $ 52 SO

Super Breakout $ 3350
Basketball $ 33 50
Eastern Front (1941) $ 2250
Touch Typing $ 2000
Biorhythm $ 1250

$ 1250

Pro-Footba» $25 50
Ghost Hooter $2550
Midway Campaign $1250
Conflict 2S00 $1250
Jaw Breaker $25.25
Intruder Alert $1450
Crxj<T>p-O1he«0 $1050
Fkght Simulator $1550
Star Wamor $36.50
Crush. Crumble 6 Chomp $27 50
Baseball $27 50
Sammy the See Serpent $1425
Nokawar $1650
Revem $16 75
Gomoku $1675
Convoy Raider $1850
Cypher Bowl (Dak) $44.50
Tenktiee $20 00

Call or Write for Free Catalog:
HOW TO ORDER: Call collect for phone orders or send

check or money order and receive free shipping on
software in the Continental United States. CA residents

add 6% sales tax. Add 3% for VISA or MC. Equipment
subject to price change and availability without notice.

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone

Vretcafc $14900
Mailing Lrat 2 2 $ 2950
Character Generator $ 1850
OS/A> $ 7200
Caverns ot Mara $ 2650
Empire ol the Overmind $ 2950
Fantasyland (Dak) $ 5025
Name That Song $ 1250
Bridge 20 $ 1520
Letter Parted $125 00
Stock Charting $ 21 00
Alphefighter (Disk) $ 1600
Pornopoly (Disk) $ 2520
The Broker (Disk) $ 84 50
Utility Mart (Drsk) $ 6450
Cnbbage $ 1350
Cranston Manor (Disk) $ 2950
Basic Utility (Disk) $ 3600
Outlew/Howraer 1250
File Manager (Dak) $ 7950
Super Sort (Disk) $ 1525
Assembler Book $ 12 95
Atari Games Book $ 1295
Stocks and Bonds $ 1850

'Atari is Trademark ot Atan Inc

24 HR ORDER PHONE 1-805-967-3889
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Atari, continued...

code are required. And now you understand

why, as I mentioned last month, selling

such a program, at the prices currently

being charged, is such a ripoff.

But. ..how can a disk be protected against

this sort of thing? Fortunately, there is a

good way. Several software manufacturers
hit on the same idea at the same time: bad
sectoring. Let's assume we have a special

disk, with some sectors on it that have
never been formatted, as with the FORMAT
DISK command. Most of them are OK;
just a few are bad, as if there were holes in

the disk. Now when the disk is told to read
these sectors, it can't find them, for they
were never formatted. So it returns an
ERROR 144, instead of a normal return

(1). Then, in the software on the disk, that

sector is called, and if an ERROR 144

doesn't result, the program quits.

Let's say the program is then copied to

another disk by an average sector copier.

The "bad" spots on the disks will not copy

;

they will return ERROR 144, but on the

destination disk, there will still be formatting

information on those sectors. This is because

the average Atari user cannot create a
disk with bad spots in it; the FORMAT
command is handled completely inside the

disk by the disk 6507 microprocessor. The
program will find that where it expected a

bad sector, it now finds a good sector.

Hence the program knows it is not residing

on the original disk, and can quit.

The only way to defeat this scheme is to

disassemble code and remove the sector

check, and even if the author is slightly

clever, it will take so long to find the sector

checking routine that the program will be
outdated by the time it is finally made
copyable. Besides, consider what a person's

time is worth compared to the cost of a
program; if it takes two weeks to break a
copy protection scheme, isn't it a better

idea just to buy the program?
This bad-sectoring scheme works quite

well in preventing a sector copier from
being useful. Sure, a copy of the disk may
be made, but without the bad spots on the

disk, it will never run. And your average
user cannot create these bad spots, for

only access to the disk controller program
allows that, and only very advanced users

can accomplish this.

Atari currently uses this bad sector
scheme in several of their disk-based
programs. Jawbreakers uses the same
scheme (hence the disk retry , or "snaaark,"
sound when you first boot it up). The
Wizard and The Princess use it also. In
other words, the move is toward this sort
of protection.

Software manufacturers can probably
figure out a way to write some bad sectors

onto a disk. For instance, what popular

personal computer gives you complete
control over the disk read/write process?

There are other ways, too.

Another manufacturer doesn't bother

copy protecting his disks at all. However,
a small module must be plugged into the

front joystick port before the program will

run. The module probably contains some
sort of ROM-type circuit which is then

read by the program through the PIA chip

(joystick ports).

Well, we have covered a great deal,

from piracy philosophy to sector chaining

in these two columns. 1 hope you have
enjoyed it and have learned something
about the Atari disk, and how it really

works. I also hope I have described some
effective protection schemes for software

manufacturers.

Direct disk I/O is a very powerful tool

for Atari users; I hope you will use it to

make your programs faster and more
efficient.

Program 2.

10 REM DISK CHECKER - DAVE SMALL
20 REM
30 SOTO 230

REM SUBROUTINES PLACED IN FRONT
50 RE" FOP SPEE?. NO COMMENTING.

REii 5ISK READ SUBROUTINE
POM! DCB+1 , DFR0M
POKE DCB+2.B2

100 B"'I = 1NT'. BUFF/256 ): BLO=BUFF-i; BH 1*256 )

. ;o POKE DCB + 4,3LO
120 POKE :'CB+5,3HI

MT< R'ECTOR/256 ): SL0=RSECT0R-< SHI*256

)

!4*> POKE DCB+10,SL0:P0KE DCB+1 1, SHI
15* X*USR< CALL )

160 DSTATS=FEEK< DCB + 3 )

170 RETURN
REM DISK WRITE SUBROUT INE-( SAMPLE

)

POKE DCB+1, 3T0
DCB+2.47

."10 F"I-IMTi BUFF/256 >:BL0 =BUFF-: BH 1*256)
220 POKE DCB+4,3L0
230 POKE DCiS +S,3HI

SHI-IHT* RSECT0R/256):SL0=RSECT0R-< SHI*256>
250 POKE DCB+10,SLO:POKE DCB+1 I.SHI
260 PPINT -ERROR -

: GRAPHICS
270 DTTATS = PEEKi: DCB + 3 >

260 RETURN
2?0 REM DISK CHECKER.
300 REM DOES SECTOR TRACE OF ALL

REM FILES IN THE DIRECTOR*.
REM PRODUCES LISTING HITH OK/

330 REM BAD.
REM ASSUMES 4SK, MICROSOFT.
REM

360 REM GET DISK NUMBER , WELCOME .

GPAPHICS
CLEAR

-•30 PRINT -HELCOME TO SMALL'S DISK CHECKER."
PRINT • INPUT DRIVE NUMBER")

4 10 INPUT DFf
420 IF 5F«=-- THEN DFR0M=l:G0T0 440
4?0 DFP0M=VAL( DF» )

440 DTO-DFROM
450 CALL=f<E453 IDSKINV ADDRESS
460 REM MOTE: MICROSOFT CAN CALL
470 REM DSKINV* DIRECTLY, NO PLA
460 REM NEEDED.

DCB=«*300
500 OPTION RESERVE 20*12*

S=VArPTF< RESERVE )

I* ? •• ; T HFf) B=B+65536
R£M FIRST, READ IN DIRECTORY

to PPINT -GETTING DIRECTORY.-
1NCR=0

' i FOR ELECTOR =360 TO 368
5; o BLFF=S+< 12S*INCR > 'INPUT AREA
550 GOSUB 70 'GET SECTOR
F90 IF 3STATS-M THEN 630
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MICRO POST, INC.

MORE THAN JUSTit

ANOTHER PRETTY PRICE" Vp° r y
THE NEWEST AND MOST POPULAR SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER

Games

SIRIUS SOFTWARE INC

Beer Run
Borg
Dark Forest

Epoch
Foosball

Gamma Goblins

Gorgon
Hadron
Jellyfish

Kabul Spy
Minotaur

Orbitron

Outpost

Snake Byte

Sneakers
Space Eggs
Twerps

BR0DERBUND
Apple Panic

Davids Midnight Magic
Galactic Empire
Galactic Revolution

Galactic Trader

Galaxy Wars
Red Alert

Space Quarks

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Cranston Manor
Crossfire

Hi-Res Cribbage
Hi-Res Football

Hi-Res Soccer
Jawbreaker
Marauder
Missile Defense
Mouskattack
Mystery House
Pegasus II

Sabotage
Threshold

The Wizard and the Princess

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster

CAVALIER COMPUTING
Bug Attack

Asteroid Field

Star Thief

MUSE
ABM
Castle Wolfenstem
Robotwar

$25 45
$25 45
$25 45
$29 70

$25 45
$25 45
$33 95
$29 70
$25 45
$25 45
$25 45
$25 45
$25 45

$25 45
$25 45
$25 45

$25 45

$25 45
$29 70
$21 20
$21 20
$21 20
$21 20
$25 45
$25 45

$29 70
$25 45
$21 20
$33 95
$25 45

$25 45
$29 70
$25 45
$33 95
$21 20
$2545
$21 20
$33 95
$28 00

$25 45

$25 45
$21 20
$25 45

$21 20
$25 45
$33 95

FAST! FRIENDLY! RELIABLE!

Call 24 hours a day Toll Free >

Oultittm CmUlornit 800-227-HS17

Innd* Clitornia 800-772-3S4S
ASK FOR EXT. "637"

Apple is a trademark of Apple computer Atari is a

trademark of Atari Inc IBM is a trademark ot International

Business Machines TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy

Corporation
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ROCKROY INC
Conglomerates Collide

DAKIN5
Dragon Fire

Kaves of Karkham
Rings of Saturn

Alkemstone
Neutrons

$33 95

$50 95
$42 45
$33 95
$33 95
$25 45

New Products!!!

The JOYPORT is an input device for the

Apple computer by Sirius Software, Inc It

allows selection of two Apple compatible
paddles or two Atari-type |oysticks without

opening the Apple case A complimentary

copy of Foosball is included

Now available from VISUAL PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS — a system to create color slides

in minutes for less than $3,500 This total

package for an existing 48K Apple com-
puter with two disk drives and a graphics

tablet includes software and a reproduction

module (motor-driven camera included 1

)

Write to us tor additional information and
brochure

Basic Mailer

Magic Spell

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VisiCaic

VisiDex

VisiFile

VisiPlot

VisiTerm

VisiTrend/VisiPlot

DeskTop.'Planll

STONEWARE
D B Master

$59 45
$59 45

$170 00
$170 00
$212 50
$153 00
$127 45
$221 00
$170 00

$195 45

Business

Utilities

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Expediter II

Lisa 2 5

Lisa Educational Pak
MMSH
Speed/ASM

SIRIUS SOFTWARE INC
Audex
E-Z Draw
Pascal Graphics Editor (PGE)

$84 95
$67 95

$101 95
$42 45
$33 95

$25 45
$42 45
$84 95

Hardware

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Creative Financing

Real Estate Analyzer

Tax Preparer

$127 50
$127 50
$127 50

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP
Personal Filing System $80 75

PFS-Report " $80 75

ARTSCI
Magic Window $84 95

Call for information concerning our

T G PRODUCTS
T G Joystick $50 00
T G Paddles $33 00

ATARI
Atari Joysticks $ 8 40

THE KEYBOARD COMPANY
Joystick II $42 45

Hand Controllers $25 45

SIRIUS SOFTWARE INC
The JOYPORT $63 00

Atari, IBM, and TRS-80 product lines

/' x ORDER/REQUEST FORM
I fYtV' --^ \ Name

1~~Zs^ZZs''- I Address -

V pO° J City State Zip .

MP2

Phone

L

Product Qty Cost

Sub Total

CA Residents Add 6'/j% Tax

Shipping/Handling $2 00

TOTAL

PAYMENT

D Personal Check

D Cashiers Check/Money Order

D Visa U Mastercard

Card #
Exp Date

Signature

D Add my name to your mailing list

NOTE Cashier's Check or Money Order will

greatly expedite your order Please add a

$10 00 handling charge for foreign orders

MAIL TO: MICRO POST • P.O. BOX 1989 • ORINDA, CA • 94563
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
For the ATARI 400/800 Computers
WORD SEARCH PUZZLE MAKER -Make word
search puzzles with your words or ours and an 80-
column printer 24K Cassette: $19 95 24K Disk:

•SAM
MATHFAKS - Reviews simple math tacts in the four

arithmetic operations Uses colorand sound Connects
to an optional printer or Votrax Type-N-Talk 1 6/24K
Cassette: f 19 95 24/32K Disk: 124.95

CONCENTRATION-The matching game that is tun
for all Use our subiects or yours Uses joysticks and
the new Symtec Light Pen for the ATARI (Also
available

1 16K Cassette: S24.9S 24K Disk: $29 95

ELECTRONIC GRADEBOOK The teachers aid
for grade reporting Includes weighted scores, letter

and number grades, and several methods of reporting

grades Disk version has more advanced routines
149.95 ea

All programs come with a manual Disk versions
come with AUTORUN SYS tile

Please add $2 postage and handling per order
Michigan residents add 4% sales tax

Computer's Voice
2370 Ella Or -Dept 121

Flint. Ml 48504
13131-238-5585
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YOU CAN PAY MORE
BUT YOU CAN'T i,

GET MORE!

Model III 16K

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

$2059

Wl Mvt !r» loots!

PUSlMa luHy

I
Color Computer 4K

$310
w/16KExt. Basic

$459
W/32K Ext. Basic

$525
BUY DIRECT. These art juit a few ol our great

offers which include Printers Modems Com-
pters Peripherals Disc Drives. Software and
more. call toll free 1-800-34)3-8124

com
Write tor your PIUo
free catalog

J45A Great Rood
Littleton MA 01460
6<> • 4Se • J191 _y
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Atari, continued.

Program 2, continued.

600 PRINT •««*DISK RETRY , D I RECTORY SECTOR "(RSECTOR
CIO PRINT •••STATUS- OSTftT".
620 GOTO 570

It!CR=INCR+1
£40 PRINT I NCR;
6'JO NEXT RSECTOR
£60 PFINT
670 PRINT -WAIT — BUILDING TABLES."

REM OK, NOW EXAMINE DIRECTORY.
600 REM PRODUCE LISTING FIRST OFF.
.00 REM NOTE 360=VTOC. NOT DIR.
710 DIM INF0(64,6> IF1LE INFO

I DIM NIME»<64> > NAME INFO
DIM DEAD* 64 > I FILE BOMBED"?

740 FOR ZX=1 TO 64 : DEAD-: ZX > = ©: NEXT ZX
750 REM
760 Z=B+128 'START OF DIR ENTRY
770 REM BUILD FLAG & INFO TABLE
780 FNUM=I
790 FOR LOC=Z TO Z + ( 64*16) STEP 16
£00 REM LOC=ENTRIES' STARTING ADDR
810 FLAGX=PEEK< LOC

>

620 IF(FLAGX AND &80 ) = fx.JO THEN I NFO< FNUM , 3 )=1
830 IF(FLAGX AND *40 >=rjc40 THEN INFO< FNUH.4 >=1

840 IFCFLAGX AND &20 ) = &20 THEN I NFO< FNUM ,5 >= 1

850 IF(FLAGX AND 1)= I THEN I NFOi FNUM , 6 >= I

860 REM SECTOR INFO
870 I NFO< FNUM , 1 >=PEEK< LOC+ 1 > +256»PEEK< LOC+2 )

INFO' FNUM, 2 > =PEEK( LOC + 3 >+2S6»PEEK< LOC + 4 >

r?0 REM NOH GET NAME DATA..
900 NIMEt< FNUM )=
010 FOR ZX = 5 TO 15
S20 NIMElt FNUM )=NIMEt( FNUM ) +CHR«< PEEK* LOC-fZX ) >

930 NEXT ZX
940 REM CHECK FOR END OF ENTRIES
950 IF PEEK< LOC + 5 ) = THEN 1020
S60 REM
970 FNUM=FNUM+1
980 IF FNUM/5=INT(FNUM/'5> THEN PRINT FNUMj
990 NEXT LOC
1000 PRINT "DIR TOTALLY FULL .

"

1010 GOTO 1030
1020 PRINT "DIR PARTLY FULL.'
1030 FNUM=FNUM-1
1040 PRINT
1050 PRINT -NUMBER OF ENTR IES=- JFNUM
1060 REM OUTPUT DIRECTORY
1070 REM ENTRY POINT (FROM BELOW )

1080 IF FNUM=0 THEN 1320 'EMPTY DISK
1090 PRINT
1100 PRINT •D =DELETED/U=USED/,L=LOCKED/0=OPEN-
iilO PRINT -SC=SECTOR COUNT(LEN)"
1'.20 PRINT 'SS =STARTING SECTOR'
1130 PRINT + = GOOD FILE / - = BAD FILE / 9 = UNKNOWN
1140 PRINT
1150 FOR F=l TO FNUM
1160 PRINT USING ••••iFi
1170 IF DEAD(F)=-1 THEN PRINT + •;

1180 IF DEAD(F)=1 THEN PRINT
1130 IF DEAD< F > = THEN PRINT "

1200 PRINT • I -iNIMEtHF )) I •>

1210 IF INF0<F,3)=1 THEN PRINT
1220 IF INF0(F,4)=1 THEN PRINT
1230 IF INF0<F,5)=1 THEN PRINT
1240 IF INF0<F,6)=1 THEN PRINT "0"l ELSE PRINT
1250 PRINT • ISC:

"

i

1260 PRINT USING ••• j I NF0( F , 1 )

;

1270 PRINT >SS: "

)

1280 PRINT USING "• ; I NF0< F ,2 )

1290 IF F/20=INT( F/20 ) THEN INPUT RETS)
1300 NEXT F
1310 GOTO 1390
1320 PRINT "EMPTY DISK -- NO ENTRIES-
ID30 STOF
1340 PRINT
1350 REM ENTRY POINT ( BELOU

>

1360 PRINT -PRESS RETURN.-
1070 INPUT RETS:CLS:GOTO 1420
17-80 GOTO 1400
1390 PRINT -PRESS RETURN."
1400 INPUT RETS
14 10 REM NEXT IS ENTRY POINT
1420 PRINT -SELECT :

1430 FRINT -1. A FILE NUMBER TO CHECK i"

;
i

D- j

U'»
L"l

ELSE PRINT
ELSE PRINT
ELSE PRINT
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CP/M • Software Software/Manual only
Computer Pathways
Pearl (level 1) $ 99/S25
Pearl (level 2) $299/$40
Pearl (level 3) $549/$50
Digital Research
PL/l-80 $459/$35
BT-80 $179/$30
Mac $ 85/$ 15
Sid $ 65/$15
Z-Sid $ 90/$15
Tex $ 90/$15
DeSpool $ 50/$ 10
Micropro
WordStar $319/$60
Customization Notes $ 89/$na
Mail-Merge $109/$25
WordStar/Mail-Merge $419/$85
DataStar $249/$60
WordMaster $1 19/S40
SuperSort I $199/$40
Spell Star
Microsoft

$175/$40

Basic-80 $289/$na
Basic Compiler $329/$na
Fortran-80 $349/$na
Cobol-80 $574/$na
M-Sort $124/$na
Macro-80 $144/$na
Edit-80 $ 84/$na
MuSimp/MuMath $224/$na
MuLisp-80 $174/$na
Organic Software
Milestone $269/$30
Supersoft
Diagnostic I $ 49/$20
Diagnostic II $ 84/$20
Disk Doctor $ 84/$20
Forth (8080 or Z80) $149/$30
Fortran $219/$30
Fortran w/Ratfor $289/$35
Unicom
Mince $149/$25
Scribble $149/$25
Both $249/$50
Data Base
FMS-80 $649/$45
dBASE II $595/$50
Access/80 $699/$50
Pascal
Pascal/MT+ $429/$30
Pascal/M $189/$20
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard $299/$25
The Last One $549/$na
SuperCalc $269/$50
CBASIC-2 $ 98/$20
MicroStat $224/$25
StatPak $449/$40
Micro B + $229/$20
Apple Software (Business)

Micropro
Wordstar $269
MailMerge $ 99

$349
$159

Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort I |p
Spellstar j|| H $129
Personal Software
Visicalc 3.3 It $229
CCA Data Mgr m $ 84
Desktop/Plan II W $229
Visiterm $139
Visidex $229
Visiplot $185

Personal Software (cont.) Terminals ^r-"tr ll
Visitrend/Visiplot $275 ADDS Viewpoint aJ| $ Call
Zork $ 34 Zenith Z-19 ^laaU I $ 719
Miscellaneous Televideo 910 ^ $ 559
Micro Courier $219 Televideo 920C ^f m̂ $ 729
Super-Text II $127 Televideo 950 HHaa»^"^^ $ 969
ASCII Express $ 59 S-100 California Computer Systems
Apple Software (Entertainment) Mainframe $ 349
Wizard & Princess $ 28 Z80 CPU $ 239
Mystery House
Flight Simulator ^^ #

$ 24 64K RAM $ 569
$ 29 Floppy Disc Cntrl $ 339

Raster Blaster Jfk |p $ 26 Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd. $1975
Space Eggs Jyp $ 26 2P + 2S I/O $ 269
Sargon II $ 29 4 Port Serial I/O $ 249
ABM &. $ 22 4 Port Parallel I/O $ 179
Micropainter |ff

:

$ 29 Casio Calculators
Apple Panic $ 28 Pocket Comp. FX702

Desk Printr/Calc. FR100
$185.00

Pool 1.5 $ 26 $ 79.95
Apple Accessories Scientific Calc. FX8100 $ 49.95
Z-80 Softcard by Microsoft $299 Game Watch CA90 Plastic $ 49.95
Keyboard Enhancer $119 Game Watch CA901 Steel $ 69.95
Apple Joystick $ 49 Calendar Watch AX210 $ 59.95
Sup-r Mod $ 25 Printers NEC Spinwriter
CPS Multifunction Card $199 U^™—-—tj^™7710 R.O. Ser $2395
Videoterm by Videx $249 V B7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
16K Card by Microsoft $159 H . -7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
Sup-r Fan $ 39 ^ 17730 R.O. Par $2395
ALF9 Voice Board $149 ,^aâ aal7730 R.O. Par w/tr.$2595
CCS Cards SCall ^^^^^^™NEW 3500 Series $ Call

CCS Parallel Model 7720 $Call Epson MX-70 $ Call

CCS Serial Model 7710D SCall Epson MX-80 $ Call
CCS Centronics Model 7728 $Call Epson MX-80FT $ Call
Disk Drives For TRS-80* Model 1 Epson MX-100 $ Call

"m^ CCI-100 5 '/4
", 40 Track $299 Epson Graftrax $ Call

^^m Add-ons for Zenith Z 89 PaperTiger 560 Gr. & 2K $ Call
CCI-189 5V4", 40 Track $389 IDS Prism 80 $ Call
Z-87 Dual 5'/4 • system $995 IDS Prism 132 $ Call
Drives for Z 90 SCall PaperTiger Access.

Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel
Anadex DP-8000

$ Call
External card edQe and power

^Vl included. 90 day warranty/one
power supply.

supply
year on

SCall
$ 849

Corvus 5M $3089 Anadex DP-9500/01 $1389
Corvus 10M $4489 Okidata Microline 80 File. * pm feed $ Call

Corvus 20M $5429 Okidata Microline 82A Mc & pm leed $ Call

Corvus Mirror $ 699 Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps $ Call

Shugart 8" 801R Raw Drive $ 399 Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call

TANDON 5'/4" Raw Drive $ Call Centronics 739 $ 739
Power Supplies $ Call Data South 180 cps $ Call

Diskettes— Box of 10 Monitors

Maxell 5V4" $ 40 Leedex 12" B&W $.119
Maxell 8* $ 45 Leedex 12" Green Screen $ 129

BASF/Verbatim 5'/T $26.95 Leedex 13" Color $ 329
BASF/Verbatim 8" $ 36 Sanyo 9" B&W $ 149

Plastic File Box— Holds 50 5% -dskts. $ 19 Sanyo 9" Green Screen $ 189

Plastic Library Case S'/i" $ 3 Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 249
Plastic Library Case 8" $ 4 Sanyo 12" B&W $ 239
Head Cleaning Diskette $ 25 Sanyo 13" Color $ 449
Floppy Saver
Floppy Saver Rings
16K RAM Kits

$10.95
$ 6.95

Zenith 13" Color $ 349

One Kit $19.00 Zenith 12" Green Screen
Two Kits $37.00 $129
200ns for TRS-80", Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $ 2.50 Telecommunications
Computer Systems Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $ 125
Atari 400 $ 359 Univ. Data System UDS103LP $ 149
Atari 800 $ 699 Univ. Data System UDS103JP $ 185
Call for other Atari products Novation Cat $ 139
Zenith Z89, 48K $ Call Novation D-Cat $ 149
Zenith Z90, 64K $ Call Novation Auto-Cat $ 199
Call for other Zenith products Novation Apple Cat II $ 299
For fast delivery, send certified checks, money OfTjeYI (if Hayes Smart Modem™ $ 249
call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or Hayes Micro-Modem II™ $ 295
company checks require one to three weeks to clear All

prices are mail order only and are subject to change Hayes Chronograph™ $ 225
without notice Call for shipping charges. CCI Telnet Com. Package $ 135

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The CPU SHOP TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522

TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. CC05M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours 9 AM- 8PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

Tandy Corporation Trademark/* Digital Research
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TRS-80^.
COLOR GAME •
LIMITED OFFER!

1 Wf LI MNO VOU OUR OMUS GAMC 0* THI MONTH
'. WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 GAMES
«K l"S«.MI RESOLUTION GAMES"

^ GATOR ZONE
THt FlttSTANTI-MlfmCOMmTCRGAMC |4A AP
WMfRf VOULL riGMTOKLOM VOURSHINT' IK H*1

V ^ gARBAS^ArgCK^'95

.nar«ir«.rw mn! n- nr.

KOSWC KArAMME '18.95

«« GALLOPING GAMBLERS-
illustrated m»mory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILllAMSTOWN. MA 01267-0289

Nmim(m<
MmJ VISA MCtfM

JEL.413 663-9648
ccmtifiid chicks or mom* orcxrs onlv

HKMI OROIRS CALL MON FR1 t * fST
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A ATARI'
MOO AlarilMIM '10 00

tW MOO Atari 4M1M 359 00
CtmmaciUlM 320 00 Attn 411 Caswttr (0 00
Mkraunank ;? 00 Atari 111 Drc* 410 00

ALL ATARI SOFTWARE 20% OFF
Plus Loads of 3rd Party Software!

VOTRAX TVPEH-TALK: 340 00
ALSO EPSON A CENTRONICS PRINTERS

ZENTTH A TELEVBE0 TERMINALS

BBI Mail Order is a company made up of com
puter professionals We are able to provide
low prices as well as technical support Give
us a call and find out why we consider the
Atari the best home computer on the market
today You won't be disapointed

til Mall Ord«r

SpKialuing m Alan Horn Computes

P Bo. 365

Newton Highlands MA 07161

(61 7) M4 30>0

CIRCLE 11S ON READER SERVICE CARD

- B/\SF
DISKETTES

BASF Diskettes at compe-
titive price. Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 lor prices and
Information. Visa and Master
Card accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Atari, continued.
Program 2, continued.

1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570

1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1C60
1670
ieeo
1690
17C0
1710

:7io
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790

1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1680
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

2020
2030
2040
2050

PRINT -2. 'A' TO CHECK ALL FILES; -

PRINT "3. 'D' TO SEE DIRECTORY LIST AGAIN-
PRINT -NOTE: ERRORS SHOW UP ON PIR LISTING
PRINT "AFTER THEY OCCUR IN SEARCH."
INPUT N*
IF NI="A- THEN F ILE= 1 28: GOTO 1630
IF N»=-D- THEN GRAPHICS 0:GOTO 1070
ON ERROR 1540
FILE =VAL<NI>
GOTO 1560
PRINT -ERROR. RE-ENTER.*
RESUME 1420
REM PROCESS. CHECK.
IF FILE>FNUM OR FILE<0 OR F I LE< > INT< F ILE )

THEN PRINT 'ERROR . ": GOTO 1420
REM SINGLE ENTRY HANDLER
PRINT -TRACING— 'SELECT' TO ABORT."
SS=INFO<FILE,2) I STARTING SECT

NFO(FILE.I) ! SECTOR COUNT

.ARROR=RETURN

SC
RSECTOR=SS
REM GO TRACE IT
GOSUB 1850
IF ARROR=1 THEN PRINT -»«*SAD FILEMS"
IF ARR0R=1 THEN DEAD' FILE >=1 ELSE DEADt F I LC )=-1
GOSUB 2110 I MARK FILE NAME
GOTO 1350
REM ALL ENTRIES HANDLER
FOR FILE=1 TO FNUM
CLS
FRINT -TRACING FILE •'(FILE
IF LP=1 THEN PRINT 03, "TRACING FILE ••iFILE
PRINT -PRESS 'SELECT' TO A30RT .

•

SS=INFO* FILE, 2 ) ! STARTING SECT
SC=INFO< FILE,! ) i SECTOR COUNT
RSECT0R=3S
GOSUB 1850
IF ARR0R=1 THEN PRINT "«»«3AD FILE«M" «"

IF ARR0R=1 THEN DEAD(FILE)=1 ELSE DEADC FILE )=-1
GOSUB 2110
NEXT FILE
PRINT "COMPLETED."
GOTO 1350
REM TRACING SUBROUTINE
ARROR=0
PRINT
PRINT • SEC CNT="iSC>" READING SEC "iRSECTOR
POKE f«DO1F,0 ' CLEAR BUTTONS
GOSUB 70 'READ
REM CHECK BUTTONS
IF PEEK< fcDOlF X >7 THEN RETURN
IF DSTATS=1 THEN 1960
PRINT "«««ERROR. DSTATS="»DSTATS»* ON SECTOR "(RSECTOR
GOTO 1900 'RETRY
IF SC=0 THEN RETURN
SC=SC-1 i DECR S COUNT
REM GET FORWARD POINTER + FNUM
FWD=< PEEK< BUFF+125 > AND 3 )*256
FWO=FWD+PEEK< BUFF + 126 )

FNr I NT< ( PEEKC BUFF+125 > AND 8eFC )/4 ) I HENCE,
SHIFTED 2 BITS RIGHT
FN=FN+1 • <DISK STARTS AT 0)
PRINT " DATA: FILE NUM=";FN|- FMD SEC ="|FWD
IF FN<>FILE THEN PRINT -FILE NUMBER ERROR .': ARROR=t
IF FWD>720 OR FWD<0 THEN PRINT
FORWARD PTR OUT OF RANGE , ABORT .: ARR0R=1 : RETURN

2060 IF FUD=0 THEN 2090
2070 RSECTOR=FWD
2080 GOTO 1870
2090 PRINT "COMPLETED."
2100 RETURN
2110 REM MARK A FILE AS BAD IN NAME.
2120 REM SET HIGH BIT SO IT SHOWS
2130 REM UP IN INVERSE VIDEO..
2140 IF ARROR=0 THEN RETURN
2150 ZS=NIMEt( FILE >

2160 NIMES< FILE >=" "

2570 FOR 2=1 TO LEN< Z« >

2180 NIME»(F1LE >=N I ME»< F ILE >+CHRt< < ASC< HI DSC Z»,Z. 1 )>
OR ltSO)> I SET HIGH BIT

2190 NEXT 2
2200 RETURN
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DISCOUNT
DATA PRODUCTS

presents

APPLE SOFTWARE
" # GAMES "* UTILITIES •" BUSINESS

Software at Affordable Prices for the budget minded individual

APPLE LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

* ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

* ASTAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

ARTSCI
Magic Window D 99 95 79 95
Basic Mailar D 69 95 55 95
Magic Spell D 55 95 39 65)

* AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS

* AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY
AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
Hi-Res Secrets O 125 95 99 95*
Mi-Res Golf O 29 95 23 95

BEAGLE BROTHERS
DOS Boss D 24 00 19 95
Utility City D 29 50 23 95

Alpha Plot D 39 50 31 95

BROOERBUND SOFTWARE
Alien Typhoon D 24 95 19 95

Apple Panic D 29 95 23 95

Space Quarks O 29 95 23 95
Genetic Dritt D 29 95 23 95
Red Alert 29 95 23 95
David's Midnight Magic D 34 95 27 95

Arcade Machine 44 95 35 95
Track Attack D 29 95 23 95

BUDGECO
Raster Blaster D 29 95 23 95

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
Apple-Olds D 29 95 20 65*

Aklabeth D 34 95 23 95

CAVALIER COMPUTER
Aster Field D
Bug Attack D

Star Thiel .0

* CONTEXT
* CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

DAKIN 5 LEVEL 10

Programming Aids D
Dragon Fire .... D
Kaves of Karkhan D
Alkemstone D

24 95

29 95

90 00
39 95
39 95
39 95

19 95
20 65*

23 95

71 95
31 95
31 95
31 95

20 65)

20.681

20 65)

* DELTA SOFTWARE

29 95
29 95
29 95

D 175 00 139 95

OATAMOST
County Fair D
Snack Attack D
Thief D

* DATASOFT

DENVER SOFTWARE
Financial Partner ....

* EOU-WARE

GEBELLI SOFTWARE
Firebird . . . D 29 95 23 95

Russki Duck D 34 95 29 95

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II D 34 95 27 95
Applesoft Compiler D 200 00 1 59 95

* HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Ta» Preparer O 15000 11995
Real Estate Analyzer O 150 00 119 95

OUR
PRICE

LIST
PRICE

INNOVATIVE OESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 15 34 95 27 95
Shullleboard 29 95 23 95

Trick Shot O 39 95 31 95

INFOCOM
Zork I D 39 95 31 95
Zork II D 39 95 31 95

* ISA * LAZER SYSTEMS * IUS

* LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB

* MICRO PRO INTERNATIONAL

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor D 1995 1595
TASC Compiler D 175 00 139 95
AL DS D 125 00 99 95

* MICROSOFTWARE SYSTEMS

* MUSE

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
•2 Wi* * Princess .

.

3 Cranston Manor .

.

•4 uiysess & Golden Fleece.

Superscribe II

Expediior II Applesoft Com
Jawbreaker
Road Work
Marauder
Sottporn Adv (X-rated)

* M*R

D 32 95

. D 34 95
D 34 95

. D 129 95 103 20
O 99 95 79 85
D 29 95
D 3995
D 34 95

. D 29 95

25 95

27 95
24 65*

23 95
21 95
27 95

23 95

PERSONAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Exec Secretary D 250 00 195 95

* PERSONAL SOFTWARE

PICCADILLY
Falcons D 29 95 23 95

Suicide D 29 95 20 65)

* PHOENIX SOFTWARE

* QUALITY SOFTWARE

* RIVERBANK SOFTWARE

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00 23 95

Multi Disk Cata III D 25 00 19 95

Disk Recovery D 30 00 23 95
Applesoft-Plus D 25 00 19 95

Applesoft Pro Opt D 20 00 1 5 95

Disk Org II D 30 00 23 95

DOS Plus . D 25 00 19 95

Ouickloader D 25 00 19 95

Apple Speller D 75 00 52 50)

Image Printer D 40 00 3195

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-TOPOS D 32 95 25 95

* SIERRA SOFTWARE

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Gorgon D 39 95 31 95

Sneakers D 29 95 20 95
Epoch O 34 95 24 50

Cops * Robbers O 34 95 24 65*
Outpost ... O 29 95 23 95

Beer Run D 34 95 27 95
Dark Forest D 29 95 23 95

Borg D 29 95 23 95

Hadron D 34 95 27 95

Joyport A 74 95 59 95

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizardy D 49 95 39 95

* SOFTAPE * SOFTWARE EMPORIUM

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP.
PFS. D 95 00 66 50*
PFS Report D 95 00 71 95

SOUTHEASTERN
DAta Capture O 64 95 52 95
Superterm 80 col D 90 00 69 95
Smart Term 60 col O 90 00 69 95
Vide« 80 col D 90 00 69 96

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Ascn Express II D 79 95
Ooubletime Printer O 149 95
Financial Mngmnt Sys II .... D 59 95
Listmaster D 39 95
Merlin D 64 95
The Routine Machine D 64 95
Speed Star . . D 134 95
The Correspondent D 59 95
Z-Term . D 99 95
Z-Term The Pro" D 150 00

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
DB Master . D 229 00
O B Mas Utly Pak I D 99 00
D B Mas Utly Pak «2 D 99 00

D B Master Stal Pak D 99 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Torpedo Fire D 59 95
Warp Factor D 39 95
Com Quarterback (2nd Ed I D 3995
President Elect 39 95
Battle ol Shiloh D 39 95
Tigers in Snow D 39 95

* SUBLOGIC

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Higher Text II ... D 40 00
Higher Graphics II D 35 00

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles A 39 95
Joystick . A 59 95
Expand-a-Port A 59 95

TURNKEY SOFTWARE
The Gauntlet ,.. D 34 95

63 95
11995
47 95
31 95
51 95
51 95
107 95
47 95
79 95
11995

160 65*
79 95
79 95
79 95

47 95
31 95
31 95
31 95
31 95
31 95

31 95
27 95

31 95
47 95
41 95*

27 95

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 59 95 47 95

3-D Supergraphics D 39 95 31 95
Super KRAM D 17500 13995
Conquest D 225 00 1 79 95

VERSA COMPUTING
VersaWnt Exp Pac-1 D 39 95 32 95
VersaWril Gra Tab A 299 00 249 95
EZ Port D 24 95 20 95

* VIOEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES
CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS
PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING
INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADD 10* SHIPPING

All Orders Prepaid by Person Check. Money Order. Cashier check

For Faster Delivery Srvice COD — Cash Only/Master Charge — Visa

Mastercharge — Visa add 3%. and California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
include expiration date on card Prices Valid Through This Month's Issue

Please Add $2 50 lor Shipping Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Please Specify Tape or Disk

DIRECT ORDER INQUIRIES TO:
DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 19674-CE
SAN DIEGO. CA 92119
PHONE 714-287-0190
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I have my system now, you know.
Well, what I mean to say is that I've run

out of anecdotes about why I don't have a

computer. It was great, like having auto-

matic material. I guess 111 have to work at

it from now on.

The topic of this column is the IBM
(aka Epson) printer. I had promised a discus-

sion of displays too, but that will have to

wait until next month. There is enough,
surprisingly, to say about the printer. It

may seem strange to devote almost an
entire IBM column to a printer which is

obviously in broader distribution, but it is,

after all, the "IBM" printer, the printer a
great many owners of the Personal Com-
puter are likely to have. Before we get

rolling, though, there are a few administra-

tive announcements.

I thank all of you who have gotten in

touch with me. The information you have
provided has been very useful and I have
enjoyed your letters. Let me remind you
that I cannot reply unless you supply a
self-addressed, stamped envelope. With
the SASE, III get back to you as soon as I

can.

User groups are beginning to spring up
for the IBM Personal Computer. I will be
happy to carry an announcement of your
group's formation in these pages. I would
also like to ask that you include me on
your mailing list for newsletters. Obviously,
I can't afford to pay the dues for every
group, but I'd sure like to hear about what
you learn.

Reminder to vendors: I'm a black hole
when it comes to announcements of new
product, both hardware and software. I've

been doing pretty well so far in getting
such information, but your help will be
appreciated. If you work for a firm that

W.H. Faslie, 7110 Sheffield Rd.. Baltimore. MD
21212.

WHIFastie

makes something for the IBM, let your
marketing department know I exist.

Disks!

I really got excited the other day. An
evaluation disk from VR Data Corporation
arrived in the mail. I had been limping
along on one disk drive, and I was really

looking forward to having two drives, if

only for two weeks. I'm going to buy the

drive, though, because I can't bring myself

to disconnect it, much less send it back.
The price is only $265, a bargain by
comparison with IBM's price of $570.

The disk arrived via UPS. and was packed
rather well. It was marked on the outside

as "Drive B" and had been setup by VR
Data for connection to the IBM. Installation

of the drive was simple , and I got it working
rather quickly.

Ah, you say, why not immediately? There
was one problem, which you should be
alert for. There are two DIP sockets on
the electronics board on the drive. One of

these is used for a terminator chip, and the

other is used for jumpers.

On the IBM drive in my system, the
terminator (referred to by IBM as the
"pluggable module") is installed, and there
is a wire jumper across one pair of pin
sockets in the DIP socket.

On the drive from VR Data, there was
no terminator, which is correct, but the
jumper DIP socket had what is known as a
"DIP shunt." This is nothing more than a
DIP package with fuse-like shunts connect-
ing directly opposite pins.

The "shunts" can be broken or left in

place to create a set of jumpers in a single

package. In the case of the VR Data drive,

the DIP shunt was configured correctly

but installed incorrectly.

Since no instructions had been delivered

with the drive, I had to do a little detective

work to discover this. Once I got the shunt
installed so that the jumpered part of the

socket matched that on my IBM drive,

everything worked just fine.

I called Warren Rosenkranz (my face is

red— I misspelled his name last month),
the president of VR Data, to ask him about
the lack of instructions and the shunt. He
said that VR Data usually does pack
installation instructions with drives sold to

individuals, but often do not when they

sell to computer stores, a large part of

their business. I was put in the latter

category.

As for the shunt, VR Data tests all their

drives before they ship. The test equipment
requires the shunt to be placed differently,

and sometimes it doesn't get put back.
Warren told me that they are usually very

careful about everything, but that they
have been deluged with orders for IBM
expansions and have been very busy.

I like everything to have neat ends, but
in this case I think the inconvenience was
small considering the price I'm going to

pay for the drive!

If you buy from VR Data, or any other
supplier, make sure you specify which drive

you are buying and that you expect instruc-

tions. If you already have one drive, the
insert for your IBM Guide to Operations
will have very good installation instructions.

If you have bought only the disk adapter
from IBM and are getting the drives
elsewhere, you will need the instructions.

The IBM Diskette Adapter includes the

signal cable, and the installation procedures
for it includes a picture of the cable showing
which connectors go where.
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for

TRS-80 Models I & III

AND NOW, CP/M!

SuperSoft LISP allows the TRS-80 to become
a complete Artificial Intelligence laboratory! It

is the tool that takes you to the frontier of Com-
puter Science.
The SuperSoft LISP is a complete and full im-

plementation. (It is NOT a subset!) It contains
an efficient garbage collector which optimizes
the usage of user RAM, and supports the

TRS-80 graphics. Below are some features:

• Runs in 16k level II (with only 6K overhead)
• Fully implements atom property list structure.

• PROG is supported.
• FUNARG device is implemented.
• Efficient garbage collection.
• Complete with LISP editor and trace.

• Allows complete range of single precision

numeric data.
• Works with old as well as new ROMs.
• Contains 97 functions.
• Sample Programs.

The LISP package is supplied on tape

discette and with a complete user manual.
or

cassette version TRS-80:
(requires 16K level II)

Disk version TRS-80:
(requires 16K disk)

CP/M version:

(requires 32K CP/M)

$75.00

$100.00

$150.00

(manual only: $15.00)

Software available for virtually all CP/M
systems. Specify your system.

Available from fine dealers everywhere,

or directly from:
SUPERSOFT, INC.
P.O. BOX 1628
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
217-359-2112 Telex: 270365
Technical Hot Line: 217-359-2691

r*G'T«i Ofvets
>MlOWW.KO*D
MUTMfMAOUOMKfXT
TUNBMDM WfUS
T*MO*l

A*«CO<WO*ATtON»MTflM**TIO*«*l.

TOftVO <M

TW rO>4Jf>

SuperSoft
First in Software Technology

TRS-80 TRADEMARK TANDY CORP 'i*to >untMM ociui muuK*

iuy with Confidence
from the best

GREAT PRICES GREAT SERVICE GUARANTEED
|
COMPUTMl PWNTMt, TIRMHAUJ ,«,?0

c^v t
o^ Apr** Um?*pp*i

Rm |74M

COMPUTERS:
Altos
Apple
Alan
Commodore
Ho wlett Packard
BMC
Inlertec Super bram
NEC
Norths tar

Onyx
Point Four
Sharp
TtlavWM
Vector

Xerox
Zenith

VIDEO Tl
ft MONITORS:
ADDS

THERMAL
Apple
Trendcom

DOT MATRIX
Anacorn
Anadex
Centronix
Commodore

Epson
I DS /Paper Tiger

Microime Oxidata
MP1
Novell

Texas Instruments

LETTER QUALITY
Diablo/Xerox
NEC

D C Hayes
Modems

at great prices

We neve IBM
software

80 COLUMN
VIDEO CARDS
Double Vision

Smart-Term
Videx

LOWER CASE
ADAPTERS
Dan Paymar

INTERFACE CAROS
Apple
California Computer
Mountain Computer
Microsoft

S S M Products
Thunderclocx

LANGUAGES
Basic Compiler

CP/M
Fortran
Pascal
Vanguard API
OTHER PRODUCTS
Bar Code Reader*
Card Readers
Game Controls
Graphics Tablet

Music System
Numeric Keypads
Programming Atds
Type-and-Talk
Video Digitizers

Voice Entry

MONITORS
BMC ft NCC Qr—n Scr—n
MOW IN STOCK
EDUCATORS
We have the CORVus
systems to hook up several

Apple computers at once'

NfC * DIABLO P*IMTE*$
Anadex Pap**

CALL

MX 100 A
MX60F T

The new 136
column Epson

printer with graphics and the
Friction tractor MX 80 arc «n

stock WE HAVE THE GRAPHIC
PACKAGE FOR MX 80 Call

SILCNTYPE MUTCH
ONLY $2*4 00

Call for catalog

Wean 3 3 S<M R*g Sit*
/w Reg y» eioTTint

'*• Prep*-. '»:. B*u*er+lomb pttumr*
Raal Cttata AnMv»rHowa>«K>n i?S Reg *50 lor *ou« computer by
C'eal.ve f .n«nc>ng MwrtuMH 12S Reg ISO Moutton kwkrumanls
ASCII €***•*• H fty SOS SSftag »'

ACCQlOW

ViMt our retail store

Ml W Cnapman Ave
Anahe.m Cat 97807
714 7S0-731S

20- OF* Rf TAIL ALL SOFTWAMC
u »k i *M it ca* «• ae*- • h •*' >r

M«H orders ONLY
NET PROFIT COftWHJTCRS
?908 Oregon Ca-

Torrance Ca 90503 IB
1|§O0>421 1420 ^T
m Cat 713 370-4772 ^M
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IBM continued...

Once the drive is installed, you must set

the switches on the system board to reflect

the number of drives installed . If you have

an IBM drive, your IBM installation pro-

cedures will show how the switches are to

be set. If you don't, the switch settings are

also shown in the installation procedures

for the display adapters, either the Mono-
chrome or the Color/Graphics.

A word of warning. Although the diskette

drive I got from VR Data is precisely the

same Tandon drive used by IBM, it is still

a foreign device in the eyes of IBM. This

means they might not, and probably will

not, be willing to service it. A computer
store will usually be more flexible (pun

intended) about service.

The IBM Printer

At first glance, it seems silly for me to

write about the IBM printer. The Epson
MX80 has been written about quite often,

and is very much a known entity.

That's what I thought until I tried to

write the program shown in Listing 1. I

wanted this program primarily to print

paginated listings of Basic programs,
because neither Basic nor DOS provides

this function. When a program is LLISTed.
the printing begins wherever the paper is

and continues right over page boundaries.

I'm going to have quite a few listings around
so I want them pretty and identifiable.

Listing 1.

<£<©7TTR<Si(£

PACKER Machine language program that edits all or
part of your Basic program to run faster save memory
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK

-

unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines
SHORT-deleles unnecessary words, spaces, and REM
statements PACK-packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM-
renumbers lines, including aH branches MOVE -moves
line or blocks ol lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes tor 16K 32K. a 48K For TRS-80™
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic $29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verify routines The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette
speeds
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II SIS 95
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II a Printer *1 7 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Banc program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except
Prints or Print* I or LPrints to Prints Save edited
version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II SI2.9S
FAST SORTING ROUTINES For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II

Sorts in SECONDS 1 You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable $1995
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette
cassette for 1 drive system) $14 95

ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95
Prices subject to change without notice Call or write
for complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-21 13
Or call our 24 hour phone 316483-481 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

10 REM PRINTER
20 REM Proqraa to deal with the IBM BO CPS Printer (Epson MX80)
30 REM Functions: Setup printer nodes
40 REM
50 REM
60 REM Author:
70 REM Created
80 REM Edited:
90 REM Source:
1O0 REM Note:

Print paginated listings of text files
Issue controls to printer

Nill Fastie
12 Dec 1981
26 Jan 1982 2355
PRINTER. BAS
Operates on current display device, current node

HO REM ***** Constants
120 PROG* - "PRINTER vl.Ol 26 Jan 1982"
130 ESC*-CHR*<27>
140 CLRLPT*«CHR* < 18) +CHR» (20) ESC*+"F"*ESC»*"H"
150 PWIDTH-EtO
160 REM ***** Initial Menu
170 KEY OFF: CLS: SCREEN 0,0,0
180 PRINT PROGS: PRINT
190 PRINT "The printer must be ONLINE to"
200 PRINT "perform these functions."
210 PRINT
220 PRINT "Functions:":
230 PRINT TAB(13);"P - Print a text file"
240 PRINT TAB<13>5"S - Setup printer"
250 PRINT TAB(13>;"R - Reset printer"
260 PRINT TAB(13>;"T - Advance paper to top"
270 PRINT TAB(13>;"Q - Quit (return to DOS)"
280 PRINT TAB<13>s"X - Exit to Basic"
290 MENSEL » CSRLIN-M
300 PLOC = MENSEL: GOSUB 1270
310 INPUT " Enter functions ",X»: IF Xs-
320 GOSUB 1210
330 X = INSTR<"PSRTQX",X«>: IF X «
340 ON X GOSUB 360, 770, 1080, 1120,
350 GOTO 160
360 REM ***** Print paginated listing
370 CLS
380 PRINT PROG*: PRINT
390 PRINT "Adjust the paper in the printer so that

"the perforation i s at the paper bail."
printer ONLINE.

THEN BEEP: GOTO 300

THEN BEEP: GOTO 300
1150, 1180

"Files MUST be ASCI text fill

"No filename extension is assumed,"
"so enter the filename exactly."
"Depress ENTER key to return to menu.
"Press ESC key to abort printing."

"File to print: ",Xs
THEN RETURN

40O PRINT
410 PRINT "Put
420 PRINT
430 PRINT
440 PRINT
4SO PRINT
460 PRINT
470 PRINT
480 PRINT
490 PRINT
500 INPUT
510 IF LEN(X«>
520 GOSUB 1210
530 WIDTH "lptl:",PWIDTH
540 OPEN X* FOR INPUT AS 1

550 PAGENR =
560 LINENR - 1

570 IF EOF (1) THEN 650
580 LINE INPUT el, 1*
S90 IF LINENR - 1 THEN GOSUB 690
600 LPRINT I *
610 IF INKEY* - ESC* THEN 650
620 LINENR - LINENR + INT ( (LEN (L*> *79> /80>
63ii IF LINENR > 54 THEN LINENR » 1

640 GOTO 570
6SO REM Close file and return
660 CLOSE
670 GOSUB 1120
680 GOTO 500
690 REM ***** Subroutine to print page heading
70O IF PAGENR <> THEN LPRINT CHR»<12>;
710 PAGENR » PAGENR 1

720 LPRINT: LPRINT
730 LPRINT CHR*<14);X»;" ";CHR*<20>;
740 LPRINT "— printed on "iDATES;" at ";TIHE«t" —
750 LPRINT: LPRINT
760 RETURN
770 REM ***** Setup Printer
780 CLS: PRINT PROG*
790 PRINT: PRINT "Printer enhancements mrmi"
800 PRINT

DW - Double Width"
C - Compressed Print"
E - Emphasized Print"
DS - Double Strike"

Page": PAGENR

810 PRINT
820 PRINT
830 PRINT
B40 PRINT
850 PRINT
860 PRINT
B70 PRINT
880 PRINT

"Enter enhancements separated by spaces.

"Examples:

"
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commodore
SHOW SPECTACULAR

8032-32K 80 COL CRL
REGS1495

$1135
64K ADD-ON MEMORY

REG $500
$395

9000 134K SUPER P ET
REG $1995

$1795
4032 32K 40 COL CRT

REG $1295
$995

4016 16K 40 COL CRT
REG $995

$795
8050-DUAL DISK 950K

REG $1795
$1395

4040-DUAL DISK 343K
REG $1295

$995
2031 -SINGLE DISK 170K

REG $695
$555

C2N-CASSETTE DRIVE
REG $75

$65
4022-80 COL PRINTER

REG $795
$649

8023P-136 COL PRINTER

$849
8300P-40CPS LTR QLTY

REG $2250
$1995

8024-MANNESMAN TALLEY

$1595

REG $2495
8024L-LEnER TALLE

$1995

REG $1895
25CPS-STARWRITER

±
$1445

REG $279
CBM-IEEE MODEM

$229
VOICE SYNTHESIZER

REG $395
$329

a

" PET TO IEEE CABLE

IEEE TOIETE CABLE
REG $49 95 6 0Q

VIC 20
REG $299

$269
VIC 1540 DISK 170K

REG $599
$499

VIC 1515 30CPS PRINTER
REG $395

$349
VIC 1011 RS 232 INTER

REG $49.95
$39

VIC 1112 IEEE INTER
REG $99 95

MATOR SHARK
HARD DISK DRIVE

•Winchester Disk

'Commodore DOS 2.5

"24 Megabyte
$6475

Strobe 100 Plotter

*PET Interface

'Software Pack
$975

SCHOOL SPECIALS
3 for 2 Pricing

CALL US!

$79
Special pricing on Atari, Apple, Digilog, Epson, Hayes Modem, Printwheels

20% Off on Software-

PHILADELPHIA COMPUTER DISCOUNT ©

P.O. Box 170 St. Davids, PA 19087 (215)687-8540

MAIL ORDER PHONE 1-800-345-1289

CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED FREE

VISA & MASTERCARD ADD 3%
COD • UPS

PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX



IBM, continued.
890 PRINT
900 PRINT " C E - Illegal"
910 PRINT " - 10 cpi , normal
920 PRINT E - lO cpi, bold"
930 PRINT " DS C - 16.5 cpi, double
940 PRINT
950 INPUT " Entpr enhancements: ",0

1O90 LPRINT CLRLPTS;
llOO PWIDTH-BO
1110 RETURN
1120 REM ***** Form feed to printer
1130 LPRINT CHR*(12>;
1140 RETURN
1150 REM ***** Return to DOS
1160 CLS
1170 SYSTEM
11SO REM ***** Exit to BASIC
1190 CLS
1200 END
1210 REM ***** Subroutine to UPPERF
1220 FOR X - 1 TO LEN(XS)
1230 XC« - MID*(X«,X,1)
1240 IF "a" <- XC» AND XC« <.- "«
1250 NEXT X

1260 RETURN
1270 REM ***** Subroutine to positi
1280 LOCATE PLOC,

1

1290 PRINT STRING»(40, " ');

13O0 LOCATE PLOC,

1

1310 RETURN
1320 REM ***** Subroutine to wait f

1330 PRINT "Depress any key to cont
1340 GOSUB 1360
1350 RETURN
1360 REM ***** Subroutine to get a
1370 X» - INKEY*
1380 IF X« - "" THEN 1370
1390 RETURN

960 XS-0S: GOSUB 1210: 0S-X*
970 LPRINT CLRLPTS;
980 IF INSTR<0*,"DW") THEN LPRINT CHR»<14>:
990 IF INSTR<0*,"C"> THEN LPRINT CHR«(15>;
lOOO IF INSTRCO*. "E") THEN LPRINT ESC«;"E"|
1010 IF INSTR<0*,"DS" ) THEN LPRINT ESC*;"B";
1020 PRINT
1030 PLOC=CSRLIN
1040 GOSUB 1270
1050 INPUT "Enter desired line widths ".PMIDTH
1060 IF 1 > PWIDTH OR PWIDTH > 132 THEN 1040
1070 RETURN
1080 REM ***** Reset printer to defaults

Y a string (in X*>

THEN M1D«(X*.X.1> - CHRS < ASC < XC»> - 32>

on at specified line and clear it

or any keystroke
inue. .

•

M
|

keystroke into >:*

Table 1. IBM Printer Control Codes.

My problem was one of poor lyes, poor)

documentation. All the facts are in various

IBM documents, but not in one place, and
not accurately. The Basic manual, in the

LPRINT section, has an example of how
to get the various styles printed, but no
chart or explanation. The Guide to Opera-
tions has a chart, but it is very misleading,
and if you do what it says some of the

functions will not work. The Technical
Reference Manual is the only one with

completely accurate information, but even
it is difficult to decipher and there are a

few facts missing.

The problem with the chart on pages 3-

15 of the Guide to Operations is obviously

typographical in nature. The chart has the

correct control codes, but it is annotated
with either one or two asterisks('). One
asterisk is supposed to mean that the code
should have 128 added to it to "make it

work reliably." The only code to which
this really applies is carriage return (CR).
and then only in special situations. The
IBM chart marks 12 codes this way. Two
asterisks are supposed to mean that the
code is to be preceded by the escape code,
ASCII 27. None of the codes so marked in

the IBM chart requires the escape.
The information you really need is

embedded in the program and is also shown
in Table 1 . There are two rules which can
generally be applied. If the ASCII control

If the entry is marked with an asterisk (•), the code must be
preceded by the escape code (ASCII 27). The "Char" column
shows those codes which are printable characters.

Code Char Function

Terminates Tab set functions

Set line spacing to 1/8" (Esc A)
Set line spacing to 7/72" (Esc A)

2 Set line spacing to current default, or 1/6"

7 Sounds buzzer in printer

10 Line Feed
11 Vertical Tab
12 Form Feed
13 Carriage Return
14 Turn on Double Width mode
15 Turn on Compressed Character mode
17 Selects printer

18 Turn off Compressed mode
19 Deselects printer

20 Turn off Double Width mode
24 Cancels imprinted data. Resets Double

Width and Compressed modes
27 Escape

.65 A Set line feed spacing

.66 B Set vertical tabs
• 67 C Set form length (default = 66)
.68 D Set horizontal tabs

.69 E Turn on Emphasized mode

.70 F Turn off Emphasized mode

.71 G Turn on Double Strike mode

.72 H Turn off Double Strike mode
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Western Micro Distributors
16 City Blvd. E.*108 Suite#315
Orange, Calif. 92668

(714) 937-0121

wabash DISKIJTE8?

wabash^ - *
I
wabash DS/dd

Riverbank Software Inc.

\
25°° 28PO BOX

/
31PO 34PO

Authorized Wabash Distributor

Dealers: Call FbrQty. Pricing!

'Single Side Single Density

Wizard

16k Memory Card- 125.00

80 Column Interface Card- 245.00I

Micro-,

\
Disk Drives

^^rt

telnt

35Track: with control unit — 4ilOr^^

35Track: without cont. unit- 425flO
40Track:With cont. unit 4%J\jy^^

40Track: without cont.unit- 410PO

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
an arcade-like race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND'

REQUIRES
APPLE II • * OR
APPLE II PLUS. •

MR, 13 OR 18

SECTOR DISK,

PADDLE CONTROL

VttAMAtTtKMAfKlf ORDERS J014n>M'2
SfcNTMSLANOtNG ROAD
POtT OFFICE COM i

»

DENTON. HO ltt»

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-
wick Farm, Karlskoga. and Monaco • Five speed manual or

automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight

levels of difficulty.

e ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

SpMdi to 196 MPM • controlled studs • eplnoule • spectacular crash** • hair pin turn* •
narrow corn*** • o6»t*cl*» • tdentilled circuit faalura* • number of lap* selection •
flashing last lap indicate* • Christmas tree" con I rolled atari • switch lor »il«nt operation •
blue poet marks 300' intervals • beet lap/beat race time* poatad • lully inatrumented control

panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • position indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tape e lap counter • gear and RPM Indicator* • opereling

fuel gauge

ravfRSANK WILL HCPlACt OAMAOf DttKS WlIMiN I YEAR OF PURCHASE RETURN OMK WITH FROOF OF
PURCHASE FlUt FIVE DOLLARS POSTMX AND NANOUWQ FOR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT
IKNOOL LAWS OVERSEA*
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ATARI FORTH
ATAFORTH IS

FORTH FOR THE

{Components

4116-200ns.
L8/12j00

21 14L-200ns.
L8

/15.00

2716- 450ns.
L2/10.00

2 708-450ns.
L-2

/8.00

Zenith

•12inch

•15MHz

•Green
Display

ZVM-121'

116.00

Monitor

ATARI
TM

* Written specifically for the Atari

400/800 computer—uses Atari's

undedicated CIO. operators for

unrestricted file structures.

*• Editor totally compatible with

BASIC or ASM/ED files.

* Reference manual with many
examples written for first-time

user.

*• Follows standard forth protocol.

*• Compiles source text almost as

quickly as the computer can
read from disk.

k Price includes 1-yr. free subscrip-

tion to quarterly update disks.

PRICE: $129.00 MANUAL ONLY: $29.00
REQUIRES 32K and DISK

(16K CASSETTE VERSION COMING SOON)
ATAW fj o trodwnorfc Of Al

P.O. Box 60S Clearlake. CA 95422 (707) 994-4649

O

TECHNOLOGY
H

CIRCLE 178 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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IBM, continued...

Listing 2a.

Listing 2b.

100 1 Proqram to demonstrate embedded print attributes
no ESC* - CHR* < 27)
120 CR - 13
130 NORMAL* • "Normal Print"
140 DASHES* - - — -

ISO NLEN - LEN<NORMAL*> L EN (DASHES*)
160 X* - "Bold Print"
170 'Print normal text, leaving space for emphasized part
ISO LPRINT NORMAL*; DASHES*; SPC (LEN ( X*) ) ; DASHES*; NORMAL*;
190 LPRINT CHR* ( 1 28+CR ) ; 'command printer to print, no line advance
200 LPRINT ESC*;"E"; 'turn on emphasis
210 LPRINT SPC<NLEN);X* 'space over to hole, print text while emphasis on
220 'NOTE: TAB won't work above'
230 LPRINT ESC»;"F"; 'turn off emphasis
240 LPRINT; LPRINT
250 X* - "Double Width"
260 'Double width printing is easier'
270 LPRINT NORMAL*; DASHES*: CHR* < 14) : X*;CHR* <20> ; DASHES*: NORMAL*
2BO END

Normal Print

Normal Print

Bold Print Normal Print

Oou fc> X e? l*J x ci Hfc. hi Normal Print

code you are sending is in the range to

31, then the code does not need to be
preceded by the escape code. If the ASCII
code is a printable character, then it must
be preceded by the escape.

Another thing I tripped over was com-
binations of the printing attributes. I did

not realize at first that certain combinations

of attributes were not legal. For example,

it is not possible to have compressed
characters that are emphasized. If you try

it, the characters will be compressed but
not emphasized. It is also not possible to

imbed any style within another, so you
cannot print a line with normal print and
emphasize a single word within the line. It

is possible to imbed double width characters.

Also, the double width mode is auto-

matically turned off at the end of each
line.

I was a little angry that the printer would
not handle embedded emphasized words
in a simple way. It is possible to do this,

but it is complicated. What you have to do
is print the line, leaving blank space for

the word to be emphasized. At the end of

the line, print a carriage return with 128
added to it. Then turn on emphasized mode,
print enough spaces to position to the blank
spot, print the word , and turn off emphasized
mode. The whole process is shown in the

short program in Listing 2a and the result

in Listing 2b.

There is one feature of the PRINTER
program which requires comment. After
the program prompts for the printing

attributes, it asks for the width of the lines

to be printed. The reason for this is twofold.

First, you must specify the width depending
on the type style chosen. Second, there is

a problem with Basic statements that are
longer than 80 characters. Microsoft Basic
allows statements to "wrap" at the end of

the line and extend onto the next line.

These lines will also wrap when printed.

They will wrap at a different spot, however,
if the print line is longer. For example, if

the line is 90 characters long it will wrap
on an 80-column display or when printed

with the normal type style. If the same line

was printed using compressed type and a

line width of 132 the line will not wrap. So
far, so good.

Microsoft Basic also allows statements

to be "prettyprinted" on multiple lines.

For the IBM version, this is accomplished
by depressing Ctrl Enter instead of just

Enter at the end of the line. Additional
characters can be typed and will be part of

the previous line. These are referred to as

logical and physical lines, the logical line

being a collection of physical lines.

The IBM Basic will allow logical lines

up to 255 characters long, but the spaces
at the end of each physical line are included

in that count, so three physical lines is the

effective limit.

Now if these lines are built on an 80-

column display and printed in 80-column
mode, the printing will be fine. But if they

are printed in 132-column mode, the
prettyprinting is lost. I like the way Basic
on the Radio Shack Model II works better,

because the spaces at the end of the line

are not included in the count and nice
looking IF-THEN-ELSE statements can
be built.

Friction Feed
As you might imagine, my work for this

column involves a significant volume of

correspondence. For this reason, it is highly

desirable for me to be able to use my
system as an electronic typewriter. Empha-
sized print delivers an acceptable, so-called

"correspondence quality" font.

The problem with correspondence on
the IBM printer is its inability to feed a
single sheet of paper. Epson markets a
version of the MX80 called the "F/T."
which allows both variable width, tractor

driven, continuous forms and friction driven,

single sheets to be used. The F/T option is

not, to the best of my knowledge, available

as a later add-on option to a standard

MX80. There is, however, a kit available

from someone else.

The MX80/MX70 Friction Feed Kit first

appeared in advertisements for the Orange
Micro printer stores. As I understand it,

the manufacturing rights to the device were
sold to a firm named CompuCable Corpora-
tion. CompuCable is building the device
and selling it on an OEM basis (i.e., to

others who will resell it). Bill Lehman and
Dennis Glende of CompuCable sent me
one of the kits to try out.

I am very impressed with this kit. It is a

very clever design and it seems well built.

The kit includes very good instructions

with excellent photographs and a couple

of special hex wrenches that are needed to

install the platen.

According to CompuCable. the kit installs

in about 30 to 45 minutes, depending on
your mechanical aptitude. Best of all, the

kit can be removed and the printer restored

to original condition in about 15 minutes,
and it can be re-installed in about 1 5 minutes.

I am relatively apt mechanically, I had
all the tools specified in the instructions,

and the installation took me about an hour.

Everything was very easy, especially with

the photographs, but one part of the job is

very difficult.

There is a pair of springs on the paper
bail that is too weak to support the rollers

which come with the kit and are mounted
on the bail. These springs are not strong
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COTA PROGRAM
F0RY0UIH82

Over 150,000 computer owners and novices attended the 1981

National Computer Shows and Office Equipment Expositions,

and more than a quarter of a million are expected to be at the

1982 shows.
Each show features hundreds of companies using thousands

of square feet of display space to showcase and sell millions of dollars

worth of micro and mini computers, data and word processing equipment,

peripherals, accessories, supplies and software.

Under one roof you'll see — and be able to buy — all of the hardware
and software made by every major computer manufacturer for busi-

ness, industry, government, education, home and personal use.

The show includes computers costing as little as $100 to com-
puters selling for $150,000.

Don't miss the coming of the new computers — show up for

the show. Admission is $5 per person and $3 for children.

^^^^ Z «! la_ wot • a, Sw m mm

Ticket Information

Send $5 with the name ot the show you

plan to attend to National Computer

Shows. 824 Boylston Street. Chestnut

Hill. Mass 02167 Tickets car. also be

purchased at the show

THE
MID'flTLRNTIC
- COMPUTER -i

SHOW
Washington, DC

DC Armory /Starplex
Across from RFK Stadium

Thursday-Sunday
October 28-31, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS
2001 E CAPITOL ST SE

(E CAPITOL ST EXIT OFF 1-295

— KENILWORTH FRWY)

THE
SOUTHWEST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Dallas

Dallas Market Hall

Thursday-Sunday
April 15-18, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS
2200 STEMMONS FREEWAY

IAT INDUSTRIAL BLVD)

THE
NEW YORK

r- COMPUTER -,

SHOW
Unlondale, Long Island

Nassau Coliseum

Thursday-Sunday
April 22-25, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Dally

DIRECTIONS TAKE L I EXPWY
TO EXIT 38 NO STATE PKWY
TO EXIT 31A MEADOWBROOK

PKWY SO TO EXIT M5
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE

THE

COMPUTER
SHOW

Minneapolis
Minn. Auditorium
& Convention Hall

Third Avenue
Thursday-Sunday

September 16-19. 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS HWY94IO
11th St Exit to Third Ave

THE
MID-WEST

r- COMPUTER -
SHOW
Chicago

(Arlington Heights)

Arlington Park Racetrack
Exhibition Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 5-7. 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS EUCLID AVE &
WILKE RD TAKE NW TOLLWAY

TO RTE 53 EXIT AT

EUCLID AVE EAST

THE
NORTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Boston

Hynes Auditorium/

Prudential Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 11-14, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS TAKE MASS
PIKE TO PRUDENTIAL

CENTER EXIT

THE
SOUTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Atlanta

Atlanta Civic Center

Thursday-Sunday
December 9-12, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS
395 PIEDMONT AVE NE

(AT RALPH McGILL BLVD)

The National Computer Shows are produced by Northeast Expositions Inc. who also produce Electronica — shows featuring home entertainment equipment and personal

electronics — which are held annually in maior US cities NEI also produces the Applelest Shows. For more information about any of these events call us at 617-739-2000

or write to the above address.



IBM, continued...

enough to provide the pressure required

to get a reliable friction feed. The kit

includes two springs which are much, much
stronger.

The installation of the kit required the

removal of the weak springs (easy ) and the

addition of the new springs (tough). After

a couple of tries I got the left spring on.

but the right one. for a right-handed person,

was very difficult. If the kit is ever removed,
the springs can remain, and switching back
and forth is simpler than the initial installa-

tion.

There is only one flaw in this kit. and
that's in the instructions. Point number 1

reads "Remove the top housing cover of

your printer as described in the Users
Manual." Well, the IBM documentation
does not tell you how to remove the top

cover. I guess the Epson document does.

Here are the steps you need to follow.

Disconnect the power cord and the data

cable. Pull the platen knob straight off the

end of the platen shaft. Remove the top
cover, the ribbon, and the paper guide.

Turn the printer upside down. Remove
the four screws in the recessed holes at

each corner.

Carefully turn the unit back over without

dislodging the top housing cover. Lift the

housing off by tilting it toward the front.

Disconnect the cable that leads to the

button and indicator panel. Put the cover
aside, and you are ready to install the kit.

Reverse this procedure to put the printer

back together.

Once this kit is installed, single sheet

paper will feed reliably with a minimum of

skew. The top six or seven lines on the

page cannot be printed, since they must
be advanced so that the paper engages
between the rollers and the platen. Con-
tinuous forms are restricted to 91/2" paper
with standard tractor holes.

The kit is available from Orange Micro
for $75. If you've purchased the IBM printer.

or already own an Epson, and you want to

use stationery or other cut sheets. I think

this kit is worthwhile. Incidentally, I was
told, either by CompuCable or Orange
Micro, that installation of this kit is approved

by Epson and will not void the warranty. I

don't know what IBM's position is. but I'm

in the process of finding out.

Printer Stands

One problem you're likely to have with

the IBM printer is finding a way to situate

it so that paper feeds and stacks smoothly

and neatly. This is the main reason that a

printer stand is useful. IBM offers a very

attractive stand for $55. It is nicely designed

and is made of smoked plexiglass.

For less than half the price, however,

you can get a practical, plexiglass stand

from Programs Unlimited. Called "The
Printer Solution." it sells for $24.95. and
can be ordered with an optional factory-

installed second paper shelf for an additional

$9.95. 1 had hoped to have a photograph
of the stand, but PU didn't come through.

One difference between this stand and
the IBM stand is that you can see the

paper in The Printer Solution. John Pays-

man, of Programs Unlimited, told me this

was an advantage if you had more than

one kind of paper because you could see

what kind of paper is under the stand.

New Products

The Amdek Color-I and Color-II display

monitors are being sold by the IBM Product

Centers. I am astonished — I think this will

be the only product carried by these stores

that does not carry the IBM logo. These
monitors are reasonably priced. The Color-

I is an NTSC (composite video) device,

while the Color-II is an RGB (direct drive)

device. The Color-II is currently a seven-

color monitor, but Amdek told me a 16-

color version was on the way.

Quadram Corporation has announced
expansion memory boards for the Personal

Computer. They offer 64K. 128K,and 192K

byte boards. They are unique in that they

offer the 64K board with or without parity.

Their prices are $395 for 64K (with parity).

$595 for 128K. and $795 for 192K. The
smaller boards are user-expandable to 192K.

These prices are the lowest I have seen so

far. I'll have better technical information

next month.
This isn't exactly a new product, but I

got my first issues of SA 77V, the Journal

for VisiCalc Users, published by Software

Arts, Inc. It is terrific! If you are using

VisiCalc heavily, I think you will find this

publication very interesting and useful. If

Vol. 2 is any measure, you will find creative

VisiCalc applications that should help you
learn how to build your own complex
solutions. In Vol. 2. there is a tutorial on
how to solve crytarithms. like the famous
SEND + MORE = MONEY problem.
Who would have thought to use VisiCalc

for that? It's mind-bending. Subscriptions

are $30. but worth it.

Next month: Displays. D

Firms Mentioned in this Column
VR Data Corporation. 777 Henderson

Blvd.. Folcroft. PA 19032. (800) 345-8102

and (215) 461-5300.

Quadram Corporation, 4357 Park Dr..

Norcross. GA 30093. (404) 923-6666.

CompuCable Corporation, 1440 S. State

College Blvd., Suite 3-E, Anaheim, CA
92806. (714) 635-7330.

Orange Micro. Inc.. 3150 E. La Palma.
Suite G. Anaheim. CA 92806. (714) 630-

3322.

SATN Subscriptions. (Software Arts,

Inc.). P.O. Box 815. Quincy, MA 02169.

(800) 257-7850: in NJ (800) 322-8650.

Programs Unlimited, Dept. 881C, Box
265. Jericho. NY 1 1753. (800) 645-6038; in

NY (516) 997-8668.
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» creative computing

Computers
for Kids

Sally Greenwood Larwn
Computer for Kids is written for the

elementary level child fascinated by

computers but frustrated by the reading

level of adult programming books Pub-

lished in three editions. TRS-80. Apple

and Atari, and written expressly for the

young programmer-to-be. this delightful

book features large, easy-to-read text.

and complete instructions for operating

and programming personal computers

Computers for Kids covers everything

you need to know' about programming

in twelve chapters. How computers work;

how to run. load and save programs on

the computer; how to write flow charts;

and how to program in BASIC A glossary

of statements and commands is included,

as well as a special section for parents

and teachers that offers valuable teaching

techniques and lesson ideas including

solutions to common hardware problems.

Softbound. 8^x11 inches, illustrated.

Computers for Kids comes in editions

for TRS-80. Apple and Atari Computers

and sells for $3 95

Creative
Computing
Magazine

David AM, ad.

From the first issue in 1974. CreafiVe

Computing has been valued by educators

as a teaching tool in the classroom. Every

issue is loaded with applications such as

text editing, graphics, simulations, data

base and file systems, etc Also technology

tutorials, learning activities, short pro-

grams with sample runs and problem

solving pages The September and March

issues are devoted almost entirely to

computer applications in education. Un-

biased, straight-from-the-shoulder evalua-

tions of hardware, software and books

are presented along with light-hearted

fiction and fun. Subscriptions are $20.00

for one year. $38.00 for two years and

$53.00 for three years Foreign sub-

scriptions are $9.00 per year extra

introduces you
to computer
concepts

Computers in
Mathematics:
A Sourcebook

off Ideas
David Ahl, ad.

This best-selling book contains scores

of pragmatic, ready-to-use classroom

tested ideas in dozens of areas: probability

(how many packs of gum to get a complete

set of baseball cards?). Problem solving

(SEND + MORE = MONEY - yes. a

computer can solve it) Approximations

(calculating Pi by inscribed polygons).

The book contains sections on computer

literacy, problem solving techniques,

simulations, drill & practice, art and

graphing as well as over 250 problems,

puzzles and programming ideas. A section

on how to select a computer complete

with comparison chart is included This

mammoth 224-page softbound book costs

only $15.95

Problems for
Computer
Solution
Steve Rogowski

Student Edition and Teacher Editions

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-

lems make an excellent source of exer-

cises in research and preliminary inves-

itgation Problems are presented in 1

1

areas: arithmetic, algebra, geometry,

trigonometry, number theory, probability,

statistics, calculus and science as well

as three classic unsolved problems and

seven appendices Student Edition—

$4 95 The Teacher s edition contains

solutions to each problem with a complete

listing in BASIC, sample run and in-depth

analysis Teacher sedition— $9.95.

Katie and
the Computer

Frad D'lgnaxio and Stan Gilliam

Fred D Ignazio and Stan Gilliam have

created a delightful hard-cover full color

picture book adventure that explains to

a 4-to-10 year old child how a computer

works Katie falls through her daddy

s

home computer into the imaginary land

of Cybernia. paralleling the path of a

command through the stages of process-

ing The School Library Journal says:

"Lively cartoon charactersguide readers

through the inner chamber of the com-

puter" and Intosystems comments:

"... the book is both entertaining and

educational Katie and the Computer is

available for $6 95

Bea
Computer

Literate
Marlon Ball A Sylvia Charp

This first introduction to the world of

computers for children aged 10-16 is

used as a supplemental text in many

schools It discusses large and small

computers, how they are used and their

impact on our lives. Simple programming

concepts are also introduced. Illustrated

in full color, this 66-page book has dia-

grams and photos on every page The

glossary will help to familiarize readers

with essential computer terminology This

large format paper-bound book is $3 95

To Order
Send payment* indicated plus $3.00

postage and handling to Creative
Computing, Dept. C0524. One Park

Avenue, New York. NY 10016. Orders
may also be charged to your Visa. Mas-
terCard or American Express account—by
mail include credit card name, number
and expiration date, of if you prefer, use

our 24 hour toll-free number. 800-631-

8112. In NJ only 201-540-0445.

•N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.



As the ball drops into the 40 slot on the
TRS-80 wheel, we see five chips on the
gaming table. Because it's again time to
live up to the column's name, we first take
a long look at using strings, in ways that
may be familiar to many of you. but ending
with one that probably isn't. Then on to
three Radio Shack products for the Pocket
Computer: the printer and the Games II

and Civil Engineering packages. We end
with a short musical program for the Color
Computer, thus completing a triple play.

Splitting Strings

There is a way of figuring out the location
of an address on a Manhattan avenue by
performing a simple mathematical operation
on the number. You simply "cancel the
last figure of the number, divide the
remainder by 2. and add or subtract the
given key number." according to the
instructions found on the back of some
New York business card.

To locate the Chemical Bank at 2260
Broadway, you divide 226 by 2. which
gives 1 13. and then subtract key-number
31. which gives 82. The bank is actually at
the corner of Broadway and 81 St.. but 82
is close enough.
How would you write a program to

provide cross-street numbers for the avenues
of Manhattan? For instance, find the cross-
streets for:

123 Broadway
234 Amsterdam
345 Central Park West
There are 30 avenues in Manhattan with

key numbers, but these three will do for
examples. One involves a simple calculation:
the other two are a little more complicated.
According to the Radio Shack manual,

various operations can be performed on
the number part of the street address. The
chapter on strings shows how to use VAL
in determining if a street number is odd or

Stephen B. Gray

even, which is a fairly simple operation.
But is there a way to peel off the number
and leave the street name to be operated
on?

I called Radio Shack's Customer Service
number. The woman suggested ways that
would work, but only if the number part
were always the same length.

But the number can vary from one to
four digits. I reminded her. She consulted
with someone else, and came back to say.
"Well, sir, you'll just have to work around
that."

Suppose you take a VAL for the number
part, and try to subtract it from the string,

with

100 READ A$
110B=VAL(AS)
120 PRINT AS-B
300 DATA 123 BROADWAY

which brings up

TM ERROR IN 120
because you're mixing a string with a non-
string which is a type mismatch.
Why not turn the non-string number

back into a string, with STRS. like this

120C=STR$(B)
130 PRINT C

However, this causes
TM ERROR IN 120

because, in turning B back into a string,

we forgot to use C$ instead of C. So we use
CS
120C$=STR$(B)
130 PRINT C$

and we get a printout of 123. so we add
140D$=A$-C$
150 PRINT DS

which brings up
TM ERROR IN 140

not because of a type mismatch, but
because, as the Model III Disk Basic manual
puts it, "string values cannot be used in

arithmetic expressions." The Model I, Level-
II manual says, "there is only one string

operation —concatenation, represented by
the plus symbol+ ." To prove this, change
the minus to a plus in line 140

140 D$=A$+C$
and the printout will be. of course

123

123 BROADWAY 123

(Why is the first line indented?)
If you try something like

140CS=-C$
you'll also get a TM error, because there's
no such thing as a negative string (but
there is a catchy rhyme).
So now what?

The Power of INSTR
The answer lies in the use of three string

functions. We use them to read the length
of the address string, find the location of
the space in the address string, subtract
the position-number of the space from the
length of the string, and use the difference
to read characters from the right end of
the address string:

100 READ A$
110L=LEN(A$)
120I=INSTR(A$," ")

130 PRINT L.I

140B$=RIGHT$(A$,L-I)
150 PRINT B$
300 DATA 123 BROADWAY
In line 1 10. LEN counts the character

length of string AS, which is 12. The INSTR
in line 120 provides the location of the
space in string A$, which is the fourth
character. Or in the words of the manual.
INSTR searches string A$ to see if it contains
the substring that consists of a space, and
if so, returns the starting position of the
substring in the target string.
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NEECO

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service. . . Support. .

.

Software . .

.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodoie Systems allows 3

CPU s (Expandable to 81 to aco

single Commodore Disk

MULTI-CLUSTER (3CPU SI $995
'.ditional CPU lup to 81 . . S2S8

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER J §*f
MX-80 FT J

'*»

MX-100 |J»
MX-70 * 459

INTERFACE CARDS . _
8141 (RS-232) » .g
8150 (2K Buflered RS-232) * '50

8161 (IEEE 488) * »
8131 (Apple Card) J

»
8230 (Apple Card) » »
8220 (TRS-80 Cable) * »

DIASLO 630 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 - Serial - RS-232

Tractor Option

O
16K B (16K RAM-40 Column) - Lim. Oty $ jjjg

32K B (32K RAM-40 Clm.) - Lim. Oty *1Z»
4016 (16K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) * ?»
4032 (32K RAM 4 Basic-40 Clm.) »JZ»
8032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-80 Clm.) *]«»
8050 Dual Disk (1 Meg Storage) J]

7*
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) $'295

8010 IEEE Modem * 280

C2N Cassette Drive * 95

CBM - IEEE Interface Cable * «•>

IEEE - IEEE Interlace Cable $ 50

VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer $ 295

ALTOS
Call NEECO for any

off your
Commodore Computer needs.

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) »°55

5510 (Serial) $3°55

5520 (KSR-Serial)
J
3*™

Tractor Option » ZZ5

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $1330

32K APPLE II* $1430

48K APPLE II* $1530

APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS .$ 650

APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490

APPLE III 128K - In Stock!

w/Monitor *

Info Analystpak $4740
$2710

$ 250

AMDEK MONITORS INTERTEC COMPUTERS
Video 100 12" B*W $ 179

Video 300 12" Green $ 249

Color 1
13" Low Res S 449

Color I1
13" High Res $ 999

64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M™ . . . $3495

64K 0D Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage). CP/M". . $3995

•CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400 (16K RAM) $399
Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1080

Atari 410 RECORDER $ W.95

Atari 810 DISK DRIVE $ 599.95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals.

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 1 8K $ 29.95

WordPro 3 (40 Clm.)16K ....$ 199.95

WordPro 3* $295
WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K . . . . $ 375

WordPro 4* $ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY, CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60-PAGE CATALOG.

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR "IN STOCK" CONDI

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617)449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

MMtafCharg* and VISA Accepted

CIRCLE 285 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TRS-80, continued...

Line 130 prints out the 12 and 4. Line
140 subtracts the 4 from the 12, and then
returns the last 8 characters from the
RIGHT end of string A$. When run. this

program produces
12 4
BROADWAY
But INSTR is a Disk Basic function.

How do you peel the number off the address
in Level-II Basic?

In the Level-II manual's chapter on
strings, a paragraph starts, "Using the
intrinsic string functions MIDS and LENS,
it's easy to create a very handy string-

handling subroutine, INSTRING. This
function takes two string arguments and
tests to see whether one is contained in

the other."

The subroutine can be simplified because
we know that no address will have over
four digits in it, so the space won't be past
the fifth character, thus eliminating the
need for LENS. Also, we know the space is

only a single space. So the subroutine in
the Level-II manual can be turned into a
couple of much simpler lines, without LENS.
(INSTRING was of course the inspiration
for Disk Basic's INSTR.)
For Level-II use, replace line 120 in the

Disk Basic version with lines 114-126:
114 Y$=" "

118 FOR 1= 1 TO 5
122IFY$=MID$(S,I,1)130
126 NEXT
Note first that line 122 does not need a

THEN before the 130. The Level-II manual
says, "It is optional except when it is used
to specify a branch to another line number."
The Model III Basic manual is more specific.
THEN is optional except when it is required
to eliminate an ambiguity, as in IF A<0
100. THEN should be used in IF-THEN-
ELSE statements."

In line 122, MID uses the FOR/NEXT I-

loop to look for a match between one-
space string Y$ and one of the first five
characters in address-string AS. When it

finds the space at position 4 in string AS,
the program branches to line 130.

The Address Routine
Let's finish up the address-finding pro-

gram. First replace line 150 with

145C=VAUA$)
147 D=INT(C/20)

Line 145 supplies the number part of
the address. Line 147 does two things: it

"cancels the last figure of the number"
and also "divides the remainder by 2."

What is the INT for?

Now we have to write lines that will

cause a branch from a particular avenue
name to a routine that operates on the
number preceding that name:
150IFB$="BROADWAY"THEN 172
160IFBS="AMSTERDAM"THEN 180
170 E=INT(C/10)+60: GOTO 200
If the avenue is neither Broadway nor

Amsterdam, then it must be Central Park
West, and so the program will "fall through"
to line 170. For Central Park West, we do
not "divide the remainder by 2," but instead
"drop last figure, add 60 to remainder."
The rules for Broadway are a little more

complicated. According to the instructions,

"Up to 754, below East 8th Street. Above
754, deduct following key number: From
754 to 856 deduct 29. From 857 to 999
deduct 25. Above 1000 deduct 31."

So we take care of the first part with
172IFC<754THEN210

which branches to a PRINT line we'll look
at later. As for writing a program line that
will take care of a number between 754
and 856, we could write a line starting with
IFO=7540RC<=856

THEN E=D- 29
which may at first glance seem as though
it would work. But on closer examination,
or if you try to use it in the program, you'll
find that if C is greater than (or equal to)

754, the program will never get to the OR,
but skip over it to the THEN E=D-29. No
matter what the Broadway address over
754 is, it will be treated as though it's

between 754 and 856, and the program
will go right from this line to a PRINT line,

never reaching any of the lines in between.
But by simply using AND instead of OR

in that line, and in lines like it, we solve the
problem. The AND in line 174 means that

204

any address between 754 AND 856 will be
taken care of by that line alone.

174 IFO=754ANDC<=856
THEN E=D-29: GOTO 220

176 IFC>=857ANDC<=999
THEN E=D-25: GOTO 220

178 IF 0=1000 THEN E=D-31
179 GOTO 220

Amsterdam is an easy one, requiring
only adding 59 to the key number for any
address on that avenue:

180 E=D+59: GOTO 230
Now we get into the printing lines:

200 PRINT C;"C.P.W. IS AT":E:"ST."
205 GOTO 100

210 PRINT C;"BWAY IS BELOW EAST
8 ST

215 GOTO 100

220 PRINT C; "BWAY ISAT";E;"ST."
230 PRINT C;"AMST IS AT ":E;"ST."
235 GOTO 100

Note that line 220 takes care of all Broad-
way addresses except those below 754
because we used E in all three lines 174,

176 and 178. Otherwise you'd need a
different PRINT line for each of the three
situations.

Without the GOTO 100 after each
PRINT line, you'd print out all the sub-
sequent PRINT lines.

All that remains now is to add DATA
lines to test the address-finding program,
including some new ones to test the lines
written for Broadway addresses:
300 DATA 123 BROADWAY
310 DATA 234 AMSTERDAM
320DATA 345CENTRAL PARK WEST
330 DATA 800 BROADWAY
340 DATA 900 BROADWAY
350 DATA 1 100 BROADWAY
If you wanted to use this program "for

real," you'd have to add lines to take care
of some or all of the other 27 Manhattan
avenues, nearly all of which would require
adding only three lines each: one line like

160. another like line 180, and a third like

line 230. Of course, many of the PRINT
lines can be combined, without having to
use a different one for each avenue. How
would you do that?

Once you've got lines for all the avenues
added to the program, then you can simply
replace line 100 with

100 INPUT AS
eliminate lines 300-350, and you've got a
program that will find the cross-street for
any address on Manhattan's 30 avenues.
The point of all this, as you probably

realized at least a page ago, is not to build
an address-finder, but to look at some
simple techniques involving strings. If you
knew them all. please consider that many
readers of this column are just getting
started with strings.

Boolean For Short

Here's something you may not know:
how to reduce number comparisons to a
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ADVENTURES!!!
16 K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1. These Ad-

ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures

that take 30-50 hours to play. (Adventures

are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a

book except that you are the main char-

acter as you give the computer commands
like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the

torch.") $14.95 each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the

RED PLANET. You'll have to explore a

Martian city and deal with possibly hostile

aliens to survive this one. A good first

adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVEN-
TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid

full of problems. Exciting and tough!

OS1 only TINY COMPILER OS1 only

The easy way to speed in your programs.

The tiny compiler lets you write and debug

your program in Basic and then automatically

compiles a Machine Code version that runs

from 50-150 times faster. The tiny compiler

generates relocatable, native, transportable

machine code that can be run on any 6502

system.
It does have some limitations. It is

memory hungry - 8K is the minimum sued

system that can run the Compiler. It also

handles only a limited subset of Basic -

about 20 keywords including FOR, NEXT,
IF THEN, GOSUB, GOTO, RETURN, END,
STOP, USR(X), PEEK, POKE. -. -, \ /, .

<\> , Variable names A-Z, and Integer

Numbers from 0-64K.
TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It

can be modified and augmented by the user.

It comes with a 20 page manual.
TINY COMPILER-$19.95 on tape or disk.

OS1.

QUEST
QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN-

TURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer
generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-

ing, exploration of ruins and temples and
outright banditry. When your force is strong

enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock
in a life or death battle to the finish. Play-

able in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different

every time.

16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 or 12KOS1.
$14.95.

ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES
16K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1

TIME TREK. REAL TIME REAL
GRAPHICS TREK. See the torpedoes fly

and Klingons explode. No more scoll-

ing displays, no more turn taking. — This
one has real time and real displays. In

BASIC - for 16K level II or extended color
BASIC. $14.95.

SPACE ZAPPER. Protect your central

starbase from alien ships by zapping them
first. High res. high speed graphics, right out
of the arcades. $14.95 — 16K Extended or
32K Disk Basic for Color 80 ONLY!

BATTLEFLEET - This grown-up ver-

sion of Battleship is the toughest thinking
game available on 80 computers. There is

no luck involved as you seek out the 80's
hidden fleet. This is a topographical toughie.

$9.95.
SLASHBALL - A two player game of

strategy and skill, this is like nothing you
have ever seen before. This takes fast

fingers, quick wits and concentration. Play-

able from age 6 to 65, it is a good family
game. $9.95.

LABYRINTH - 8K OS1 or 16K EX
TENDED COLOR BASIC - With amazing
3D graphics, you fight your way through a

maze facing real time monsters. The gra-

phics are real enough to cause claustro-

phobia. The most realistic game that I have
ever seen on either system. $14.95.

# •2^

OS1

Please specify system on all orders

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and

thinking games, utilities and business programs for the OS1 and TRS-80 Color.

We add new programs every week. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK - 80
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 TRS 80 COLOR

(313)669-3110
CIRCLE 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Why you need Locksmith.
^nni've invested some money and a lot of time in a

M. commercial software program for your Apple. It works

well, to the point that you diedependent on us day-to-day

functioning. But the disks are copy -protected. So you are

also dependent on the vendor's back-up (if furnished), on

his living up to vague promises of support, even on his

ability to stay in business.

No computer user can live with that. So until the

situation changes (and it will) ,
you need Locksmith.

Iocksmith (new 4.0 version) will copy almost all

J '
protected'

' diskettes for the Apple. It is the most reliable

nibble-copy program you can buy. Locksmith is suitable

onlyfor backups, because the copies

include all serial numbers, codes

and protection features of the

original (under the new copyright

law. you'd have to be pretty

foolish to try bootlegging

software that is traceable back to the purchaser)

.

Iocksmith includes nine other utilities, of which these

J five are vital to the integrity of your system: 1. Media

surface check— Never commit data to a flawed diskette

again. 2. Disk-drive speed calibration — the most frequent

cause of communication bugs between Apples. 3 Degauss

and Erase— Make sure no stray data is left over. 4.

Nibble-Editor— sophisticated read/write tool for repairing

blown disks. 5. Quickscan— Check for unreliable data, find

used and unused tracks.

All for just $99.95 at your k>cal dealer or direct You

. don't just need Locksmith. You can't afford to be without

it. Mastercard and Visa

holders order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CAR0

OyWN/°
OAAEGA AAICROWA»E,INC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

Apptr is a rrtjMrrrd trademark of Apptr Computer. Inc



TRS-80, continued.

minimum line-count. For instance, the

number-comparing parts of four lines in

the address-finding program can be reduced
to a single line, by using Boolean algebra.

Boolean algebra involves what the Level-

II and Model III manuals call logical

operators. Both manuals are pitifully

deficient in discussing this important subject,

and as a result many TRS-80 users have
little or no idea what can be done (and in a
minimum of space) with AND, OR, NOT,
etc.

Replace lines 172-179 with these:

172 DEFFNG(C)=-((C> =754)+(C>
= 857)+(C>=999))

174 ON FNG(C)+1 GOTO 210, 175.

176. 178
175 E=D-29: GOTO 220
176 E=D-25: GOTO 220
178 E=D-31: GOTO 220

The right side of the DEFFN statement
is a Boolean expression containing three

terms connected by OR logical operators.
If, in the first term, the Broadway address
is less than 754, the expression is false, and
equal to 0. If the address is greater than or
equal to 754, the expression is true, and
equal to-1.

If the address is below 754, all three
terms are 0, and because they are ORed
together, the three-term expression is equal
to 0. Adding 1 to it allows the ON/GO
statement to branch to line 210. for addresses

below East 8 St.

If the first term is true, then the expression
has a value of -1 , which is made + 1 by the
minus sign at the beginning, and by adding
a 1 in line 1 74, causes a branch to line 1 75.

If the Broadway address is 900, then the

first two terms in the expression are -1

because 900 is greater than 754 and 857,
and the total of -1 terms is -2. If the address
is 1100, the three terms are all -1, for a
total of -3. These become 2 and 3 via the
minus sign, then 3 and 4 via line 174, and
cause branching to lines 176 or 178.

Thus, through the use of some fairly

simple Boolean algebra, we have an expres-
sion whose value is either zero or from one
to three minus-ones, which are easily

converted for use in an ON/GOTO state-

ment for branching.

The Boolean lines can be made more
elegant, as can the entire address-finding

program; both were simplified for tutorial

use. The DEFFN statement, like INSTR,
is found only in Disk Basic. To conserve
memory and to make the program run
faster, use integer arithmetic by adding
the DEFINT statement or the % sign.

Pocket-Computer Printer

If you're going to buy a cassette interface
for your TRS-80 Pocket Computer, why
not spend $98 more and get a combination
printer and cassette interface?

Figure 1. The TRS-80 Pocket Computer easily connects to the printer/cassette

interface to provide a compact combination weighing only 1.25 pounds.

Not only is the tiny printer one of Radio
Shack's most fascinating gadgets, but it

prints out 5x7 dot-matrix characters on
regular paper, dark and clear, one line a
second, giving you highly legible hard copy
of your programs or your results. Because
it has a built-in rechargeable Ni-Cad battery,

you can carry it along just as easily as the

Pocket Computer.
You can also use it as a portable electronic

memo pad, but there are only 16 characters

to a line on the 1^-inch-wide paper, so
you'd have to key in a lot of PRINT lines

to record much of a memo.
The printer mechanism looks very much

like what Sharp (which makes the PC for

Radio Shack) built into their EL-7001
Memowriter, a calculator looking somewhat
like the PC but with a "memo" mode for

using it like a typewriter for brief

messages.

The small 16-page manual is one of Radio
Shack's best, covering just about all the

points and using two dozen illustrations.

You remove the pin-cover from the left

end of the PC, and slide the PC in the
printer's grooves until the pins engage.
The paper, which costs only $1.75 for six

rolls (three come with the printer), is easily

inserted; a Paper Advance button moves
it through the mechanism. The printer
ribbon comes in an easily installed cartridge;

just push it into place.

A power switch turns the printer/interface

on or off ; a print switch activates the printer,

so you print only what you need. A remote
switch controls a cassette recorder when
it's connected; when on, the recorder is

started and stopped by the Pocket Com-
puter; when off, by the recorder's own
keys.

Also supplied are a cable for connecting
the recorder to the printer/interface, and
an AC adapter for recharging the built-in

battery. One charge is said to be good for

about 8,000 print lines.

Ordinarily, the first four columns are
reserved for line numbers and the separator
colon. But when PRINT items are separated
by semicolons, all 16 columns are used for

printout, as they are if you write memos in

quotes in PRINT lines.

100:INPUT A,B.C
1 10:D=(A*A+B*B+C*C)

•C) (.5)

120:PRINT D
130:END
In the RSC-5 catalog printed in 1981,

the Pocket Computer was priced at $249;
in the RSC-6 catalog (also 1981) it was
listed at $229.95, and the printer/interface

at $149.95. Both prices were lowered "for

the months of November and December
only," as I remember the newspaper ads,

to $169.95 for the PC and $127.95 for the
P/I. However, Radio Shack decided to
continue these prices into 1982, as well as
the $29.95 price for the 26-3503 cassette

interface that was originally $49.

For $14.95, you can get a padded vinyl

case that holds the PC and P/I and extra
paper, or the "recommended" Minisette-9
cassette recorder, the price of which hasn't

changed from its original $79.95.

Games II lor PC
For $14.95, you get two cassettes with

eight games for the Pocket Computer that

"let you test your deductive reasoning,
marksmanship, and gambling abilities,"

according to the 24-page manual.
In Missile Marksman you try to hit the

target by adjusting the launch angle and
the amount of propellant. There are no
graphics, of course, to show whether you
shot short or long, so you get a readout
telling how far, in miles and feet, your shot
was from the target.

In Baccarat you are the croupier, against
two experienced players, in a game similar
to Blackjack, which is the next game (you
play against the dealer), followed by
Aceyducey, three card games in a row.
One-Armed Bandit simply displays three

words instead of the pictures of cherries,

plums, etc., displayed by slot-machines;
different combinations pay different odds.
Pokerslot is a similar game, displaying five

cards that compose your hand, with five

of a kind winning $5,000, etc.
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Numguess is similar to the Mastermind
game, in which the computer gives you
clues, here called direct and indirect hits,

as you try to guess the hidden number.
Craps is the standard game of dice.

These eight games can all be fun if you
don't mind a minimum display, of a few

words or numbers, on a 24-digit dot-matrix

LCD display. The eight have been made
about as interesting as possible within the

limitations of the Pocket Computer, which

aren't all that great once you get right

down to playing. In fact, you may get an

added kick out of playing games on a

computer smaller than two cassette

boxes.

Civil Engineering on the PC
Described as an "on-site assistant" in

the catalog, this $24.95 package of two
cassettes for the Pocket Computer consists

of seven programs including Simple-Beam.

Cantilever-Beam, and Fixed-Beam calcu-

lations (shear, moment, deflection). Column
Characteristics (buckling, loading). Cylin-

ders (stress) and Bolts (torque). Section

Computations, and Vector Operations.

The 32-page manual provides full details

on using these programs, describing all

parameters, showing formulas, and giving

an example of using each one.

Short Program #29: Color-Joystick Sound
George Trepal of Augusta, GA, sent "a

short program to play on a TRS-80 Color
Computer with a joystick:

10 X=JOYSTK(0)
20Y=JOYSTK(1)
30 IF X=0 THEN X= 1 : IF Y=0
THEN Y=l

40 SOUND X.Y
50 GOTO 10

"The a/d conversion turns out a value

from to 63 for the joystick. A more
interesting program comes from adding

the following lines:

15X=INT(X*3.9)
25 Y=INT(Y/8): IF Y< 1 THEN Y= 1

"This program should be kept away from

children if a non-deaf adult has to stay in

the same house as the computer."

According to George's program notes,

line 10 is for "horizontal left joystick ," line

20 for "vertical left joystick." line 30 "gets

rid of zero," and line 40 makes a sound of

tone X for duration Y.

The horizontal coordinate controls the

sound frequency (low at left, high at right)

and the vertical controls its duration (short

at top, long at bottom). You'll need a very

delicate handling of the joystick to play a

recognizable tune; you'll go crazy trying

to play the first two solo bars of "The
Flight of the Bumblebee."

The shorter program gives the sound a

range of only a couple of notes, so use

additional lines 1 5 and 25. which provide a

range of over four octaves, although with

very little control over the top half.

On my Color Computer, the highest,

shortest note is at about 1 :30 (considering

the face of the joystick case as a clock

dial), and the lowest, longest note is at

about 7:30.

If this program doesn't work with your
joystick plugged into LEFT JOYSTK. try

plugging it into RIGHT JOYSTK.

"It's a love tellerfrom Herbert. I think he's goofinn
offal work again.

"

| START |

"

EI
The Root of All Evil

Playing with money can get

you into trouble, all right. But it

can also teach you and your

children what happens inside a

computer.
By sliding and flipping pennies

(affluent readers can use dimes)

you learn exactly how simple

computer circuits work.

The first half of Computer Coin
Games provides directions and
diagrams for a variety of games
which can be played by anyone-
computer enthusiast or not. The
second half of the book explains

how the games relate to com-
puters.

Computer Coin Games is an
inexpensive, entertaining way to

introduce children and adults to

binary numbers, flip flops and

counters. Order your copy
Vtoday.

To order send $3.95* plus

S3 00 postage and handling to

Creative Computing, Dept.

C0529. One Park Avenue. Room
458. New York. NY. 10016.
Orders may also be charged to

your Visa, MasterCard or Ameri-
can Express account— by mail

include credit card name, number
and expiration date, or if you
prefer, use our 24 hour toll-free

number, 800-631-8112. In N.J.

only 201-540-0445.

•N J. residents add 5% sales tax.

GPeattve
GOiRpatiRff

TRS-80* Model III 3>
Hardware &

Software

at discount
prices.

RADIO SHACK List Price OUR PRICE

26-1066 Mod III. 4tK. 2-Dlsk 2.495 00 2 100 00

26-1062 Mod III, 16 K 999 00 Mt.tt

26-1906 invasion Force (T) 14 95 1195

26-1590 Super Scripsel (01 199 00 155 00

26-1591 Scnpsel Dictionary (D| 149 00 11t.lt

26-1569 Mod III VHlcalc(D) '99 00 155.lt

26-1592 Prolile III Plus 199 00 155 00

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL „ „
S1arTrek3 5(T) '» '»
Space intruders (T) <« 95 " »
M*Ma™ge.(0| » 95 79 95

Star Fwhter (Tl 2** " *'

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE „ „
(WW Attack (T| Jot 12 75
Cosnw Fighler <T| S 95 *

«

Attack Forced) '5 95 12 75

Super Nova (T) 'S-95 12 75

(T) - Cassette Tip* (D) Disk

We represent 20+ mtgrs with 300+ programs. Write tor our FREE catalog tor

Mod II, Mod III and Color Computer

COMPUTER HOUSE
P.O. Box 538 Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

(714) 934-6538

Orders less man $100 00 add II 50 lor postage and handling Over $100 00 snipped Iree

MC & VISA accepted

•TRS 80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corp
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The subject of this month's Software
Legal Forum was prompted by a letter

from Nate Salsbury. Mr. Salsbury's letter

and the response are printed below. The
subject is the always interesting one of

copyrightable subject matter, breadth of

copyright protection, and the ability to

computerize a well-known game.

Dear Mr. Novick:

I have suddenly discovered that our local

Community College has subscribed to

Creative Computing for several years. I

have been going through back issues

(January/February 1980) and I'm fascinated

by the intricacies of the copyright laws
which were your topics in those issues. No
matter how many times I read them, I feel

that I'm trying to stuff fog into a pillow

case— I just can't seem to find the "handle."

Let me ask a specific question.

In the February, 1980 edition of Creative
there is an article outlining a program to

simulate "Black Box"—a well known game
published (I believe) by Parker Bros. As
far as I can tell, the program attempts to

reproduce all aspects of the "board,"
concepts, rules etc. of the game as closely

as possible. The article even "admits" that

it is, effectively, a computerized copy of

the game. Furthermore, in a boxed note
accompanying the article, Mr. D. Ahl notes

that he ran a contest for a computer version

of "Black Box" in 1977.

Nobody seems to be writing this material

from a prison. Why is this form of "copying"
(apparently) not a violation of the copyright
laws? The people participating are not
economically "pure"; the author gets paid
for the article; Mr. Ahl's magazine prospers

from the great interest in games— his

circulation, to some extent, increases in

proportion to the number of interesting
game programs he presents.

Why doesn't/can't Parker Bros, (or
whoever published and copyrighted "Black
Box") haul all of these people to court and
"take all"? Apparently it is not the concept,
rules, board layout etc. which has been

Harold L. Novick. Larson and Taylor, 727 Twenty-
Third Street South. Arlington. VA 22202.

copyrighted but. if not those things, what's

left?

I hope you'll find a moment to put some
sort of explanation to this mystery in it.

Very truly yours,

Nate Salsbury

Dear Mr. Salsbury:

Thank you for your letter. I will try to

"defog" you.

At the risk of oversimplifying matters

on the one hand or confusing you more on
the other, let me attempt to rephrase your
question. You have basically asked: How
can someone write and publish a computer
program to play a well known game? As in

every legal question, it is far, far easier to

ask the question than to provide an answer.
I always like to answer a question first

and then explain the exceptions and limita-

tions of the answer. A game,perse, cannot
be copyrighted. A game can, however, be
patented. In fact, the game Monopoly was
patented sometime around 1939 and has

been in the public domain since the patent

expired sometime around 1956. All a
copyright can protect is a certain expression

of a game or a certain description of a
game. It cannot, however, protect and
prevent copying of a concept of a game or
the particular manner in which the game
is played.

Your letter involves a particular game,
"Black Box," described in the February,

1980 edition of Creative Computing by
Mark Zimmerman. I will have to describe,

briefly, the game because legal questions

can only be accurately answered with

respect to a particular set of facts. We
lawyers, then, reason by example to
determine whether the same or a different

result would occur if some of the facts

were changed.
The game of "Black Box" involves the

use of a checker board display in which
there is an 8 x 8 array of boxes. In Mark
Zimmerman's computerized version, the

32 peripheral boxes are numbered sequen-
tially in a counter clockwise direction
beginning with the upper left hand box
along its side face. Five balls are hidden
inside the checker board in a particular

box and the object of the game is to guess

the location of the five boxes by sending a

probe in from a numbered edge. As in

chess, the probe moves in a straight line

unless it is absorbed by a ball directly in

front of it, is deflected to the right or left if

the probe encounters a ball in the forward
left hand square or the forward right hand
square, respectively; and is reflected if it

would be deflected before it got onto the

board or if it encounters balls in both its

forward right and left hand squares. The
object is to guess the location of the five

balls and a penalty is assessed for each ball

which is guessed incorrectly and for each
probe that is made.
As the game is understood, it uses neither

a patented concept nor a particular game
board. Obviously, a checker board is in

the public domain and cannot be copy-
righted. In contrast, the game board of the

game Monopoly is copyrighted and there-

fore cannot be copied, whether it be by a
computer program "writing" the board on
a video screen or by photographic tech-

niques. Secondly, let it be assumed that

the rules were simply a restatement of

some generally known concepts, much in

the way that I restated the rules set forth

by Mr. Zimmerman in his article.

As each particular fact pattern is investi-

gated, other subtleties can arise where the

principle of copyright law would apply.

For example, in some games where the

particular expression of the game rules

was the only way to express the concept of

the rules, then even though a copyright

was claimed those rules could not be pro-

tected.

For example, if the rules consisted of

nothing but a series of algorithms, a
mathematical principal if you will, then
the rules would not constitute copyrightable

subject matter. Translated, this means
anybody could copy even the exact expres-

sion of those rules.

Another subtlety which is quite applicable

to computerized board games is the legality

of copying particular characters that appear

on the board or are in the form of playing

pieces. The test would be whether there

was a substantial copying of the expression

of the game and any particular uniqueness
(translated as copyrightability) of the
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Wedeneyou.
\

We dare you to ship out on our tall ships to the Caribbean.

Wb dare you to take the helm ot our 258' Polynesia or our 198' Yankee Clipper
Sleek sailing ships out of another age once owned by Onasste.

Vanderbilt, and the Duke of Westminster

We dare you to set foot on small, faraway islands like Saba. Carrlaoou.
Anegada.And we dare you to walk the footsteps of Captain Bligh,
Columbus and Nelson on uninhabited tropic beaches.

Wb dare you to get down to your bikini and shorts and have
a love affair with the sun.lb take each day as it comes,

sip Bloody Marys in the morning and take your ration o'grog
when the sun slips down the mast.

Wb dare you to step out with the moon. Feel the throbbing of
the steel drums.Wb dare you to Umbo, calypso and goombay.
Andwe dare you to fall asleep under a star-filled sky.

Wb dare you to snorkel amidst a rainbow
of tropical fish, and to swim in waters so clear

you can see 20 feet down.

We dare you to ship out with an

X adventurous group of guys and gals
for 6 or 14 days,
tour share from $400.

Wb dare you to set sail

to another time, another land
lb do all the things

you have always wanted to do.

Thenwe dare you to tell us
that Windjammiri was

something besides the
••

. greatest vacation
in your life.

& UJindjommo Barefoot Cube/
373 2090

Capn Mike
Windjammer Barefoot Cruises

PO Box 120. Depl 199. Miami Beach. Florida 33139

For Reservations CaU TOLL FREE 1 800 327 2600

Might lake your dare
Send my tree lull color Great Adventure Booklet on the 6 and 14 day cruises to the Caribbean and West Indies



#24 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We'll match any advertised price on any
item that we carry And if you find a lower
price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it. just show us the ad and we II

refund the difference.

Its that simple

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan

Its a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

way to get your software

\S (New items or new prices)
CP/M users
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'
Medical! PAS-3) S849/S40
Denial (PAS-3) (849/(40
ASYST DESIGN
Prof Time Accounting $549 $40
General Subroutine ( 269 $40
Application Utilities (439 S40

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS'
Creator 1269 $25
Report* (169/(20
Both $399/(45

COMPUTER CONTROL'
Fabs IB-tree) (159/(20
UllraSorl II $159(25
COMPUTER PATHWAYS*
Pearl (level II $ 99. $25
Pearl (level 2) $299 $40
Pearl (level 3) $549 $50

DIGITAL RESEARCH •

CP/M 2 2
NorthStar $149 $25
TRS-80 Model II

(P+T) (159/(35
Micropolis $169 $25

PL/1-80 (459/(35
BT-80 (179/(30
Mac t 85/$ 15
Sid S 65 $15
Z-Sid $ 90/$ 15
Tex ( 90/$ 15
DeSpool $ 50 $10
CB-80 »459/$35
CBase 2 S 98(20
D.M.A.
Ascom $149 $15
Formula $539 $45

GRAHAM-DORIAN'
General Ledger $729/$40
Acct Receivable $729 $40
Accl Payable $729 $40
Job Costing $729, $40
Payroll II $729/$40
Inventory II $729, $40
Payroll $493 $40
Inventory $493 $40
Cash Registet (493/(40
Apartment Mgt (493/(40
MtCRO-AP'
S-Basic (289/(25
Selector IV (295/(35
Selector V (495/(50
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS'

DON T SAY UNCLE.
SAY MICROTAX TODAY!

Individual ( 250 $na
Professional ( 1 000/( na
Partnership ( 750/(na
Pacfcatja $1500 $na

ACRS. depreciation, batch
computing/printing of over
30 forms/schedules, and
much more.

ORGANIC SOFTWARE '

TexIWriter III $111/(25
DateBook II (269/(25
Milestone $269/(30

OSBORNE'
General Ledger $ 59 $20
Acct Rec/Accl Pay ( 59/(20
Payroll w/Cost ( 59/(20
All 3 (129/(60
All 3 CBASIC-2 (199/(75
Enhanced Osborne $269 $60

PEACHTREE'
Qanaral i<"ige<

Acct Receivable
Acct Payable
Payroll
Inventory
Surveyor
Property Mgt
CPA Client Write-up
P5 Version
MagiCalc
Other

$399 $40
$399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(399/(40
(799/(40
$799 $40
Add (129
(269/(25
less 10

SOFTWARE WORKS'
Adapt !C0OStoCP/Ml ( 69/$na
Ratlor ( se/(na

SOHO GROUP'
MalchMaker ( 97/(20
Worksheet (177/(20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS'
Business Packages.
Call (or Price

SORCIM'
SuperCalc
Trans 86
Act

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor II

Access 80 Level 1

Access 80 Level 2
Access 80 Level 3

WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch
SpellGuarrl
VTS/80
Magic Wand
Magic Spell
Spell Binder
Select

* The word

OTHER GOODIES
Micro Plan
Plan 80
Target
BSTAM
BSTMS
Tiny C
Tiny C Compiler
Nevada Ci>Im)I

MicroStat
Vedit
MiniModel
StatPak
Micro B +

Raid
Slung 80
Stnng/80 (source)
ISIS CP/M Utility

Lynx
* Supervyz

(649/(45
(596/(50
(899/(50
(249
(429
(679

(179/(50
(229/(25
(259/(65
$289/(45
(269/(25
(349/(45
$495 $na
( 66/(na

(419/(na
$269/$30
$189 $30
(149/(na
$149/(na
$ 89/(50
$229 $50
$179 $25
(224/(25
(130/(15
(449/(50
(449/(40
(229/(20
(224/(35
( 84/(20
$279/(na
(199/(50
(199/(20
( 95/(na

HDBS (269/(35
MDBS (795/(40
DRS or ORS or RTL (269/(10
MDBSPKG (1295/(60
MICROPRO'
WordStar (319/(60
Customization Notes (429/(na
Mail-Merge (109/(25
WordStar/ Mail-Merge (419/(85
DataStar (249/(80
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
CalcStar

MICROSOFT'
Base -80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort

^ Macro-80
Macro-66
Edit-80
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
Multi Plan
Manager Series

$119/(40
(199/(40
( 1 75/(40
(259/(na

(296
(329
(349
(629
(124
(175
(259
( 84
(224
(174
Call
Call

TCS"
GL or AR or AP or Pay
All 4
Compiled each
Inventory

SUPERSOFT'
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or 280)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
C Compiler
Star Edit

Other

UNICORN'
Mince
Scribble
Both

WHITESMITHS'
C Compiler
Pascal (incl C )

(269/Sna
(115
(157

( 79/(26
$269 $99
( 99/(25
( 99/(25

- Pkg
PASCAL
Pascal mi •

Compiler
Sp Prog
Pascal/Z
Pascal UCSD 4
Pascal M

( 49/(20
( 84/(20
( 84/(20
(149/(30
(219/(30
(289/(35
(174/(20
(189/(30
less 10%

(149/(25
(149/(25
(249/(50

(600/(30
(850/(45

(429/(30
(315
(175
(349/(30
(670/(50
(355/(20

INFO UNLIMITED'
EasyWriter
Datadex
EasyMailer
Other

MICROSOFT'
Soltcard(Z-80CP/M]
Fortran
Cobol
Tasc

MICROPRO'
Wordstar
MailMerge
Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort I

Spellstar

PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
VISICORP-

* Visicalc 3 3
•" Desktop/Plan II

** Visiterm
* Visidex
' Visiplot
** Visitrend/Visiplot
' Visit lie

PEACHTREE'
G/L.A/R. A/P. Payor
Inventory leach)

OTHER GOODIES
VUMR

(usew/Visicalc)
Context Connector

lusew/Visicalc) (129
Micro Courier (219
Super-Text II (127
Data Factory (134
DB Master (184

IBM PC SOFTWARE

(199
(249
(128
less 15!,

(298
(179
(499
(139

(269
( 99
(349
(159
(129

(225
(225
( 90
(225
(180
(300
(225

( 79

Business, M.-d WF>
Call for Price

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1 800-854-2003 ext 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Outside Continental US -add (10 plus Air Parcel Post • Add $3 50 postage and handling per each item
• California residents add 8% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. C O D (3 00 extra • Prices subject tochange
without notice All items subiect to availability • * -Mfgs Trademark Blue Label (3 00 additional per item

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca. 90028 • (213) 837-5141
int I TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn 499-0446)

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)

Legal Forum, continued...

character. In the case of the characters in

the arcade game "Galaxian" it seems that

the copying of the shapes of the particular

characters was sufficient to convince most

of the judges ruling in the matter that

there was a "substantial copying" of the

entire "game." On the other hand, if the

character was in the public domain, such

as a conventional chess piece, then clearly

a computerized picture of the chess piece

could be used by the computer programmer.

A third example, somewhere in between

the other two, would be the copying of a

game board in which only the outline shapes

of the various spaces are depicted in the

computerized version. The question then

becomes, "Is copying only the shapes of

the spaces without any of the other indicia

or ornamentation of the board game suffi-

cient to constitute copyright infringement?"

Again, the answer would depend upon the

specific facts. If the particular arrangement

and shape of the spaces were unique, then

copyright infringement would probably lie.

On the other hand, if the arrangement

were more like Monopoly, then perhaps

there would not be a "substantial copying."

Returning now to the "Black Box" game,
the answer to your question is that in this

particular case there does not appear to

be any copyright infringement because

the "game board" is not copyrightable sub-

ject matter, the expression of the particular

rules set up in the Parker Brothers game
were not copied in sufficient particularity

(this has been assumed), and the game
concept is not copyrightable. Consequently.

Mr. Zimmerman's article was not written

from prison and, in the opinion of this

writer, is not a copyright infringement.

In order to set your mind at ease, if the

copyright issue were simple, there would
be no need for copyright attorneys or a

column such as the Software Legal Forum.

CIRCLE 1 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD 2 1

"The electronics technician just told me what was

wrong with the computer. Junes the programmer
is defective!"

-
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Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, its difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with a

joystick, it becomes an entirely new exper-
ience. It s still challenging It's also fun. And
very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program
in which one paddle controls the horizontal

movement of the "brush" and the other
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute

joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided

into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a
precise device. Most potentiometers used
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant

speed, you'll notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the

paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive

circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words, it would
give you precise control over an image of

1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution

available. Thus it is suitable for high precision

professional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external

trim adjustments, one for each direction.

This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the

rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space
Invasion and had your thumb ache for hours

from the repeated button pressing? This

won't happen with the Super Joystick. Its

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they

use massive contact surfaces with a life of

well over 1 .000,000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invasion using these big buttons

will justify the purchase of the Super
Joystick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take

your hand off it, the control will return to the

center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it, self-centering may be easily

disabled by removing two springs.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the

paddle control socket and doesn t require

an I/O slot.

Super
Joystick

High-quality construction

The sturdy case of the Super Joystick
matches that of the Apple computer. Every
component used is the very highest quality

available. The Super Joystick even uses a
full 1 6-cond uctor ribbon cable and you can
add a second joystick (using our Select-A-
Port extension unit for example) if you wish
The first Super Joystick replaces Paddles
and 1 . You may not realize it, but the Apple
has the capacity to support four paddle
controls. A second Super Joystick would
replace Paddles 2 and 3.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order
it and use it for 30 days. If you re not
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return
postage. You can't lose.

By removing two springs, self-centering
can be defeated.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering linear joystick, two trim controls,

and two pushbuttons mounted in an attractive

case. It comes complete with schematics
and a 90-day limited warranty. Cost is

$59.95.

Order Today

Send $59 95* plus $2.00 postage and
handling to Creative Computing, Dept.
C0525. One Park Avenue. New York, NY.
1 001 6. Orders may also be charged to your
Visa, MasterCard or American Express
account—by mail include creditcard name,
number and expiration date, or if you prefer.

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631 -

81 12. In NJ only 201-540-0445

Experience the joys of using the world's
finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick
at no obligation today.

•NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

[jte^p^GteDij^o

®Offers Discounts on All

TRS-80
COMPUTERS
We Hive What You Are Looking For

PROMPT SHIPPING

AVAILABLE SERVICE CONTRACTS
D DISCOUNTED PRICES COMPAR-

ABLE TO ANY OTHERS
D NO TAX ON OUT OF STATE

SHIPMENTS

Call Collect For Prices

And Shipping Schedules

505-257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

CIRCLE 1 80 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super
Paddle

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple
wearing ouf Or did you get a new Apple
without paddles9

We ve got good news (or you' Super
Paddles Each paddle control consists of a
high-precision linear potentiometer and a
big (1.2 D) industrial-quality pushbutton
mounted in a sturdy high-impact molded
plastic case which matches the Apple Each
of the two paddles is connected with a
long 5 foot cable to the Apple paddle
socket

Every component in a set of Super Paddles
is the very finest quality available. The set is

backed by a 90-day limited warranty from
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus'

moneyback guarantee of satisfaction.

To order, send $39 95 plus $2 00 postage

and handling to Creative Computing, Dept.

C0526, One Park Avenue, Room 458, New
York, N.Y. 10016. Orders may also be charged
to your Visa. MasterCard or American Express

account—by mail include credit card name,
number and expiration data, or if you prefer,

use our 24 hour toll-free number, 800-631-

8112. In NJ only 201 -540-0445

•N.J residents add 5% sales tax.



gs...puzzles ft problems~.pt'

The Cannon Ball Puzzle
he following saga concerns the meeting long ago of the

Cannon Ball Express and the Bowling Ball Special.

One dark night, at exactly 8:00 P.M., the Cannon Ball

Express left Chicago, traveling at a speed of 60 miles an
hour, and headed east for New York. At exactly the

same moment the Bowling Ball Special left New York,
traveling at a speed of 45 miles per hour, heading for Chicago. Both
trains were non-stop to their destinations. Sometime during the night, .

where no one knows, the trains were switched onto the same track. The *W

rest is history. jj-j- «

]

An interesting puzzle has been propounded concerning this event. At vv£§A
exactly one hour and twenty minutes before the trains crashed into one ,.w
another how far apart were they? For the sake of the puzzle we will say
that the distance between New York and Chicago is 800 miles.

I Spy
ver ninety years ago two spies met briefly on the dance floor of the Hotel Intrigue in

Vienna. One of the spies whispered to the other, in code of course, "Fly for your life."

The code that she used was to substitute numbers for letters. A different number is used
for each letter. When the correct numbers are substituted the addition will prove to be

correct
. One hint I can give the puzzler is that / stands for / and O stands for zero. You have 1 5 minutes to

decipher this problem.

The Juggling Fool
eppo, the clown, a fool of renown, has a problem I'm
sure that you'll like. In our picture we And him balanced
on top of two barrels. The barrels are shown in outline

for a reason. You must cut these two barrels into four equal pieces of the
same size and shape. (You will cut each barrel into two pieces.) Now, the

fun begins. You are required to rearrange these four pieces into a perfect

circle.

Don't let Zeppo have the last laugh on you!

H
The Pig Pen Puzzle

ere's a quickie. A farmer had 16 pigs, enclosed in 8 pens,

arranged in the shape of a rough square. How could the

farmer add 4 more pigs to the pens so that there would still

be 6 pigs along each side of the square?

2
i i

a
| i_2

2~l r~2

2 2 2

m>

A Difficult Division
wine merchant has in his cellar 21 casks. Seven are full of wine; seven half-full, and seven empty.
How can he divide them (without transferring any portion of the liquid from cask to cask) among his three

sons—Dick, Tom, and Harry—so that each shall have not only an equal quantity of wine, but an equal number
of casks?
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X7X
XXjXXXXX

X77
X7X
X7X

No Two In The Same Row
^b rrangc the twelve court cards and the four aces into four rows
^^B of four cards each as shown in the drawing at the right.VI Now move the cards around until they are in such order

/VB that no two cards of the same suit or of the same value/_H will be found in any row of four cards—either horizon-
y^HB tally, vertically or diagonally . This is a famous old card

A II puzzle and is still one of the best.

-^^- -^^^- (This puzzle is from the book Merlin 's Puzzler 2.
" ^^^^ This book, along with Merlin 's Puzzler I and Merlin 's

Puzzler 3 can be purchased from Creative Computing.
Each book is 128 pages long, %>/i" x 11* in size and
filled with the best puzzles and games that have amused

and delighted thinking people for the last 100 or so years. Numbers 1

and 2 are available as a set for S7.50. Number 3 costs just $4.30. Why
wait when hundreds of puzzles and problems are waiting for you to
solve them?)

h in .in .K

QS QH QD Q(

KS KH KI) k(

As AH AD AC

£&££l£

Where In The World?
^ ere we go again students. Willard Wordsworth is back

#* » I with another ' 'Scrambled Letters' ' geography test for
N# you . Below is a list of ten countries that existed during

the time of the Roman Empire, circa 117 A.D. Willard has very
inconveniently, for you anyway, mixed the letters up in each name.
It is up to you to rearrange them correctly. Seven out of ten is a must
to pass this test.

(1) DUM1NAI (6)TDAAAMLI
(2) SMTMEOPAAOl (7) OlAIN
(3) CTERAH (8) GAEANMIR
(4) ICNSAAD (9) YILAD
(5) NERAUA1TAM (10) RAHNEIBI

XX
XX

Lucky Sevens
XTRAORDINARY," exclaimed Merlin. "Rupert, you do come up with some amazing puzzles to

tax our wits. Now, let me see if I have this right. We have here a simple case of division, but you have

gone and substituted X's for all of the numbers in the expression except an occasional 7 here or there,

and it is our job to reason out what these numbers were and to write them back into the expression? This is an interesting

problem, Rupert, now let me see, if I were to divide by . .
."

The Steel Band
n this puzzle a steel band is placed around the earth at the equator. The band is cut and 10 feet is added to it.

Some magical force now holds the band an equal distance away from the earth. What is this distance? (For the
sake of simplicity assume that the radius of the earth is 4000 miles. Also, use 3. 14 for pi.)

This puzzle was sent to us by Mr. Gary W. Dode, of Whitehall, Michigan. Merlin is sending Mr. Dode a copy
of Merlin 's Puzzler for his contribution. Thank you!

T
A Problem In Addition

he following problem in addition is from Merlin's Puzzler 3. It's not as hard as it looks.

'Take the digits 1 through 9 and arrange them in such a manner that when they are added
up the total will be 99,999." _ _123456789

That's all folks. 1 think that Merlin has brought you an interesting mix of puzzles this month, and
we both look forward to seeing you all again next month in Creative Computing.

Your editor,

{^g^ZS-^
Charles Barry Townsend

Answers on page 216.
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Peter Payack
In his advanced Theory of Knowledge class at the Academy,
that good ol' Professor Plato taught that for every material

object on the planet (including the planet itself) there

existed in a far off heaven-like realm a perfect Idea

of that particular thing that was eternal, incorruptible,

immaterial, and (I'm extrapolating here) non-carcinogenic, rust

proof, and warranted for life! Furthermore, these

Ideas are somehow more real than their manifestations on
Earth, which (I'm sorry to say) are just shadowy reproductions

with the quality of a xeroxed Mona Lisa!

This concept of a supreme deity being portrayed as

The Great Xerox Operator, who not only runs off copies,

but imperfect and faded ones at that, caused me considerable

personal anguish, not to mention raising some most disturbing

Peter Payack. 64 Highland Avenue. Cambridge. MA 02139.

cosmological & Ideological questions:

Are the original Ideas copyrighted? And if they are.

By Whom, and for what duration of time? (Eternity?)

Who gets the royalty payments for the reproduced material?

Who (or What) built the Xerox Machine-In-The-Sky?

And by implication, was it always there ad infinitum,

or was it built ex nihilo?

Who services the machine when it breaks down?
And by extension, who pays for these charges,

or are they "taken care of?
Does God own the Machine outright, or does he lease it? D

The
Number-Cruncher's
LexiGOIl Jim Peterson
For years I've been hanging around computer people. Many

of them probably think I'm some weird kind of groupie, but

that isn't it at all. Actually, I've just been trying to figure out

what the hell they're talking about.

My research wasn't easy at first. Whenever I located a group
of them and began my approach, they would spot me as an

outsider and scatter. I slowly developed better stalking techniques.

I began disguising myself as one of them, carrying Fortran

manuals and numerical analysis texts around. In later years I

even discovered that I could lure them in by flashing a copy of

Creative Computing.
These years of dedicated investigation have paid off, and I

am now ready to share my discoveries with the world. All of

you who have previously been baffled by the argot of this

strange tribe need remain no longer in ignorance. I am presenting

my findings in the form of a lexicon which will enable you to

decode the most cryptic of statements in computer jargon.

James M. Peterson. Ph.D.. 2125 Banks Ave., Superior. W'l.

Assembly Language: Profanities used by people who build

computers from kits. (Such people are termed "cursors.")

Bug: A parasite which infests software. It is transmitted by
illicit congress between people and programs.

Core: The remains of an Apple when all of the bytes are

gone.

Data Processing: An arcane fortune telling method wherein
one attempts to extract hidden meanings from numbers. Akin
to numerology.
Down Time: Periods when a computer is acutely depressed.

Error: The act of buying a computer.
Hexadecimal: To bewitch a number.
Infinite Loop: See Input

Input: See Throughput
Keypunch: The device that puts the little round holes in the

tops of keys.

Line Printer: The device that puts the thin blue streaks

across your notebook paper.

Output: See Input
Peripheral: Irrelevant

Real Time: Whenever the computer isn't hallucinating.

Reboot: To repeatedly kick a faulty computer until it starts

working again.

Terminal: Said of a computer that is about to die.

Throughput: See Output
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COMPUTERS°. COMPUTERS
D«D»D»P»D«D»D»n»D»D»n»D«D»D»D«D»D»D
• •

ir*™~""^aB a

D«a»n»D«D»D»D»n»a»a«a»D»D»a»a«a»a»n
• IN STOCK NOW!' call for special •

] eRjcES on LNWSOs, NEC PRiW68§' a
COLOR MONITORS, AND

DISK SYSTEMS.
* ..... NEW LNW SOFTWARE!

° EXCELLONIX
a

a
7180 Woodrow Wilson D

Los Angeles, CA 90068

a

a

D

a

a (213) 650-5754 - (714) 973-1939 a
•a.n.n.n.n.D.a.D.D.D.a.a»o.D.n.a.D.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80, COLOR COMPUTER, PET

& APPLE II

ELEMENTARY MATH
SCIENCE HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY ACCOUNTING
ECONOMICS BUSINESS ED.
FOREIGN LANG. COIN INVENTORY
GRAMMAR FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
2134. N Mankato, MN 56001

(507) 625-2205
VISA * MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of

TANDY CORP.
PET is a trademark of COMMO-
DORE BUS. MACHINES.
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO

\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. C.O.D. and

charge cards accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 InCal call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 5431037
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AR.
Everything for the mm'

* SOFTWARE
Integrated Accounting System
(O/L Payroll. A/P. A/R)

Ustpro'" (for custom form letters)

Mall Manager"
Microstat (complete statistical

package) $250
Ptorsale™ (order processing system) $195
WordStar* (word processing) $495
. . . and much more.

* HARDWARE
Color printers, monitors, modems, hard

discs, light pens. Joysticks, and more.

* DISKETTES—with free game 10 for $49
50 for $169

* SOFTWARE COrtVEHSIOrt—Call for rates

* Authors Wanted—Dealer inquiries invited.

Suite BIA 3901 Davis Place NW
Washington DC 20007 12021 337 MOO

* IKM is .i trademark of International Buifcicm Machines

Corporation. * WordStarKatrademarkof MkroPro Inter

-

nattonJl Corporation.

$395
$95
$49
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NEW 23K
PERSONAL COMPUTER

$239.00
FACTORY SALE

PRICE

You get the NEW APF IM-1 Full Size
Powerful Computer: Includes 1 4K ROM
with Level II BASIC built in. 9K user
RAM. Color, Sound. Professional 53
keyboard, Two Controllers, Two 10 key
numeric pads, High speed cassette. A.C.

Adapter, RF Modulator. TV. Switchbox.
Accepts TAPE-DISK-PLUG IN CAR-
TRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EXPANDABLE
at low cost. 90 day parts and labor
warranty, owner's guide, BASIC language
manual. All this in a beautiful black and
white console case for only $239.00
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15
days complete and undamaged for refund
of purchase price.

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
TO ORDER PHONE 312/382-2192
CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Scotch' Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep your valu-

able data sale. Dependable Scotch diskettes

are tested and guaranteed error-tree The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads
They re compatible with most diskette drives.

(800)235-4137

UMtar InquinM

CIRCLE 1SS ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Graphics Family,
the most versatile, easiest-to-use
graphics available for your Apple II.

The A2-3D1 3D2 with A2-GE1 Graphics Editor package lets you
put simultaneous multiple images on your screen . . . where you
want, in the size you want, in your choice of orientation, complete

with upper and lower case text. Because the most important part

of your computer system is you. $119.85

§*L0GIC
Communications Corp
71 3 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign. IL 61820 '^•^•^a_
(217) 359-8482
Telex: 206995
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S
Creative Computing Software Ballot |

Recreational and Educational Packages

Every year, Creative Computing makes several awards to recreational and/or educational software packages that
software manufacturers and programmers. In the past, you like. On games, please include your high score. Use a
these have been based on our own judgement. However, separate sheet of paper for your vote if you wish. Thank
we would like your input. Please list below up to ten you.

Name of Program Manufacturer Your High Score Name and address (optional)

VOTE !

NOW!
|

Morris Plains. NJ 07950.Send to: Software Ballot, Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave.

puzzle answers

The Cannon Ball Puzzle: This is somewhat of a
trick question. One hour and 20 minutes before
the trains met the Cannon Ball Express was 80
miles away from the point of impact, and, the
Bowling Ball Special was 60 miles away.
Therefore, they were 140 miles apart one hour
and 20 minutes before the accident.

I Spy: 598

507

8047

9152

The Juggling Fool: Cut the barrels along the
dotted lines. Rearrange as shown.

The Pig Pen Puzzle:

(D®(D
(D (D

(D<D(D

A Difficult Division: According to the condi-
tions of the problem, each son's share will be
seven casks (irrespective of contents), and of
wine, 3'/j casks. The division can be made in

either of two ways; Dick and Tom each take 2
full, 2 empty, and 3 half-full casks; and Harry, 3

full, 3 empty, and 1 half-full; or Dick and Tom
take 3 full, 3 empty, and I half-full cask; and
Harry I full, 1 empty, and 5 half-filled casks.

No Two In The Same Row:
JS JH JD JC
QS QH QD QC
KS KH KD KC
AS AH AD AC

Where la The World?: (I) NUMIDIA (2) MES-
OPOTAMIA (3) THRACE (4) SCANDIA
(5) MAURETANIA (6) DALMATIA (7)

IONIA (8) GERMANIA (9) LYDIA (10) HI-
BERNIA

Lucky Sevens:

971

53151463
477

376
371

53
53

The Steel Band:

C = 2*r, C+ 10 = 2«T
2

C C+10
It

r, - 4,000 r2-r

2t

C+10 C 10 5

2t 2t 2» t

r2-r, = 1.59 FEET

A Problem In Addition:

98765

+ 1234

99,999
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istep. . . retail pcstep. . . petai

CONNECTICUT

Computerworks- 1 439 Post Rd . East West-

port 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6 Tues-
Fri, 12-9 Thu, 10-5 Sat.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart - 509 1 Buford Hwy .,

Atlanta 30340. (404) 455-0647. 10-6 Mon-
Sat.

ILLINOIS

Computer Land/Downers Grove— 136
Ogden Ave.. Downers Plaza 60515; (312)

964-7762. 10-6Mon.-Sat.. 1 0-8 Tue, Thurs.

Apple, Atari, Osborne, Xerox. Vector.

Data Domain of Schaumburg- 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd.. Schaumburg 60195; (312)

397-8700. 12-9Tues.-Fri.. 11-5 Sat. Apple.

Alpha Micro. Hewlett-Packard Calculators.

Largest book and magazine selection.

Fa rnsworth Computer Center— 1891 N.

Farnsworth Ave., Aurora 60505; (31 2) 851-

3888. 10-8 Mon.-Fri., 10-5 Sat. Apple.
Hewlett-Packard series 80 systems, HP
Calculators, IDS Printers.

Gavin Computers -5935 W Addison St..

Chicago 60634; (312) 286-4232. Mon.-Thurs.

9-8:30; Tues -Sat 9-6. Apple B & H. Atari &
Commodore Systems.

Lillipute Computer Mart, lnc.-4446 Oakton.

Skokie 60076; (31 2) 674-1 383. M-F 10.30-

8pm. Sat. 10-6. We sell Cromemco, Gimix.

Bell & Howell. North Starand others. Starting

our fifth year in business.

Video Etc. - 465 Lake Cook Plaza. Deerf ield

60015; (312) 498-9669; Open every day.

Strong software support for Apple, Atari.

Llbertyvllle Video a Computer Center-862
So. Milwaukee Ave.. Libertyville 60048; (31 2)

367-8600. Open 7 days. Atari Computers.
Hardware and Software.

MASSACHUSETTS

Neeco—679 Highland Ave.. Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon.-Fri.

Commodore, Apple, Superbrain. Atari.

Science Fantasy Bookstore- 18 Eliot St..

Harvard Sq., Cambridge 02138; (617) 547-

5917. 11-8 Thur. Apple. Atari a TRS-80
games; Epyx, Microsoft, Creative

Computing.

MICHIGAN

Computer Center-Garden City; (31 3) 425-

2470 & West Bloomfield; (313) 855-4220;
Books, Magazines, Hardware and Software
for Apple, North Star, TRS-80 a PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers- 1 775 E. Tropicana #6,

LasVegas 89109; (702) 798-1022. 10-7 Mon-
Sat. Apple, Commodore, Atari, AIM 65,

(Books) Sales a Service.

NEW JERSEY

Computemook-Rt. 46, Pine Brook Plaza,

Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-9468. 10-6:30

MTWS, 10-8Thurs.. Fit Apple/Commodore
Authorized dealer.

The Computer Universe— 155 Route 17S..

Paramus 07652; (201 ) 262-0980-347-9006.
Mon .Wed ,Fri, and Sat. 10-6. Tues .and

Thurs., 12—9. Specializing in Apple Com-
puters.

Silent Partner- 2050 Center Ave., Fort Lee
07024; (201) 947-9400; Mon -Sat 10-6.

Apple/Atari/Commodore/Vector/Malibu

Software Asylum, Inc.—626 Roosevelt Ave.,

Carteret; (201)969-1900; M-Sat: 10am-9pm;
Sun. 1 1 am-6pm. Huge selection up to 25%
discount.

Software City/Pearl River- 147 Kinderka-
mack Rd.. Montvale 07645; (201 )391 -0931

.

Bus/Rec/Utility. Home programs for most
computers. Up to 20% off list.

Software City/Pine Brook- 101 Rt. 46 East.

07058; (201) 575-4574. Bus/Rec/Utility/
Home Programs for most computers. Up to
20% off list.

Software City/River Edge- 1 1 1 Grand Ave..

River Edge 07661; (201) 342-8788.
Bus/Rec/Utility/Home programs for most
computers. Up to 20% off list.

Software Mart— 352 Bloomfield Ave., Cald-
well 07006; (201) 228-4949. Software for

Apple, Atari, TRS-80 and PET always 10-

20% off list.

NEW YORK

The Computer Center-31 East 31st St..

NewYork10016;(212)889-8130. 10-7 Mon.-
Fri., 11 -6 Sat. 10-8 Thur.

Software Clty/Armonk- 146 Bedford Rd..

10504. (914) 273-3677. Bus/Rec/Utility
Home programs for TRS-80, Atari, Apple
and IBM. Up to 20% off list.

Upstate Computer Shop -629 French Rd..

Campus Plaza. New Hartford 13413; (315)
733-9139. 10-6 Mon.-Fri, 11-5 Sat. Apple-
Commodore— Data General.

OHIO

Abacus 11-1417 Bernath Pkwy.. Toledo
43615; (419) 865-1099. 10-6. 10-7 Thurs.
Apple, Osborne, Adds, NEC, Atari. Epson a
IDS Printers.

Micro Mini ComputerWorld- 74 Robinwood
Ave., Columbus 43213; (614) 235-5813/
6058. 11-7 Tues.-Sat. Authorized Apple/
Commodore dealer. Sales. Service, Business
Software.

North Coast Computers- 626 Dover Center,

Bay Village 44140; (216) 835-4345. 10-6

Mon -Sat ., 10-8 Tue., Thur. Apple/Atari/

Vector Graphic/Data General.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Starware—(202)337-5300. Large variety of

software and hardware for the IBM including

Wordstar. MailManager. MICROSTAT.
Epson, IDS, Amdek. etc.

WISCONSIN

Petted-4265 W. Loom's Rd.. (l-894-Hwy.

36, Milwaukee 53221; (414) 282-4181. 12-

8 Mon.-Fri., 1 0-4 Sat. Authorized Commodore
PET, CBM. VIC dealer. Books. Magazines.
Chips, etc.

To include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Depart-
ment at 1201) 540-0445.
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DISCOUNT
TRS-80
TRS-80 MODEL III

f2100K$8504«-K

2 DISK RS-232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

TRS-80 MODEL II

64-K?3350
TRS-80 8 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT) $4040

TRt.80COLOR
4
»315 t6 '495 32 »635

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES - *5Q9 '**— *339

FREE OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS, COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES
WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED RADIO
SHACK STORES OR COMPUTER CENTERS -T M TANDY CORP

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.
DEALERSHIP R162i 137NORTH MAIN ST PERRY MICHIGAN 48872

PHONE (517) 62S-4161. MICH
FOR OUR PRICES.

PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE
|
WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS 1-800-248-3823

CIRCLE 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

This publication

is available in microform.

T*
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University Microfilms International

Please send additional information
Name
Institution

Street

City

State Zip

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106
USA.

30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept. PR.
London WIN 7RA
England
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Stephen B. Gray, et al.

Taming Your Computer: A Guide for Business and Professional

People, by Jerome Kanter. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

NJ. 254 pages, hardcover $17.95, paperback $8.95. 1981.

This is a revised and updated edition of A Management
Guide to Computers, published in 1977 by Honeywell Information

Systems, where the author is Director of Planning & Consulting

for National Industry Operations.

The nine chapters are: Introduction to Computers, Uses
and Applications of Computer Systems. Selecting and Imple-

menting Computer Applications, Mini/Micro Mania. Understand-

ing Software and Programming, Computer-Aided Decision
Making. Management Information Systems, Computer-Based
Teleprocessing Systems, and Future Use and Growth of

Computers. A 2Vi-page bibliography is included.

Containing a great deal of useful material and written in a

semi-informal style, this book would be much more readable

and helpful to the person who has "never before been directly

involved with computers" if it broke up the page-after-page

masses of solid type with illustrations. The book contains only

two photographs, of a small computer and a video terminal,

both Honeywell products. There is one fine drawing of "How a

Computer Operates." There are 36 charts and graphs in the

first six chapters, six drawings of system models in the MIS
chapter, and a dozen figures in the last two chapters.

If the lack of photos and figures isn't that important to you,
and if you are looking for an uncomplicated, non-technical

book that will give you a solid understanding of the basics of

computers and computing, this is one of the better texts.

If this lack does bother you, try one of the many first-year

computer-science textbooks reviewed here in the last few
months.

Microcomputer Buyer's Guide, by Tony Webster. Hayden
Book Co., Rochelle Park, NJ. 338 pages, paperback $25. 1981.

This is probably the largest and most complete buyer's guide
to micros yet published, with over 300 pages 8Vi by lOVi inches
in size, containing detailed information on microcomputers in

general, several dozen software products, over 80 personal

computers from 53 manufacturers, and several dozen peripherals.

Part I. on Microcomputer Theory and Applications, consists

of 70 pages on micro ABCs. peripherals, software, Basic,

desktop personal computers, selection guidelines, word process-

ing, future trends, communications and networking, and
education. The style is semi-formal and concise, the material

highly informative.

Part II, on Independent Software Products, looks mainly at

Z80 and 8080-based operating systems, high-level languages,

and applications packages, plus software for the TRS-80. Apple,
PET, and Motorola 68XX. Suppliers range from Microsoft to

Peachtree, from Hayden to Lifeboat.
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Part HI covers a wide range of machines, including the

Apple II, Data General microNOVA, IBM 5120. NEC PC-

8000, Radio Shack TRS-80, Sinclair ZX80. Tektronix 4050.

and Wang 2200 series. Each takes up several pages, with

photo, hardware and software and details, and prices.

Part IV offers less detail and no prices, but gives enough
information to get a good idea of what's available in CRT
displays, printers and printing terminals.

This is a valuable reference book the best I've seen of its

type, with much information presented in greater detail than

anywhere else, and setting a standard that will be difficult to

surpass.

Although the book doesn't say a word about the author.

Tony Webster is an Australian EE who publishes reports on
computer hardware and software, with an updating service.

He published this book himself; Hayden distributes it in the

USA and Canada, and plans to publish an updated version in

1983.

The Making of the Micro: A History of the Computer, by

Christopher Evans. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.. New York.

116 pages, hardcover $14.95. 1981.

This fascinating short "history of the computer" takes half

its 100 pages of actual text to lead up to the first digital

computer.
Starting with the abacus, and using dozens of photographs

and drawings. Evans leads us through Napier's Bones, the slide

rule, Pascal's calculator. Leibniz's calculator, Babbage's engines,

the Burroughs adding machine. Hollerith's tabulator, the MIT
differential analyzer, etc. He explains the operations of these

machines without getting bogged down in mechanical intricacies.

Evans writes as much about each inventor as about his

machine, which helps make this book much more interesting

than if it were merely a description of devices.

Thus we read more about how (Conrad Zuse got started on
his Zl relay computer, and how WWII kept him from getting

past the Z4, than about the actual computers themselves.

From Zuse on. there is more emphasis on inventors and entre-

preneurs, one reason being that Evans did not describe how
any of these computers worked, which would have taken

much more space and made the book much more complicated.

So we get mainly the superficial details of the history of

IBM's Harvard Mark I, the British Colossus, ENIAC, EDVAC,
and one or two other computers. After that, not one single

computer is discussed: Evans goes off into 17 pages on the

transistor, the computer revolution, and integrated circuits.

The book is fascinating, and one of the best of its kind, for its

presentation of computers before transistors, but the reader

interested in the history of computers after 1950 will have to

look elsewhere.
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Unwrap
the Crypto
Mystery
fMn Thanks to the Western

Digital CryptoPrimer™*** ^^^ Development Kit,

$^M ^| cryptography is no

^^L^*^^^ longer a deep,

I ^hJ^bJ* dark secret. In fact,

the kit is specially

designed for personal computer owners
and is based on the National Bureau
of Standards' data encryption algorithm.

Included in the kit are: a

CryptoPrimer"' manual,

a cryptographic sys-

tem built around our
WD 2001/2 data

encryption

chip, a con-
venient RS
232 con-

nector and
a special

hardware manual. All for just $495. Best

of all, you'll end up with more than a clue

on how to implement all the benefits of

data encryption. So send your check or

money order (including $9.00 for ship-

ping and 6% sales tax if you're a Califor-

nia resident) to: Western Digital, 2445
McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714. Please

also specify your computer's make and
model number.
We think keeping cryptography a

mystery is a crime.

**»*tnsr *;^E;
you.

WESTERN DiGiTALCORPORA r I O N
Telecommunications Division

2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714
(714)557-3550
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The gnosis version ol P LISP
has been acknowledged' as
the finest and most complete
available tor Apple micro
computers and with the addi
lion ol floating point math and
HI RES graphics it becomes an
indispensable tool lor edu
colors- scientists business ex
ecutives mathematicians or
applications requinng artificial

intelligence This excellent pro
gram is now available tor only
Slvvv5(DOS 3 3 only)

Included in an attractive
binder is a ninety page users
manual which will aid you in

creating your P LISP programs
This manual is also available
separately tor S20 00 which is

fully refundable on purchase of
the program

P LISP will run on a 48K or
larger APPLE II II- and will
lake advantage ol ALL avail

for the Apple II

able memory Supplied with the
interpreter are several sample
programs including a complete
ELIZA

For those ol you who do not
lully understand P LISP we have
available the P LISP Tutorial lor

S25 00 This expertly written ten
is bound in a handsome binder
and is packaged lo include a
disk containing all the sample
programs relerenced in the text
at no extra charge

isz m
Appi»u>i< in tOH a

l(M Ho<Jtunj point rt

formerly Pegasys Systems, Inc.
4005 Chestnut Street—Philadelphia, PA 19104

Oiden Only S00 523 0725—Penna Residents 21S-3S7-1500

iews...book
The Captain 80 Book of Basic Adventures by Robert Liddil.

80-Northwest Publishing Inc., Tacoma. WA. 252 pages, paper.

$19.95. 1981.

A long time in the works, the book for Adventure fans and
programmers is finally available. Robert Liddil, author of the

Adventure Death Dreadnought, and a well-known figure in

TRS-80 circles, has compiled a three-part (but by no means
trivial) collection of treats. The first part is an introduction to

the topic, with short chapters on playing, writing, and selling

Adventures. The material is light but informative.

The second section contains the listing for an Adventure
generator. This program, which requires a minimum of 32K
and disk for the TRS-80. takes input from the user concerning

rooms, objects, vocabulary, and conditional events, and produces

a Basic Adventure. Liddil admits the generator is not perfect

(there may be bugs or inefficient coding in the resulting program),

but believes it is important enough to include in the book.

Even with these flaws, it can greatly reduce the time required

to write an Adventure.

The third section contains listings for eighteen Basic

Adventures by authors such as Greg Hassett, Lance Micklus.

and Scott Adams. The listings are clearly done in large type,

and most of the programs will fit in a 16K Model I TRS-80.
though Model III owners may have to do a bit of compression.
There is also material about each author. While most of the

programs have been published elsewhere, it is unlikely that

many readers will already have listings for all eighteen of them.

Summing it up, Captain 80 has dropped a treasue. Snatch it

up. Adventure fans.— David Lubar.
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Using 6502 Assembly Language by Randy Hyde. Datamost
Inc., Northridge, CA. $19.95. 1981.

This book is aimed specifically at Apple users, and is written

by someone who really knows what he is talking about. Randy
Hyde created the LISA assembler, and a large selection of
satisfied customers can testify to his credentials. The book
takes the beginner all the way from basic- concepts such as

binary numbering to advanced areas including string handling

and debugging. Filled with documented program examples
and clear text, the book reads well. Mr. Hyde will never be
accused of having a dry style. The strength of the book is that,

beyond explaining the 6502 instructions, it presents a wealth of
practical information. The sections on arithmetic are especially

valuable and comprehensive. Signed and unsigned operations
are explained, for both integer and multi-precision applications,

along with BCD (binary coded decimal) arithmetic.

Other sections cover basic input and output, as well as I/O
that is specific to the Apple, such as paddle and keyboard
reading. There is even a section on Sweet- 16. the rarely-

documented pseudo processor available in the Integer ROM.
The only major drawback of the book is that it assumes the

userowns the LISA assembler. Instructions for entering programs,

and some of the special techniques described in the book,
depend on LISA. While LISA is an excellent assembler, not
everyone who buys the book will have it. Some may already
have another assembler, in which case they may not want to

make an additional purchase. Others, who have no assembler,
will probably end up buying LISA. While there is nothing
wrong with this, it seems to be an unfair assumption on the part
of the author. Basically, the reader can still benefit from the
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book if he doesn't own LISA but will gain more if he does.
Also, the only mention of the Apple mini assembler is in an
appendix taken straight from an Apple manual. Readers would
probably have appreciated a more thorough section, along
with explanations of the single step and trace routines in the
Integer ROM.
The above problems are minor compared to the overall

quality of the material. Mr. Hyde has done much to unshroud
the mysteries of the 6502.—DL

Apple Pascal Games by Douglas Hegert and Joseph T. Kalash.
Sybex. Berkeley. CA. 371 pages, paperback, illustrated. $14.95.
1981.

This handy volume provides users of Apple Pascal with
something they haven't had until now: a collection of annotated
programs to type in and study. This is not a Pascal tutorial. It is

intended for the Pascal user who has learned the essentials of
the language and now needs useful, entertaining hands-on
practice. To this end, Apple Pascal Games provides a graded
series of game programs, ranging from very simple to quite
complex.
There are twenty-seven games all together, arranged in four

sections.

The presentation of each game is divided into two parts.

The first is a discussion of how the game works: game rules and
instructions for running the program are given, essential
algorithms are explained, and a sample run is provided.
The second part is a discussion of the program. Program

logic and flow are laid out with logical diagrams. Key elements
of the program are highlighted, as are the particular Pascal
techniques used to program them. This part concludes with
the complete program listing.

Section I consists of nine simple games. These are venerable
old standbys like "Nim." "Keno," and "Guessit,"—games that

have probably been programmed in every known language on
every known computer.
The fifteen games of Section II are also "classics," but more

complex. Each of these uses and demonstrates one of the
higher functions of Pascal. Examples are the CASE statement
in "Kismet." recursive procedure calls in "Telephone," and set

types and set operators in "Wumpus."
Section III consists of two games. One is a skeet-shoot game

and the other is a paddle-controlled sketch pad. Together,
these two programs explore most of the capabilities of the

Turtlegraphics Unit.

Section IV is just one game. Cribbage. This is a long program
(21 pages of listing) and is written in three parts which are
compiled into one program. It is something of a grand finale to
the book and uses a substantial percentage of the resources of
Apple Pascal. The result is an impressive program which
compares favorably with "Kriegspiel Checkers" from the book
Pascal With Style.

The overall value of this book as a learning tool stands
solidly on the programs, which are uniformly well-written.

Although written specifically for Apple Pascal, this book
would work just as well for users of nearly any implementation
of UCSD Pascal. The programs could be easily modified for

other systems. Anyone looking to sharpen his knowledge of
Pascal and have fun at the same time will find it well worth the
effort. -William Kubeck
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STARTING YOUR OWN
MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS
Starting your own microcomputer business is easy if you
know the right steps to take. Two volumes of the new book
Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business describe the

things you should know to start right and to build your
business successfully.

Many people have good ideas for a successful microcomputer
business. But they don't know how to put their ideas into

action. These people are plenty smart. That's not the problem.
The problem is in knowing simple things: How to analyze the

market. How to select the right product or service. How to get

enough startup money. How to plan your growth and success.

The answers to these problems are not hard to understand. All

you need is the right information. Your Fortune In The
Microcomputer Business gives you the knowledge tools to

start right, grow and prosper.

This practical reference manual has no hocus-pocus. It does
not tell you how todo astrology or dating services. It does give

you clear, complete, step-by-step instructions on how to get

started right and insure your success!

Volume I Includes:

IY0UR
ORTUNE IN THE
IICROCOMPLTEF

BUSINESS

si

Getting Started

The hottest (rends In the market

The seven best tett markets

How to read between the lines at a trade show
1(7 ways to reach your market

Examples of the best ads in the

How to get tree advertising

The 21 steps to set up your

How to start a manufacturing

How to write a newsletter

How to give a seminar

How to start a service business

How to package software for the mass market

How to be a highly paid consultant

Franchising—the good, the bad and the ugly

Interviews with sis successful microcomputer businesses

How to use the RLC factor to be street smart, lean, mean and successful

Volume II Includes:
Strategies for growth

Straight facts on incorporation

How to build your organisation

How to manage cash flow

How to develop your accounting system

How to manage employees, wages and salaries

How to survive a cash crunch

What to do if things get really bad **** H

How to maximize your profits xsewtti, SHIM
How to grow by acquisition * MKCtlt
How to value your business

How and when to sell your business

WRITE OR CALL-DONT WAIT!

YOUR
FORTUNE IN THE
MICROCOMPUTER

BUSINESS

Wildfire Publishing, P.O. Box 420-DR
Carpinteria, CA 93013 Ph. (80S) 684-1489

Please send the following book(s) by return mail. I

understand if I want to return them for any reason within 30

days of receipt, I can do so and get a prompt full refund.

D Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Yol. I, (Jetting Started, $20.00. (Postpaid)

D Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Vol. II, Growth, Survival and Success, $20.00. (Postpaid)

Calif, residents please add $1.20 each sales Hi.

Name

Street

Chy_ .Slate. Zip

Enclosed is.

Card"

Ex. Dt

Signature _

. or charge my MasterCharge D or Visa D

M( Interbank »

. • IW2 Wildfire Pub.
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GOOD
CONNECTIONS
Autodial/Autoanswer Modems

The MICROCONNECTION™ direct connect
modem automatically dials other computers and
answers too. It monitors incoming lines, runs
printers, decodes busses and transcribes in-

coming data. Excellent terminal and host soft-

ware. Available for RS-232, TRS-80, TRS-80
Color*, Apple*, Atari 400/800*, and CBM/PET*.
$224.95 up.

*he nt!cfopenpheral corporation

2643 - 151st PI. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052

(206)881-7544

'Trademarks of Tandy Corp., Apple Corp.. Atari Corp..
and Commodore Business Machines.

«ra
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T§& MALA
Educational Program

our Pel For '

$48
yX/\ caucanonai Programs

For Your Pel For Only

-,;, **to /?/
For 8 Issue Subscriptions/*

Each MALA" comes to you on '

cassette with 4 brand new pro-

grams to load and run on your
Pet. /

camm*OflTfi
svsTEms. inc.

v 11 hum 385
ItmiimU. tlllLHIUHIl 4J1U4.'

[313] Hrts mi3

GAMES FOR YOUR VIC
VIC TREK -HANGMAN
TANK • YAHTZEE
DAMSEL* NAB PLUS
AND MANY MORE

«'•/ $7.95 Each

FREE Program Summaries available
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Robot Manipulators: Mathematics, Programming and Control.

by Richard P. Paul. MIT Press, Cambridge. MA. 288 pages,

hardcover $25. 1981.

The eighth in the MIT Press series on artificial intelligence.

this textbook is by "the world's leading authority on the science

of robot manipulation." according to the dust jacket, which
adds that this is "the first book to cover all aspects of computer
control of mechanical manipulators," and "presents kinematics,

statics, dynamics and programming."
The book is heavy with math, of course, and "the chapter on

dynamics assumes that the student is prepared to accept the

Lagrangian formulation of dynamics. The chapter on control

makes use of the Laplace transformation, and the final chapter

on programming assumes a knowledge of Pascal." according

to the preface.

For a work so complex, the chapter titles are quite short:

Homogenous Transformation, Kinematic Equations. Solving

Kinematic Equations. Differential Relationships, Motion
Trajectories, Dynamics, Control, Static Forces, Compliance,
and Programming.
A publisher's note on the indicia page says that to shorten

preparation time, the book was prepared by photographing

the author's computer printout. The author notes that "The
camera-ready copy was produced using Knuth's TEX system,"

which results in a handsome book.

Those interested in robot control from a personal-computer

viewpoint will, for the most part, find the subject to be much
more complicated than imagined. Very little of this book is

understandable without a solid grounding in mathematics.

Software Wanted: How and Where to Sell Your Program.
edited by Eric Balkan. Battery Lane Publications, Box 30214,

Bethesda, MD 20014. 105 pages, paperback $25. 1981.

The "how" part— for people who wish to sell programs
they've written —consists of five informative articles; the "where"

part is 80 percent of this guide and provides details about 76

software publishers.

The introduction says you can let an established software

mK
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publisher promote and market your software, or you can
market it yourself. The article on writing software for resale
says the leading markets, as of 10/81. are CP/M, Apple. TRS-
80, and UNIX, offers suggestions (by George Blank) on how to
pick a software publisher, and tells what a software package
should include.

The article on selling software directly to users offers advice
on packaging, pricing, advertising, literature, identifying the
user, and piracy. The last two articles tell what to put in your
manual, and how to protect your software via copyright and
other methods.
The Software Publishers/Marketers Directory tells, for each

company, how long it has been in business, its size, whether it

sells programs retail and/or wholesale, financial arrangements
with the programmer, time required to evaluate a program,
documentation required, etc. Most listings take half a page; a
few take over a full 8'/i by-1 1-inch page.

All the articles are reprinted from Battery Lane's "Computer
Consultant" newsletter; the book includes a coupon offering a
$15 discount on the $48 cost of a year's twelve issues, which
"provide an update service to the material in the guidebook."
The guidebook seems well worth the price to have all these

facts and figures in one handy publication, written in a very
straightforward style. It's sold with a money-back guarantee.

""& "s
Your v,c"20 mi Sm,,a

• •
•

Fly a water-dropping helicopter, and
try to put out the high-rise (Ira

before it spreads.

Draw
Be an artist! This high-resolution
drawing program makes It easy to
create pictures on the screen, and then
save them on tape.

Race the computer, head-on! Simple
but fun.

The VIXEL #1 cassette costs only $12.95 in the US and
Canada Foreign orders please add $3.00 for shipping. CA
residents add 6% tax. Visa and MasterCard welcome.
VIXEL it • trademark of Tha Cod* Work*
VIC 20 n a tradamark of Commodor* Buamaa* MaoNnaa. Inc

TheCodeWorks
Box 550, Goleta. CA 93116 605/683-1585

Osborne CP/M User Guide, by Thorn Hogan. Osbome/McGraw-
Hill, Berkeley, CA. 291 pages, paperback $12.99. 1981.

This latest Osborne book, which is nearly the three-dozenth
from the Berkeley publishing company, "introduces the novice
to the microcomputer system and examines CP/M's function
within that system." according to the introduction, which
notes that "CP/M is an operating system which. ..directs the
activities of your computer's components, and manages files

which contain computer instructions or data."
This sets the tone for a semi-formal self-teaching manual

that covers a great deal of ground, from defining "byte" to
discussing the systems approach. The eight chapters include
an Introduction to CP/M and Operating Systems: CP/M Built-

in Commands; CP/M Transient Commands; Assembly Language
Utilities; Other Transient Programs and CP/M: MP/M.CP/NET
and CP/M Derivatives; Technical Aspects of CP/M; and
Putting It All Together: The System Approach.
Seven very helpful appendixes provide a summary of CP/M

commands. ASCII character codes, comparison of three CP/M
versions. CP/M prompts, diskette selection (which systems
use which disks), annotated bibliography (10 pages), and a
CP/M Address Book that lists sources of CP/M-compatible
languages, programs, and computers.
The chapter on transient commands shows how to expand

the basic set of commands by adding programs that act like
commands. The chapter on assembly-language utilities, which
has "limited applications for end-users who primarily use packaged
programs." tells how to develop and modify programs with
ASM. DDT and LOAD, and assumes an understanding of
assembly-language programming.

Another valuable chapter, on Other Transient Programs
and CP/M, looks at four types of programs to be used with
CP/M: utilities (format, copy, SYSGEN, etc.) high-level languages
(from Basic to PL/I-80), application programs, and word proces-
sors.

This is one of the very best CP/M manuals available.
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V*gMZ? benefit others ?

4fiR»* Is it yours?

We sell quality educational
software— that runs on the Apple
II computer — addressing science,
math, language arts, skills ...

Our buyers? Schools—
elementary, secondary and
college level. Plus over 100
computer stores and audio/visual
dealers. Plus Bell & Howell Ltd.,

marketing throughout Canada.

Our exposure? Advertising in a
number of national publications —
computer, business and
educational.

Our Interest? The opportunity to
evaluate your courseware, with an
eye to making you an outright
purchase or outstanding royalty
offer.

Are you interested? If so, contact:

MICRO
POUICR

fit LIGHT CO.

12820 Hillcnsi Hd 0224

Dallas. Taxas 75230

2M239-6820
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COMMODORE
"THE WONDERCOMPUTER
OFTHE1980s.UNDER*300:
—WILLIAM SHATNER

' The best computer value in the

world today. The only computer

you'll need for years to come."

I ON OFF SWITCH I

VIC-20' VS. OTHER HOME COMPUTERS

|
Product Features

t nmmodorr
VIC-M

Atari"
400"

TI*
**/4A

TRS-KO
Color

Computer

1
Price* $299.93 $458 95 $499 00 $399 00

|
Maximum RAM Memory J2K I6K I6K 12K

Calculator

StyleKeyboard Style
Willi
Typewriter

Style

Flat

Plastic

Memfiranc

Half Sire

T>pcwnter
Style

|
Number of Keys 66 57 40 »

[
Programmable

| Function Keys 4 •

[ Graphic Symbols

| On Keyboard 62

| Displayablc Characters 512 256 64 256

[ Microprocessor 6502 6502 IT 990 6809

1 Accessible

| Machine Language YES YES NO YES

1 Upper/Lower

| Case Characters YES YES NO NO

1 Operates with all Peripherals

1 IDtak, Printer and Modem) YES NO YES YES

| Full Screen Editor YES YES NO NO

1 Microsoft Basic Standard N/A N/A $ 99.00 |
1 Telephone Modem $109.95 $399.95 $450.00 $154 95 |

Read the chart and see why COMPUTE! Magazine 1 calls the VIC-20 computer

(minding machine for the price." Why BY 1 . the VK
computer unit is unexcelled as a low-cost consumer computer." Why Popular

fortheprio ne in town that is

more :

" And wh What is

I m in love with my new

The VIC-20 from Commodore, worlds

leading manufacturer i

local Commodore dealer <i

I April 81

icsktop computers. See the VIC-20 at your

ômmodore Computer Systems
I 681 Moore Rd . King of Prussia. PA 19406

I Canadian Residents: Commodore Computer Systems

WO Pharmacy Ave. Agincourl. Onl . Canada. MIW 2K4

P Please send me more information on the VIC-20.

I

wcommodore
' COMPUTER
CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD



"NEVE FORGETS."

MORE THAUJUSTANOTHER PRETTYMCE.
Says who? Says ANSI.
Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Hephant^floppies meet or exceed the specs
required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such
pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from
academia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-rbckard,
3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-
ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI . .

.

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants
for you.

aEPHANT. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARO


